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4FATIGUE-LIFE PREDICTION METHODOLOGY USING
SMALL-CRACK THEORY AND A CRACK-CLOSURE MODEL
J. C . Newman, Jr. and E. P. Phillips
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia, USA
M. H. Swain
Lockheed Engineering and Sciences C, snpany,
Hampton, Virginia, USA
ABSTRACT
i
This paper reviews the capabilities of a plasticity-induced crack-closure model to
predict fatigue lives of metallic materials using "small-crack theory" for various materials
and loading conditions. Crack tip constraint factors, to account for three-dimensional state-
of-stress effects, were selected to correlate large-crack growth rate data as a function of the
effective-strers-i.nte.nsity factor range (W^eff) under constant-amplitude loading. Some
modifications to the AKety -rate relations were needed in the near-threshold regime to fit
measured small-crack growth rate behavior and fatigue endurance limits. The model was
then used to calculate small- and large-crack growth rates and to predict total fatigue lives for
notched and unnotched specimens made of two aluminum alloys, a titanium alloy, and a steel
under constant-amplitude and spectrum loading. Fatigue lives were calculated using the
crack-growth relations and mierostiuctural features like those that initiated cracks for the
aluminum alloys and -meel for edge.-notched specimens. An equivalent-initial-flaw-size
concept was used to calculate fatigue lives in other cases. Results from the tests and analyses
a,greoed well.
INTRODt: C:TION
Oil
	
basis of lincar-clastic fracture mechanics (LE17M), studies on sinall cracks (10
p ill to I innl) have shown that small cracks grow mu ,.c h faster than would be predicted from
large-crack data (Pearson (1), Ritchie. and Lankford 121, Miller and de los Rins [3J). This
behavior is illustrated in Figure 1, where the crack-growth rate, da/dN or do/dN, is plotted
against the lincar-clastic stress-intensity factor range, AK. The solid (signiodal) curve shows
typical results for large cracks in a given material and environment under constant-amplitude
loading. The solid curve is usuall y obtained from tests with large cracks. At low growth
rates, the threshold stress-intensity factor range, AK th, is usually obtained from load-
reduction (AK-decreasing) tests. Sortie typical results for small cracks in plates and at
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Figure L Typical Fatigue-rack Growth Behavior for Small and Large Cracks.
notches are shown by the dashed curves. These results show that small cracks grow at AK
levels below the large-crack threshold and that they also grow faster than large cracks at the
satne AK, level above threshold. Small-crack effects have been shown to be more prevalent
in tests which have compressive loads such as negative stress ratios (?,ocher [4), Newman
and Edwards [5,61). Over the past decade, various studies on small- or short-crack growth
behavior in metallic materials have led to the realization that fatigue life of many materials is
primarily crack growth from mierostructural features such as inclusion particles, voids or
slip-band formation. Concurrently, improved fracture .
-mechanics analyses of some of the
crack tip , shi.elding rn'chanisms such as plasticity-induced crack closure and analyses of
surfacer- or corner-crack configurations (Rarju and Newman [7,8]) have lcd to more accurate
crack-growth and fatigue-life prediction methods. Thus, small-crack theory is the treatment
of fatigue as a crack-propagation process from a microdefect. (or crack) to failure.
During the last decade, research on small- or short-crack effects have concentrated on
three possible explanations for the behavior of such cracks. They are plasticity effects,
metallurgical effects, and crack closure, All of these feature: contribute to an inadequacy of
LEFM and the u qe of the AK-concept to correlate fatigue-crack growth rates. Some of the
earliest small-crack experiments were conducted at high stress levels which were expected to .
invalidate LF.FM methods. Nonlinear or elastic-plastic fracture mechanics concepts, such as
the J-integral and an empirical length parameter (El Haddad et al. [9]), were. developed to
euplai n the observed small-crack effects. Recent research on the use of AJ as a crack-driving
parameter Bugg,-est that plasticity effects are small for many of the early and more recent
small-crack experinents (Newman [10]), But the influence of plasticity on small-crack
growth and the appropriate crack-driving parameter is still being debated.
i
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Small cracks tend to initiate in metallic materials at inclusion particles or voids, in
regions of , :.ztense slip, or at weak interfaces and grains. In these cases, metallurgical
1	 similitude breaks down for these cracks (which means that the growth rate is no longer an
average taken over many grains), see Leis et al. 111 ]. Thus, the local crack growth behavior
is controlled by metallurgical features, If the matcHal is markedly anisotropic, the local brain
orientation will strongly influence the growth rate. Crack-front. irregularities and small
particles or inclusion's affect the local stresses and, therefore, the crack growth response. Foi-
large cracks, all of these metallurgical effects are averaged over many grains, except in very
coarse-grained materials. LEFM and nonlinear fracture mechanics concepts a Irc only
beginning to explore: the influence of metallurgical features on stress-intensity'^actors, strain-
energy densities, 3-integrals, and other crack-driving parameters.
Very early in small-crack research, fatigue-crack closure (Elber (12)) was recognized
as a Ix)ssible explanation for rapid small-crack growth rates (see Nisitani and Takao [13]).
Fatigue-crack closure is caused by residual plastic deformations left in the wake of an
i advancing crack. Only that portion of the load cycle for which the crack is fully open is used
: in computing an effective stress-intensity factor range (AKe .fl-) from LEFM solutions. A
small crack initiating at an inclusion particle, a void, or at a weak grain does not have the
prior plastic history to develop closure. Thus, a. small crack may not be closed for as much
of the loading cycle as a larger crack. If a small crack is fully open, the stress-intensity factor
range. is fully effective and the crack-growth rate will be greater than steady-state, crack-
growth rates. (A steady-slate crack is one in which the residual plastic deformations and
crack closure along the crack surfaces are fully developed and stabilb.ed under steady-state
loading.) Sinall-crack growth rates aie also faster than steady-stale behavior hecause these
cracks may initiate and grow in weak microstructure. In contrast to small-crack growth
behavior, the development of the large-crack threshold, as illustrated in Figure 1, has also
been associated with a rise in crack-opening lead a.. the applied load is reduced (.linikawa
and McEvily [ 141 and Newman [ 151). Thus, the steady-state, crack-growth behavior may lie
between the small-crack and large-crack threshold behavior, as illustrated by the dash-dot
curve.
The purpose. of this paper is to review the capabilities of a plasticity-induced, crack-
closure model (Newman 116,17)) to correlate large-crack growth rate behavior and to predict
fatigue lives in two aluminum alloys, it titanium alloy, and a steel under various load
histories using small-crack theory. 'Pest results from the literature on 2024-T3 and 7075-T6
aluminum alloys. Ti-6A14V titanium alloy, and 4340 steel under constant ••antplitude loading
were analyzed with the closure model to establish an effective stress-intensity factor range
(AKeff•) against crack-growth rate relation. The AKcff -rate relation and some micro-
structural features were: used with the cicrsute model to predict total fatigue lives on notched
specimens made of aluminum alloys arcl steel under various load histories. An equivalent-
initial-flaw-size (EIFS) concept (Rudd et al. 1181) was used to calculate fatigue lives for
unnotched and notched aluminum and titanium alloys. The load histories considered were
constant-amplitude loading over a wide range in stress ratios, FALSTAFF (van Dijk et al,
(1)]), Ciaussian (block et al. 120]), TWIST (Mongc et al. [21]), Mini-TWIST (Uwak et al.
1221) and helix/28 (Edwards and Darts (231) load sequences. The crack configurations used
j
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in these analyses were through-crack configurations, such 'a^ middle-crack and compact
tension specimens, and three-dimensional crack configurations, such as a corner crack in a
bar or a surface crack at a circmular hole or semicircular edge notch. Comparisons " arty made
between measured and calculated or predicted fatigue lives on vario unnotched and
notched specimens.
CRACK AND NOTCH CONFIGURATIONS ANALYZED,
The large-crack, AK-rate data for the two aluminum alloys and the steel were
obtained from middle-crack tension specimens and the data for the tiraniurn alloy was
obtained from compact tension and corner crack in a bar-specimens. The data for the 2024-
T3 alloy was obtained from Hudson (24], Phillips (25), and Dubensky (26], whereas the 'data,
for the 7075-T6 alloy was obtained from Phillips and Deng (see Refs. 27 and 28). The data
for'the 4.140 steel was obtained from Swain et al. (29). The data for the Ti-6A]-4V alloy was
obtained from Raizenne [30], Mom and R.aizenne (31), and Powell and Henderson [32]. 	 f,
The fatigue specimens analyzed are shown in Figure 2. They were
(a) the uniform stress (Kr 1) unnotched specinxn,
(b) the. circular-hole (KT 	specimen,
(c) the single-edge-notch tension (SENT, KT = 3.15 or 3.3) specimen, and
(d) the double-edge-notch tension (DENT, KT = 3.1) specimen.
Here the stress concentration factor, Kr, iSexpressed in terms of the remote (gross) stress. S.
instead of the net-seWou stress.
s	 s	 s	 s
2r 	 ^	 '
W	 0	 ^ 2r	 I>, 2r C
2w --+	 { w	 2w --.^
I
(a1 Kt•. 1	 (b) KT a 3	 (c) KT n 3.15	 (d) KT . 3.1
t'
Figure 2. Fatigue Specimens Analyzed With Small-Crack Theory.
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 PEWTICITY-INDUCID CRACK-CLOSURE MODEL,
The crack-closuree model (Newman (161) was developed for a central through crack in
J a finite-' ,width specimen sul-jected to remote applied stress. The model was later extended to
a through crack emanating from a circular hole and applied to the growth of small "cracks
(i\cwtaa^t [ 151). ;
 he model was based on the Dugdalc [331 model, but it was modified to
leave plastically deformed material in the wake of the crack. The details of the model are
given elsewhere and will not he presented here. One,of the most important features of the
model, however, i^ the ability to model three-dimensional constraint effects. A constraint
factor, a, is used to elevate the flow stress (aa ()) at the crack tip to account for the influence
of stress state. The flow stress Q(, is the 6-erage between the yield stress and ultimate tensile
strength. For plate-stress conditions, (x is equal to unity (or ; ginal Dugdale niodeh', and for
simulated plane-strain conditions, a is equal to 3. Although the strip-yield model does not
model the correct yield-zone pattern for plane-strain conditions,,the model_with a high
constraint factor is able to produce crack-surface displacements and crack-opening stresses
"quite similar to those calculated from an elastic-plastic finite element analysis of .rack
growth and closure for a finite-thickness plate (Blom et al. [341). in tvnducting fatigue-crack
growth analyses, the constraint factor a is used as a fitting parameter to correlate crack-
growth rate data against Off under constant-amplitude loading for different stress ratios.
However, tests conducted under single-spike overloads seem tube more sensitive to state-of-
stress effects and muty be a more appropriate test to determine :he constraint factor.
'Effective Stress-Intensity Factor Range
For must damage tolerance and durability analys", the linear-clastic analyses have
been found to be adequate. The linear-elastic effective stress-intcnsity factor range developed
b3' Elber 1121 is gil en by
Akff = (Stnax - S'o) tirtc) F(clw)	 (1)
where S,,,ax is the inax imam stress. S'„ is the crack-opening stress, and F is the boundary-
correction factor. However, for high stre&s-intensity factors, proof testing, and low-cycle
fatigue conditions, the linear-clastic analyser : -e inadequate and nonlinear crack-growth
parameters are needed. To account for plastic'A:y, a portion of the Dugdale cyclic-plastic-7nne
length M ha y, been added to the crack length, c. The cyclic-plastic-zone corrWed effectiv
stress-intcnsity facu)r [ 101 is
(,IKp)cff 2^ (Stnax - Sao) ti (xd) F(dlw)	 1	 (2)
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where. d = c + V4 and P is the cycli(-plastic-tor corrected boundary -ccatrFCtion factor.
Herein, the cyclic-plastic-zone corrected effective stress-intensity factor range will be uses} in
the fatigue-life, predictions unless otherwise noted.
.	 !^	 i  	 _	 1 \ 	 , '`rte 	
u	
.i
Conswt-Amplitude Lcaading .
As it crack grows in a finite-thickncss body under cyclic:.
 loading (constant stress
range), the plastic.-zone sire at the crack front increases.' A! low stress-intensity factor levels,
plcsne-strain conditions Should prevail but as the plastic-Zone site b^ecotncs large compared to
sheet 	 thickness, a loss of constraint is expected. This constraint loss has been associated
with the transition from flat-to-slant cr,%-k growdt. Schijve (35) has shown that the transition
occurs at nearly tlu same crack-growth rate o%^cr a wide range in stress ratios for an
aluminum alloy. This Oservation has been used to help select the constraint-lost regime ,.
(sere Ref. 36).
Newman (171 developed cra&,-openirjg; stress equations for constant-amplitude
Wading from crack-clusure model calculations fora middle-crack tension specimen. These
equations give crack opening stress as a function of stress rut (R.), maximum sta5:ss level
	 x
(Smax16o), and th,c constiaim factor (a). These equations are used to develop the baseliac
AKeff -rate relations that are used in the life-predicy'on code FASTRAN41137) to
crick-growth and fatigue-life predictions.
LARGE-CRACK  GROW 11^1 BWAVIOR
To make life pr-dic.•tions, AKeff as a function of' the crack-growth rate must be
obtained for the material of interest. Fatigue crack $ro:vth rate data should be obtained over
the widest 1)6ssible ranter in rates (from threshold to fracture), especially it.spectrunt load
predictions arc ,:squired. Data olxained on the crack configuration of iatcres; would be
helpful but it is not essential, The use of the nonlinear crack tip parameters is only,n .-vssary
if severe loading (such as low-cycle fatigue conditions) are of interest. Most damag:,.,(cilerant
life c alcult ►.tions can bc- performed using the linear elastic st ress-intensity f;tctor analyti ,  with
crack-closure. modifications.
Under constant-amplitude leading, the only unknown in the , znalysis is the constraint,
factor, ey . The constraint factor is determined by finding (by trial and en-or) an (x value that
will correlate the constant-amplitude fatigue crack-growth rate data over a wide range in
stress ratio , , as shown by Newman f 17). This correlation should produce a unique
relationship between AKe f f and crack-growth rate. In the large-crack-growth threshold
regillie for wale materials, the plastscity-induced closura.tnoW may nut be abk; to collag e
3M	 f'
the threshold (AK-rate) data onto a unique AKe tt
- -rate relation because of other forms of
closure. Roughness- and oxide-induced closure (see Ritchie and Lankford [21) appear to he
-more relevant in the threshold regime than plasticity-induced closure. This may help explain
why the constraint factors needed to correlate crack-growth rate data in the near threshold
regime are lower than plane-strain conditions.. The constraint factors are 1.7 to 2 for
aluminum alloys, 1.9 to 2.2 for titanium alloys, and 2.5 for steel. However, further study is
needed to assess the interactions between plasticity-, roughness- and oxide-induced closure
in this regime. 1f the plasticity-induced closure model is not able to give a unique AKeff -rate
relation in the threshold. regime, then high stress ratio (R > 0.7) data may be used to establish
the AKeff -rate relation.
In the following, the AKeff -rate relation for two aluminum alloys, a titanium alloy,
and a steel will be presented and discussed. A detailed description will be given for one
material but similar procedures were used to establish the relationships for all materials used
in this study.
Aluminum Alloy 2024-T3
The large-crack results for 2024-T3 aluminum alloy are shown in Figure 3 for data
generated by Hudson [241, Phillips [25), and Dubensky [261. This figure shows the elastic
Aeff (eqn. 1) plotted against crack-growth rate. The data collapsed into a narrow band with
several transitions in slope occurring at about the same rate for all stress ratios. Some large
differences were observed at high R-ratios in the high-rate regime. These tests were
conducted at extremely high remote stress levels (0.75 and 0.95 of the yield stress). Even
elastic-plastic analyses, such as equation 12, were unable to collapse the data along a unique
curve in this regime. From a high-cycle fatigue standpoint, however, this discrepancy has
very little inGuence on total life. The elastic-plastic fracture criterion (Two-Parameter
Fracture Criterion, TPFC; see Ref. 39) used in the analysis (KF = 267 MPaN IM; m = 1)
predicted failure ver y near to the vertical asymptotes of the test data, see the vertical dashed
and dotted lines for R = 0.7 and 0.5 (at 0.75 and 0.95 of yield), respectively. Similar vertical
lines (not shown) would also indicate failure at the other R ratios. Lower R ratios would fail
at higher valu4°s of AKeff. for theses calculations, a constraint factor (a) of 2.0 was used for
rates less than IE-07 mlcycle (start of transition from flat-to-slant crack growth) and a equal
to 1.0 was used for rates greater than 2.5E-06 mkycle (end of transition from flat-to-slant
crack: growth). For intermediate rates, a was. varied linearly with the logarithin of crack-
growth rates (see Ref. 37). The values of ci and rate were selected by trial and error and from
analyses of crack growth under spectrum loading (see Ref. 38). The constraint-loss regime
(a = 2 to 1) has also been associl,ted with the . flat-to-slant crack-growth behavior.
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Reference 38 developed an expression to predict Lac location of the flat-to-slant crack-growth
regime tuid the effective stress-intensity factor at transition is by
fA ff)'r = 0.5 60 %iB	 (3)
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	 2024-T3 (24, 25, 261
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Figure 3. Effective Stress-Intensity Factor Range Against Crack-Growth Rate for Large
Cracks in 2024-T3 Aluminum Alloy Sheet.
For the 2024-T3 allay Micet, ( AKeff)-r = 10.2 MPatini- 7'he width of the constraint-loss
regime. in terms of rate or AIr eft^, is a function of thickness but this relationship has yet to be
developed. In the low crack-growth rate regime, near and at thrt shold, tests and analyses
(14.15) have indicated that the threshold develops because of a. rise in the crack-opening
stre ss-t(i-nlaxiiiiilnl-stress ratio due to the load-shedding procedure. In the threshold regime
then. the actual AKrff -rate data would lie: at lower values of AKeff because the rise in crack-
opening stress was not accounted for in the current analysis. For the present study, an
estimate wis made for this behavior on the basis of small-crack data [5] and it is shown by
the solid line below rates of about 2E-09 m/cycle. The baseline relation shown by the solid
line (sce Table 1) will be used later to predict fatigue fives -order constant-amplitude; and
blvc:trum loading.
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Table 1. Mechanical, Fracture, and Baseline Crack-Growth ( AKeff-Rate) Properties.
	
2024-T3	 707S-1'6	 Ti-6A1-4V	 4340 Steel
B=2.3mm	 B=2.3min	 B=10-13 mm
	 B=5.1rnm
ays = 360 MPa	 aYS 520 MPa	 a,., = 860 MPa
	 ay, = 1410 MPa
(% = 4.90 MPa	 a, = 575 MPa	 Q„ = 9N MPa
	 a„ = 1510 MPa
E = 72000 MPa
	 E = 72000 .MPa
	 E 115000 MP•d _	 E = 207000 MPa
Kr. = 267 Mllavm
	 KF = 50 Ml?avm
	 KF = 54 Warm
	 K,-= 170 MPa4tn
J) = 1.0
	 m=0.0 	 m=0.0
	 m=0.0
AI{et7	dc/dN	 off
	
dc/dN
	 AK fr	 dc/dN	 AK,ff	 dc/dN
MPatim m/cycle Ml)aVm m/eycle Wa4m
	
m/cycle
	 mpmlm	 mlcycle
	
0.8
	
1.0E-11	 0.9	 1.0E-11
	 1.0	 1.0E-11
	
3.2	 1.0E-11
	
1.05
	 1 AE-10	 1.25	 1.0E-09
	 2.5	 1.01=.10	 3.75	 5.0E-10
	
2.05	 2.0E-09	 3.0	 1.0E-08	 4.4	 1.0E-09	 5.2
	 2.0E-09
	
4.0
	 8.0E-09
	 4.0	 6.3E-08
	 :8.0	 1.0&08	 7.3	 7AE-09
	
7.7
	 1.0E-07	 10.0	 1.0E-06	 12.8	 1.01107 "	 14.0	 5.0E-08	 j
	13.5	 1 AE-O6	 14.8
	 1.0E-05
	 25,0	 1.0E 06
	
50.0	 6.5E-07	 j
	
23.0	 1.0E-05
	 23.0	 1.0E-04.	 54.0	 2,0E-05	 108.0	 1.0E-04
	
36.0	 1.0E-04
	
85.0	 1.0E-02 i
a	 dc/dN	 a	 dc1dN	 tx	 dc/dN
mlcycle	 RI/cycle	 II/cycle
	
2.0
	
1.0E-07	 1.8	 7.0E-07	 a = 1.9	 2.5	 5.0E-07
	
1.0
	
2.5E-06	 1.2	 7.0E-06	 1.2	 2.5E-05
Aluminum Alloy 7075-T6
'.	 r
The. Jar a-crack results for 7075-T6 aluminum alloy are shown in F igure 4 for data8	 Y	 €
generated at two different laboratories and at three stress ratios (Phillips and Deng, see	 =
Ref. 27). The data collapsed into a narrow band. again, with several transitions in slope
occurring at about the same rate for all stress ratios. These data demonstrate why a table- 	 j
lookup AKe ff-rate curve is needed to fit crack-growth rate data over many orders of
magnitude in rate.. Some differences were observed in the rear threshold regime. For these
calculations, fi constraint factor a of 1.8 was used for rates less than 7E-07 m/cycle and u
equal to 1.2 for rates greater than 7E-06 rn/cycle. Again, the values of a and rate were
selected by trial and error. For this sheet alloy, the. constraint-lost regime occurs near
(AKeff)•t• = 13.1 lviPa^m. In the threshold regime, an estimate was made to fit small-crack
growth rate behavior (see Ref. 28) and it is shown by the solid line below a rate of about 2E-
09 rrdcycle. The baseline relation shown by the solid line (sce Table 1) will be used later to
predict small-crack growth rates and fatigue lives under constant-amplitude and spectrum
loading.
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Titanium Allo y Ti-6A14V
Figure 5 shows the AK& -rate data for small corner cracks (open symbols) in 10-mnt-
thick Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy (Raizenne [30]). In these: tests, the initial defect size was a
1250-lttn quarter-circular, electrically discharged, machined notch in a square bar under
tension. The dashed line shows the results of analyses on additional corner-crack data from
Reference 31. The solid symbols show the results from 13-mm-thick compact specimens
(Powell 'and Henderson [321) tested over a wide range of R ratios and down to much lower
rates than the corner-crack tests.
1e-3	 7076-76 [27, 261
- Middle-Crack Tension
le-4	 B=2l3 mm	
c^
18.5
	 a = 1.2
1e-6
	 a . 1.8
dc/dN to-7	 R
mlcycle	 Baseline,	
.1
18-8	 0
0 0.5
1 a-9
1e-10	 u
0.5	 1	 5	 10	 50
AK•r, MPa-m'n
Figure 4. )affective Stress-Intensity Factor Range Against Crack-Crrovvth Rate for Large .
Cracks in 7075-T6 Aluminum Alloy Sheet.
For the thick material, the loss of constraint occurs near a (DKeff)T value of about 50
MPavm Y which is beyond the current test data. A constraint-loss regime would occur in this
material but the fracture, toughness KF = 54 MPaVm (m = 0; LEFM). Thus, the specimens
will fracture before the constraint loss is activated. Consequently, a constant constraint
factor was used over the complete AKeff range. The data correlated quite well with a
constant constraint factor of 1.9. The baseline relation (solid line) fit to the corner-crack
results in the midregion. and the compact results in the low-role regime (see. Table 1) will be
used later to predict fatigue lives for 3.5-mm-thick double-edge notched tension specimens.
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The constraint-loss regime for the thinner titanium alloy would occur at a ( ©Keff)T value
of about 27 MPa4m. Because only constant-amplitude loading will be considered later, the
constant constraint relationship with ot = 1.9 will also be used for the thinner alloy.
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Figure 5. Effective Stress-Intensity Factor Range Against Crack-Growth Rate for Large
Corner and Through Cracks in Ti-6Al-4V Titanium Alloy.
Stec] 4.340
The large-crack results for the 4340 steel are shown in Figum 6 for data generated at
two different laboratories and at four stress ratios (sec Swain et al. [29]). For these
calculations, a constraint factor tx of 2.5 was used for rates leas than 5E-07 m/cycic and a
equal to 1.2 for rates, greater than 2.5E-05 ttllcycle. Again, the values of ot and. rate were
selected by trial and error. For this material and thickness, the constraint-loss regime occurs
near (DKeff)T 52 MPavm, which corresponds closel y to the sharp change in growth rates at
about If 06 m/cycle . The data collapsed into a fairly tight band, in the midrate regime, but
some differences were observed in the near threshold regime. For the high-strength steel,
small.- and large-crack data tended to agree in the near threshold regime (see lief. 29). The
baseline relation shown by the solid line (see Table: 1) will be used later to predict fatigue
lives under constant-amplitude and spectrum loading.
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Figure 6. Effective Stress-Intensity Factor Range Against Crack- growth Rate for Large
Cracks in 4340 Steel.
SMALL-CRACK GROWTH RATE BEHAVIOR
Earlier work by Pearson 11] on fatigue-crack initiation and growth of small cracks
from inclusion particles in two aluminum alloys (BS L65 and DTD 5050) scat the stage for the
development of the small-crack theory. His result. are shown in Figure 7, as the dashed curve,
along with additional small- andIarge-crack data from Lankford [40] on 7075-T6 aluminum
alloy. Pearson concluded that cracks of about the size: of the average grain-size, grew several
times faster than larg.c cracks at'norninally identical OK values. The open symbols and dash-
dot curve sho%v the large-crack data and the development of they large-crack threshold at about
3 to 4 NlPatini. The light solid lines show measured small-crack growth rates, from small
surface cracks, with growth at'AK levels as low as 1.5 MPaNim. Some general observations,
by Lankford [40], was that the minimum in da/dN occurred when the crack depth, a, was
about the rninimum dimension of the pancake grain (subsurface grain boundary) and that the
magnitude of the lower rates was controlled by the degree of microplasticity in the next grain
penetrated by the crack. If the next grain is oriented like the first, then no deceleration will
occur, as indicate d by the uplvrnmst small-crack curves in Figure 7.
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Figurc. 7. Measured and Predicted Small- ;end Large-Surface Crack-Growth Rates in an
Aluminum Alloy.
At this stage, it would be of interest to compare the test results from Pearson and
'Lankford with the small-crack growth predictions made from the,crack-closure model. The
AK,,ff -rate relation for the 7075-T6 alloy [27,28) is shown as the dotted ilows. These results
were generated from large-crack data for rates greater than about 2E-06 :-trn/cycle. The
results are quite different from those shown for the Pearson-Lankford large-crack data. The
reason for this discrepancy is unknown. The lower section of the dKaff-rate relation (below
2E-06 mnt/cycle) was estimated on the basis of small-crack data, also generated in Reference
28. Thi: AKett•-rate relation is closure free and this is the starting point for all small cracks
because these cracks are assurned to be fully open on the first cycle. The results of an
analysis of the test specimen used by Lankford is shown by the heavy solid curve. The initial
defect was .,selected as at 10 pm radius semicircular surface crack, so that the 2a dimension (on
the surface) would be 20 gin. As the small-crack grew, the closure level increased much
faster than the AK level and a rapid decrease in rates was calculated. This rapid drop is a
combination of the closure transient and the sharp change in slope of the AKeff -rate curve at
ahout IF.-06 mm/cycle. At about 30 gin, the crack-opening stresses from the model had
nearly stahilized (apparent by the fact that the heavy solid line is parallel to the dotted line).
Also, the: effects of plasticity on the crack-driving force, like equation 2, is quite small
considering that the applied stress level was 0.75 times the floss stress (see Figure 6 in Ref.
10). The predicted results for the small-crack growth rates are in excellent agreement with
Pearson's data and agree with Uutkford's data which do not exhibit a grain-boundary
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influence. Interestingly, the small-•crack analysis shows a single-dip in the small-crack curve,
similar to the single dip observed in some of Lankford's small-crack data. Would the grain-
boundary interaction always occur at the same crack length (40 µm)? Why aren't there other
dips, or small indications of a dip, in the rate curve at 80,120, or 160 µm? Further study is
,needed to help resolve these issues. The following section will mview the use of small-crack
theory to predict or calculate fatigue life for unnotched and notched specimens under various:_-
load histo0cs.
FATIGUE-LIFE PREDICTIONS
At this point, all of the elements are in place to assess small-crack theory—a total
fatigue-life prediction methodology based solely on crack propagation from microstructural
features. In this approach., a crack is assumed to initiate and grow from a microstructural
feature ,
 on the first cycle. The crack-closure model and the baseline AK ff -rate curve are used
to predict crack growth from the initial crack size to failure. The final crack size was
calculated from the fracture toughness of the material, except where noted. Comparisons are
made with fatigue tests conducted on unnotched tension, circular-hole tension, and single- or
double-edge notch tension specimens. Results are presented for two aluminum alloys, a
titanium alloy, and a high-strength steel under either Constant-amplitude or spectrum loading.
Aluminum Alloy 202443
Grover et al. [411 conducted fatigue tests on flat (K-1, o I) dog-bone specimens (Figure
2a) made of 2,024-T3 aluminum alloy under R = 0 and -1 loading. The specimens were
electro-polished but no information oil 	 sites was available. Thus, in the
analyses it was assumed that cracks initiated as quarter-circular corner cracks. A comparison
of experimental and calculated fatigue lives is shown in Figure. 8. Various initial crack sizes
were selected by trial and error to find the best value to fit the test data. Analyses with a
20-µm initial crack size fit the test data quite well for both R ratios. Results for each R ratio
approached the flow stress Qo (average of the yield stress and ultimate tensile strength) for
high applied stress levels. Some discrepancies were observed for both R = 0 and 4 analyses
at applied stress levels above the yield stress. These discrepancies were expected because, the
closure model dais not account for strain-hardening effects but uses an average flow stress.
To fit futig;ue limits, a value of (dKrrr)tt, of 0.8 MPaVm was needed for the 20-µm initial
crack.
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Figure S. Measured and Calculated Fatigue Lives for 2024-T3 Aluminum Alloy Unnotched
Specimens.
Landers and Flardrath [42] determined the fatigue lives of 2024-T3 aluminum alloy
specimens with a central hole (Figure 2b). The results for specimens with a hole radius of
1.6 mrn are shown in Figure 9. Predicted results, as shown by the curves, were made using
an initial semicircultu, crack size (6 µm) that had an equal area to the average inclusion-
particle sizes that initiated cracks [5]. Results from the clastic-plastic analyses (eqn. 2)
agreed fairly well with the lest data, but the elastic analyses (eqn. 1) over-predicted fatigue
life at the. high stress levels. The elastic -plastic analysers tended to underpredict lives for R =
0 and slightly over-predict lives for R = -1. The influence of stress ratio on fatigue limits was
predicted quite well using a value- of (AKeff)th of 0.8 MPa4n) (determined from the
unrwtched specimens, Figure 8). The smaller initial crack. tine for a notched specimen
compared to that for the unnotehe:d specimen (20 gin) is probably clue to a much smaller
volume of ntate-riaJ under the stress that caused failure.
Comparisons of experimental and predicted fatigue lives for 2024-T3 single-edge
notch tension (SENT) specimens (Figure 2c) under the FAISTAFF [ 19], Gaussian (20], and
TWIST (31 ] load sequences are shown in Figure 10. The specimens were cycled until a
crack had grown acro." the fu61 thickness, that is 2af = B. The predictions were- made using
the same initial crack. size used for the previous constant-amplitude predictions (6 um). The
pre.-dieted lives„ again. agreed well with the test data. Pot- these conditions, however, the
elastic and rrlastiL .-plastic analyses showed very little difference.
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Aluminum Allay 7075-'T6
Agaiit, drover et al. 141) conducted fatigue tests on flat dog-hone specimens made of
707546 alurninurn alloy,. The specimens were also ciectropalished. In the ana^lyscs it was
assumed that cracks initiated as quarter-circular corner cracks at a specimen edge. A
comparison of experirnentzi and-calculated fatigue lives is shown in Figure 11. Similar to the
2024-T3 alloy, a 20-µm initial crack size fit the mean of the test data at R = 0 quite well. The
20-µm initial crack size wits alw able to predict the lu;havior of 7075-T6 fatigue specimens
tested at R — toot shown),
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Figure 11 _ Measured and Calculated Fatigue Lives for 707546 Aluminum Alloy Unnotched
Specimens.
The results of fatigues tests conducted on 7075-T6 specimens with a hole radius of
0.8 nrrn are shown in Figure 12 (symbols). Predicted. results were, again, made using an
initial semicircular crack size (6 µn1) that had an equal area to the average inclusion-particle
sizes that lead. initiated cracks (27,28]. Results from the elastic-plastic analyses (eqn. 2)
agreed fairly well with the test data. Again, the analyses tended to unde:rpredict for R = 0 and
slightly over-predict for R = -1, which is similar to the trends observed for the 2024-T3
specimens (Figure 9). The reason for throe discrepancies is unknown, but it may be related to
assuming a mathematical surface cn ck on the first cycle instead of a crack. initiating from an
inclusion-particle cluster or void (:;ee Bowies and 5chijve (43]). The fatigue limits were
predicted quite well using a value of (bKeff)tlj of 0.75 MPa4m with the 6-µm initial crack.
Experimental and predicted results for fatigur , gists conducted on 7075-T6 specimens
under the Mini-TWIST wing spectrum are shown in Figure 13. These tests were conducted
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on SENT specimens (27 128] that were cyc:ied to failure. The predictions were made using an
initial semicircular  defect size that was close to the average inclusion-particle sizes where
cracks initiated. The luedicted lives were in good agreement with the test results.
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Titanium Alloy Ti-6A1-4V
Fatigue tests were conducted on Ti-•6Al4V titanium alloy double-edge notch tension
(DENT) specimxns (Figure 2d) in the AGARD Engine Disc Cooperative Test Programme
(Ref. 31). These results (symbols) are shown in Figure 14 for two fan disc forgings. To
`make fatigue-life calculations, the bake fine AKcfl• -rate relation, shown in Figure S, was used
to calculate the life of the titanium specimens. Because no informavon on crack-initiation
behavior was given in Reference 31, life calculations were made on initial crack sizes that
would bound the experimental data, like: the equivalent-initial-flaw size (EIFS) concept 1181.
The solid curves show the calculations for an initial semicircular surface crack of H i
 = 2 and
20 µm at the notch root. The solid symbol on the. stress axis denotes where the net-section
stress is equal to the ultimate tensile strength. Because of the notch configuration, notch
strengthening is expected and the upper plateau is an estimate for the maximum net-section
Stress. In a microstructural analysis, Wanhill and Looije (44) found that the primary a-grains
were about 10 µm in diameter and the transformed and aged P-grains were about 20 grn in
diameter for these fan disc materials. Using a 10 gm flaw in the analysis, the predicted
behavior would fit the mean of the test data very well. Further study is needed on these,
materials to sec if cracks of these sizes would be present early in life or to sec if the baseline
curve (Figure 5) is appropriate for small cracks. For low AKeff values, small cracks in 4e
titanium alloys may grow faster than large cracks, as observed by Lanciotti and Galatolo
(Ref. 45).
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Figure 14. Mew-ured and Calculated Fatigue Lives for Ti-6Al-4V Titanium Alloy DENT
Specimens.
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Steel 4340
Swain et al. 1291 conducted fatigue and small-crack tests om4340 steel single-edge.
notc\ ,ension specirrtens. ;lhet-,te'sts were conducted under both constant-timplitude and
spectrum loading, tnshection of fatibue'surfaees showed that in each ease a crack had
initiated at an rinclusion Ivrticle defect. The initiation bite was cithei,v"a spherical (calcium-
aluminate) or a stringer (manganese sulfide) i tic lusion, pJartMe. Gaiunination of initiation
sites for over 30 fatigue cracks produce(i infoniiation oil
	 distribution of crack initiation
site dimensions /The spherical particle defect` range in size fropa 10 to 40 Il m in diameter.
The stringer particles were typically 5 to 20 gin in thc, thickness tire! ut and, range up to 60
µm in the width directiort. The median values of tht. derl yt ditnc^^^ Y	.teasur d were ai =8.
lam and c i = 13 µm. An equivalent area (semici't. ,.'*) def ct is 'lt 	 AWKinitia, d4ect 	 ; ..
will he used later to predict fatigue lives. 	 ,,'A U1
Figure 15 shows test data (symbols) obtained from notched- .	 its v-st.-A at three
ess ratios. Using a 10-µn1 initial semicircular surface crack locaica at the ccnter.of the
	
t	 f
otch and the baseline crack-grow -h relation (Figure 6), predicted fatigue lives are shown by
	
e solid curves. A small-crack effective >>reshold. (AKCff)th, of 3.2 NSNVni was used to	 'f
predict the endurance limits quite accurately. For, the 4340 steel^Ahe large-'and.^uttall-c ttci ►
thresholds were the same.	 -
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Figure 15. Measured and Predicted Fatigue 1 ,1.ives for 4340 Steel SENT Spec.niens-
The results. of fatigue lire. tests under the Felixl28 load sequence are shown in Figun! 	
<.
16 as symbols. The typo of defect that initiated the fatigue failures are idcctificd. Predictions,
of total fatigue life under the Feli x/28 load spectrum were made using tilt: closure model by
calculating the gptier of cycles nec	 ,, to grow a crack from the assuirted in j4W defect
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fsize (10 I nl), Icxated at the center of the notch root, to failure. The predicted results agreed
well with the test data.
I
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Figure 16. Measured md Predicted Fatigue Lives for 4340 Steel SENT Specimens Under
Felix 28 Spectrum Loading.
CONCLUDING REVIARKS
A plasticity-induced crack-closure model was used to correlate large-crack growth
rate: data on two aluminum alloys, a titanium alloy, and a steel under constant-amplitude
loading for it wide range of stress ratios. A constraint factor, which account-, for three- -
dimensionai state-of-stress effects, was used in detezmining the effective stress-intensity
factor range against rate relations. Comparisons made between measured and predicted
small-crack growth rates for an aluminum alloy showed that the closure model could predict
the trends that were abserved in the tests. Using the closure model and some microstructural
features, such as inclusion-particle sizes. a total fatigue-life prediction method was
dcrnonstrate:d. Calculated and p^Micted fatigue lives for unnotched and notched specimens
made of !wo aluminum alloys compared well with test data under constant-amplitude and
spectrum loading. Calculated fatigue lives for a Ti-6A1-4V titanium alloy were bounded by
using initial clack sites of 2 and 20 µm in the lif4-prediction method. Similarly, predicted
fatigue lives for notched specimens made of a high-strength steel also comparti well with
test data under constant-amplitude and spectrum loading.
:ear^
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NOMENCLATURE
a	 Crack length in thickness (B) direction, mm
a,	 Initial defect or crack length in B-direction, mm
,b	 Defect or void half height, mm .
jB	 Specimen thickness, mm
Crack length in width (w) direction, mm	 -
o,	 Initial defect or crack length in w-direction, `mm
F	 Boundary-correction factor
Kt	Elastic-plastic fracture toughness- in TPFC, MPaym
M	 Fracture toughness parameter in TPFC
N	 :Number of cycles
N f	 Number of cycles to failure
R	 Stress ratio Mn./Sm,x)
r	 Notch or hole radius, mm
S	 Applied stress, h{Pa
S'O	Crack-opening stress, MPa"
5,nrx	 Maximum applied stress, MPa
Sm;n	 Minimum applied stress, MPa
w	 Specimen width or half width (see Figure 2), min 	 !
cc	 Constraint factor
AK	 Stress-intensity factor range, MPa4m
AK,fr	 Effective stress-intensity factor range, MPaym
(DKtnh	 Effective stress-intensity factor range, MPaVm
(dKttj),^,	 Small crack AKjf threshold, MPa11m
AKd ,	 Large crack AK threshold, MFa^m
P	 Plastic-zone size, mm
Qp	 Flow stress (average (,f ay, and 00, MPa
Qys	 Yield stress (0.2 percent offset), MPa
a^	 Ultimate tensile strength, MPa
(u	 Cyclic-plastic-zone size, mal
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FULL-SCALE GLARE FUSELAGE PANEL TESTS'
Roland W. A. Vercammen and Harold H. Ottens
National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR)
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
SUMMARY
A GLARE fuselage panel, representative of the crown section of the Fokker 100
fuselage just in front of the wing, has been tested in the curved fuselage panel test facility that
was recently commissioned at the National Aerospace,Laboratory (NLR). Panels are loaded
by internal air pressure resulting in tangential stresses in the panel and by axial loading
repre,wntative of both the cabin pressure and the fuselage bending due to taxiing and gust
loading. A fatigue test was performed in which 180,000 flights (two lifetimes) were
simulated. After the fatigue test no damage was observed. The fatigue test was followed by
static tests to limit load and to ultimate load. Finally the panel was loaded to failure at 1.32
ultimate load. This paper will describe the test setup in some detail, demonstrate the obtained
uniform strain distribution in the panel, show the fatigue loads applied at high test frequency,
and present the results of the GLARE fuselage panel tests which proof that the use of \
GLARE leads to a substantial weight reduction without affecting the fatigue or static
strength.
INTRODUCTION
In fuselage design studies there will Oways be the necessity to test components in a
realistic way. The fuselage: panel test facility developed and built at the National Aerospace
Laboratory (NLR) (fig. l) offers the possibility to test fuselage skin sections, with curvatures
ranging from panels of relatively small aircraft like the Fokker 50 to panels from relatively
large aircraft like the Airbus A300, at a high fatigue testing speed (ref. 1). The fatigue test
loads simulate flight simulation loading conditions by loads in circumferential direction
caused by cabin pressurization and axial loads representative of both the cabin pressure and
the fuselage bending due to taxiing and gust loading. The new fuselage panel test fatality has
also the possibility to perform static strength and residual strength tests. 	 - -
In order to verify the applicability of GLARE A Z as a fuselage skin material Fokker
designed. and-built a Fokker 100 fuselage panel with a GLARE A skin and GLARE N
t 'Phis investigation leas been carried out under a contract awarded by Fokker Aircraft D.V. according to the
commitments made by Fokker in the $rite lsurarn L&IT 2040 project 'ribre reinforced metal laminates and
Cr-RP fuselage concepts."
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stringers, representative of the crown section just in front of the wing. GLARE A as skin
material is weight favorable compared to GLARE C when the amount of neccssaty doublers
for countersunk riveting is restricted to only doublers in the axial lapjoints. In the frame-skin
• ttachments no doublers were required as the frames were connected to the stringers by
cans of cleats instead of to the skin by means of castellations as is normally done by
kker. Applying cleats led to a panel design with a threefold test obiective:
•	 Verification of the applicability of GLARE A as a fuselage skin material for loading
conditions which are representative of the crown section  of the Fokker 100 fuselage.
• -	 Generation of test evidence. on the static strength and fatigue behavior of rigid
stringer-frame attachments in the GLARE fuselage.
	 -
•	 Determining the deterioration of the static strength of the GLARE skin after two
tirnes the design life (2 x 90,000 flights).
The overall panel dimensions are 1210 min x 3030 mm containing five aluminum frames
with a pitch of 500 mm, seven stringers with a pitch of 147 mm, seven stringers couplings
and a longitudinal riveted lap joint in the panel center (fig. 2). One of the frames is a Z-
shaped frame, the others are C-shaped frames. A complete top section made of GLARE A
~	 with GLARE N stringers and rigid Stringer-frame attachments has a weight that is_63 percent
of the current Fokker 100 design in aluminum (ref. 2).
TEST FACILITY
Fusclage skins of most aircraft are subjected to biaxial loads, owing to bending and
pressurization of the fuselage. In evaluating damage tolerance properties of candidate
fuselage structures rind materials, it is highly desirable that curved structures . are. tested under
biaxial loading conditions. For this purpose one generally uses a barrel test setup. This is a
full-size cylindrical pressure vessel consisting of several interconnected fuselage panels. A
barrel test setup, however, has some features which make it less flexible and therefore less
attractive for studies not directly related to a particular aircraft design. The• radius of
curvature is f vex , it lunge :.umber of panels have to he tested simultaneously and the test
frequency is."e thcr lo%% ,-. to addition, barr
e:
el tests are expensive due to the large number of
pan, is and th long testing time. The panel test facility at \LR was developed to avoid the
affircmentioned disadr•antages. ;111 tl,r curved fuselage panel test facility, which has flexibility
with regard. t o panel.diameter t.i arte: -width, and panel length. a single fuselage panel call
tastt;d	 speed.
Gr .1RF h=DIY' 1Z^^ 211 ^.3: 2x(t).1,nun 2014 shwt) t (0.25 than cross-ply glass prepreg)
GLARE N	 3x; U.3 m!'u 7475 sheet) i• 2x(Q.25 rnm t:D glass prepreg)
GI,AR)3 C'=(:1.A tth %-:i!'_ U.2: UCQ.2onn,3P24 shoot) * 2x(U?5 nun truss-plv glass preprcg)
ef
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iThe major components of the test facility are the main frame, the pressure chamber,
and the load introduction systems (fig. 1). The main frame is a very stiff steel structure. It
consists of heavy bottom and top beams and two vertical main columns. A pyramidal shaped
frame, which houses the hydraulic actuator, is mounted above the top beam and two auxiliary
vertical columns. The panel is mounted in the frame such that the center of gravity of its
cross section is in the working line of the actuator. The height of the test facility is about 7.2
in; the width is about 4.5 m. The pressure chamber is formed by a sea] and base structure
connected to a transport system." The base structure of the. pressure chamber is formed by a
stiffened base plate and two support beams which are bolted to the vertical columns of the
train structure. The base plate has a large central hole for air supply. At the front side the
base ;date has curved wooden blocks around the edges which form the side walls of the
pressure chamber. An inflatable inner seal is mounted on the wooden blocks and the pressure
chamber is closed by the panel. In order to accomplish an air-tight seal without net radial
force -acting on the panel edges, an inflatable outer seal is mounted at the outside of the panel
just opposite the inner seal. The outer seal is bonded on the reaction frame, which consists of
an open rectangular steel frame with curved wooden blocks. With the transport system the
pressure chamber can easily be shifted aside during the test, which significantly improves the
inspectability of the test panel. The chamber pressurization, axial loads, and seal
pressurization are regulated by a control systern.
Pressurization of the fuselage panel is reacted to the test frame leading to tangential
stresses in the skin and normal stresses in the frames. The ratio of the stresses in the skin and
frames is determined and can be adjusted by the stiffness ratio of the skin-to-testframe and
frame-to-tes>tframe connections. 'The tangential stresses in the skin are taken out by bonded
glass fibers. The loads in the frames are transfer-ed to steel rods. Therefore the ends of the
panel frames are locally reinforced. The wooden blocks have several holes through which the
panel frame tensile rods arc guided. The openings between the panel frame tensile rods and
the hole edges are sealed air-tight with silicone rubber collars. In axial direction the panel
ends are loaded by rods which are connected to be panel ends by steel brackets. At these
axial panel ends the stringers are ended and the stringers loads are taken by a gradually
increased skin thickness (fig. 2). This makes it possible to seal directly on the skin of the
panel.
The advantages of using unidirectional glass: fibers is that the loads are very evenly
introduced over the length of the panel (ref. 3). Therefore hardly any distance is required for
stress redistribution, i.e., the stress distribution is uniform at a very small distance from the
panel edge. In addition, the use of unidirectional fibers does not result in local stiffening of
tho panel edges in axial direction. The length of the glass fiher sheets was chosen sufficiently
large to limit the rotation of the fibers at the upper side. of the panel owing to axial elongation
of the panel. The small rotation that occurs during the test does not significantly alter the
load transfer through the panel. The glass fibers are bonded to steel tangential plates.
Because of their large width, the tangential plates act more or less as hinges. The outward
movement of the panel due to pressurization is therefore nearly radial and will not result in a
significant change in the shape of the panel from circular to oval. The tangential clamping
34J
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system wa.s designeJ such that the angle between tangential plates and the vertical column
was adjustable to allow -for a large range of panel diameters to be tested.
PANEL LOADS
The GLARE panel is designed for the Fokker 100 loads in the crown section at
Fuselage Station 149 1 1. The axial loading sequences of the fatigue spectrum are derived
from the spectrum applied in the Fokker 100 full-scale test (ref, 4). The axial load is written
as
Faxiar= ar x My + a2 x Ap
with.
F.jw = axial load in fuselage panel
My = bending moment at Fuselage Station 149 11
Ap = cabin pressure
a).2 ,= Fuselage Station dependent constants"
The spectrum consists of 36 repeating testblocks of 5000 flights. Each testblock of 5000
flights is subdivided in four subblocks of 1250 flights. Three subblocks are exactly equal; the
fourth block is equal but for one severe flight. Within. this spectrum eight flight types with
different gust loading severity have been defined. Figure 3 shows the axial loading and
frequency per 5000 flights for these typical eight flight types. Each flight has five segments:
ground, initial climb, climb/descent, cruise, and approach. During the ground segments the
cabin. pressure Ap = zero, during the cruise segment Ap = Ap"x, In case. of clinlbldescent the
cabin pressure varies between zFro and Apmax.
The. fatigue test is followed by static tests. The GLARE panel is subjected to one
limit load case., two ultimate load cases, and a failure strength test. These Static load cases
are intended to demonstrate that after two times the design life (2 x 90,000 flights) and
passible undetectable cracks in the GLARE skin the residual strength is still sufficient to
carry limit and ultimata load. The limit loud case equals cabin pressure Ap = Apmx plus limit
load bending moment. The first ultimate load cast, is the cabin pressure ultimate load case:
Ap = 2, Apnux. This second ultimate load case equals 1.5 x [cabin pressure Ap = Ap- ': plus
limit lead heading moment]. The second ultimate load ease is followed by the failure
strength test at Ap = Ap^^'b) ­incrcasi. nb the axial load until failure of the panel.
STRAIN DISTRIBUTION
At fastening of a test panel, the length of each axial tensile rod and frame loading rod
can Ise adjusted with nut keys such that over the panel width d length a uniform strain or
stress distribution is achieved when the panel is loaded. The amount of load that is taken out
of the panel frames also depends on the stiffness of the rods. The rods are therefore panel
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dependent parts and have load cells incorporated. The nut keys and the output of the load
cell in each panel frame can be used for proper adjustments.
The strain distribution in the middle of the panel, obtained by using the glass fibers,
frame. loading rods in tangential direction, and tensile rods at the reinforced, nornstiffened
panel ends in axial direction, is shown in figures 4 and 5. These graphs visualize a smooth
distribution of the axial and tangential straiv levels and a uniform tangential strain
distribution within 100 mm of the panel edges leaded with glass fibers. Strain level
variations at the gauges R 13a, R 14c, and R16a are due to the lap joint, radius differences of
panel halves. and stringer couplings, The tangential strain distribution over the. panel length
is given in figure 6. Over the panel width the influence of the stringers run-outs and skin
reinforcements are negligible after the first frame (fig. 7).
	 \
At constant bending moment (FaxtndinF := constant), the radial expansion of the panel
increased due to raising cabin pressure. When, at constant cabin pressure (Fax^p = constant),
the axial force was raised the radial expansion of the panel decreased. The panel displaced
inwards to the pressure chamber to resist the increasing tangential contraction due: to the
Poisson's ratio effect due to the axial extension. The increase of the tangential contraction
and the displacement of the panel inwards led to a decrease of the tangential strains in the
skin.
FATK,UE-TEST
During the fatigue test the defined 150,000 flights wt reapplied. The testing
frequency was about ]0,000 flights per 24 hours. The axial loads had an accuracy of 0.5
percent, the chamber pressure reproduced within 3 percent. The panel W; '-' inspected by eddy
current at the axial lap joint and stringer run- guts and checked visually at the'sIfinger
couplings, doubler mo-outs. stringers at the connection with the cleats, frames at the
connection with the cleats, and load introduction points of the frames. Tn accordance Ole
lifetime predictions ('ref. 2) no cracks or damages were found.
STATIC TESTS
The fatigue test was followed by static tests. The first static load case was the limit
load test. For this load case, figure 7 gives the axial strain levels front station zcro till the
fourth frarne. Clearly visible is the pillowing of the. skin. The lower axial strains in the
second and third bay arc. caused by the stringer couplings and the difference in stiffncsspi of
the franics. During this limit load test the panel extended linearly, and no permanent
deformations tool; placa. Sorne results of the first ultimate lead cease at 2 x Ap are visualized
in figure 5. Figure 5 shows the tangential strain levels in the middle of the panel. The axial
strain levels are lass than 20 percent of the tangential levels. Like during the limit load, test
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pillowing occurred and the panel expanded linearly without permanent deformations. After
the 2 k: Ap ultimate load case, the second ultimate load test was applied, No final failure
occurred and (lie strain distribution was, except for plasticity which occurred above limit
load, conformed to the distribution during the limit load test. Conclusion: the ultimate load
tests showed sufficient residual strength of the-GLARE panel,after two lifetimes of fatigue
loading.
To determine the detchoration of the panel after two lifetimes of fatigue loading, the
first few load steps of the limit load and ultimate load tests were compared with reference
tests performed before the fatigue test. The deterioration of strain levels in the axial direction
was a small fixed value of 50 µstrain caused by settling of the brackets, doublers, and rivets.
In the tangential direction negligible differences (< 1.0 percent) were noticed.
After the second ultimate load test, the cabin pressure was fixed at Ap = Apmaa and the
panel was axially loaded to failure. The axial strains are visualized in figure 8. Failure
occurred at an axial load of 770 M i.e., 1.32. x axial ultitnate ioad. This axial load is 15
percent higher than the theoretically expected axial failure load (ref. 2). The skin failed
between the third and fourth frame at the cross section of the last rivets of the stringers
couplings (fig. 9). Conclusion: in the crown section of the Fokker 100, GLARE A as
fuselage skin material and GLARE N as stringer material are applicable. The skin, lap joint.
and rigid stringer frame attachments (cleats) had enough, fatigue and static strength.
CONCLUSIONS'
The new full-scale fuselage panel test facility operated correctly. The load
rttroduction in the panel in axial and tangential direction was uniform and realistic fatigue
oads due to cabin pressure and fuselage tending could be applied at high frequency (11:1,000
ights per 24 huurs).
The conclusions with regard to the Fokker GLAD. panel are:
	
`' •	 No cracks were found in lap joints, cleats, stringers, skin, frames, and stringer
couplings after the two lifetimes fatigue test (inspection was done visually and by
eddy current).
	
•	 They panel as a whole did nut permanently deform at limit load.
In I)oth ultin •iate load test eases, no failure occurred.
Final failt,re occurred at 1.32 >. axial ultimate load, which is 15 percent higher than
theoretically expected.
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•	 GLARE A c 'an be used as fusclage skin material in the crown section of the Fokkcr
100. GLARE N can be applied as stringer material.
•	 The rigid stringer-ftttme attachment% (cleats) are applicable in th y. crown section of the
Fokkcr 100 fuselage.
Because of the, exeellent .fatiguc behavior with sufficient static strength and a weight
reduction of 37 percent, the designed GLARE panel proved the feasibility of GLARE as u
fuselage material.
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A GRAPHIC USER INTERFACE (GUI) FRONT-END FOR
PARAMETRIC SURVEY AND ITS APPLICATION TO
COMPOSITE PATCH REPAIRS OF METALLIC STRUCTURE
H. Kawai, H. Okada, and S. N. Aduri
FAA Center of Excellence for
I	
-Computational Modeling of Aircraft Structures
Georgia Institute of Technology
-Atlanta, GA 30332-0356
SUMMARY
A graphical user interface (GUI) front-end program Parametric Survey (ParS) has
been developed on Microsoft Windows NT and Windows 95. It supports the parametric
survey
 of analyses. In a parametric survey, a series of analyses of the same kind are
performed with different input parameter sets, and multiple output parameter sets are
collected. The data are visualized as charts which show the relationship between input and
output parameters. Using ParS, a user can perform a parametric survey effectively through its
automation of analyses and visualization functionality.
ParS is applied to a composite patch repair problem of aircraft fuselage. In this
problem, a crack exists in a pressurized fuselage of an aircraft. Analyses for the effectiveness
of the adhesive bonded composite repair were carried out. Some results of the analyses are
presented.
INTRODUCTION
Graphical User Interface (GIJI) front-end program ParS (Parametric Survey) has
been devcloped on Microsoft Windows NT and Windows 95 operating systems. It supports
parametric survey of analyses. Figure 1 describes the typical sequences of a parametric
survey.
An analysis, such as a simulation of structural mechanics, fluid dynamics, chemical
reaction, or molecular dynamics requires a huge number of input data and generates a huge
amount of output data. When an engineer has to solve more specific problems, such as
cracks in aircraft fuselage or a flow field behind a car, these analyses are represented typically
by a few key input and output parameters from the engineer's point of view. For example, in
the case of the struct:urtd integrity analysis for an aircraft fuselage (with cracks), one needs to
specify a few key input parameters such as the length of the crack, size of the fuselage model,
and material properties. Other input data for the analysis program can be generated
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Figure 1. Parametric. Survey.
automatically using a special purpose preprocessor.. After the anal y sis is performed using a
speciitl purpose	 om can collect the key output parameters, such as
dis.placernent at specific points, stress-intensity factors, and .1 integral values, from output
data gencrated from the analysis program (Figure 2).
Variations of
Input Parameters	 Tables,
Frequently Used
Input ParamteterVisuallsation)
Set Database 
rr.meri al property.
aircraft parts	 Input-Output
Purumeter Set
Key Input	 Key Output
Parameters	 Parameters
geomew	 Analysis Code, Pre-
tnaunal property,	 and Postproccsmwi
analvms condition
Figure 2. Schematic View of ParS.
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In a parametric survey, a series of analyses of the same kind are performed with
different input parameter sets. For each input parameter, variations may be specified, such as
the minimum and maximum values of the variation and its interval of steps. After the
parametric sur vey is finished, multiple output parameter sets are collected. These data are
visualized later as tables or charts which show the relationship between the input and output
parameters. Using ParS, a user can perform parametric survey effectively through its
automation of analyses and visualization functionality.
Automatic Execution of Multiple Analyses for Parametric Survey
After specifying the values of input parameters, a single analysis is performed and one
set of output parameters is obtained. With each input parameter, the user can specify
variations of the parameter value such as minimum value, maximum value, and division
count. In this case, multiple analyses are performed automatically with different values of the
input parameter. When multiple input parameters are specified, the number of analyses
carried out is a product of counts of all the input parameters which are changed. Collected
output parameters can be displayed in a separate window in a table, format.
Database of Input Parameter Set
Certain input parameters are grouped as a parameter set. If some specific values of
input parameter sets are used frequently in a specific problem, the user may register these
data into a database of the input parameter set. For example, in the case of structural
analysis, input parameters such as Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio are grouped ac a set
of material properties, and specific values of each material such as iron and aluminum tnay be
stored in an input parameter set database. The user can create his or her own database of
input parameter sets. The user can refer to values of the input parameter sets later when the
user specifies values of input parameters for analyses.
Visualization Method Using Line Chart and Table
After the output parameters are collected for a parametric survey, the relation between
an input parameter and an output parameter can be visualized as a table or a line chart. The
user can add multiple curves on a chart. A curve on the chart represents a set of data points
which are pairs of output and input parameter values. When more than two input parameters
are changed in the parametric survey, one input parameter is specified as the X-axis
parameter, and the values of the other input parameters have to be fixed. In this case, ParS
extracts a relevant portion of data for the curve from all the output parameter data of the
parametric survey.
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The developed system is very general sal that man y kinds of parametric surveys can be
performed. The system accepts any type of analysis which has one or few input parameters
and one or fear output parameters.
ParS can call one or many external programs sequentially from itself as separate
process:s. Any hind of analysis programs, pre- and post processors which are executed in
noninteractive mode can he accepted. Input and output par;amcters are transferred hctween
ParS and external programs as text files. Bath ParS and external programs are. executed
using Microsoft Windows NT or \Vindows 95 operating systems.
APPLICATION OF ParS TO PATCH PROBLEMS
We applied ParS to a composite patch repair problem of an aircraft fuselage I 11. In
this problem, it crack exists in it pressurized fuselage of an aircraft. Anal y sis for the
effectiveness of adhesive bonded composite repair is carried out. In this case, only a local
re g ion near the patch, which is extracted from the fuselage skin. is anal%'7.ed as a two-
dimensional problem. This local analysis is divided into two stages. The first stage is the
evaluation of stresses in the adhesive and the patch. The. second stage is the calculation of
stress-intensit y factors using the finite element alternating method (FEAM ). In this case, we
assumcd that the geometry of the problem is symmetric. The geometry model is described in
Figure 3.
load
^ff4ff
^	 PaiCh
Sheer\ Crack
	 t	 i
\ \	 Lead	 Adhesive
FigUre 3. Composite Patch Repair Prohlem,
We selected several key input and output parameters, which are shown in Figure 4.
As input parameters., geomctn • property. sheet material properties, patch, adhesive, anti load
are considered. Database: for the sheet nmturial properties and patch are prepared. For
example. horon epoxy, carbon epoxy, Al 2024-T3, and GLARE are supplied as sheet material
prolxrtics. As output parameters, ~tress-intensit y factors. especially Kr, are ohtained in
patched cases and unpatched cases. Dote that input parameters related to Batch a.nd adhesive
Katie no meaning in the case of unpatched analyses.
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Input Parameters Out ttt Parameters
Geometric Parameters Stress-intensity Factor
sheet width, height, thickness, patch
	 I Kl, unpatched
width, height, thickness, adhesive K,, patched
thickness, crack length
Sheet Material Properties
Young's modulus, Possion's ratio
Patch Material Properties
Young's modulus, Possion's ratio, shear
modulus
AdheAve Material Properties
shear modulus
Analysis Condition
load
Figure 4. Input and Output Parameters for Patch Problem.
In Figure 5, the system configuration of the patch problem is shown. We assume the
system is configured in a ]Microsoft Windows environment. The systrm is composed of three
executable file:: Pai.S.F,XE, MAKE_ DATA.EXE, and PAN'0REXE.
Variations of	 Tables,
Input Parameter
	 Charts
(ParS.JEXE Stress Intens ityCrack Length,	 Y
Geometry & Material 	 Factors
of Sheet, Patch,	 (as Key 0111pul
Adhesive	 Parameters)
—
^ o —
	 — —
(as ) Key Inuit
h 1'^ .^ nict. rsl^.
	 ..,	
—^ 	 ti
I	 _ PANND.EX.E
	 1
1 MA.KE_DATAXXE
	
	
finite Flement Alternating	 1
Method Code Custnmi7,ed1	 (as Preproc •essorI	 for Patch Problem	 ^I
	
(as .Analysis Codc and 	 1
1	 Postpromcccnr)	 1
Figure 5. System Configur ation for Patch Problem on Microsoft Windows.
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ParS.EXE works as a GUI front end in Microsoft Windows. It
- controls the unalyses
for a parametric survey carried out by MAKE_DATA.EXE and MANMD.EXE which
produces tables and line charts for visualization of results.
PANMD.EXE is an executable file of the TEAM analysis code customized for this
patch problem. It accepts mesh data, geometry information of a crack, material properties,
and analysis conditions for the problem. PANMD.EXE behaves not only as an analysis code
but also as a postprocessor. It then produces stress-intensity factors directly at two end points
of the crack. ParS.EXE extracts only relevant output parameters from an output file
generated from PANMD.F-kE.
MAKE_DATA.EXE works as a preprocessor for PANMD.EXE. It accepts key input
parameters specified by ParS.EXE and then produces an input file for PANMD.EXE.
All the communications between these processes are carried out by text files. Both
MAKE_DA`FA.EXE and PANMD.EXE must perform without any input from the user,
because these routines are executed multiple times automatically by ParS.EXE during a
parametric survey.
ParS.EXE is developed as a general purpose parametric survey tool and can be
adapted to any other problems. All the dependent knowledge specific to the patch problem is
isolated. They are
1.	 Name of the problem (e.g., Composite patch.repairs).
Z.	 Description of each input and output parameter such as a name, unit type. acceptable
range of values, and adefault value (e.g., Patch width is the input parameter, unit type
is inches, default value is 3 inches).
3. Names of executable files and text files for analysis code, pre- and postprocessors
(e.g., MAKE —DATA, PANVID).
4. Stmeture of predefined input parameter set databases and each data. entry in the
databases (e.g., Sheet material database where each entry is composed of two input
parameters, Young's McAulus and Poisson's ratio).
Figures 6, 7, and 8 show actual screen images of ParS running on Microsoft Windows 	 x s
NT. In Figure 6, input parameters of patch material property are specified. Each parameter: E
value can be specified directly through a text field in the dialog, box Edit PS in Figure 6 or
referred from the patch material database, as shown in Figure 7.
In 17^rgure 8, the input parameters, the length of the crack, and the type of patch
material are changed, and a series of patch analyses are performed. The parameter on the X-
axis ill 	 chart is the length of the crack, and the parameter on the Y-axis is the stress-
intensit y factor (KI) for the patched and unpatched.
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In tht: cases abode, one execution of it patch analysis required about 30 seconds on it
personal computer (PC) with a Pentium GG MHz processor. It typically take;, from 10 to 30
i	 minutes to obtain the data shown in Figure R.
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SU&IMARY
A GUI front-etid tool foK parametric survey, Pare, ha s, been developed on Microsoft
Windows ro include
1. Automation of multiple analyses for parametric survey,
2. A database of frequently used input parameter sets. and
3. VkUali7Mio n using tahlr, and line charts.
7'hr sy.tcnI Wa. suct;eSSfully applied to a problem U ► I., :q).ite patc-Yl rrp.ur 4 an iurCraft
fuselage.
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SUMMARY
Recent stable tearing ►ests conducted on ARCAN specimens at the NASA Langley
Research Center indicate that stable crack growth is accompanied by large specimen rotation
at the point of loading due to the overall deformation of the specimen. To analyze these tests
with proper accounting of the large rotation effects, a total Lagrangian large-deformation
finite element formulation has been implemented in a new NASA crack-growth simulation
code, ';IP2DL, as an extension of the original NASA code, 7,11M. This new code has been
'applied to a number of crack growth tests on ARCAN specimens using a CTOD fracture
criterion, where the c6tical CTOD value. is determined experimentally. Results so far suggest
that small-deformation simulations underestimate: the lead predicted by large-deformation
simulations by ,almost'a constant amount, with a relative error of about 6% at the peak load.
It appears that by adjusting CTOD within the experimental scatter band, the load against
crack-growth curve- from a large-deformation simulation can be made to agree with test data
over a large range of crack growth, and a major portion of the curve can also be reproduced
by a small-deformation simulation with a different C:TOD value.
l'PRODUCTION
In this paper we discuss the development and application of a new cl.-- 6c-plastic
finite clement code for mixed-mode crack growth simulation under plane stress, plane strain,
or mixed state of stress conditions. This new code, named ZIP2DL, is an extension of the
existing NASA code ZlP2D (1, 2J, and, in particular, has the ability to handle large-
deformation kinematics based on a total Lagrangian finite element fonnulation. This code
has been successfully applied to simulate stable crack growth experiments conducted on
e work done uiWer a Want to the University of Ewuth Carolina, NAG- Y 1064,
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AR(:AN specimens at the NASA Langley Research Center [3), and to analyze and
understand the effect of large specimen rotation at the paint of loading on crack-growth
simulation under small-defotmation conditions, especially on the load against crack.growth
curve for both mode I and mixed-mode cases. In the following, we will first outline the finite
cloinent formulation, then present the result` of some verification studies, and finally discu
in some detail the findings from our ARC~AID test simulations.
FINITE. ELEMENT FORMULATION
C:onsidcr a body undergoing an arbitrary deformation. Suppose that at the current
time t the body occupies a domain S2 with boundary t (the current configuration) and that at
an initial time to it occupies a domain S2o with boundary I `o (the reference configuration).
Further, suppose that it material particle is described by its position X at to and position
a=x(X, t) at t, and the displacement of the particle at t relative to its position at to is u=u(X, t),
so that x(X. t)=X+ u(X, t). Following conventions in the literature (3, 41), we now define our
stress and strain measures. The defornuition gradient tensor F is defined by
F' , xv=1+uv, or F,r =a =S„	 + dX',	 (1)
where l is the second-order identity tensor. The Green-Lagrange strain tensorE is given by
E _ ,t—^ (F r F —1)	 [ttG Qit+ (Qtr) fit
where superscrilu "T" denotes transposition. l.ot a be the (symmetric) Caurhy stress tensor,
then the symmetric second Yiola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, S, can be, defined by
whcrW is the.` .lacobian and is liven by J=detF, which is the determinant of F.
The Principle ofTirtual Work: at time t+Jt is given by
	
f S(t+At):EF.dj2 U =c^W(t+'fit) 	 (4)
a.
where c ►r► til left-hand side is the internal virtual work stated in the reference configuration;
Sill is the external virtual work dome by external forces (e.g., houndary surface tractions) on
Sat. and Su and & are, respectively, the virtual displacement ve, for and the associated
virtual strain tensor. it is worth noting that Su and Mare not related to each other by simply
replacing u and E in Fiq. 2 with Su and SE. respectively. Their relationship will be given
later. To develop an iterative finite elctncat algorithm we c.Wess the value (if any quantity at
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time t+Qr a5"the sutn cif its value at ,
 time t and its increment at time t, say
 that we can write, for
tha tti r:t^ i^syr„tiisplucement vector and strain t""r to the preceding equations,,
SO	 A0	 AS, u(t + At)	 u + Au, E(t,
	At) = E + AE ,	(5)
^vhcre the. strain tensor incremxnt AE is Watcd to the displace'nient vector increment Au m
AE zt At + Ae o + At”
AE= 2 [(Au)t + ^(Au)]. .. ,
(
fi
AF' — 2 [tu • (An)V + t(Au) ut],
	 )
l
Similarly, the virtual displacement vector and virtual strain tensor can be written as
& = 2
	
&Au)P + Q(cSAtc)],
2
&e `
— 
Z 1^ojo (&Au)P +V(&u) (AUM
Substitution of F_qs. S-7 into Eq. 4 leads to
f 1AS:&G+S':S ,*jdQ,) -SW— jS:(&e+&.*)dQO	 (8)
J^	 nn
A generalization of the Hooke's law to arbitrarily large deformation caws is given by
S = C:E	 or	 AS = CAE	 (9)
where C is the convention:1 1 fourth-order elasticity tensor. To apply the theory of plasticity,
we note that, when measured in the reference configuration 0. 0, the tensors E and S are
invariant under :arbitrary rigid-body rotations. As such, they can be used in place of the
engineering strain and stress measures in small-strain constitutive equations under general
large-rotation and small-strain deformation conditions. For example, a generalization of an
incremental theory of plasticity (e.g., the Jz flow theory of pla sticity used in the_a	 Ycnt study)
to large-defornudion (rutstion) but small-strain cases can be written as
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SS = OA1L• — AE-1 or	 (10)
where AL ` is the plastic ,train increment tensor and C''*'' r is the fourth - order elastic - plastic
tangent n;ndulus tensor. An approach for elastic-plastic computation under large-rotation and
stn;tll strain ctlnditirntti is to Substitute the first equation in (101, move the plasticity induced
nonlinear term to the right-hand side of the equation as an equivalent bodN force, and drop all
higher-order nunhnear terms,
 related to A
- C and 8s, , so that
!(r1£+ AF-):C.Ilk-- c;w')(IL20 = blt' — jS:(& +&* )(IQO+ fA `:C:((iF+&*)dS2o,
	 (.'1)
t'^	 (J ,	 sk
L quation i I can be viewed its an extension of the initial stress method [6] to large-rotation
and smal l.- strain deformation problems and can be properh termed an initial- stress based
total Lo-ran rinitc elenrcrrt ivrmrdcttinrr. The resuiting nonlinear finite element ntatnx
equation i.e ati follow-,:
.,vhrre J'A ) is the vector of unknowr, ncxial displacement incretnents: [h-) is the constant
stifiness matrix fora lincariv cia-,tic. ;mall-deformation problem: (K') is the contribution to
:he stiffness matrix from s he nonlinear large-deformation kinematics, which depends on the
current stare of deformation	 is a %ector of unhalanced nodal force ,, due to external loads
and interal strrsaes and i^. ^cro at c-quilibnum- and Lf ' ' ) is it vector of nodal force., due to
plastic strain increments and is zero for a converged solution. AlternatiNely, an approach
bas:-d car the	 method [7] is to use the second equation in (10) and keep the
plastic nonlinear tern; tm the left-hand side of the equation to obtain
J (.VF i-A,* ( ^^- :(Se	 -i<i^; =bbl•` - J .S:^^E *	 ^^r>'S1 1.	 (131
S1^	 1	 ^^^
This is it c lassical tungew-stif?- ,.rss hciwd trans, Lugra ri;ian finite , element fornrrrlatio n. The
rrstibing nonlinear finite ck-Meat .-tatrix equation is g iven by
^(k:'^^[n'^]1^K'];{.fir }	 {r}	 114)
where (0 1,, the contribution to the stiffness matrix due to plasticity while otltc r r quantit Ce,
ha y c the same meaning its these in Fq. 12. It is noted that the effect of plasticit y- is trva(vd as
it stiffness contr ibution in Eq. l-1 mslead of a force cona-Illution as in Lq. 12.
The ahovc i%w formulations have been imp;ernented in liP2D1. under plane strew.
Plane 4ritin Jnc: mixed state of sweet condition%. (In a mixed state of stress analysis, plane-
strain conditiom^ are imposed around the crack . tip while p)snc- ores condition are imposed
ckt-v hciv [ 10] ► . Four- and cignt-nodcd quadrilateral i,.oparametric• element~ and three-nodcd
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triangular elements are provided. The resulting-nonlinear finite element equations, Eqs. 12
and 14 are solved with either the standard r,,;, : modified Newton-Raphson iteration method.
Convergence of the finite element solution s t:.: ,nitored and controlled by checking a norm
(measure) of the total incremental nodal force vector (the out-of-balance force or force
increment) on the right-hand side of Eq. 12 or 14 and its inner product (the energy increment)
with the, nodal displacement increment vector {AU)- Stress integration of the incremental
plasticity theory is accomplished by the use of a modified tangent-prediction radial-return
algorithm and algorithms for subincrementation and prevention of numerical negative plastic
flow (8]. With regard to crack growth simulation, the following strategy is used. Cracks are
identified by finite element node pairs along existing crack surfaces and their prospective,
crack growth paths. The two nodes of a node pair on a unbroken crack growth path are
initially
 tied together by two mutually perpendicular rigid springs. Crack growth is achieved
through a crack tip nodal release procedure that unzips the crack tip node pair. In this nodal
release procedure, the fracture criterion is checked at the end of every loading step and crack
growth step. When the criterion is met, the stiffness of the two rigid springs that tie tNe crack
tip node pair together will be reduced monotonically to zero in a number of iterations, at the
end of which the crack will have grown by an amount equal to the size of the element ahead
of the crack in the dir •	 f the crack path.
VERIFICATION STUDIES
A nurnber, verification studies have been conducted to ensure the reliability,
efficiency and accu,acy of Z1P2DL. While the results of all verification studies are excellent,
only sorne of them will be reported here.. In the first example, the problem of uniaxial elastic	 1
stretching under both plane stress and plane st rain conditions is studied. As shown in Figure	 .
1, a rectangular element is stretched uniformly in one direction in its plane by an original
uniform stress ao (the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress, which equals the load divided by the
original, undeformed loading area). Visually, the finite element solutions are identical to the
exact solutions (these and later exact solutions are obtained by the authors in the course of
this study). In the second example, a square element is loaded uniformly in two
perpendicular directions in its plane (see Figure 2) and the strains in these two directions are
calculated. as a function of the original applied uniform stress 60. Again it is seen that the
finite element solutions for Moth plane stress and plane strain appear to be identical to the
exact solutions. Bath elastic cases involve large displacement and large strain. in the third
example, to investigate the applicability of ZIP2DL to large-rotation problems, the rigid-body
rotation of a square element around one of its corner points is modeled. As shown in
Figure 3, the square: element is made to rotate about its only pinned point at node 3 by
specifying the displacement of node 2 as a function of the rotation angle 6. The
displacements of node 1 and node 4 are then solved with ZIP2DL and compared with the
exact solutions in figure 3, where u and v are the horizont =il and vertical displaceiaents,
respectively, and subscripts 1 and 4 refer to the node numbers. The agreement is attain
excellent. In the ahnve examples, it takes about four iterations to get convergence after each
load step. (As a reference, a data point in Figures i-3- represents a solution at one load step).
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I-D Large Deformation Strain Variation
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Figure 1. A Comparison of Exact and ZIP2DL Solutions for a Uniaxial Elastic Stretching
Problem.
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1`ibure 2. A Co.nparlson of Exact and ZIP2DL Solutions for a Biaxial Elastic Stretching
Problem.
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1S Displaoetnent Variation due to Rigid-Body Rotation
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Figure 3. A Comparison of Exact and ZIP2DL Solutions for a Rigid-Body Rotation Problem.
Z1P2DL VS. ZIP2D
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Figure 4. A Comparison of Exact and ZIP2D and Z1P2DL Crack-Growth Predictions for an
ARCAN Test.
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The accuracy of ZIP2DL in elastic-plastic calculations has been tested extensively.
Here in the final example, we compare ZIP2DL against the established NASA cede ZIP2D
for an ARCAN.
 test (refer to the next section for a description of the test and modeling
details). This test case involves elastic -plastic stable crack growth in a 2024 -T3 aluminum
sheet specimen under mode I, displacement controlled loading. The comparison between
small-deformation plane stress predictions of the two codes for the load against crack
increment (change in crack length) curve is veer satisfactory, as shown in Figure 4. It takes
about six iterations to get convergence after each load step and after the completion of each
nodal release procedure.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
So far a limited number of mode 1 and mixed -mode crack growth tests, conducted on
ARCAN specimens have been simulated using ZIP2DL. Results presented here pertain to the
mode I case and those for the mixe-mode cases are given separately in this volume [9]. A
schematic of the ARCAN specimen and its fixture is shown in Figure 5, where loading in the
0° direction corresponds to mode I loading. The specimen is made of 2024-T3 aluminum and
the fixture is made of a steel. Both materials are assumed to obey the J 3 flow theory of
plasticity. The effective stress-strain curves for the materials are obtained experimentally
from uniaxial tension tests and are approximated as niece-wise linear curves. Plane stress is
assumed.
Figure 5. A Schematic of the ARCAN Test Fixture. and Specimen Containing a
Single-ledge Crack.
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The finite element mesh is composed of three-noded triangular (constant-strain)
elements, as shown in Figure 6. A uniform, fine mesh ,>urrounds the single-edge crack acid
`	 along its growth path (figure 60). A vertical displacement is specified at the second center-
line node from the top and the corresponding node at the hottom is fixed. The specified
displacement increases monotonically from zero until crack growth is completed. Crack
growth is initiated and continued when the two nodes of a node pair at a fixed distance
lxhind the crack tip are displaced relative to each other by an amount equal to a critical
I
CTOD value, which in this study had been obtained experimentally at the NASA Langley
Research Center in an earlier stud\ [3J. Specifically, the current study ha used CTOD values
measured at 0.04 inch behind the crack tip for it Ti-oriented specimen with it 0° loading
'	 angle (see [3) for a description of the specimen orientation 1. Tht• e quivalent CTOA value is
found w tie =1.8° with a ± V scatter. Two meshes of different refinement are used to check for
element size delxndence. One mesh consists of 1 4116 nodes and 2514 elements, with a 0.02-
inch uniform element Size. around the crack path. A finer mesh is composed of 2772 nodes
and 50641 elements, with a 0.01-inch uniform near-tip element size. As shown in Figure 7,
these two meshes lead to nearly identical load against crack growth curves, implying that the
coarser mesh is adequate. The courser mesh is chosen for later calculations because it
requires less computer time.
(a)	 (h)
Figure 6. finite Liement Mesh used in Mode I ARCAN Test Simulations: (a) Global Mesh,
(b) Refined Local Mesh Along Crack Growth Path.
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Effect of Element Size
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Figure 7. Effect of Finite Element Size Con Crack Growth Simulation.
Figure 8 shows a comparison between two small-deformation crack growth
simulation predictions. In one simulation-a CTOA of 4.8° is specified at 0.02 inch behind the
crack tip while in the other the CTOA is specified at 0.04 inch behind the crack tip. In the
early stage of crack growth the -latter- prediction oscillates and is different from the former
prediction by a fairly small amount. It is seen however that these . two predictions tend to
_ ,approach each other afte-t the peak load as crack growth continues. Because the enforcement
_W CTOA at 0.02-inch behind the crack tip leads to a smoother simulation curve, it will be.
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The effect of large specimen rotation at the point of loading on the crack growth
behavior can be seen from the comparison shown in Figure 9. When a CTOA of 4.8° is
specified at 0.02 inch behind the crack tip the -relative difference between the predicted
fracture loads with and without consideration of large rotation is about 6% at the peak load.
Another case shown in Figure 9 is for a CTOA of 4.5° specified at 0.02 inch behind the crack
tip. It is clear from these two cases that the load predicted by a small-deformation simulation
consistently underestimates that predicted by a corresponding large-deformation simulation
by almost a constant amount. Further, it is seen that by adjusting the CTOA value (or
equivalently, the CTOD value) within the scatter band (±l°) of the experimental CTOA
measurement, a large portion of the load against crick growth curve can be made to shift
upwards or downwards by a large margin. This obsenation seems to suggest that the. load
against crack growth curve predicted by a large-deformation simulation can be reproduced,
perhaps except near the end of crack growth (see Figure 9), by a small-deformation
simulation by using a larger CtOA value. Further study is needed to confirm this
speculation.,
5.0.	 ElIect of barge Rotation
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Figure 9. Effect of Large Specimen Rotation on Crack Orowth Simulation.
A comparison of computer simulation results with experimental measurement is
shown in Figure 1.0, where the test data are for a TL oriented 202443 aluminum ARCAN
specimen (see 131 for a description of the specimen orientation). The critical CTOA value of
4.5° used in this comparison is close to the mean value. (4.8') of the test data obtained in (3J
which conatins a scatter band of t1 At this CTOA value the small-deformation result
agrees with the test data at and immediately following the peak load while the large-
deformation result agrees with the test data along the rest of the crack growth curve. From an
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earlier observation, it appears that the large-deformation curve can be made to follow a major
portion of the rest data by thatching the test data at the peak load by lowering the CTOA a
few tenths of a degree. It will be worthwhile to see if this matched CTOA value can be used
in mixed-mode crack growth and still produce simulation results with good agreement with
corresponding test data. Small-deformation, mixed -mode simulations so far (see [9] for
detail) indicate a very good possibility in that respect.
Comparison With Experimental Measurement
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Figure 10. A Comparison of ZIP2DL Predictions With Experimental Measurement [3].
Finally, it is noted that the above simulations require about six iterations for
convergence after each load step and nodal release procedure if the tangent-stiffness approach
(see Eq. 14) is used and about 12 iterations if the initial-stress approach (see Eq. 12) is used.
The advantage of the initial-stress approach is that, when used for small-deformation
simulations, the stiffness tnatrix does not need to be updated except during crack tip nodal
release, thus it cant lead to big savings in computer time.
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SUMMARY
Finite element techniques were used to determine the: effect that pillowing, caused.by
the presence of corrosion products, has on fuselage lap joints. The stress caused by the
internal pressure and riveting process was taken into account while the fuselage curvature
was ignored. The results indicate: that as the pillowing (i.e. thickness loss) increases, the
stress in the joint increases. Also, these results suggest that the volume of corrosion"products
present within a joint is the: main parameter governing the increase in stress and not the
percent thickness loss. For example, if a joint contains 5% thickness loss in each skin,
although the- total thickness loss is only 5%, the volume of corrosion products is equivalent to
a I0 17c thickness loss in one skin. A preliminary fracture mechanics analysis carried out on a
single. crack located just beyond the rivet head suggests that the crack edge along the faying
surface would grow snore rapidly along the rivet row forttung a setnielliptical crack front with
a very high aspect ratio. This type of crack is more difficult to detect during visual
inspection.
INTRODUCTION
Concern has grown as to the possible effects corrosion might have on the structural
integrity of fuselage lap joints. Environmental attack can lead to early crack initiation,
enhanced crack growth rates (corrosion. fatigue), thickness loss (increased stresses), and
intergranular and stress corrosion cracking and pitting (stress risers). Present maintenance
guidelines allow for a maximum thickness lo gics of 10% within a single skin before repairs
must be inade to it joint (ref. 1). However, in a previous study carried out at the National
Research Council Canada (NRCC), the volumetric increase, associated with corrosion by-
products was found to be approximately 6.5 times greater than the volume of parent material
lost (ref. 2). This large volumetric increase results in local deformations (pillowing) which
can affect the structural integrity of fuselage lap joints.
Work. curried out under collab(wative rasearch agrcement between National Research Council and Dif1'racto
Limited dated Junc 1995. Pro
.
iwi funded by the U.S. Air Force through the Federal AviaUun AdaunisUation
and by Transport Canada. NRC, and Diffracto Limited.
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Finite element techniques along with a mathematical model (ref, 3) were used to '
simulate the presence of corrosion products within a fuselage ]tip joint. The stress resulting
from the internal pressure (hoop stress), the prestress caused by the rivet fastening process
and the reduction in thickness caused by the material loss were all taken into account while
the curvature of the fuselage was ignot •ed. The results indicated that the stress in the area of
the rivets increases significantly due to the presence of corrosion pillowing. A fracture
mechanics analysis was also carried out on a single crack of a length just beyond the rivet
ahead to help asse`.c the structural integrity implications of corrosion pillowing.
FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
A typical lap joint configuration was chosen for this study and consisted of two skins .
(outer and inner) of equal thickness, 1.14 mm (0.045 in), fabricated from Al 2024-T3. The
skins were joined-using three rows of rivets with a 25.4 mm (1.0 inch) spacing. Each rivet
had a'nominal shank diameter of 3.96 mm (0.156 inch) and a rivet head diameter of 5.8 mm
°(0.232 inch). A fiat- section stringer was attached to (fie middle rivet row through the hat
crown as shown in Figure 1. Three finite element models were generated to simulate the
different loads that are present within`a corroded joint. These loads were; 1) hoop stress
caused by the internal pressure, 2) prestress caused by the riveting process and, 3) stress due
to corrosion pillowing. To save computation time and storage space only three Hvets were
ttiode.led as shown in Figure 2. The rivet/skin
-
-interaction was simulated using nonlinear gap
elements. "  
Stress Analysis
All models were generated using the first-ordi^r, 	brick elements available is the NISA
finite element package. It wets assumed for the hoop stress model that some of the load
transfer would be due to friction under the rivet heads which was simulated by merging the
nodes in these areas. A pressure was applied along a skin edge . to simulate the hoop stress
while the opposing edge was fixed in all directions. For the prestress model, all the nodes
were merged to prevent the skins from penetrating, and a pressure was applied to the rivet
treads to simulate the riveting process. To model the corrosion pillowing, a three-stage
pt•ocess was used; 1) a 6.89 k.Pa (I psi) pressure was initially applied to the. faying surfaces
and the resulting volume determined, 2) given a specified thickness loss in one skin, the
volume required to accommodate the corrosion products was calculated using a previously
derived fornrola (rcf. 3 .4). and 3) assuming a linear relationship between the applied pressure
and volume due to the incompres dbility of the corrosion products, the pressure necessary to
obtain the required volume was calculated and then reapplied to the faying surfaces (ref. 4).
The finite clement analysis was then rerun and the resulting displacements obtained.
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Fracture Mechanics Analysis
To carry out the fracture mechanics analysis, the stress model for each loading case
^-As modified. Second-order elements (i.e., elements with mid-side nodes) were generated in
the area of the critical rivet. row (upper row). For this preliminary study, a straight-fronted
through crack perpendicular to the hoop stress leading was assumed to be present on one side
of the rivet hole just beyond the rivet head, see Figure 3. The mid-side nodes for the
clemrntc su rrounding the crack tip were moved to the quarter point to simulate. the stress
singularity at this location. Load transfer by friction under the rivet heads was ignored. The
resulting quarter-point and comer nodal displacements were then used in an equation
developed by Kuang and Chang (ref. 5) to calculate the Mode I stress intensity factor:
! 2R
	
Rv, — v i l
K^ 
4 L 
E(	 3	 i	 (!)
where:	 ;„1c - displacement for the quarter-point node perpendicular to the crack face, v 2
 is
the cprttspcmding displacement for the corner node. and L is the length of the crack tip
elrxaent. Plane stress conditions were assumed to exist ahead of the crack front.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Stress Analysis
To determine: the resultant stress which would occur from a combination of the three
loading cases, the nodal displacements obtained from each case were added together and the
analysis rerun. A plot of the stress in the vicinity of the upper rivet row in the outer skin and
the lower rivet row in tlx inner skin (which are the critical locations in terms of cracking for
the respective skins) is shown in Figure 4. As can be seen from this figure, the stress in the
vicinity of the rivet holes increases as the pillowing increases. A comparison was also made
between the incre:asc in stress caused by an equivalent thinning of the outer skin and that
caused by pillowing, Figure 5. This comparison clearly shows that pillowing has a greater
inf7ua nce on the stress in a joint as compared to the effective thickness loss alone. I
The. maximum stress for small amounts of corrosion occurred at the upper rivet row
away from the hole approximately 45° to the hoop stress loading which was verified by
experimental tests (ref. 6) carried out on accelerated corroded rnultisite damage specimens,
Figure 4. However this maximum stress location can shift thus causing another rivet row to
become critical. Since, for this analysis, at constant thickness loss was assumed to be present' 	 et
throughout the. joint, the maximum stress shifted to the lower rivet row in the upper skin
when the thickness Ioss was greater than 6%. It should be emphasize-d that this row is not
critical for this particular joint configuration in the absence of corrosion. Since corrosion is a	
M1L.^
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random process, the shift ill
	 stress raises concerns as to the possihility that given
the location of the corrosion and the severity of the pillowing, the maximum stress in a joint
could occur in other skins, particularly in the second or third layers causing premature
cracking. Sonic corroded lap joints ohtain .ed from retired aircraft were disassembled, cleaned
and inspected using X-ray techniques. These irriages showed cracks in the area of maxinntm
pillowing, Figure', . The first image, Figure 7a, shows numerous cracks present in the four
rivet hold` which surround the area of maximum pillowing in the outer skin. This joint had a
maximum thickness loss of 14% in some of the pits which is greater than the maximum
allowable of 10%. How-ever, given that corrosion was only present in this area of the joint
and the skin thickness was approximately 1.78 mm (0.070 inch), it is highly unlikely that this
damag^ would have been detected under normal maintenance procedures. The other image,
Fif ur('
- '/b, shows cracks that arc present in the inner skin at the upper rivet row (which is not
critical for (his skin). This joint had a maximum thickness loss of less than 10 % in the inner
skin.
Fracture Mechanics , Analysis
To calculate the Mode 1 stress intensity factor, the nodal displacements for the thrce
loading cases were added together and suhstituted into Equation (1). The results were non-
dirrietisionalized with respect to the hoop stress, crh, and plotted against percentage thickness
loss, figure 8. As can he seen from this figure, the stress intensity factors for the different
crack edges diverge as the thickness loss increases. The stress intensity factor for the edge of
the crack located oil 	 inner (faying) and outer surfaces of the outer skin are approximately
equal when no corrosion is present indicating that hoth crack edges would grow at about the
same rate. However, at the thickness loss increases and thus, the pillowing, the stress
intensity factor for the crack edge along the outer surfac decreases while the crack edge on
the inner surfacc increases. This is understandable since the bending in the skin caused by
thr pillowing produces a compressive stress in the rivet area on the outer surface while a high
tensile stress is present on the faying surface. The difference in the stress intensity factor for
the two surfaces suggests that the crack edge on the faying surface would grow faster than the
crack on the outer surface causing a semiel ) iptical crack front with a high aspect ratio. in
fact, this is the situation that is present in the joints shown in Figure 7. The majority of the
crack ^ present ill 	 joints have riot yet penetrated the outer surface .although some of the
crack lengths ar.^ greater than 6.3 mm (0.25 inch) on the faying surface. This raises concerns
as to the possible effect that corrosion pillowing might have in a multisite or wide spread
fatigue darrtage. scenario. Swift ( . ref. 7) proposed that after a predetermined numhcr of flight
hours, special  in s pections be carried out on aging aircraft in specific areas to decrease the
probability of failtur caused by multisite damage. Since corrosion pillowing can significantly
increase the stress in fuselage lap joints, cracks could initiate prematurely thus making it
nece«aiy to inspect for multisite damage earlier than was previously thought, see Figure 9.
To complicate tho situation even more, once initiated, the cracks would grow along the faying
surface resulting ire high aspect ratio c racks which arc difficult to detect. This in turn would
<	 ^	 I
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decrease the probability of detecting 11 1,u1tisite damage in the presence o f
 corrosion and thus
Increase the probability of prerniaure tailure.
CONCLI'SIOIJS
The results trom this studN c::n he summarized as toll^^ws:
•	 The stress III fucclaE . e 1.3p joint increase% as tile pillow'in€ caused hay the conrsion
by -Frojucts Increases.
•	 heL^ending on the location of the corrosion and seVeritV of the pillowV ing, the
niaximum stres!, in a joint could shift to other skins (i.e.. second or third lay ersI
causing premature sack initiation.
•	 Thc• increase III
	 st ress intensity factor for the crack edge or the faying %utiace and
the :uhceouent decrease on the opposite side suggests that a crack vscnlld grow more
rapid]N in the di re-tion cif the row of rivets Than throu=ll the •kin IM%ard the outer
surtace resulun^ in a semielliptical crack front with a high aspect ratio.
•	 The high aspect ratio cracks x% urld make detection difficu' -hus decreasin g the
pmbabllitti of detenon and inc:reasine the risk: of premature failure.
•	 One of the main factor% influencing; the structural inte g rity of a lap joint i^, the volume
of corrosion prcxiucts present in the \-icimt% of a rivet 1:ale and r.ot the percentage
thickness lo^.c In each skin. For example. cake a joint «hich has 7 11 thicknetic loss in
each skin. Although 'his. ;oint would be considered to have a total of 7^'r corro%io n
and ccluld C01111nuC to fls without being repaired. the maximum stress p.:sent in the
301111 V, equi p alent to a single skin containing 14r/^c thickness loss which ^kould have to
he repaired.
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IMPROVED NONDESTRU(.71VE INSPECTION TECHNIQUES FOR
AIRCRAFT INSPEC'TI011
Don Hagemaier and Dwight Wilson
McDonnell Douglas Aerospace
Long Beach, California
ABSTRACT
Through the use of an Integrated Product: Team approach and new inspection
techniques incorporating the latest in imaging capabilities and automation, the costs of some
manpower intensive tasks can now be drastically reduced. Also, through the use of advanced
eddy current techniques, the detectable size of cracks under flush-head fasteners can be
reduced while maintaining a reliable inspection.
Early in this decade:, (tie Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) William J. Hughes
Technical Center and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Langley
Research Center formulated an aging aircraft research plan. The unique aspect about the
research is that it is driven by the aircraft manufacturers and airlines in order to center only on
those areas in which help is needed and to keep it focused. Once developed, the
manufacturer works with the FAA Aging Aircraft Nondestructive Inspection Validation
Center at Sandia National Laboratories, the airline, and the researcher to transfer technology
to the field.
This article first describes the evaluation and results obtained using eddy-current
technology to determine the minimum detectable crack size under installed flush-head
fasteners. Secondly, it describes the integrated efforts of engineers at McDonnell Douglas
Aerospace and Northwest Airlines in the successful application of mobile automated scanner
(MAUS) eddy-current C-scanning of the DC-10circumferential and axial crown splices. The
eddy-current C-scanning greatly reduced the man-hour effort required for the existing
radiographic inspection. 'Thirdly, it describes the use of a novel ultrasonic technique coupled
to a scanner and graphics for the detection and quantification of corrosion thinning and stress
corrosion cracking of the DC-9 lower wing tee cap. This successful effort resulted from a
rather large: integrated task team. It also results in a vast man-hour savings over the existing
internal visual inspection.
INTRODUCTION
The nondestructivcr inspection (NDI) portion of the. FAA National Aging Aircraft
Research Progruun (NAARP) prc;dicatcs that improvements must be made to existing
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inspection techniques and devices so as to provide more reliable detection capabilities, In
June 1988, the First International Conference on Aging Airplanes was held in Arlington,
Virginia. As a result of the recommendations from the 1988 conference, an FAA National
Aging Aircraft Research Plan (NAARP) was completed in 1989. Jointly with NASA
Langley Research Center, the FAA William J. Hughes Technical Center has directed and
sponsored nondestructive inspection research and development (R&D) programs to assure
aircraft safety. Considerable work has been done in laying the groundwork for an active
program to develop new and improved NDI methods and techniques for in-service inspection
of aircraft structures. What follows is a description of three activities which advanced the
state of the art for NDl technologies and provided increased reliability through smaller
detectable flaw sizes and a great savings in man-hours needed to perform the required
inspections.
Although the FAA NAARP was initiated in 1989, the manufacturers, operators, and
regulators have been studying the question of how to assure the structural integrity of aging
aircraft since 1978. Accordingly, about 1983, the Douglas Aircraft Company (DAC) and the
operators established an Industry Steering Committee (ISC) to oversee the development of
Supplemental Structural Inspection Documents (SSIDs) for each of its aircraft models. Since
that time, DAC has produced SSIDs for the DC-3, DC-6, DC-8, DC-9, and DC-I0 aircraft
models. Through the FAA-NASA program, new and improved NDI techniques have been
developed which can replace or become an alternate means of compliance for an existing
SSID inspection. This is the case for two of the inspections described below.
EDDY-CURRENT DETECTION OF SHORT CRACKS UNDER INSTALLED
FASTENERS
It is a known fact that aluminum aircraft fuselage skins can develop small fatigue
cracks after an extended period of service due to the numerous pressurization cycles.
Usually, the outer skin is countersunk to provide for assembly with flush-head fasteners. The
sharp edge in the skin, caused by the countersink, provide` a high stress concentration for
fatigue crack generation (see Figure 1). Numerous small cracks may be generated along a
particular row of fasteners. When this happens, they are generally referred to as multiple-
origin fatigue cracks. The small cracks continue to grow with tirne and at some point they
can join up causing Failure of the skin and rapid decompression of the aircraft cabin. Hence,
there exists a need to detect them at the smallest size possible.
Many high-frequency eddy-current inspection techniques have been developed to
detect fatigue cracks.. which extend beyond the periphery of installed flush-head fasteners, in
aluminum fuselage skins. However, until recently, the. shortest crack that could be reliably
detected was 2.54 mm (0.10 inch.) in length. Damage tolerance (stress) engineers were
unhappy with that figure and requested that improved eddy-current techniques be developed
to detect fatigue cracks on the order of 1.25 min (0.050 inch) in length. Cracks of this length
barely extend Wyond the fastener head which makes them difficult to detect.
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Figure 1. Short Fatigue Crack Under Flush
.-Head fastener.
In order to prove that certain improved eddy -current equipment or probes could cletcct
the flaw size goal, fatigue cracks and electrical d)scharge machine (EDM) notches were
fabricated into countersunk fuselage skin panels 'The cracks and notches ranged from 0.635
mm (0.025 inch) to 2.54 mm (0.10 inch) in length (see Figure 2), This particular study
program was funded by 'KA.SA Langley Research C'cnter with Dr. William Winfree as the
1'ec-tanical Director.
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Figure 2. Typical Notched/Cracked 1'est Panel.
A variety of existing equipment was evaluated for this program and is fuliy described
in Reference 1. lnstruments used in this: study were the: pulsed eddy-current Nortec Eddyscan
30, the Hocking FastScan, r.he Northrop low-frequency eddy current array (LFECA), and the
Rohman Flotcs.t with minirotor and C;K Engineering probe. Typic,Al results for a 1.25-mm
(0.05(1-inch) crack, wider a flush-head ahlminum rivet is shown in Figure 3(a) for the
Eddy^-cim 31), in Figure 3(b) for the Elotest B1 with mini rotor, and in Figure 3(c) for the
LFECA. Thcre were 32 rivet site:, in the test panel with 4 cracks and 4 EDN4 notches. Figure
4 shows the total results for the 32 test sates with the LFEC'A and Table 1 compares the
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signal-to-noise ration (`)'NR) for the flawed situ to the. unflawed sites. Figure 5 shows the
C RT rc&ponscs fcir the cracks in the test panel using the Hocking FaslScan. Table 2 show~
tilc results for the fnur in^tr unent:,' ability to detect first laver cracks and second layer
notches under bath t1ush-head aluminum rivets and steel fa^.teners.
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fable 1. !SNR Vor 1-irst Laver CUES With Aluminum Rivets
H AW SI%:!-'tinrni SI.OI'ur ('k-\('K SNR ((-'R)
0.635 Slot 5.0
(035 Crack 1.5
1.27 Slot 14.0
1.27 Crack 14.7
1.90 Slot -12.6
1.90 (7 rack 20.5
2.'4 Slot 30.0
2S4 C rack 25,()
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Figure 5. Hocking FastScan Results for Cracks lender Flash-Head Rivets (Millimeters)
'fable 2, Udy-Current Flaw Detestability tinder Flush-Head Fasteners
Detestability for Cracks Under Aluminum Rivets, Ist. Layer
Nortec 30 Eddysean 1.0 mm (0.040 in.)
	 Ii
Northrop LFECA 1.0 nim
Hocking FastScan 1.0 mm
GE Engineering/Elotest 1.0 mm
Detect.ahility for Cracks Under Steel Fasteners, 1st. Laver f
Nortec 30 Eddyscan 1.27 rnm (low SI R)
Northrop Llr`ECA a`1.27 min (0.050 in.) 	 IHocking FastScan 1.27 inm
GE Digi.net-ring/Elotest 1.90 mm (0.075 in.)
Dr.ttctability for Notrhts Under ,Aluminum Ri r^rtS, 2nd. Laver
Nortec 30 L; dyscm 1.27 mm. (0.050 in.)
Northrop L.FECA 1.27 mm
Hocking; FastScan 1.27 nim
GE E:ngincerin g/Elotest 1.90 mm (0.075 in.) manual probe only
DetectabiliNforr Notches Linder Steel Fasteners, 2nd. Laver
Nortec 30 Eiddyscan 1.27 min (low SNR)
No ►tlzrop LFECA 1.27 min (0.050 in.)
Hocking; FastScan 1.27 min
GE Engincefing/Elutest 1.90 mnt (0.075 in.) manual probe only
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D('-)H CR0\VN SPI.I('F. lNSPFCTION
The Df -I O STIR prn ram requires an in^pccUon of the fusclage skins, finger (lotiblers,
and Inn?erons around the ]onf_itudinal anti trrtn"verw spikes urr the ^rOwn of the aircraft
(Herr 61. "p his ;,plicr consists un e\1L • riolr duuhler. f1r.,elage :,hin, finger doubler, and
Iongeron (Figure 7). Fatigue crack, must be detcctahlc in the longitudinal and transverse
direction in thi skin and finger douhler. Only crack, in the uansvrrsr. direction must he
detected in the lomgt roes.
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Here 6. Inspection Areas,
Two ND1 nu-thods were oririnally selected for evaluation of the splices: eddy-current
and x-ra y radiograph y . Rrtdio ►Rrrtphy, in FVncral, is a difficult trchni(itle 10JI)hly in Ihl>
application title to the tnultiplr klVers (11 material and eeonretrW features err the splices. In
theory , edd y -current wits Ihr pre lerred method to try; howe\er, the underlying geometry , in
the splices also created interprelotion prohIcnis when using conventional cddy-current
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technology. Sever' d t ypes of srnsnrs were e y valtrated before the imr rstivatur cuncludC d tl(ut
the underlying structure was too complex for a manual eddy-current in. ,.pection. Hence, the
radiographic procedure was developed fni the Suppl(^mL^ntal Inspection Document (SIr)t
inspect ion with an additional rtianrial eddy-current irl pjvctiun fur cnack^, .. the external
doubler and internal finger LIouhler.
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Figure 7. Crack Location and Orientation in Skin and Finger Doubler. Lone:tudinal and
Transverse Splice.
The Current radiographic procet.ure requires a tWo-Slded access to Ihr ',hlices.
Rcrnoval of the interior of the aircraft to provide a.:css can takl 01) to I R) labor hours. The
actual radiut.japhir inspection takes about 100 labor hours to currtplete wid requires 98
radiographs. In addition, this inspection is usuall y limited to off-shift periods ;occausc of the
radiation hazard to unprotected workers.
l)urirtg a d:.-m(onstration of Ilia MAUS I1 eddy-current C-scan sysu nl in September
1913, it was recugnited that the )\-TAUS lFigure K) was a potential alternative for the
radiographic inspection. It was hooped that the C-scan image would provide imough
additional information, relating sensor signals to the geometry feature. in Ihr ^trnrcture, in
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Figure g . Mohile automatckl Starner iMIA( S -1111.
A splice Joint standard \ ith :wtc lles Ill the It .i lavers and III m  d 1rCC''IJI`. '.1.1\
fahs Icated- Tca f, using this standard indicated mat the operatin g frecluenq of thc- MAUS
clecdeti to L\r i:n\ rt ih;l': I i,1 I/ I. detect crack< ill :he Iongeron\ and a .Ivcial kcanncr fixture
,as nec*&d k ,\Old moblen,• \\hen %cantwv,:K'to%% the external douhler.
\i.lnv trials A-ere made, ucine a varlet\ of -^ensnr:. Nith in th,: laboratorN and t)n-
dircr,11t. A .pC%: ► al t acuuln Lip hu!dln g and u'.4mung flximc \.... tabricawd b y 6K
Lnr Ineerine 'I his .Illoa'ed the in•he, iiot, it-, he pt rfOlmed h\ cive Iet'Inliclan. in :I luxil 'our
flooiI,• ..A;ir the fi, :ture was instilled. The procedure \\a` rer"Orn:ed in :\\t1 \can.. opera-mg a
s1;'='c %cn ,or a..a. l:ICnt frc(lucuics. Onc `wan ai Z [ 017 inspected the external doul?ler.
.kul. all 'i lingo double: hchm the 41n. The wcond :c;In %%as perfornicd at 600 Ili to detect
t iac'k% In div longeron!, and f nt- dOLIhIci tluckrr wi.-lions.. In 	 the data relkatahlllt;
\\a. CX.Cl!Citt till%' 11x• I'roCCLI-Irc wa% fin.Ihird In June 1 1196 I- igurr 9 .ho\\: a tyh._at MIL'S
edd} -curre..: C-.,,can iniaoe of the cro\t n -lice. Finaliv, this documentation hay been
.I)hmitted (c- the FAA for conskielation as an aiwinaic mcans ni crimpliancc for the SID
thioug,h Illy yearl y ir\islon proses>. The • cost si\ ings bviwcen the MA1.'S eddy-current and
\ ra\ 111sliv im. iii omil it) ilbout 91' man-hotl: sa\ Ing% (`11, 1 1 the co­ t of the \ - I;1N, fllill.
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DC- 91.OWFR '%\T1^G BOX INSPECTION FOR C'ORROSIO`ICRACKS
	 I
I-rom the start of the FAA NA ARP program. ever\ effort \k. ► . n ►ade it, direct the
efforts of the t AA ('enter for A\w ion S\mcm% Rch.,hibl) (CASR) imcaieator^ to tolulions
of acmal nvq%ection and maintenance ch.dlengcs i3enufled in itie field. It was e\ ident that a
successf; ► I project required a .ignificant Ic%cl of s y nereism hemeen participant. from CASR.
nwintenan%e facthtic•. and a ► rr ► aft r. onufactutcrs.
The current procedure to inspect for exfoliation corrosion and stress cormcinn cia-As
l i t the l t,wcr tee c.rp requires vitiv into the NO tank for s-icual mspettion. Figure I I
► ijuctratc: a t\ picas ;ro:c action of the Ice cap which connects the sling center ho g to the
outer %s mg. 'hyptcal areas of exfol ►atinn corrmiorr, and stress corrosion are a!so illustrated in
Flgurc 11. The inner and mivt r Hmt strin_rrs arr ioinr,l h\ halts which cmend through the
ire tap A Iayer of favrng surface slant i< used Iktwccn the k»tier skin and horiro ►ntA leg of	 r
the sec car- to make the -truciurc fuel-leak free as \kell a corrosion inhibitor. Tho fa%.ing
s--i-face sealant allo w% transmission of the ^atrawnw beam Io the ice cap f-ir conosion and
. rac k driectiun.
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In the 2nd layer ultrase r tnc technmauc, deVelopctl b) Drs. Jan Achenbach and Igor
Komsky at North\%estem University, I" o \,\-edge-mounted tra:cducers arc used in a pitch-
catrh c-unfiguraUun as chown in Figure 12. With carefully selected hedge angles, transducer
spacing, and operating frequency, maximum penctration in the second layer tee cap r:n be
achie\e.i. TranSducer I generates ultrasonic signals in bath lavers. One sicrral propagates In
the top layer and, after reflectit-in by the sealant, is reccived by Transducer 2. Another signal
penetrate through the sealant and. after being reflected either by the bottom of the wcond
layer nr hr corrosion spot., is received h\ Trawkiuct_; ?. Times of flight (thc time it takes for
the sound Io tr,tsel back and fo rt h) of Will AMVS IS used for material loss charactericaions.
TRANSDUCER NO. 1	 TRANSDUCER NO 2
S
F-wurr 12. Second Laycr Ultraconrc Inspection Soundpaths Penetrate: the Sian and Tee Cap
at Vanou, Dcpth-^ an Reveal Material Loss Due to t; orrmion.
By linking the prt.h-catch transducers and signai output to an imaging system. C-
,cans can lk prrduceti which tndicatt- the degree of !hinntng or cracking Northwest Airlines
lxrronnel fanricate• d tsptcal f fed standards from 7075-T6 rnachrned plate stock The two
plaice were hondeel with PRC 1 .322 sealant and clamped toyther using Ht-Lok fasteners. To
Simulate corrosion in the tee cup inner surface. .pot laces c• ere machined to controlled
depths. '1 0 sim'-sate stre.>s corrosion crack. FDM notches w,.-re added at the radius (+f the tee
hori/o-tal arxi \ eroca) legs. Similar ktandards were t,thricated from scrapped FX -9 w tr.g
%ec trons. FiZsure 13 shows a C ;can tzcordrng show v rng two slwt facet) areas of 4% and 713e
thinning :end an. actual corrodr,l :ur,i e%rth 7'r thinnin g in the tee cap inner surface.
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Fi g ure 13. Second Lavcr Ultrasonic C-Scans Can Reveal Simill Amounts of Material Loss
The Service Bulletin work-hour e.untair for vi^uai inspection. without repair, is 376
man-hours per aircraft. The total number of hours needed from ptrharawn of the aircraft
through functional check is estintated to tv quit+: a hit more than zhli ,. The ultrasonic
inspection of the fourth aircraft, usin g the new tecltn ► gLe. was d0M ut less then 48 man-
hours. This represents a tremendous 	 Sav into to te=h affectcd olw.ratorc. The pr(vedure
has peen approved, by the• FAA, as an Alternate Means of C'o mphancc to rite Scrvicc Bulletin
internal visu:.ti inspection
The DC-9 wing box inspection tcair kw-, recmil y award d Ole Nei) tnneil Douglas
%crospace 1445 Silver Ea g le and Model of	 av► nrs.
SUMMARY
The devrlopment and implementaricvn of xtcecpmble maintenance and insliectinn
11rogratn. for hoih nea and aging aircraft is complicated and entails many aspect.. The
r!"MC- , (if developing these inspections ha• evolved from those in which each program -A as
operator un,yur to a sc.phi.ticated relationship of tnterd(:pe1Jdencc hcrv,-cen operators,
regulatory agencies. rr.earcher!:. and NCI equipment and aircraft nrtnuf,tcturets. By t" king
the concept. of ink-gr.,ted pimiuct trams to the next logical step and including the university.
i'ie regulator. and the customer. the airmalt m,utuf,idurt-r can now offer drastic inspection
Co+t SiMligs.
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IMPROVING THE DAMAGE 'TOLERANCE OF BONDED
STRUCTURES VIA ADHESIVE LAYER BARRIERS
Dr. John C. Brewer
Volpe National Transportation Systems Center
Cambridge, MA 02142-1093
ABSTRACT
.Modern aircraft possess numerous applications for structural adhesive bonding.
Continued airworthiness of these applications requires tolerance. of undetected damage such
as debonding. A serious concern is that a partial debond could grow unstably across the
entire bond. For example, composite patch rel.x irs cif structural cracks can be extremely
effective at retarding crack growth, yet they need a damage tolerant bonding mechanism that
maintains the patch's utility even after I:tutial bond failure. Analysis is presented that shows
that a composite patch on a cracked aluminum sheet will still be effective even if a large
portion of the bonded area has debonded, as long as the remaining bonded region is stable
and the patch still provides a viable load path around the crack. A method is proposed which
enhances the damage tolerance of a bond with barriers that divide the adhesive layer into
discrete regions. - The barriers are inserted into the adhesive bond layer before curing and
make uninterrupted contact with both adherends, thereby forming separate zones of adhesive.
The barriers may be constructed of a nonstick material and may be slightly thicker than the
nominal adhesive layer. If a local debond were to gro kv to a harrier, the debond front should
preferentially travel along the lower energy bond bet v;.-en the adhesive and the barrier rather
than through the adhesive or along an adhesiveladherend interface. The barriers should
prevent the extension of the debond from one region to the next. Since most load is
transferred in a boundary region near the edge of a bond, dividing the bond into several
regions should make it sufficiently redundant to withstand locally unstable debond growth.
INTRODUCTION
Any evaluation of aircraft structural integrity must consider the long-term ability to
withsta:i(I reasotvxuiy expected loads after damage has occurred. Prudent engineering
principles suggest the use of redundant structures and redundant joining methods. The
federal Aviation Adininisirat.ion requires that tran^-tort category aircraft be "damage
tolerant." That is, they inust be
"evalteated to ensure that .-hould serious fatigue, corrosion, or accidc^^rtal
damage occur within the operational life of the airplane, the rentaining
structure can ►withstand reasonable loads without failure or excessive
sbuetural deformation rouil the damage is detected " [ 11
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The above definition recognizes that not all structural damage is immediately
detectable. Structural redundancy and inspection must be used to assure that. components
with insidious damage can tolerate expected loads until the damage is found and repaired.
The damage tolerance regulations apply not only to virgin aircraft structure but also to
repairs of affected aircraft. In practical terms, aircraft repairs should also be quick, durable,
and relatively inexpensive. Some aircraft, mostly military, have used bonded composite
,,patches to repair structural cracks. A patch has two beneficial effects. First, it provides an
=salternate load path. Patches are.  primarily unidirectional such that the fibers bridge the. crack.
Much of the load is transferred out of the plane of the damaged component. Second, a patch
t enforces a virtual limit to the maximum crack opening. Both of these results limit the stress
intensity factor at the crack tip which in turn limits the crack extension in each cycle. Patches
- - arc designed to keep the crack size well below its critical value during the remaining
economic life of the aircraft. Borordepoxy patches have been used most often because of
_ -	 their high stiffness anti the ability to monitor crack size through the patch using eddy-current
technology.
Currently, the application of composite patches to aircraft is generally limited to
e cracks small enough that they will not, over the course of several inspection periods, grow to
a critical size for the largest expected lifetime load. In this way, even if the patch were
somehow completely ineffective, the damage could be. monitored and repaired via another
method Icing before operational safety was jeopardized. Patches applied to small cracks 	 -
could economically extend the component lifetime.
This paper describes a method that may help to achieve structural redundancy and
damage tolerance requirements in bonded structures. The method is conceptually general
enough to be applied to bonded joints in any vehicle or infrastructure application.
DAMAGE TOLERANCE OF COMPOSITE PATCHES
The application considered here is a structural plate with a crack that is repaired with
a unidirectional fiber com[x)site patch. The crack is assumed to he fx;rpendicular to the
principal loading direction. The fibers of the hatch are aligned with the load. The
arrangement is illustrated in figure 1. An unda raged patch restrains the opening of the crack,
virtually arresting it.
The hatch is -Pplied to the structure with an adhesive. Two aspects of the damage
tolerance of these patches will be considered here: (1)the ability of a patch that is only
partjally K)ndcd to effectively restrain the opening of the crack in the plate and (2) the ability
of the patch to resist debonding under cyclic loading, even in cases where debonding has
started.
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Intuition can sometimes mislead people into believing that load is transferred
unifornily across the adhesive layer in a bonded joint. Most load is transferrer] in a boundary
region near the. edge, In the central region, the bonded parts have similar displacement (and
therefore strain) fields. Therefore, the majority of the adhesive's ability to transfer load is
kept in reserve.
FSwmictural Plate
	 Primary
Leading
Composite Patch	 Direction
Fiber
Direction
Crack
(Patched)
Figure 1. Schematic of Structural Application.
ADHESIVE LAYER BARRIERS FOR DAMAGE TOLE-RANCE
A patch will be tolerant (if debond damage if debonds are arrested while the patch is
still highly effevive. Small debonds should not seriously degrade the adequacy of the patch.
An appropriate inspection program could virtually assure that the debond would be detected
and repaired before the crack approached critical size, so long as the debond growth were
slow and predictable. Ultrasonic testing or a "tap test" can find debonds that extend over a
significant fraction of the adhesive region. If a boron/epoxy patch is used, the crack size can
also be monitored using eddy-current technology. Thus, damage can be detected and
repaired.
Theoretically, dchond fronts can grove rapidly or even unstably. An unstable. debond
might be. stopped if' the :adhesive layer were divided into sevefal discrete, unconnected
regions. One method would be to separate the adhesive area into disparate regions by
introducing gap.,. Unfortunately, most adhesives have a low-viscosity phase of the cure
during which there is a great cleat of flaw. Under the pressure applied during the bond cure,
the adhesives regions could run together, resulting in a continuous adhesive layer capable of
sustaining a debond cxwrriplc rely across the patch.
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As an altemative, it is proposed to insert physical barriers to separate the regions of
the adhesive layers. A smooth nonstick --type surface would be a good candidate in that it
should provide a low interfacial strength between the barrier and the adhesive. Thus, as a
debond follows the lowest energy path along the adhesivcladhcrend interface, it should be
arrested at the barrier as shown in Figure 2.
Composite patch .	  .
u_ Adhesive Layer
	 Barrier
=-	 --	 - -	 -	 -- i	 -040 —01P	 -iOO
Path of Debond Front
Structural Plate
Figure 2. Debond Arrest Mechanism of Adhesive Barriers.
ANALYSIS
A finite element analysis of a square untalxred boron/epoxy patch on a cracked
alurn.inum .hoct was performed to quantify the effectiveness of partially lxmded patches 121.
The commercially available code ANSYS was employed. The elements used were 20-node
quadratic "brick" elements. One layer of element; was used for each of the three materials.
Quarter symmetry ww, u;cd for computational efficiency. bight hundred and twenty five
elements were used. A typical mesh is shown in Figure 3.
The elen-,ents surrounding the crack tip were singular elements formed by collalxing
one face of a 20-node clement onto a line ,and locating the side nodes of the adjacent edges
one quarter of the dislancc to the face. The resulting element has the r'
,
" singularity
observed a.t crack tips, where r is the distance from the crack tip. The stress intensity factor is
estimated from the displacement of the nodes of these elements along the crack face.
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Figure 3. Typical Finite Element Mesh.
The adhesive was assumed to have delxmded in rectangular regions as shown in
Figure. 4. The cases of intact adhesive. layers directly over the crack were contrasted with
those of intact adhesive layer, at the edges of the patch. The ratio of patch width to crack
width was 4:1. The material parameters are given in Table 1.
Crack
	
Crack
(a) Internal Dcbond
	 (b) External I)ebond
Note, Shaded region indicaLes d6ond.
Figure 4. Assumption of Rectangular Uebonds.
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0.8
Normalized
Stress-	 0.6
Intensity 0.4
Factor
0.2
0
Table 1. Material Parameters For Finite Element Analysis.
Aluminum Adh esive n/FBoro	 ox
Layer Thickness 0.036" 0.004" 0.020"
LonCzitudinal Modulus 10.3 msi 0.23 lnsi 30.2 msi
Transverse Modulus 10.3 msi 0.23 nisi 3.8 msi
tisa'or t'aicson's Ratio Q.32 0.35 0.16
Note: msi = 10" lbslin`
The fit>wrs were' oriented parallel to the uniaxial louding. The results are shown in
Figure. S. They show that, if the adhesive is intact directly over the crack, the state of the
outer areas is less crucial in reduction of the stress intensity factor. In contrast., when the
adhesive is intact at the edges of the patch and not over the crack, increasing the total bonded
area can be beneficial. Nonetheless, even small bonded regions at the edges will produce a
significant decrease in stretss intensity factor. Since crack growth in each cycle is roughly 	 f'
proportional to the :dress intensity factor raised to the fourth power, the increase in life is
substantial.
0	 0.2	 0.4	 0.6	 0.8	 1
Fraction of Adhesive Area Ik:honded
Figure 5. Effect of Debonded Area on Calculate:c4&ress-Intensity factor.
Experimental verification of these analyses was lo-formed in it reluted study (3].
Aluminum specimens 6 inches Avidc with 1.0 inch (nominal) cracks were cycled at 16000 psi
for 40,000 cycle:,. Of the six specimens, two were unpatched, two were patched with
specimens with --rr internal debond, and two patched with patches with an exteriial debond.
The patches were unidirectional graphitekpoxy with approximately the same stiffness as the
uncracked alurnittwru. The experiments showed that unpatched specimens failed in fewer
than 6600 cyc .-pile the patched specimens showed no more than 22 1-1. growth over 40,000
cycles. The I .Catter in the limited number of specimens made it difficult to assess
exper.itaentally whether the internal or external dclxmds were Inure sevcrc.
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Further experiments in that study [3] were intended, tlernonsaate the capability of
the barriers to arrest debond growth and show that the bar.
	 •r►ere unlikely to he the source
of damage. Unfortunately, the results were inconclusive i the loading was insufficient
to produce significant growth over 40,000 cycles. The study produced no evidence, however,
that the barriers would not « work. For example, none of the 64 barriers on the eight test
specimens initiated a detectable debond over 40,000 cycles.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
I1te, analyses show that partially debonded patches could still effectively reduce crack
growth in aircraft structures. Thus, if adhesive layer barriers are shown to be capable of
stabilizing debond damage, they could allow the patch to retard crack growth longer and
more effectively. This, in turn, allows the structure: to better tolerate the initial damage from
the crack. In this way, adhesive layer barriers may improve the damage tolerance of patches.
This technology may have other applications. Many nonaerospace vehicles and
structures would benefit from an adhesive bonding technology that arrests debonds, thereby
enabling partial failure modes that can be detected via inspection. This may be. economically
preferable to the cost
,
 of designing and constructing more redundant structures.
As adhesive layer barrier, are an immature technology, they cannot be recommended
for use in safety critical applications until an appropriate data base has been generated.
Fuilher work i. needed to confirm that rapidly growing debonds can be arrested or retarded.
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IN SEARCH OF THE HOLY GRAIL
-
1'riE DETERMINISTIC PREDICTION OF DAMAGE
Digby D. Macdonald and Jose Magalhacs
The Pennsylvania State University
Center for Advanced Materials
517 Deike Building
University Bark, PA 16802
USA
'	 ABSTRACT
The development of fatigue and corrosion fatigue damage, and of other forms of
local i zc;i-corrosion damage, in aircraft structures is generally de- gibed in terms of damage
tolerance methods in which'the fatigue data are incorporated as empirical crack growth .
rate/stress intensity (range) correlations, and the cor rosion information is either ignored or is
included on an. ad hoc basis. However, the prediction of corrosion damage in rather industries
(e.g., the electric power industry) is gradually yielding to detenninism, which allows much
more robust predictions of failure times to be made. In this paper, we review the
deterministic methods and explore the prospects for developing similar techniques for
predicting failures iii aircraft .aructures.
.Z
INTRODUCTION
The prediction of service-induced darna^:e (pitting. fatigue, corrosion fatigue, and
general corrosion) in aircraft structures is currently made on the basis of empirical and semi-
empirical methods in which laboratory data (e.g,, dddN vs. AK for cyclic crack growth) are
used to estimate metal loss and crack extension rates under preselect-d condition&• These
predictions are then combined with periodic in-service inspections, within the framework of
the damage tolerance philosophy, to assess and track the progression of damage. While the
fracture mechanics hasis for this procedure is well-developed, the corrosion aspects are
incorporated on an ad hoc basis, with the result that our ability to predict the evolution of
damage as a function of operating conditions is poor.
In this paper, a detailed analysis is presented of methods that have been developed in
other arc-as of science and cngincering (r.u., in the nucls.ar power industry) for
deten•nirtistically predicting corrosion damage, with particular emphasis on the prospects of
applying these techniques to aircraft. These methods appeal to the natural t aws (conservation
of charge. Faraday's law, etc.) for their predictive rigor and provide an opportunity for
accurate damage prediction, provided that future operating conditions. can be envisioned and
sp¢cified. In the general case, which will be ctnphasiztd, the progression of damage is
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described as arising from a progressive t;..,(,terition/growth/deatli process. Thus, for a single
g ent-fir	 a hit_or ct-ack). these-three pleases occur sequentially, each of which is amenable
to deterministic modeling, but for an ensemble of evenis,the extent of damage develops
collectively in a parallel manner. This scenario is mo.qt effectively described in terms of a
daniage function, which is the distrilxition in the damaging parameter (e.g., pit or crack
length) as a function of exposure conditions and observation time_. The damage-function
provides a convenient mathematical basis for defining "failure time," "service life,"
- "corrosion allowance," "probability of failure;' and many other such-terms and concept s` that
eutcr into life prediction for complex engineering structures.
THE: TEMPORAL DE.VErLOPMFmr OF DAMAGE
The development of damage, regardless of the details of the processes involved, is
best described as a progressive nucicationlgrowth/death process. Such processes are
characteri %cd by the nucleation of new damage as existing damage grows and dies', with the
result that the damage is' distributed. The most convenient %vay of expressing damage is in
f	 the form of a damage function,' which is a histogram of frequency versus depth for a given
observation time (t,, t., or t ;). as shown in Figure 1. These functions display the general
trends that are seen in experimental damage functions as well as those that are predicted
theortlically, including:
i. The total damage, as represented by the area, increases with increasing-observation tithe.
2. The upper extreme of the damage function extends to greater depths with increasing
observation time.
3. The di"tribution nrty be tnultimodal only if more than one nucleation phenomenon is
present , :old only then if the nineties of nucleation are temporally separated.
For most purposes, we are intcre%tcd in estimating failure times., and DFA (Dania-7c Function
Anal ysis) allows us to do that by specifying a failure criterion. In many cases, this criterion .
will lw- a critical dimension (L n,, Figure 1), corresponding perhaps to the thickncs.^ of a pipe
Wall or to an acceptable "corrosion allowance". However, the criterion may be less	 ---
(ptiv ically;) direct. For example, in specifying failure for systems that exhibit stress
corrosion cracking or corrosion fatigue, it is necessary to specify acritical stress intensity
factor. K,, such that K, > K,C, tvhere K,L is the fracture toughness, corresponding to conditions
for unstable (fast) fracture. In this case, the failure criterion is a function of other system
parameters, including stress and gconictry. Thus, with reference to Figure; 1, L,,,, will
decrease as the stress is made larger, so that damage that was subcr;tiea) at one stress level
ltiay beanie supercritical at another. This is clearly an important issue for aircraft, where
wide range: of stress are experienced during operation.
Returning; agaili to Figure 1, it is important to note that the most damaging events
( dc llit'd here as being the deepest) are generally the first to nucleate and/or the last to die,
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and the least damaging events Q
-re those that arc last to nucleate and/or the first to die.. '.n any
event, a deterministic indiction of the evolution of damage, and hence estimation of the
failure time, must address all three constitutive phenomena; nucleation, growth, and death.
These phenomena must be described in a manner that recognizes their serial relationships for
a single event (birth
	 growth —) death) but that they occur in parallel for an ensemble of
events.
— -- The Nucleation of Damage
The initial fundamental event in the nucleation of totalized corrosion damage (e.g..
that due to pitting, stress corrosion cracking, and corrosion fatigue) is passivity breakdown
and the eventual establishment of a highly nonuniform current distribution within
microscopic dimensions of the nucleation point. As a result of oil
	 effort over the
past decade to develop an understanding of the breakdown of passive films, we. have derived
theoretical distribution functions for passivity breakdown that are in good agreement with
experiment'". We derived these distribution functions from out point defect model (PDM)
for the growth and breakdown of passive films by assuming that breakdown occurs when a
critical concentration of cation vacancies accumulates locally at the metal/passive-film
interface such that decohesion occurs between the barrier layer and the metal substrate.
Subsequently, localized dissolution anti/or mechanical instability leads to rupture of the filar."
We further assumed that the breakdown sites are normally distributed with respect t() the
diffusivity of cation vacancies within the film.' The full derivation of these distribution
functions can lx found in the literature.
From the PDM.' the breakdown voltage anti the induction time for a single pit
nucleation site on the surface are given by
4.606RT F JM 1 2.303R7'
V = XaF 
logL J„u_X,, J -
 ar 
lol;(n,^	 (1)
and
ff
	 al•'aV	 l ^
11. = exp( Z 2RT' ) —11 +z	
(1)
respectivel y. where: y is the filar stoichiometry C1v10,.,,), u is the dependence of the
potential drop across the filnVsolution interface oil 	 voltage, a, is the activity of
halide ion in the solution, r is a relaxation lime (z -- 0), AV = 1 1 - V, V is the applie.i
voltage (or the. corrosion potential under open circuit conditions), F _ &D, and tiie
paranictcrs a ,u , and J,, are defined in the original derivation.
Assuming that the breakdown sites are normally distributed in terms ul'the cation
vacancy diffusivity,
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D is the mean diffusivity and ab
 is the standard deviation, the PDM yields the
distributions in the breakdown voltage and induction time:'`
dN
dV ^2r jrc l,
and
(IN _F 40` 2 1e_(t)_D)'12,1;1
r'3
(5)
s	 ,
t
.^f
where y xFa 12 RT . Equations 4 .and 5 contain four important system parameters, 15 and
cr. , which describe the transport properties of cation vacancies in the passive film, and a
and 0 : which appear in the expression for the dependence of the potential drop across the
filnVsfolution interface on applied voltage and pH, i.e., 01 ,, = atU + PkH+ ¢'f; „where ¢f;, is
a constant. All four par,-uneters can be determined by independent experiment: 75 from
^dectrcichemical impedance spectroscopy, vr, from passivity breakdown induction time
measuretttents,' and a and J3 from film growth data, some of which exists in the literature.
The Growth of Damage
The growth of damage due to localized corrosion is an electrochemical'plienomclion,
and any model that purports to be deterministic M= conserve charge and obey Faraday's
law, which are the two governing natural laws.""' Accordingly, with reference to Figure 2,
the conservation of charge requires that f  dS=0, where i is the current density on surface
element dS, with the integral being evaluated over the entire surface, including the crevice
internal and external surfaces, where. anodic (metal oxidation) and cathodic (e.g., oxygen
reduction) reactions predominate, respectively. Thus, solution of Laplace's (or more strictly,
Poisson's) equation for the appropriate boundary conditions, subject to the constraint
imposed by j i dS = 0, yields the potential and current distributions _within the system.
s
Knowledge of the current density (i,) at the crevice base (pit or crack) therefore yields the
extension rate according to Faraday's law as At & - Al i,12 p ;F, where M and i arc the
composition-averaged (for alloys) atomic weight and oxidation number, respectively, p„ is
the density of the alloy, and F is Faraday's constant. Differentiation between pit growth and
crack growth is accomplished by noting: that, in the latter, the oxidation current density is
strain-rate dependent. It is important to note that even thou gh a)1 of the mechanistic details in
these "coupled environment" models may not bc: correct, they are deterministic in the global
sense and hence, in principle, are capable of providing for roLust prediction.
Death
Perhaps the most difficult phenomenon to deal with in Iocalized corrosion is the death
of an individual event (pit or crack), principally because most attention has been focused on
nucleation rather than on describing the ultimate fate of a civvice. However, it is now known
that two quite distinct "death" phenomena need to be defined: (i) prompt repassivation, and
(ii) delaved repassivation. Prompt repassivation, occurs when the crevice nucleus that is
producers by passivity breakdown fails to attain conditions that permit sustained growth. The
necessary conditions - for transition from metastable to stable pitting for stainless steels have
been exrressed in terms of a pit stability product (M)"" as" 0.6mAl cm > i a > 0.3I&A I cm ,
where i is the current density at the pit nucleus surface of radius a (hemispherical
geometry). The lower limit is imposed by the need to establish sufficiently aggressive
conditions that pit growth is sustained, whereas the upper limit is defined by the solubility of
the salt. Average lifetimes for metastable pits depend on the properties of the substrate and
the environment but are typically less than one second.
The second death phenomenon, "delayed repassivation," is responsible for the death
of stable pits, i.e., the repassivation of those pits that satisfy Equation 12, over much longer
times. The kinetics and mechanisms of this process are poorly defined or understood, but
numerous causes might be postulated, including changes in the properties of the environment
(pH, corrosion potential, now velocity, etc.). At the present time, delayed repassivation
appears to be best described as a first order decay process, — dNl dt = k,N, where N is the
number of active (surviving) pits, and 'k, is the rate constant. No theory currently exists that
allows one to calculate k, from first principles; instead, the best that can be done at the
moment is to fit the model-to experimentally determined damage functions for well-
controlled conditions. This is clearly an unsatisfactory state of affairs, and a major effort is
needed to define the kinetics and mechanisms of delayed repassivation.
At this point, it is worth noting that Equation 5 strictly yields the number of
breakdown events per unit time and does not address the fate of these events once breakdown
has occurred. However, Williams et al." have found that the number of surviving pits (after
prompt repassivation) is proportional to the number of metastable breakdown events. Thus,
to a good (first) approximation, we may write, (dN1dt),.,,,`,"8 = 0(dNidt), where db is the
"differential s.urviv,,A probability," which is related (in an as yet unknown way to the PSP),
and dN I dt is given by Equation 5. As is the case for k„ the theory of prompt repassivation
is not well developed, although the general characteristics of the phenomenon have been
explored in the phenomenological sense,'"' and physical models have been forwarded to
account for the PSP." Again, a major effort is required to develop a sound mechanistic basis
for estinmting 0.
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Estimation of the Damage Function
For any given set of conditions, Equation 5 predicts that, in the absence of death, the
cumulative number of surviving pits is as shown schematically in Figure 3.' If the
-	 M	 ,
observation tine is t, and an increment in time, At,, is chosen such that
	 At-, t t,,,, then
!_(
the AN; pits that nucleate in that interval will have grown to a depth of h;. Thus, by moving
the time increment from t = t,,nT to t ='4, corresponding to depths of h = 0 to h = hm,x , we are
able to :=msiruct a damage function of the type shown in Figure 1,. Moving t,,, to higher
values therefore yields a family of damage. functions that extend to increasing depths. Thus,
in order to determine. the failure time, t, ,b, is increased until h„,,x = Lr,i,.	 For systems that
exhibit repassivation, the fate of the pits that nucleate within Are must be followed through to
tr1i,, and the number that repassivate. within.Qt, where j> i after growing to a depth of h ij
must be counted in the population, thereby greatly distorting the damage function. Because
-the events that nucleate first are most susceptible to repassivation, but yet are the most
--damaging (because they grow to the greatest depth), delayed repassivation can have a
_-profound effect on the calculated failure time. However, ignorance of delayed repassivation
--"yields a _onscrvative. criterion for failure, in that the smallest failure time is calculated.
EXAMPLES OF THE PREDICTION OF DAMAGE
°
	
	 In order to illustrate application of the concepts discussed above, three specific cases
are discussed: (i) stress corrosion cracking of low-alloy steel disks in low-pressure steam
turbines in nuclear and fossil-fired power plants; (ii) pitting of stainless steels in condensing
heat exchangers, and. (iii) pitting of carbon steel in pure water. In each case, required
cher»ical (e.g., pH, conductivity, chloride activity) and electrochemical (e.g., coorrosion
potential) parameters have been estimated using well-established, deterministic models,
which will not be di.wussed here.
Stress Corrosion Cracking in Low-Pressure Steam Turbines
I'n this 4ase, damage, in the form of pits that transform into stress corrosion cracks and
ultimately into unstable mechanical fracture, nucleates and develops Ixneath thin electrolyte
films.. This phenomenon has been responsible for the catastrophic failure of many %team
turbines, resulting in enormous loss to the electrical power utilities. Examination of turbine
disks after short exposure times has s'.t:'wn them to contain hits and short cracks, so that it is
reasonable to assume• that pit nucleation is rapid and that failure_ is dominated by growth. In
that case:. it is necessary only to predict the trajectory of l icalized corrosion from the
nucleation of a pit to the onset of rapid mechanical overload fracture in order to estimate the
i
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failure time. This has been done by estimating the crevice (pit or crack) growth rate and,
hence, by estimating the increase in crevice length for a given time increment, At, , `At each
iteration, the stress intensity factor is calculated and compared with K,,« (critical stress
intensity factor for the initiation of a crack from a pit) and K,, (fast mechanical overload
fracture), Thus, if K, < i{ 	 crevice growth is due to pitting, but for K
,S« < K, < KV crevice
growth occurs by SCC. The SCC initiation time: is determined by summing At, such that K,
< K,Sic, whereas the total failure time is the sum of-At, for K, <KK.
Figure 4 shows a typical trajectory in the development of damage for a single event.
The event is ausumed to begin as a flaw (subsequent to passivit y
 breakdown) of 5- x 10"-cm
Jadius and l- x 10''-c:m length, with the other conditions of chemistry ([NaCI], [HClJ, [G;])
and thickness_(h } of-the thin electrolyte film on the disk surface, and the (tensile)' , stress in the
disk,-being given
-inthc eapti6n, The crevice
- initially grows as a pit with the pit growth rate
decreasing with increasing pit length (find hence
-with increasing K 1, When K, > K,S«, the pit
transforms into a crack and the crevice growth rate increases rapi&vv in the Stage I-region-of
`	 the classical CGR versus K, correlation before reaching a plateau in the-Stage 11 region,, Once
K, > K,C, catastrophic failure occurs.
The concentration of oxygen in the electrolyte film (and hence in the steam) and the
temperature- have significant impact on both the SCC initiation and failure times. However,
while the failure bme decreases by a factor of about five on increasing the temperature from
97°C (exit-of turbine) to 180°C (entrance), increasing the oxygen concentration a thousand-
fold (I ppb to,Lppm) i-e-suits in a decrease in the predicted failure time by less than a factor of
three. On the other hand, changing the composition of the electrolyte film (and hence the
conductivity) from that of a dilute solution to that of a concentrated solution is predicted to
have an enormous impact on the failure time (Fi.gure 6). Furthermore, by decreasing the
stress from 300 I Pa to 100 ARPa, we predict that the failure time can be increased by an
order of magnitude. These predictions are in excellent agreement with experiment and field
observations and point to the need to prevent the-formation-of concentrated electrolyte films
on the disk surface as being the most effective, way of preventing turbine:-failure. This,
requires close control of the steam temperature and pressure to ensure that the Wilson line
lies downstream of the low pressure turbine.
Pitting; of Condensing; Heat Exchangers''
As a result of the quest for higher efficiency in gas-fired heat exchangers for domestic
and industrial heating, designs have evolved in which the temperature: of the flue gas at the
exit has steadily decreased. Furtr:.rmore, operation by on /off cycling aliows the condenser
temperature te-e fall below the dew point of the flue gas, thereby resulting in the formation of a
highl y corrosive (pH = 1-3, high (0]), thin electrolyte layer oil 	 stainless steel condenser
tube surface. Calculated damage functions, excluding delayed repassivation effects, are
shown in Figure 7 for tinuss ranging from 4.32 x Ws (--7 weeks) to 5,19 x 10's (--1.65 years)
together with the critical dimension. The distributed nature of the damagefunetion is clearly
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evident, and the failure tithe is estirrrated to be 11.4 months for this particular case. In a
completely independent (and blind) study, Stiekford et al. (see Ref. 22) measured failure
times in an instrumented furnace, and their experimental data and our predictions are
--	 compared in Figure b'. Where comparison is possible (two highest chloride concentrations)
,good agreement is obtained. Note that the input in our calculations were fundamental
elractrochemicrrl parameters, the chloride concentration, the,flue gas composition, and the
.duty_cycle.
w
Pitting of Carbon Steel in Pure Water
-;	 The pitting of carbon steel in pure oxygenated water `is,,t recurring prohlern in many
4 =	 industries, including the electrical power industry. Examples of differential and integral
damage functions for two different repassiv tion rates are shown in Figures 9 and 10. The
differential damage function gives the number of pits within each depth ine yement(Figure 9),
diereas the integral damage function (Figure 10) yields the remaining, pits ,
 as the surface is
r^ willed away one depth increment at a time. This latter damage function was defined because
-'that is the function that is normally determined experimentally. The impact that delayed
repassivation has on both the differential and integral damage functions is gleaned from a
lK'`	 comparison of Figures 9 and 10. Thus, a ten-fold increase in k,, implying more intense
'cpassivation, leads to a substantial decrease in the maximum pit depth. In this particular
case, repas^.ivation is so intense that: all of the pits are dead at the observation time of two
years, so that if the critical dimension were greater than the maximum pit depth, failure
would never occur unless the pits reactivated.
? "	 POSSIBLE APPLICA'''ION TO AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES
To cur knowledge, this type of analysis has never been applied to aircraft structures.
ljowc^ver, great commonality exists between the systems discussed above (particularly steam
turbines and condensing heat exchangers) and aircraft in that the physical configurations
(airfoils in aircraft and turbines) and chemical environments are somewhat similar. Thus,, ,'_
aircraft corrosion generally occurs under thin electrolyte films that condense onto the
hydrophilic (A1O0l-.l) surface. Furthermore, the oxygen content of these films is easily
calculated, the necessary electrochemical parameters for metal dissolution, hydrogen
evolution. and oxygen reduction are known or are readily measured, and the stress state in
various critical coml.onents (e.g.., wing spars) are known or can be calculated using finite
element techniques. Also, extension of the crevice growth model to consider cyclic loading
is possible, so that failure duc! to corrosion fatigue could be accommodated. Finally, the
measurement of inivoltant proportics of the metal/environment (thin electrolyte film) system,
such as time of wetnes:, ve.rst's duty cycle, conductivity, and the corrosion potential, could be
made using; on-board instrumentation and sensors so that realistic duty cycles for mechanical,
chemical, and electrochemical parameters could be used as inputs to a deterministic model
for predicting the evolution of damage in aircraft structures.
i
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i i^urr I. Schrntatic Damage Functions for 'I hree LXpc',Sur( '1iimes (t,, t:, t{). The Broken
Line Repre:,ents a Critical Dimension (L,:,,, ► Defined in Engineering Teens 1,e.g...
Pipe Wall 'I hickness. Corrosion ,Allowance, or Crack Length for the Onset of
Fact Fri CMI-C I.
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INV1 TiGATION OF FUSELAGE STRUCTURE SGAJECT TO
WIDESPI EAD FATIGUE DAMAGE^,^,
Al. L Gruber, K. E. Wilkins; and R, E. Worden
T^e Hoeing Company,
	
.
Scuttle, WA
ABSTRACT
This paper presents work sponsored by the Federal Aviation Administration ,
 (FAA)
under a contract titled "Investigation of Fuselage Structure Subject to Widespread Fatigue
	 j
Damage." Two generic wide-body fuselage panels containing cracks in the upper rivet row
of a lap joint: were tested to obtain crack growth rate and residual strength data-with and
without the 1)rescncc of simulated multiple site-3arnage„ Also, finite elernent models were
	 ¢	 ¢ .
used to predict the crack growth history of the lead cracks and the residual strength of the
panels. In addition to the Ft A, contract results, this, paper discusses independent work to,
et'a)uate :available analysis methods and to develop an engineenriganalysic tool for,predicting
the effect of multiple site damage on , residual strength.
	 r^
4
INTRODL:CTION
High replacement cost~ and con,petition have led airline operators to use their
	
a
ff .airplanes bevcr),d the original design service- objective, The result is an aging fleet with a ^ 
bigher probability of fatigue-initiated cracking and,eventually widespread fatigue danizge
(WFD). WFD is defined as the simultaneous preserrcc of cracks at multiple structural dew-6
that arc of sufficient Nice and density whcrcby the structure no longer meets its damage
'tolerance requirements. A :subset of WFD is multiple site damage (MM), which is
	
icharacterized uv the simultaancous presence of fatigue cracks in the same structural element.
Dam :.Ze roleranc. al analysis methods that focus primaniy or, local damage ma; • not be
sufficient. to account for the effects of WFD. It is possible that small undetected MSTN is
adjacent fasrener holes might link together and increasc the rate of daniag,e growth it, : iup
joint. This scenar i o %yould reduce the oppMunities to find the damage prior to failure.
Funherrnore, (tie residua.) strength may be impacted and the final critical damage si7c may be
smaller in the presence cif .MSD. Finally, crack arrest device,c such as tear steams may not be
as effective as oriVin:ally designed.
An increased unoertitanding of MSD behavior would allow the aging fleet to be
evalu.itCd 011 a model -by-model basis Wire proven analytical methods are avaiiaable.
%xiiiic:aatiuns wuld Ue nuade to susceptible structure its requirM. Irar new eonfigunWons, an 	 i
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understanding of the fundamental behavior of MSD would allow engineers to develop
structural designs capable of containing INSD.
This paper includes recent work performed under the FAA contract titled
"Investigation of Fuselage Structure Subject to Widespread Fatigue Damage" (ref. 1) and
ongoing work at Boeing to investigate the behavior of airplane fuselage structure containing
MSD.
WFD CONTRACT RESULTS
l
The primary program objective was to obtain data on airplane fuselage structure
	 I
subject to MSD in. . an environment that reflects typical commercial jetliner manufacturing and
operating conditions. The program involved both full-scale testing and analysis of
	 !
pressurized stiffened panel structure. Testing was performed on two generic wide-body
fuselage panels containing frame caattered cracks in the outer skin of a lap joint along the
upper row of rivets. Crack growth and residual strength were measured on panels with and
without simulated NISD. Finite element models of the test panels containing skin cracks
were analyzed. Stress intensity factors calculated from the finite element analyses were used
to predict the residual strength of the panels and the crack growth rate of the lead crack. The
results of these tasks are summarized its the following sections.
MATERIAL PROPERTY TESTS
Stress-strain, crack growth rate, and fracture toughness properties were developed for
0.063-inch-thick clad 2.024-13 aluminum using specimens fabricated from the same lot of
material used to fabricate the large curved pressure panels. These properties were developed
for the transverse material orientation, corresponding to the typical material orientation for
hoop loading in a fuselage skin panel and used in the large curved pressure panel analysis.
Four center-cracked tension M(t) panels were used to develop crack growth, I2-curve, and
toughness properties. while two tensile specimens were used to develop stress-strain data.
The results are shown in table I.
Table t. 2024-T3 Transverse Material Properties.
Tensile Mc ►dulus
(Msi)
Tensile Yield
0.2% (ksi)
Tensile Ultimate
(ksi)
K,rp,nnt
(ksi ins"'
9.86 42.8 643 130
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FULL-SCALE FUSELAGE. PANEL TESTING
Two full-scale pressure panels with simulated MSD were tested in the wide-body
pressure test fixture. located in Tulalip, Washington. The test procedure consisted of inserting
a 5-inch longitudinal sawcut in the lap joint upper rivet row, outer skin at the selected test
location and pressure cycling until either test termination or the crack reached a length of two
fritme bays at which point a residual strength test was conducted. The crack wa y then
1	
repaired before proceeding to the next test location. Specific test details such as strain gage
readings and dynamic crack extension observations can be found in reference 1.
Test Facility
	
i
The wide-body pressure. test fixture shown in figure 1 has a 127-inch radius and is 20
feet long. The overall geometry of the fixture is consis r :nt with typical fuselage dtzsign,
having basic gages that are thicker than typical minimum gage fuselage structure to achieve
realistic fixture stiffnes,- yet provide adequate longevity. The end bulkheads are steel, one of
which is fixed and the other on rollers to permit axial expansion during pressurization.
Wide-body fixture capabilities:
	
	 • 2 minuteVcycle with 40% void fill
• 1600 CFM (electric compressors)
• 300-channel data acquisition system
T n ► ..nnnl
Figure 1. Wide.-Body Pressure. Test Fixture.
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The test fixture has a rectangular cutout approximately 10 feet by 10 feet designed to
accept a variety of test panels. The panels are attached to the fixture at the skin, frames, and
stringers by a fusing arrangement to allow a panel to fail at loads below the elastic limit of the
fixture components. The stringer and frame splices are designed to allow attachment
	 -	 -
fasteners to fail during a dynamic panel failure. The test panel skin is allowed to tear
circumferentially along; the perimeter fasteners with th' h cl y of a sharp notch introduced into
the panel prior to its installation in the fixture. These features make it possible to conduct
residual strength tests which result in_ test panel failure without extensive damage to the test
fixture.
Compressed air is used as the pressurizing medium. Cyclic rates were approximately
two minutes per cycle. Polystyrene blocks are placed within the fixture to reduce the
required air volume. To reduce air leak "-ge through the sawcut and thus improve cyclic rates,
a thin internal rubber dam was-installed after the sawcuts were made. The dam consisted of
rubber sheet that was laid up against the skin.
	
I
Test Panel Configuration
Two identical curved wide-bod y
 generic panels (IAA l and FAA 2) were. designed,
fabricated, and assembled using standard Boeing practices. The panel design was similar to
typical wide-lwdy fuselage crown structure consisting of bonded tear straps and floating
frames connected to hat section stringers via stringer clips. This is illustrated in figure 2.
The skin panels are joined together along the longitudinal splices (lap joints) located at
stringer 3 left and right. The lap joints are a typical three-row configuration assembled using
3/16-inch-diameter, 100 degrees countersunk head rivets and raying surface sealant.
Circumferential tear straps are hot bonded to the skin at each frame station every 20 inches.
The ¢rain direction of the skin is oriented longitudinally unlik°  the hot bonded tear straps,
which.have their grain oriented circumferentially. The typical panel details such as fastener
spacing, lap joint details, tear strap, frame. and stringer dimensions are found in refelencc 1.
The tear strap dimensions are defined in terms of strap stiffening ratio: R, = As«a t (B x ts^;n).
The frame cross-sectional area is not included in this area. The stiffening ratio for Moth test
panels way;: R, = 0.12.
Materials and Fabrication
The skin material used to fabricate the pressure test panels was typical of that used in
current production airplanes, as well as from the same lot of material as the flat panel tests
previously discussed. The stringers and the frames were made from 7075 aluminum clad
sheet with stringer clips machined from 7075-T6511 extrusion.
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Structural Dimensions
radius	 Winches
stringer spacing 	 8.25 inches
iramc spacing	 20.0 inches
skin thickness
	 0.063 Inch
tear strap thlcknew 0.063 inch
tar strap width	 2.4 inches
% =& AsUa.t2
sp / tB X I"
r
stringer ciip
tear strap -\
skin	 stringer
1	 11 1
	 1
i	 1 /	 frame
1	 skin
trams	 f	 ,L ----
Typ cal
Skin J Tear strap 7 Floatirg t"raaw
Figure 2. Structural Details of Panels FAA I and FAA 2.
Simulated MSD
Simulated MSD was introduced in the upper rivet row of three out of the four total
lap joints. This was accompli stied by installing sawcuts in the outer skin of the lap joints
along the upper row of rivets. The: sawcuts were oriented out of the fastener holes
longitudinally in the horizontal plane by the use of a modified handsaw producing a 0.006- to
0.0(18-inch-wide cut. These sawcuts were introduced in the upper skin after the fastener
hobs had been drilled and countersunk to size, but prior to the application of the fey sealant
and rivet installation. Figure 3 shows the MSD sawcut sizes and the four bay regions (80-
inch sections) in which they were installed.
Test l of Panel FAA I
Pest t of panel FAA I was conducted on the lap joint in the four-bay region of 0.05-
inch simulated WD as shown in. figure 4.
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Figure 4. Initial Saw, cut installaticm wid Simulated MSD Sizes.
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A 5-inch sawcut was installed in the outer skin only, centered at frame station 120.
The panel was pressure cycled at 8.6 psi. No crack initiations were visible after 281 pressure
cycles. At that point the station 120 tear strap bridging the sawcut was cut. As cycling
continued, the main crack steadily grew to approximately 6.5 inches, at which point the 0.05-
inch MSD sawcuts one fastener ahead of the tips of the main crack had grown from under the
rivets and had become visible.
The main crack extended dynamically at 1233 cycles after reaching a length of 17.2
inches and arrested at a length of 37.4 inches. The tear straps contained the dynamic crack,
but visible cracks did develop in the fasteners common to the tear straps at the next adjacent
frames, stations 100 and 140 respecti vely.
No residual strength test was conducted at this test location due to the potential
destruction of the entire test panel prior to conducting Test 2 (the only non-MSD test in the
program), which was intended to be used as the basis for measuring the influence of MSD on
residual strength. The test location was repaired by applying a small external doubler over
the crack.
Test 2 of Panel FAA 1
Test 2 of panel FAA I was conducted on the lap joint with no MSD, as shown in
figure.4.
A 5-inch sawcut was then installed in the outer skin and tear strap centered on frame
station 120. The panel was pressure cycled at 8.6 psi. After 1172 pressure cycles, no crack
growth had been detected from tho sawcut, and thus the sawcut was extended to 5.72 inches,
terminating approximatel y 0.25'• inch beyond a fastener hole at. each end of the sawcut. As
cycling continued the main crack steadily grew to a length of 36.91 inches.
The residual strength test of FAA 1-Test 2 consisted of increasing the internal
pressure in small intervals until dynarnic panel failure occurred. Prior to running the residual
strength test the ecntral frame at station 120 was severed. The crack length prior to
pressurizing was 36.91 inches with the crack tips adjacent to the edges of the tear straps. As
the pressure was increased tite crack stably grew to a length of approximately 38.2 inches
where, at a pressure of 9.4 psi, the crack ran dynamically to the ends of the panel, resulting in
catastrophic failurc. The configuration prior to failure is; shown in figure 5.
Test 1 of Panel FAA 2
'Pest 1. of panel FAA-2 was conducted on the upper ro%v of the lap ,joint in the four-bay
region of variable sire (0.05, 0.10 and 0.15 inch) simulated MSD, as shown in figure 4.
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Figure 5. Crack Configuration Prior to Panel Failure (FAA 1-Test 2).
A 5-inch sawcut was installed in the outer skin and tear strap centered on frame
station 120, The panel was pressure cycled initially at 8.6 psi. After 489 pressure cycles, 1.0
inch of visible crack extension was measured. As cycling continued the main crack steadily
grew to 1 L8 inches where the first 0.1-inch MSD sawcut grew and became visible. ahead of
the aft tip of the main -crack. M this point the cyclic pressure t, as :I.creased from 8.6 to 7.0
psi in an attempt to reduce the risk of the crack dynamically mr,r ng as demonstrated in FAA
1-Test 1. As cycling continued the main crack ran dynamically at a length of' 15.29 inches
and arrested after reaching a length of 35.72 inches.
The crack was than sawcut horizontally in order to develop the similar crack
configuration as in FAA i-Test. 2. One more cycle was applied in order to sharpen the new
sawcut, resulting in 1.88 inches of crack extension occurring at 8.0 psi. This made the tip-to-
tip crack length 38.50 inches, which was 1.6 inches longer than the final crack length of the
non-MSD test perforated on FAA 1-Test 2. The crack extended under the tear strap region.
The residual strength test of FAA 2-Test I was conducted identically to the previously
mentioned FAA 1= Pest 2, increasing the pressure to failure after severing the central frame at
station  120. The crack configuration prior to pressurization was 38.5 inches with the crack
tips through the first fastener common to the tear straps. As the pressure was increased the
crack suably grew to a. length of approximately 41.7 inches where, at a pressure of 7.5 psi, the
crack ran dynamically to the ends of the panel, resulting in catastrophic failure. The
configuration prior to failure is• shown in figure 6.
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Figure 6. Crack Configuration Prior to Panel Failure (FAA 2-Test 1).
Curved Panel Testing Observations
The impact of the 0.05-inch MSD on the behavior of the test panels was most
noticeable in terms of crack growth life and residual strength capability. Comparisons were
made between the tests with MSD and without, producing the following conclusions:
•	 2.5x reduction in :rack growth life when comparing results from FAA 1-Test I with
FAA 1-Test 2. Plots of these data are shown in figure. 7.
•	 20% reduction in residual strength when comparing results from FAA I-Test 2 with
FAA 2-Test 1.	 =
In contrast to the test data presented in this paper, past Boeing pressure panel tests
showed approximately a 10% reduction in residual strength, due to 0.005-inch simulated
MSD. The Boeing tests were run much the same way as the tests di;ussed in this paper:
results from one test panel containing simulated MSD in the lap joint were compared with
results from a similar panel without MSD.
PRESSURE PANEL FINITE.. ELEMENT MODEL DEVELOPMENT
This section discusses the development of finite clement models to analyze the. FAA
test panels, Finitc clernent analysis was used to predict strain gage stresses, crack growth life
and residual strength. The models accounted for major structural effects on the lead crack,
but (lid not include the effects of MSD. The stress distribution obtained froin the analyses
was used to predict the stresses at strain gage ltx:ations. Stress intensity factors were
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'calculated at different crack lengths and were used to predict crack growth and residual
strength. The predictions were then compared with the test results. Only the crack growth
and residual strength comparisons are discussed here; the reader is referred to reference 1 for
a discussion of the comparison of predicted stresses with strain gage measurements.
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Figure 7. Crack Growth Comparison, MSD Versus Non-MSD-
For this study, a section of fuselage crown structure (i.e., the test panel) was modeled
and boundary conditions for cylindrical symmetry were applied. The advantage to this
strategy was that a model of thc: entire test f ixtur0test panel assembly was avoided, allowing
a smaller. more detailed model of the test panel to be used. The disadvantage to this strategy
was that the effect of (lie test fixture on the test panel was not modeled and is thus unknown.
The scope cif the analysis was limited to modeling the major structure of the test
panel, i.e., the skins, tear straps, stringers, and frames. Elements were included to model the
load transfer at fasteners and stringer clips; however, local effects such as fastener holes and .
MSD cracks were not modeled.
The rnodcl was 1:5 stringer bays wide by three and one-half frame bays long. Only the
six stringed• nays nc%re:st the lap joint were modeled in detail. The remainder of the model
was a coarse ntcsh with rigidly connected structural elements. Extending the model beyond
1
z
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six stringer bays was necessary to pre=vent spur.ioua frame displacements when the model
contained a severed frame as in the residual strength tats. Bt ause the symmetrical
boundary conditions imply that all damage is mirrored across the boundaries, significant
interactions decor if the damage
	 too close to a ixnrndary.
The skins and tear straps were modeled with eight-noded shell elements, and the
stringers and frames were modeled with three-noded beam elements:. Fastener elements were
used ai each rives location to model the effect of load transfer, except along the crack where
the fastener elements were removed frorn the model when the crack grew past them. Fastener
elements were circ=ular two-nocled beam elements with ;i cross section radius equal to the
radius of the rivet s,harik. Similarl y-, s.trinfier clip elements « ,ere rectangul;ir iwo-noded beam
elements t=hat made: a >impl y connection between a frame nude and a stringer node.
Geometric nonlinearity was accounted for in the ABAQUS analysis of the model. As
well, material plasticity was accounted for in the residual strength analyses, where the central
frame had been severed and significant plastic behavior was expected in the tear straps
hcrn:ath the crack tips In the model, the tear strap elements beneath the crack tips were given
plastic material properties.
Figure 8 shows the displaced shape of the skin mesh of the finite element model for
an intact test panel. Here the rnagnifieat;on factor cni the di.placements is high enough to see
the detail of the skin hul€sing and the lar ; - , nt rotation. Figure 9 shows the d;splace:d shape of
the skin rriesh contain]rig a 30-inch crag . Here the hull:int of the skin caused by the crack is
much i nore significant than bulging caused by the stiffenin g stntcture.
Figu;e S. Displaced Intact Skin Mesh, internal Pressure = 8.6 1p -^i ' `,ignification
Factor &^ 100x.
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Fi g ure 9, Displaced Slain Mesh Containing it 	 Crack, Internal Pressure = 8.6 psi,
Ma g nification f =actor - 10x.
A total stress intensit y factor that could he related to the strain energy release rate wits
used to calculate crack growth. Figure 10 contains a plot of the total stress intensity factors
versus crack length. Crack growth predictions were then calculated using the K versus crack
length curve and the crack growth rate data derived from the flat parcel test results,
i	
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Figure M. Stress- Intensity Fa;tor Predictions at Operating Pressure.
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Figure 1 I shows a comparison of the finite element method (FLM) prediction vs. test
results for crack growth alon3 the lap joint ,with 0.05-inch MSD emanating from the rivet
We,, In this case, the prediction was calculated so that at each rivet hole, the length of the
lead crack was advanced forward by the diameter of the rivet shank plus the length of the
MSD. 'Crowtlt of the individual MSD cracks was not accounted for.
0	 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500
Prossure cycles (8.0 psi)
Figure 11. Crack Growth Predictions vs. Test Results for FAA 1-Test l (0.05-Inch MSD).
Figure 12 shows the crack growth comparison for the lap joint test without MSD.
First the crack growth prediction was calculated from the K vs. crack length curve without
accounting for the effect of the fastener holes. It was clear from the test that additional
pressurization cycles were needed to initiate a new crack tip after the crack grew into a rivet
hole. These additional cycles were estimated using an empirical equation which describes
stop drilling test data:
-33
N'ad= 0.61+590
a 
l+ Z a	 (1)
r^
when: fit is the membrane hoop stress at the rivet hole predicted by analysis, r ., is the radius
of the rivet shank (3/32 inch). and a is the half-length of the crack to the outside edge of the
rivet hole. N,,Id is the number of cycles needed for the crack to reinitiate on the outside edge
of the rive t Bole.
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Figure 12. Crack Growth Predictions vs, Test Results for FAA 1-Test 2 (No MSD).
Figure 13 contains the crack growth comparison for (tie lap joint test with variable N4SD.
The method used here for calculating crack growth was the Same as (flat for the,
 ,:ase of 0.05
MSD shown in figure 11. Here the prediction does not match well with exlx,rimental results.
Most likely, the larger-sired MSD in this test. accelerated the crack growth.
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In figure 14, an apparent fesc.ture toughness of 130 km -Y in was used to calculate a
prediction of the maximum pressure vs. half-crack length for the itnta,ct frame residual
strength cane and'"'or the severed central frame residual strength case using the stress intensity
factor results shown in figure: 10. The net section failure of the tear strap was predicted by.
.calculating the average net',stress for the tear strap across thc',upper rivet row for X.. ,presst,-rations of 7.2,`8.6 and t9,0 psi for varying crack lengths, Using a quadratic fit for the
three ptessurications, a pressurization that caused the net tear strap average stress to equal the
ultimate strength of the mat.-rial (64 ksi) could he found, for varying creel lengths. This
curve indicates that as the crack extends, the tear strap 6- ,riot able"
 to support
_ng total panel failurc. F
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Figure 14,1 Residual Strength Test and Analysis.Currelation. 	 rp'
The ;,ussibility that tear strap failure preceded dynamic skin crack growth was
investigated further. Just , prior to failure, the test- panel without MSD contained a crack 38.2
inches, long and failed at a pressure of 9.4 psi, and the test panel with MSD contained a crack
41.7 inches long and failed at a pressure of 7.5 psi, as shown in figure 14. For each (if these,
cases, the finite clement analyses  predicted similar stresses in the ligament of the teal strap
"bridging the skin crack. Possibly, this ligament failed, causing complete tear strap failure and
dynamic skin crack growth. However, this hypothesis cannot be verified from the test data
because of the rapid sequence: of events at final failure.
I	 The modeling strategy chosen worked well for determining overall pant-1 behavior.
The crack growth predictions for the tests with no MSD and small MSD (0.05 inch) were
relatively accurate, although the crack growth prediction for the test with variable MSD (up
to 0. 15 inch) failed to p.-edict occurrences of fast crack growth. This is reasonable givrx that
the analysis was for W lead crack only. l
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iIn cases where the effect of the fasteners was important. such as predicting residual
strength, the present analysis did not produce: good results. Furlicr refinement using a global
Ys. local modeling strategy would be effective. Stringers, frames, and stringer clips could be
t icdcled with shell elements. Fasteners could be modeled explicitly instead of treating them
as load transfer points. This level of refinement wmild also allow the MSD at the fastener
holes to be. modeled. As well, a more refined theor v could be used to predict residual
_	 strength than the apparent stress intensity factor approximation made here, such as plastic
collapse of the ligaments between the lead crack tip and the MSD crack tips. ,Additional
< --	 refinement of the tear straps would also allow a better prediction of tear strap,failure.
't^
RE;,IDUAL STRENGTH ANALYSIS WITH \1SD
The following section summarizes work being done at Boeing to develop an
engineering approach for determining the residual strength of structure containing MSD.
This work has focused on using both test data and currently available analysis techniques to
develop a practical method to be used in an airplane design environment.
Testing performed at Boeing on structure containing MSD ha y. ranged from simple
flat unstiffened panels to complex curved pressure panels. In addition to the data collected
,from Bowing tests, data have also been obtained from similar testing performed at the
ational Institute of Standards and Technology, N1ST (ref. 2), and by Foster-Miller, Inc. (ref.
3). Collectively, these test data give a good representation of the effect of MSD on the
behavior of the types of structure tested. This testing also provides data for use in evaluating
arid calibrating MSD link--up prediction methods.
Analysis methods for determining the stress at which the IISD cracks link up have
be zu proposed by numerous researchers and include plastic zone interaction (ref. 4), R-curve
(ref. 5), critical crack-tip opening angle, CTOA (ref. 6), and T' (rcf. 7). The first two
niethuds listed. }Mastic Lone interaction and R-curve, are the most simple and are-cnerefore
more practical for design of airplane structure susceptible to MSD. The last two methods,
CTOA and T*, are more accurate than the first two methods when the results presented in
references 2, 6, and 7 are compared. The substantial time and computational capabilities
required of performing CTOA and T* do not make them effective: design tools; ho«vever,
they are still of interest in evaluating the accuracy of the more simple link-up models and
could preclude the need for extensive testing.
Ali effort has been made at Boeing to evaluate each of these analysis methods for
predicting ligament and subsequent structural failure by comparing analysis results to test
data generated both within and outside of Boeing. Because of tine constraints, only the
plastic zone interaction and R-curve methods have been investigated and are presented here.
Figures 15 and 16 present a direct comparison of test results and the corresponding predicted
link-up stresses obtained from both the plastic zone interaction (figure 15) and the R-curve
method. (figure 16). All these comparisons represent flat panels contai4rib a lead crack along
with adjacent MSD cracks. j.
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The results given in figure 15 for plastic zone interaction show that there can be
significant error in predictions made using this method. Approximately half the data falls
outside an accuracy of 10%, and in several cases the plastic zone interaction method gives
link=up stresses that were larger than the failure stress for the panel with only a lead crack.
The R-curve results, shown in figure 16, were determined using both Krp hy,jc,! and
Krcff , .., where Krph%si ,,,i is based on the physical crack.lcngth and Kr ir«u, includes Irwin's
plastic zone adjustment, r, (ref. 5):
r — I 8 2
	
(2)
r — 2ir 6 .s
where:
K= Stress-intensity factor
a = Material yield stress
There is not X18 much data. presented for the R-curve analysis as for the plastic zone
interaction method because R•-curve data were not available for all sets of panels tested. The
R-curve results show that using Krp;,ys,c,j generally overpredicts the. test results, while
Knee«v:•e generally underpredicts the test results. By modifying the plastic zone:. adjustment
by a constant having a value less than 1.0, t' TO predictions could be made to fall more in line
with the test results.
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In the course of performing predictions of MSD crack link-up, the test data were
examined individually to determine if any trends or important parameters would he revealed.
Figure 17 shows a plot of all teat data gathered from Boeing and literature and includes flat
panels without load transfer, flat panels with load transfer, curved pressure panels without
stiffeners, and curved stiffened pressure panels. In this figure, the normalized failure stress of
each panel comaining  MSD is plotted against the effective MSD crack length, amsd e^ecrne,
divided by the distance, d, which is measured between the. lead crack and the first adjacent
MSD crack. The effective MSD crack length, a,MSdrrriru^e. was used as the. dependent variable
instead of the actual MSD length to improve the correlation between panels containing_
fasteners and those without fastener holes. The effective crack is calculated from the
physical crack length using the following equation and geometry definition:
am ts	 = P
. 
-
 L3lsD ,
where P 'is a.correction factor that accounts for geometry, hole fill, and load transfer..
FastenerA =:> 1"'-- I
HMSO	 2 - a msd effective
The failure stress of each panel containing MSD was normalized by dividing it by the
corresponding failure stress of the panel without MSD assuming the same size lead crack.
The failure stress without MSD for all the curved panels was obtained d irectly from test data.
`For some of the flat panel data, the failure stress without NISD was not available for the given
lead crack, so it was determined using an R-curve analysis. Also, the failure stress of the
panels containing MSD was taken as any point where the lead crack and adjacent MSD crack
linked up. This procedure assumes that each panel contained multiple MSD cracks in front
of the lead crack that had the wale spacing as that between the lead crack and first adjacent
MSD crack. Therefore, witn this scenario, first link-up would lead to panel failure. For
many of the panels tested, the. spacing between the lead crack and the first adjacent MSD
crack was not the same as the spacing between the remaining MSD cracks. Hence, the lead
crack linked .up several times with adjacent MSD cracks before final panel failure. Assuming
equally spaced MSD cracks and using each link-up ac a final failure stress allowed multiple
data points to be generated from many of the panels that are shown in figure 17.
Tile two lines shown in figure 17 correspond to curve fits through the Boeing test data
(solid line) and the dam obtained from references 2 and 3 (dashed line). Two different lines
were given because all the Boxing data come from tests performed on 0.063-inch-thick 2024-
Vi clad aluminum material, while all the data obtained from literature were obtained from
tests oil 	 bare and clad 0.04-inch-thick 2024-T3 aluminum. The different results for the
different skin thicknesses suggest that the effect of MSD may tae different for each thickness
and type of material. Also, some of the variahility of the data shown in the plot may be
caused lay leaving to assume values for some test parameters that were not available.
i
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Figure 17. Comparison of MSD Test Data.
Regardless of the scatter observed in figure 17, there are definite trends in the results.
As seen 
in 
the plot, the curves are very steep at low a.,dffi,,jj,,1d ratios. Thus, small changes
in the MSD size or the distance between cracks cause large differences 
in 
residual strength at
	
these low values Of	 However, this sensitivity decreases as the MSD size
increases or as d decreases. Also, the figure shows that the reduction in residual strength
caused by MSD is not strongly dependent on the type of structure or the lead crack length.
The data included 
in 
the plot account for flat unstiffened panels as well as built-up curved
pressure panels with lead cracks ranging from 5 to 40 inches. This result shows that curves,
similar to those prest-ve4 in figure 17, could be developed from results obtained from
relatively simple tests or analyses performed on flat panels. These curves would then be used
as a design too) to determine the knockdown in residual strength for any built-up structure
susceptible to a similar MSD scenario. This procedure removes the need to perform detailed
MSD analyses on built-up structure.
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CONCLUSIONS
Curved Pressure Panel Testing
•	 The crack growth rate of the lead crack in the lap joint was greater in the presence of
simulated i•-iSD. Without MSD the lead truck arrested in each fastener hole, and
additional cycles were required to extend the crack out of the opposite side.
• hor the floating frame panel geometry (no shear ties) and crack lengths tested in this
prograrn, the presence of 0.05-inch MSD in the lap joint upper rivet row reduced the
esidual strength of the panel , by 20% compared to a panel containing no MSD.
•	 During the residual strength portion of the tests, the tear straps bridging the crack tips
of the two-bay lead crack retrained intact until the final failure load was reached.
However, the test results are inconclusive as to whether tear strap failure led to
dynamic extension of the lead crack.
Finite Clement Analysis
•	 The predictions of skin and tear strap stresses and crack growth history with and	 r
without MSD are generally very accurate a$ shown in the test/analysis correlations.
However, frame and stringer stresses could not be reliably predicted.
•	 The residual strength prediction using the R-curve and K, Ft, methods show that,
without MSD, the tap joint lead crack would not be expected to extend dynamically at
the pressures and crack lengths observed in the tests.
•	 Examination of the stresses in the tear straps bridging the crack tips of the. two-bay
lead crack indicates that tear strap failure probably preceded lead crack instability for
both the MSD wid non-MSD cases.
MSD Analysis
•	 Predicting: the residual strength of structure containing MSD using simple analysis
rncthods such as plastic a.one interaction and R-curve may not provide sufficient
accuracy to be useful. however, irore accurate methods such as CTOA and T* are
too tiine- and resource-consuming to perform in a design environment.
Comparing test results from various panel geometries shows that lead crack size and
panel geometry do not have a big influence km the reduction in residual strength
•
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caused by MSD. Therefore, tests and analyses can be performed on simple panel,
geometries to get an acceptable -representation of the effect of MSD on the residual
strength of built-up panels.
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SUMMARY
Detailed two-dimensional finite element analyses of a mixed-mode 1/II ARCAN test
specimen machined from 2024-T3 aluminum have been performed to assess the viability of
using a critical crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) criterion for prediction of the load-
crack extension (P-Aa) response. Preliminary results for four levels of mode mixity indicate
that (a) trends in the measured P-da behavior are accurately predicted throughout the crack
growth process by the finite element analysis using experimentally determined mean CTOD
values and (b) the predicted maximum lead is within 7% of the measured value for all cases.
Thus, the results indicate that use of a single parameter for prediction of crack growth in thin
sheet materials under complex leading conditions is feasible.
INTRODUCTION
One of the objectives of aging aircraft research is to develop models of large-scale
aeronautics structures that can accurately predict the residual strength of a damaged structure.
In recent years, several researchers 11,61 have demonstrated conclusively that, under Mode I
loading, a critical value for the crack tip opening angle (CTOA) exists in the region 0.5 to 1.5
mm tThind the crack tile. Furthermore, use of C.TOA in two-dimensional analyses
r Support for the research through NASA NAG 1-1.459
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successfully predicts the measured P-Aa behavior for a variety of thin, ductile specimen
geometries. Recently, Cordes et a]. used crack tip opening angle (CTOA) and the Vx curve
a pproach in the ABAQUS numerical code to predict the fracture of compact tension (CT) and
piddle cracked tension (M(T)) specimens under Mode I loading. Their results indicated that
VOA was more accurate in predicting the P-Aa response than the V K
 curve- approach.
However, it is well known that cracks in aircraft fuselages undergo a combination of
local loading conditions'"" Recent modeling of aircraft fuselage structures"" for fatigue
crack growth using a nonlinear shell code with a maximum tangential stress theory along the
midplane surface to predict the direction of crack growth has shown that the fatigue crack
trajectory is reasonably predicted in the unreinforced skin region. However in the vicinity of
structural stiffeners, where mixed-mode and deformation gradient'conditions are more
severe, predictions of observed crack trajectories are more difficult.
To asses the 'viability of extending the concept of CTOA to mixed-mode conditions,
Amstutz et al. 11 '" 131 developed a mixed-mode M1 test specimen that is an extension of the
ARCH\11A.
 geometry used originally for composite specimens. By subjecting thin-sheet
2024-T3 aluminum specimens to a wide range of mode 1111 conditions while measuring
CTOD in the region between 0.5 and 1.5 mm behind the crack tip, they have shown that (a) a
transition from Made I to Mode I1 type fracture exists, (b) CFOD is reasonably constant for
I	 Aa ^: 10 mm for all mode m ixity values and is within the range measured for LT and TL
specimens under pure: mode I loading, and (c) the early stages of crack growth tinder mixed-
mode loading show a transition towards a constant CTOD that is a function of the mode
mixity. Due to the scatter in the observed CTOD, as well as recent observations indicating
that there are significant through-thickness variations in CTOD even for thin specimens^'s^,
the viability of a critical CTOD for prediction of the P-Aa response must be viewed as
undetermined.
The enclosed work presents initial results from detailed two-dimensional finite
element analyses of the mixed-mode I/H ARCAN test specimen and fixture(12 '"t , which have
been performed to asses;: the viability of using a critical crack tip opening displacement
(CTOD) criterion for prediction of the load-crack extension (P-Aa) response.
r ^.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The ARCAN t:'st fixture and test specimen, as well as the finite element method
,tFEM) mesh u.wd to-Iiiodel they fixture and specimen, are shown in Figure 1. The test fixture
was machined frgrn preciphl.tion hardened stainless steel and is nominally 12.7 mm thick.
A!! sperim ,,ns.:Y;^:re_ rnachi , d from 2.4-mm-thick sheets of 2024-T3 aluminum and fatigue
precrackedt:]; 1!'Q cv.w !, .6 load shedding to minimize the initial plastic zone size t ^"' t;
initial a/w va^t^^ fp;" ^-spe6mens were a/w := 0,167. Relevant properties for both materials
ar"hown ++► 	 :.i:-7t is notr iat, ue to large rotations which occurred during crack
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growth. the ARCAN test fixtures were remachined to increase the gap between the twe;
fixtures so that they did not make contact during testing.
Table 1. Material Properties.
Modulus of Elasticity
E (GPa)
Poisson's Ratio
v
field Stress
o MPa
Stainless Steel 206.8 0.30 1722.5
2024-'r3 aluminum 71.3 0.30 344.5
All tests were performed in displacement control to maximize the amount of stable
crack growth. To measure CTOD, two-dimensional digital image correlation 115J61 was used.
Each specimen was lightly sprayed with white enamel paint and lightly coated with Xerox
toner powder to obtain a random, black and white pattern. Recalling that CTOD is defined as
the magnitude of the relative crack tip opening displacement vector l mm behind the current
crack tip, a high magnification of approximately 100 pixe.slrnm was used. Details of the
experimental Process
-
 are given in References 12 and 13.
For 0 = 0", 150, 450
 and 90°, Figure 2 presunts the experimental data for CTOD-da.
Table 2 presents the average value of the critical CTOD values, CTOD,,,.g, obtained from the
CTOD-Aa data by averaging all CTOD measurements for Aa > 5 mm. It is noted that the
standard deviation in the• data is on the order of 0.01 mm, or approximately 10% of the
average value, for all of the data. Furthermore, as noted by Amstutz et al
	 there is a 20%
variation in CTOA;,;, (or CTOD at a fixed distance behind the crack tip) in 2024-T3
aluminum due to t.lie effects of grain orientation; C i'OA«;, for a TL specimen is 20% lower
than CTO&j, for an LT specimen). Given these complexities, results in Table 2 indicate that
the variations in CTOD observed are well within the scatter band expected for this material.
Table 2. Experimental Average CTOD,,, for All Loading Angles.
0=0° O=15° 0=45° 0=90°
TL s ecinwn LT s ccimen LT & TL s .cimen LT specimen)
CI'ODU ,.g 0.079 0.084 0.097 0.097
(mm)
To model the crack growth process, experimental data related to the crack growth
direction throughout the. stable crack growth process were, required for each loading angle, 0.
The crack profiles were determined along the specimen centerline by mounting the fracture
specimens in epoxy and polishing the specimen down to the centerplanc. After polishing is
completed, the specimen is placed in a scanner and digitized with a resolution of 0.127 mm
and processed using digital image analysis software.. The centerline crack profiles for 0 = 0 0 ,
15°, 300, 45°, 600 , 75", and 9O° have been obtained and these results are shown in Figure 3.
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In this work, the crack profiles for (I) = 0° , IS°, 45°, and 90 0
 have been used to develop FEM
models for prediction of mixed-nmode stable tearing. The following section outlines the FEM
modeling; process for these four cases. Additional results for the remaining crack profiles
will be obtained in the near future.
FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
To determine whether the average CTOD can be used to predict the experimentally
observed P-Aa response for the ARCAN specimen, finite element analyses of the ARCEI.N
fixture and speciirmen geometry were. initiated. The overall mesh which is used for both 4
0° and 9U° is shown in Figure l; the meshes for other loading angles are the same except in
the crack growth region. Figure 4 presents a close-up of the meshes in the crack growth
zegions for (D = 0°, 15 0 , 4S° and 90°; the A° and 90° meshes are the same. In this work, the
^.• !,';specimen and fixture were assumed to be connected without slip; hardened drill rod inserts
.__ were used in the gripping mechanism to m.inimi7.e slip t^`t.
Three-noded, constant strain triangular elements were used exclusively in the FEM
modeling. Plane stress conditions were enforced for all analyses. A refined mesh was used
in the vicinity of the crack to improve the accuracy of the simulation; along the crack growth
direction, there are eight rows of elements (4 above and 4 below the crack line) having an
element siz of approximately 0.50 mm (see ]Figure 4). To assess the importance of grip
rotations on the specimen response, both large reformation analyses using the recently
modified code ZIP21)L 1171 and small deformation analyses using both ZIP2nL and ZIP2Dt'81
were performed. To simulate the observed stable crack growth process, the crack was
`constrained to follow the path observed experimentally for each loading angle, 0, as shown
in Figure 3. To predict the P-Aa response, each analysis was performed as follows. First, the
displacement at the loading point was incrementally increased (and the applied load, P,
computed) until the CAW  at approximately 0.50 mm behind the crack tip was equal to the
measured CTOD,,a. Next. the crack tip node was released and equilibrium with a new crack
length of a+.Aa was iteratively computed; details of the numerical procedure used in the crack
growth process for ZIP2DL are outlined in Reference 17. This process continued until the
desired crack extension was obtained.-
A comparison of the experimental and simulated P-Aa response for all fi is given in
Figure 5• Table 3 presents a comparison cof the predicted maximum' laid (based on small
deforinatiori simulations) to the experimental maximum load for all (D.
Fy
C
1
i
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Table ?, - Comparison for Pre-dictedand F.xperintental Maximum Load for All Loading
Angles, 4).
0=0° 0=15° 0=45" 0=90°
I'L s ercirnen LT s co;imen LT & TL s ecimen) 'LT s ecimen
Maximum Load 18.8 kN 19.9 kN 18.2 kN 15.8 kN
from Simulation
Maxitnutn Load 18.8 kN 19.1 k.V 17.0 kN 16.8 kN
from Experiment
Percent 0% +4%1.". +710 -6%
Difference -
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
As shown in Figure 5, for all do , the trends in the experimental data arc in very good
agreement with the FEM predictions throughout the crack extension process. For 4) = 0°,
when Au > 10 mm, large deformation analysis is required to accurately predict the
experimental data. This is consistent with physical observations that grip rotation increases
rapidly as the crack tip passes the centerline of the specimen. Interestingly, large deformation
FEM analysis and small deformation FEM give nearly the same predictions when the applied
loading is pure: shear (0 = 90°). Relative to.the maximum load, P.,, Table. 3 indicates that
(a) small-deformation FEM predictions were within 7% of the measured P,,,a„ for all cases
and (b) the predictions are excellent on the"average since the results are not weighted towards
one side or the other". Given that there is a scatter of approximately 10% in the measured
critical C-TOD, it seems clear that the predictions of P -4a#ring mixed-mode crack extension
are quite good.
It is worth noting that this work studies the applicability of CTOD for prediction of
extension of a crack along a known path tinder mixed-mode conditions; the work does not
answer the question as to whether CTOD can be. used to predict both the. direction and onset
of continued crack extension. Conceptually, such predictions using CTOD would require
virtual crack kinking; along arbitrary directions and crack tip remeshing, along wiih,mudies of
how the FENI mesh size affects the predications. However, due to the compt:Itmic-&Id
intensiveness associated with prediction of C:TOD along arbitrary directions, this approach
may be unfeasible due to increased time.
Another possibility would be a hybrid approach; use the. FEM result.~ in the Crack tip
region at the lead corresponding to the measured CTODays to determine whether other
parameters (e.g., mean stress (Cttnea„), effective stress (a, ff), stress intensity factors, J-integral,
etc.) would be useful for predicting the, direction of crack growth. Recent work by (he
authors using this approach and assuming small-scale yielding conditions with plane strain
conditions up to the initiation of crack growth suggests that (a) cr, t, ./apt, and aefr appear to be
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viable parameters for predicting the direction of crack growth under mixed-mode conditions
and (b) the transition (w-tween Mode I type and Mode 1I type fracture can be reasonably
predicted by use of critical % ,clues for (6nx01Jac€f )Ot [corresponding to Mode I type crack
extension) and (a^,f),,-;, [corresponding to Mode I type crack growth].
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A NUINIERICAL STUDY OF THE INTERACTIONS BETWEEN -
MULTIPLE LONGITUDINAL CRACKS IN A FUSELAGE
(HULTIPLE DISCRETE-SOURCE DAMAGES)
W. T. Chow, L. Wang, H. Kawai, and S. N. Atluri
-	 FAA Center of Excellence for
Computational Modeling of Aircraft Structures
Georgia:Institute. of Technology, Atlanta, GA
SUNLNIARY
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the residual strength of a pressurized fuselage
panel with multiple cracks in the longitudinal direction. Numerical studies based on the
global-intermediate-local hierarchical process to model a full-scale fuselage panel have been
carried out to understand the interactions of multiple cracks in a stiffened structure. These
studies demonstrate the importance of performing an elastic-plastic analysis to obtain a
conservative estimate of the residual strength of a fuselage panel. For the example of a two-
bay longitudinal crack, the calculated residual strength based on the linear elastic assumption,
on an average, is 30% higher than the solution based on the clastic-plastic assumption, and
hence the linear elastic solution is anticonservative. In addition, the two-bay crack has been
placed at three different locations to examine the effect that the crack location would have on
the overall residual strength. It has been found that the residual strength of a two-bay crack
existing on top of a stringer is significantly lower than the residual strength of a two-bay
crack in a lap joint and that for a two-bay crack between two stringers. A study has been
performed to examine the interaction between a two-bay crack and a single-bay crack 	 I
separated by a frame section. The study found that the interaction between these two cracks
is quite small until the crack tips of the two interacting cracks are about 2 inches apart. In
addition, studies have also been carried out to understand the effect of multiple smaller
cracks in front of a two-hay lead crack. The elastic-plastic analyses have shown that cracks
with the size of only 1 inch can reduce the residual strength of the lead crack by half when
these cracks are. one-half inch apart. Furthermore, it has been found that when the same
analyses are performed using the linear elastic assumption, the residual strength would be
underestimated by a factor of two. Similar studies are also carried out to examine the effect
of the interactions of multiple-site damage (MSD) cracks with the two-bay crack.
INTRODUCTION
F'or the past two decades, the damage tolerance requirement of a fuselage section has
been set as the ability of the stiffened structure to contain a two-bay crack either in the
longitudinal or circumferential direction from unstable crack propagation, as shown in
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Figure 1. This requirement is to ensure the ability of the structure to susctain discrete-source
danutge induced by a foreign ohjeet. However. gi ven that the crust of computing has declined
b y
 several orders of magnitude over the past decade. it is now economicall y feasible to
derform numerical anal ysis of a full-scale pressurized fuselage panel to study
 not just a single
two-ha-y crack but also the interactions of multiple cracks in it
	
Structures.
Furtherinoi e, it is also possible to include nonlinea* features: such as the eI!.LStic-plastic
material beha^. • ior to accurateh ,
 calculate the interactions of plastic nxies. With the ability to
model a full-scale fuselage panel. the effect of location of the two -ba y crack can be studied.
two t3ar Cir^mmfcrcntial Skin C auk wi(b a
Central BrAen Stiffener
Figure 1. llarnage Tolerance Requirement Based on Two-Bay Crack.
Uuc it, the high replacement costs and the increased competition. many of the
it 	 in the coniniercIal tIcct are used be yond their original design life ob ective. As a
result of nigh cycles of repeated. pressurization, MSU cracks be g in to crnanate from tht. rivet
holes which may not be detectable. To ensure the structural :nrvvorihlness of thew aging,
sinictures, this paper will study the interaction between these MSD cracks and a two -bay
crack in order to determine it the residual strength of the fuselage panel is reduced hetow the
r0quired lrvel. In addition, this paper will also stud y the inte.r3ction of multiple cracks to
simulate discrete • - scwrce damage induced b y fragments in the event of an engine
diSirltc^.ration.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
The fuselage shell panel under consideration is a typical wide-body commercial
,aircraft, it is stiffened along the longitudimil direction by stringers and in the chcumt'crential
direoion by frames and Icar straps. The tear Strap at the center of the two-bay crack is
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assumed to be broken. The skins, frames, stringer, and rivets are assumed to be made of
aluminum whip
 the tear strap is made of titanium. The overall dimensions of the fuselage
are given in Figure. 2. The critical stress intensity factor for the aluminum skin is given the
value of 90 ksNin. For elastic-plastic analysis, T* integral is used as the fracture criterion.
Fuselage Radius
	 = 118.5"
Skin Thickness
	 0.071"
Frame. Spacing
	 = 20"
Stiffener Spacing
	 = R"
0.025 Ti Tear Strap
Riveted to Skin
1.00"
Ew^ 3.50"
Figure 2. The Geometric Dimensions of the Fuselage Panel.
TWO-BAY CRACK IN THE LONGITUDINAL DIRECTION
In this Study, the residual strength of the fuselage panel has been calculated as a
function of tite lead crack size. Figure 3 shows that the analysis based on the linear-elastic
assumption would overestimate the critical pressure by about 30% when compared with the
elastic-plastic solution. Therefore, the linear-elastic solution is significantly anti-
conservative.
ItMMOAL STRENGTH CURVE
a z6
Frame
20-
	 Elastic	 Ltxation
15	 Elastic--Plastic	 f
^y 10
v b
V 0
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
HALF' CRACK LENGTH (INCHES)
Figure 3. Residual Strength as a Function of Crack Size.
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A two-bay crack has been placed at three different locations to examine the effect that
the Ideation of the two-bay crack would have on the overall residual strength curve as shown
in Figure 4. In case 1, the two-bay crack lies in the middle of two stringers; in case II, the
two-bay crack lids in the row of fasteners on top of a stringer; and finally in case III, the two-
bay crack lies on the top of the fastener row of the upper skin section of a lap joint. It has
been found that the residual strength of a two-bay clack for case 1 is significantly higher than
case II and case Ill as shown in Figure 5. Furthermore, assuming that the operating pressure
on the fuselage is 8.6 psi, Figure 5 shows that a two-bay crack for case I would be arrested
ahead of the frame while the two-hay crack for case 1I would not be arrested until the crack
tip passes the frame location- The difference in the residual strength for these three locations
can ix attributed to the design of the frame structure. As can be seen from Figure 6, when the
crack lies between two stringers, there is an additional frame clip which constrains the two-
bay crack from opening. However, when the crack lies on the stringer or on the lap joint,
there is no secondary frame to constrain the crack from opening.
CASE 1:
^r	Twi.Bay Crack Between Stringers
CASE II:
Two-Bay Crack on the Stringer
CASE III:
Two-Bay Crack on the Lap Joint
Figure 4. Locations of the Two-Bay Crack.
RftMUAL arMxars Guava
M4AtYRGPL"T10
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On Stringer	 Location
Oa Lap Joint
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WALT CRACK LLNUTH NICHES)
Figure 5. Residual Strength Curve for a Two-Bay Crack at Different Locations.
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Case I: Crack Bct^%een Stringers
Case tt: Crack on Stringer 
L	
Case
-  
III- Crack  on Lap Joint
Figure 6. The Effect of Frame Design in the Residual Strength of a Two-Bay Crack.
INTERACTION OF MULTIPLE CRACKS
The first study concerns• the interaction of a two-bay crack with a single-bay crack.
Both of thesc cracks lie in the middle between two stringers. The center of the two-bay crack
would lie on the franc: whilt- the center of the single-bay crack would lie in the middle of the
bay. The sizes of these two crack, are varied such that both crack tips have an equal distance,
d, to the frame position as show-n in Figure 7. The result from Figure 7 shows little
interaction ht°tw een these two cracks when the distance between the two crack tips is more
than 4 in. apart even though the size of the lead crack may be as large as 36 in. However,
when these two crack tip-, are only 2 inches apart, the residual it%ngth of the fuselage panel
is reduced by more than 20%. The strong interaction between these two cracks can be
attributed to the fact that the plastic zones for these two crack tips are interacting with each
other.
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As shown in Figure a, the maximum arrestinft capability of the stiffener occurs when
the ^.ize: of the two-bay crack ev ,eeds thc two frame interval. The=refore, to understand how a
seconl ,iry .^rack can reduce the maxirnurn arresting capahifity of the stiffener, the size of the
lead (_ ­ack ;n this example: is chosen to exceed the two -frame interval by 4 in. in this
example, the secondary crack is 2 in. ahead of the lead crack and the size cif the secondary
crack is v,cried from 2 to 8 inches. its shown in Figure. 8. The result ih(>wS that the reductirna
of critical pressure in the presence of the lead crack varies linearly with the size of the
secondary crack. from 10^-' to W (based can elastic-plastic analysis). Furthern-rore, the
result also shoes that the larger lead crack has more influence on the smaller sec=ondary crack-
than the influenc=e the smaller secondary crack would have on the.' read crack. A comparison
between li.near elastic and clastic-plastic analysis show~ that the lineear-clastic: solution \voulcl
significantly underestimate the severity of the interaction between these v,o crack:.
in the- next txantple, studies havo been carried out to examine the extent of the
re,icrction in residual strength clue to three smaller cracks in front of the two-hay crack. The
clastic-•plastic analysis shows that the residual strength of the lead crack is. not only
influenced by the size of the smaller crack ,, but more importantly by the (11M, Ificc of these
cracks from the lead crack as shown in Figure 9. Furtherrncerc., it. has been found that when
the same .analysis for the ) in. cracks arc perfonned using the linear-clastic assumptioe, the
residual strength tivould 1-)c underestimated by a factor of two. S i milar studies are also carried
out to examine the effect of the interaction!. of MSD cracks with the lwo -bay crack. The
result give=n in Figure 10 show-. that the residual strength cif the iead crack would he reduced
by 10"If %v}aen the ^,ize of the MSD cracks is 0.2 in. Again in Figure 10, the linear-elastic
assratnptiem f;re,jtly underest.itnate-S the in(cracti0r) between the lead crack and the MSD
cracks,
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CONCLUSION
This research has found significant reduction in residual strength when clastic-plastic
analysis is performed. Usinp the elastic-plastic assumption, the effects of the locztion of the
(wo-hay crack on the residua.) strength hits been studied. In addition, the interaction of
multiple cracks including MSD cracks with a two - bay crack has been studied.
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ON-AIRCRAFT ANALYSIS OF F-14 AIRCRAFT VYING BEARINGS
USING ACOUSTIC 1CMISSION TECHNIQUES 
Donald J: Pointer, W. Drew Martin, and Adriano F. Almeida
Physical Acoustics Corporation
P.O. Box 3135
Princeton, ICJ 08543
SUMMARY
Wing pivot bearings on several F-14 aircraft were tested in situ using acoustic emission
(AE) before and after rework at the Naval Aviation Depot in Norfolk, VA. Acoustic emission
data (mainly due to friction and binding) was recorded during the wing sweep operation while
the aircraft were undergoing depot maintenance. The six-month project demonstrated that it is
feasible: to use AE for detecting friction signals and locating binding within the wing pivot
bearings. The acoustic emission method was not only able to find w 'ch bearings were binding,
but could also locate where the binding was taking place (on the bearing itself).
INTRODUCTION
The wing pivot bearings and the wing box found in variable. swept wing designs are
vital aircraft components since they must transfer complicated wing forces and moments to the
fuselage. These intricate components arc difficult to access and presently require the
disassembly of the wing in order to service or replace. The limited access to the F-14 wing
pivot joint hinders the safety-of-flight maintenance schedule and increases costs &% well as
maintenance time and total aircraft downtime. The Navy's F-14 wing pivot bearings are
currently being changed according to a time schedule or when wing sweeping causes excessive
noise. in the bearing. There are two problems with this method. First, the replacement of the
bearing on a periodic schedule is costly, since ncl all bearings are faulty. Second, some wing
pivot bearings fail before the scheduled replacement time. These faulty bearings on operating
aircraft r-ould bind, thus causing structural problems to the surrounding wing or box beam. If a
failure of this type should occur, both the pilot and aircraft would be at risk.
The goal of the Phase I contract was to prove the feasibility of using acoustic emission
techniques to detemdne bearing condition and locate problem bearings. The long term goals
are stated below:
To develop a nonintrusive, in situ method of inspection
+ Doi) Navy SBIR lIwse i Conuac:t Number N00189.94-C-0099
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•	 To ol;t,tn insight Mto the bearmg'S fitne.,;s for Ser v ice through the wing sweep operation
ft	 To develop it method that requites no disassembly of the aircraft
To develop it ICW cost, rapid tes' • 'Chniquc that can he performcd on regular intcnals
•	 To develop it mcthnd that pemtits the scheduling of aircraft for Jepot maintenance on an
empirical (at, nccd(.'li) ba%is
PR0Ci:I- VRF
T1 re are four wing pivot bearing-, per aircraft consming of an upper and lower hearing
for each wing. Figure 1 shows a cross sec-lion of the wing. Etivot hearing assembly from one side
of the aircraft. The tearing consists of the "hall" portion and the "ring" portion when. the inner
and outer ..(irfaces are the actual races. Access to the wing pivot bearings is gained by removing
the necessary access panels sun •(>unding the hearings.
Each bearing was instromentetl with three sensors, arranged in a triangle that surrounded
the circular bearing. The wings were swept Several times to their fore and aft posilions whil:
the kE: data was processrla and recorded to disk al(rng with an output signal proportional to the
position of the wing. I his wa. done by feeding, the voltage from the aircraft's on-board
computer intt) the SPAKI AN ae •ouctir emission acquisition system. Three methods of data
anal ysis were used to c-orrelate the AF, data with pivot bearing condition before and after
rework. The first mrtliod was based un the Overall amount of acoustic activity recei ,-e.d. The
second nuthod wa y bisect on rourcc Ioc• ation techniques using triangulation nuthods. Th: third
method involved usinE. puttcrn recognition techniques to discriminate between data from old
and the newly rrpl.cd bearings.
i;3 OUT ' BOARD
AJRGRAFT
LUG NO 1
P I VOT	 011 1 BEAR NG ^	 LUGCNO 2
LCIWFR	 I	 LOWER	 AIRCRAFT
WING	 BEARING	 LuG NO a
PIVOT	 I	 \
U11, Lgllv-1:1^11N
A AC R AFT
LUG NO
Figure I. (rots Seclion of the Wins Rvol Be;u ► nf• Assemhly.
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RESULTS
The overall reduction of acoustic emission data ohtained after the w:ng hearing rewoik
«'as ou average 5547c. Figure ? is it typical plot of raw AF data (Hits) vs. Time (sec), with the
wing sweep angle superimposed (before rework).
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The main point of interest in this figure is the repeatability between acous ti c emission
activity and wing svrep angle. that is, the bearing shows the same acoustic behavior (:luring
each wing sweep cycle. 'file r,;w data from the same bearing after rework is similar to Figure 2
with thc: exception of having a!xm ,alf as much activity.
The ability to locate acoustic emission sources within the wing pivot bearing proved to
be the best indicator of severe binding. The severe binding problem is casiiy detected, since it
produces high-.amplitude signals that arc very repeatable durin g the wing sweep operation. The
3-d1mcn.cional ;graph in Figure 3a indicates the loc:Uion where the binding was taking place nn
th^ wing pivot bearing. Figure : h shows the same: bearing after rework.
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Pattern recognition analysis mv, perfonTred sifter the contract expired u1 ascertain if the
amount of equipment could be reduced from three setlsors per hcat-M7 to one. Through a
statistical analysis, of the five main signal fewures (counts, riseume, am p litude, duration, and
energy) the data collected from a single bearing before and after rework was characterized and
used to create a classifier for the :application to all I arings. Figure da is a 2-D Fisher Nirwise
Projection m1 hich shows how the data collected b°fore rework- is separated usirg the classifier.
Lich "B" represents an acoustic hit which classified as bxMine and each "F" represents hits
Classified as faUlti. Figure 4b show ,  how the data collt-cw l after rework is classified. Notice
how ma*ty fewer hits are classilied its faulty (F) ,rftcr the bearing rework. The number of
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signals classified is faulty for the before rework condition was 233. The number of signals that
were classified as faulty for the after rework condition was 6. This r.hows that the classifier
successfully distinguishes hetvycen "good" and "bad" bearings but also suggests that some
miner binding is taking place in a reworked !raring. This condition will be explored further
during additional work can this project. Also. this technique gives the indication that only one
sensor per bearing is needed. thus saving weight and tninimizing equipment requirements,
however, the anility to locate hindint on the Tearing would he sacrificed.
obohr wu,
- - ---T--- ---^— ^----
	
—T	 +--
i
1	 r.^^
r'
Figure 4a. Two-Diniensional Fisher Pairnvisc Projection Which Shows Ho u' the Data
Collected Before Re ,.vork Is Separated Using the Classifier.
t
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Figure 4h. Two-Dimensional Fisher Pairwise Projection Shoe ing How the Data Collected
.After ,Zcwork Is i7lassified.
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CONCLUSIONS
L	 The feasibility of using acoustic emission nondestructive testing methods has been
established for the in situ inspection of Navy F-14 aircraft wing pivot bearings.
J
D,--re is a uwbstantial reduction in the amount of acoustic emission activity after rework.
3. Severe binding in two bearings was detected and located using the acoustic emission
app•
4. -The application cif signal pattern recognition analysis techniques shows promise in
rec ucing.the amount of instrumentation and weight for an in-flight bean Titor.
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OPERATOR CONCERNS ABOUT WIDESPREAD FATIGUE DAMAGE AND
HOW IT MAY BE HANDLED AND REGULATED IN THE
COMMERCIAL ENVIRONMENT
David V. Finch
Consultant
Windsor, SI.4 SER, England
SUMMARY
The paper compares the theory and practice of aircraft structural maintenance and
inspection in the current damage tolerant regime and how this may need to change in the
presence of widespread fatigue damage. Aspects considered include the regulatory role,
operator feedback, maintenance program development and whether widespread fatigue--
damage (WFD) means a return to safe life. Particular reference is made to the need for
advice, support and training which is the principle I.xofessional hiterest of the author.
DEFINITION'S
Words and phrases printed in bold italic type are defined in Appendix C Glossary.
When subsequently used in the text these words and others having a specific meaning in
aviation are printed in italics.
INTRODUCTION
Fail-safe and damage tolerant design together with inspections of appropriate
frequency and focus have successfully safeguarded the structural integrity of public transport
aircraft aver the last 28 years. Models certified during this time and earlier have been subject
to extensive structural analysis and testing leading to the specification of directed inspections
searching; for the initial indications of fatigue darnage. Fatigue cracking in service, however,
has frequently diffctrd from that predicted by test or analysis [Ref. I j and potentially,
catastrophic conditions have not always been found by scheduled inspection. In some
instances failure has only been evident at a very advanced stage through malfunction or by
chance observation.
Some of these failures have resulted from multiple-site damage (MSD) and multiple
element damage (MED) [See Figure: 11. The Manufacturing and regulatory sectors of the
industry have been aware of these phenomena for many years [Ref. 21 and of the limited
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ability of the fail-safe features built into current designs to contain widely distributed
cracking [Ref. 31.
An age tolerance rules require consideration of damage at multiple sites [see
FAWJAR 25.571(b)) but widespread fatigue damage (WFD) reduces the probability that
critical conditions will be found during routine work or will be revealed, prior to complete
failure, by obvious and safe malfunction.
The potential immediacy of WFD is shown by the summary of service and fatigue test
data for the 11 models overseen by the Airworthiness Assurance Working Group (AA WG)
[see Appendix B1. Many other tests and inspections including the teardown of aircraft retired
from service have been carried out to substantiate freedom from WFD but the table does
indicate that some aircraft, those with the highest number of flight cycles relative to the
service life objectives and full-scale fatigue test experience, are entering the phase where
WFD may be prmnt.
All the major manufacturers are evaluating their aircraft for WFD in the critical areas
of the wing, ernpenage, and pressure fuselage i.a.w. guidelines provided through the Aviation
Rulernaking Advisory Committee (ARAC) and the AAWG [Refs. 1 and 4]. Where WFD is
forecast, more frequent and more intensive inspections, modifications, or life limits may be
required. There may be additional criteria for repair and further constraints on maintenance
program development.
Operators need to be aware that, for some of the oldest aircraft, the days of "'Tolerance
to Damage" and "Unlimited Life" may be numbered. This paper considers the contribution
that airlines can make to the orderly and economic management of the WFD phenomena.
DAMAGE TOLE RANT INSPECTION
Figure 2 shows how a structural item may be weakened by the combined effects of
fatigue and other damage until final failure occurs at "F."
"M" is the ininimum detectable flaw size
Ultin ate strength is lost at "U."
At "L" the item can no longer support Limit Load.
1'o meet dunnage tolerance rules failure must be detected prior to "L." Area "MXL"
represents a combination of defect size and time available for detection and may be regarded
as the window for damage tolerant inspection.
To ensure adequate opportunity to detect deterioration fail-safe features, frames,
stringers, and doublers are-, incorporated to arrest crack growth and to extend the inspection
window. Compare MX I L, and %4X,.L2 in Figure 3.	 == -
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The inspection program that can then be applied is illustrated in Figure 4.
When a problem or potential problem has been identified, Detail or Special Detail
inspections can be specified in which the Inspector's attention is directed very precisely to
the subject feature. Special detail inspections may be used to find very small and
inaccessible flaws but their area of search is limited and techniques must be tailored to the
particular form of the potential defect. It is neither economic nor practical to survey the
whole aircraft in this way.
General v=isual inspections cannot be expected to find small defects but serve to
identify problems that, once known, may be more effectively controlled by detail or special
detail inspections or terminated by modification.
In the figure the ve.ttical distance between design strength and the horizontal bars
representing the inspection levels indicates the minimum defect size that can be detected.
The position and spacing of the vertical bars indicates the timing and frequency of inspection.
•	 Inspections which can detect deterioration before final failure are shown in solid
black. The probability of damage detection increases with the vertical length of the
solid bar.
•	 Inspections which are unlikely to find a defect because they are performed either too
early or too late are shown by a shaded vertical bar.
If deterioration is not found by inspection then the fail-safe features of the design may
well ensure that the structure continues to carry the applied loads until the condition becomes
apparent during servicing orlsreflight-checks or is revealed by malfunction, typically by fuel
leaks from the wing or difficulty in pressurizing the fuselage.
The -fact - that Serious'structural defects have been found and, on occasion, continue to
be found in this quay on aircraft operated by some of.the most sophisticated airlines in the
world indicates that:
• ' Domage tolerant standards, as,currently interpreted. are not over generous.
71'he fact, also, that these events nowAlery- rstCt3!y turban the accide tatist cs.4hnws:
-INSPECTION11ri^'H_R',^f^
!.	 Figure 5 illustrates the classic case of cracking in the longitudinal joints of a fuselage
skin when multiple site damage is prestznt ansi_widcspr e;rct:
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•	 For both detail and &,eneral inspections the total crack. length at detection is the sum
of all the. adjacent individual cracks; i.e., there can he a significant reduction in
residual strength prior to detection.
•	 If USD is sufficiently -invasive, then, regardless of whether frames and doublers are
intact, there is little to prevent the formation of a continuous mvltiple bay crack.
The effects;are shown in Figure 6.
•	 The inspection window, if it still exists at all. is now much smaller than before, Cf.
Figure 4.
•	 The possibility that catastrophic failure will be averted by evident damage prior to
departure or by safe malfunction is greatly diminished. The fail-safe features are
ineffective and deterioration through crack coalescence can be precipitously steep.
If Figure 6 comes close to representing the situation with WFD it would be difficult to
claim that dainage tolerant criteria per FARMAR 25.511 can be satisfied. The alternative is
saf e hfe.
SAFE LIFE
Figure 7 illustrates both the principle and the inherent weakness of the safe life
philosophy.
Safe life, attempts to control condition (strength) on the vertical scale by limiting life
(flight cycles) along the horizontal scale and assumes a known relationship between these
parameters.
Catherine Bigelow, speaking to the Sixth FAA-NASA International Conference on
the. Continued Airworthiness of Aircraft Structures [Ref. 51, listed 12 areas of uncertainty in
the prediction of IUD.
Accidental damage incurred during manufacture or installation, a variable not
specifically mentioned by Catherine., led to the failure of a Viscount wing spar over Western
Australia after 8.090 flights [Ref. 61. The approved safe life was 11,400 flights. Though the
accident occurred nearly 28 years ago it still provides a classic illustration of the vulnerability
of thet safe life concept.
Testing and analytical techniques have improved immeasurably since 1968 and are
still teeing  developed. Some ?.8 of the pacers presented at this Symposium are, by the
author's estimation, concerned with fatigue life prediction or risk analysis.
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•	 Is it now possible, by these methods alone, to resolve the uncertainties and to
establish snfe lives which will offer protection against 11'FD and also satisfy
reasonable economic criteria?
• Do the manufacturers and regulatory authorities wish to take responsibility for setting
inspection thresholds and/or life limit.; without the fullest possible reference,to service
experience?
	
•	 Do operators wish to participate- in a managed approach to the identification of 117FD
and, if so, do they understand the task and are they prepared for it?
OPERATOR ATTITUDES
A problem in the past may have been that damage tolerant designs were too good.
Serviceability was excellent, major incidents were few, complacency was not penalized. and
it seethed that the aircraft structure could be left to look after itself.
In 1988 Boeing Maintenance Survey Teams which at that time had visited 44
operators overall five continents and witnessed major maintenance on 80 high-time aircraft,
had to report that:
	
•	 Maintenance programs generally did not recognize the significance of aircraft age
	
•	 A few aircraft had improper modifications or repairs and some required extensive
repairs for corrosion
	
•	 The condition of some aircraft reflected a reduction in operator's engineering and
maintenance staffs [Ref. 7].
Contemporary comments by McDonnell Douglas support teams were broadly similar,
adding that:
	
•	 Maintenance standards were generally below expectation, some below fail safe
requirements [Ref. 41.
Have things changed in the post-Aloha world? Boeing and McDonnell Douglas
report that it has. Both have continued their surveys and the total Boeing study now includes
97 operators and 190 aircraft, Both now comment to the effect that:
	
•	 Airlines are doing a better job in maintaining their aircraft and jgwe an increased
awareness of structural issues and sound maintenance prat. :(g .
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Indeed, it would be remarkable if it were otherwise given all the aging aircraft activity
of the past 8 years.
How can this awareness be sustained and enhanced to permit a successful managed
approach to the problem of WFD - ascuming,that airlines do wish to participate in this
activity?
DEVF1,0PMENT IN SERVICE
Figure 8 provides a further illustration of the current damage tolerant approach in
which a minimum standard of structural strength is maintained directly by inspection.
A rising incidence of in-service defect findings will indicate the need for enhanced
inspection or termination at some level "R" determined by the economic penalty or risk to
airworildness of continuing with inspection and repair. In a well managed program the
operator will evaluate the data and use his judgment to initiate such action though the
,regula.tor , m;l intervene on safety grounds.
The process had been likened to "Listening and responding to what the aircraft is
telling you."
Though it eliminates many of the uncertainties associated with the control of
airivorthiness by safe life, damage toleran? inspection is crucially dependent on the standards
of the operator and the performance of his inspection staff - with all their human and
organizational frailties.
It is therefore appropriate to consider the role, status, and training of the• inspector and
the ethos of the organization in which he or she works. ,
NSPECTIQN
The inspection task may he expressed as: The examination of an item, assembly, or
systein for condition or functioning in conformity to a defined standard.
While this may t..e true for directed inspections, aimed at well defined problems it is a
gross oversimplification of the observations and judgments made by an inspector perfonning
the more general inspections which are most likely to reveal new or unquantified defects.
Figure y illustrates the nature of the decisions that the inspector has to take [see also
Figure 3J:
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	•	 Is ulfitnate strength or functional capability retained? (i.e., Conditions L-►3. or
Condition 4.)
	
•	 How rapid is .
 the rate of deterioration and when must rectification be implemented?
	
•	 Does this represent a potentially hazardous cot difio!^ ,6vhich should be reported?
Inspectors generally understand and accept their responsibility for immediate
abworthiness and perform this role conscientiously and well, taking appropriate account of
operational demands and practical constraints. The task and responsibility reflect their
experience and culture and it is to-this end that training has been largely directed. They are,
less familiar with the more strategic role in which the aircraft may be regarded as a flying test
article and they are part of a research team dedicated to extracting optimum performance.
Figure 10 illustrates how the system should work concentrating on the role of the
inspector and the factors that shape his or her performance.
IDENTIFICATION OF WFD
Deficiencies in the system are relatively benign within the damage tolerant envelope.
If an operator fails to recognize and evaluate a problem the inspection/maintenance program
will not be as well tuned as it could be but ainvorthiness is not immediately at risk. For the
reasons outlined in Section 3 the whole process is much more critical in the presence. of WFD
and a proper understanding of the operator's investigative . role is essential if service
experience is to be applied successfully to the determination of R IM maintenance policy.
The objective, illustrated in
,
 Figure 11, is:
•	 To position the safe life barrier as far, but no further, to the left than necessary to
ensure that the risk "R" of catastrophic failure through VWD is extremely small.
	
•	 To determine what additional inspections "B" and/or other maintenance requirements
are necessary 
to 
ensure safe operation prior to the imposition of a life limit.
The task of the inspector and the whole of the operator's research team is to
recognize and report the first indications of MUMMED and to investigate whether this is
widesprea
Figure I provides an example of this task and the possible impact 
on 
a maintenance
check.
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The Figure shows cracks in three adjacent stringer end fittings. The aircraft could be
repaired and returned to service simply by replacing the fittings but such MED, if
widespread, could be potentially catastrophic.
Operator Action - Recognize the condition and report findings. Check other aircraft
on maintenance and report on the condition of similar fittings, where accessible.
Possible Consequences - A Telegraphic AD to inspect fittings on all high-cycle
aircraft. 'A -,ife limit on fittings if integrity cannot be maintained by inspection.
A further example featuring MSD is,'given in the Repair Case Study (Appendix A).
INFORMATION, TRAILING AND TEC:MICAL SUPPORT
It has been claimed that very few people in the industry understand the WFD
condition [Ref. 3] and if this is the case there is a need for innovation and training at all
levels to ensure commitment to, and proper implementation of, a participatory program as
outlined in the previous section.
Advice is available to customers from the manufacturers. For example:
	
r •	 Boeing offers structural integrity awareness material and training for engineers in
repair design, provide integrated maintenance programs for aging aircraft, and also
host structural conferences around the world.
	
•	 McDonnell Douglas offers aging aircraft program training to operators [Ref. 4].
Other opportunities include Structures Task Group (STG) meetings to which Lockheed
Martin, for example, invites all L-1011 operators.
These initiatives are well supported but attendance is voluntary and the message does
not necessarily reach to the executive level at which airline maintenance policy is determined
or to those who work. on the shop floor.
The recognition and assessment of structural deterioration is only one of many aspects
in the requirements for the licensing and approval of aircraft inspectors and only one of many
tasks that he; or she may be required to undertake. The appropriate interpretation and action
in the case of some findings may therefore. be  beyond the scope of the inspector and enter the
realm of thc st uctural engineer. It follows that a structural engineer should be available to
advise and direct thi ,. activity, but it is the inspector who cornes face to face with the aircraft,
and who must appreciate the creed to alert the engineer to a potentially dangerous condition.
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Some specific training for inspectors engaged in the maintenance: of elderly aircraft,
possibly in the form of a workshop in which experience can be shared, is therefore indicated.
Material for such workshops has been developed by the author, some of which is
shown in the figures used to illustrate this paper.
Ad hoe attempts to develop and correlate. inspection skills have also been made by
some operators in the United States but such initiatives do not, as yet, form a part of any
required training curriculum.
THE ROLE OF DIRECTIVES
Although the inflexibility of directives make them unsuited to the investigative work
as described in the paragraphs on DEVELOPMENT IN SERVICE and IDENTIFICATION
OF
	
directives do have a role:
f'hc ensure attention to known problems.
•	 They can raise awareness. The improved standards noted by McDonnell Douglas and
Boeing; can, in part, be attributed to the mandating of programs such as the corrosion
prevention and control programs (CPCP).
A proliferation of ADs can also encourage the perception that anything critical to
airworthiness will be so covered. In discussing the regulation of aircraft: structural
maint.enmtcc programs, David Lotterer (ATA), playing devil's advocate, [Ref. 8] expressed
this belief in the question:
"If', from a business perspective, the FAA ACOs and the AD process will take care of
your airworthiness issues, why do you need all those structures engineers at the
airlines?"
Clearly, this approach is the very antithesis of that required for the identification and
appropriate reporting of MSD/M1:;D in service as discussed in this paper [See
IDENTIFICATION OF WFDJ.
THE COMMERCIAL ENVIRONMENT
It would be unwise to assume that the favorable trends noted by Boeing and
McDonnell Douglas will continue without some regulatory incentives. Avowals of "Safety is
Paranwunt" notwithstanding, airlinm and airline maintenance tuanagement will be driven, it.
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-an increasingly competitive environment, by the most tangible of economic and legal criteria,
U.,
•	 Budgets
0	 On time delivery
•	 Operational reliability
	 {
•	 Compliance with legislation
Maintenance will increasingly be contracted to facilities offering the lowest costs and_.
the shortest, guaranteed delivery times, The quality of work may not he inferior but the
economic imperatives and potential reduction in technical continuity are unlikely to he
fay,t)rable to an understanding and the effective reporting of WFD.
Though highly resistant to accepting conservative sqk lives or the early imposition of
extensive and frequent special inspections IRetf. 91, operators may yet fail to fully embrace
the participatory and investigative role and organizational commitment outlined in the
paragraphs on IDENTIFICATION OF WFD and INFORMATION, TRAININGi AND
TECUNICAL ;SUPPORT unless this is supported by some legislation.
THE WAY AHEAD
The key to progress may lie in the words of John Chaplin, former Head of the CAA
Aitworthiness Division. Speaking-at the Royal Aeronautical Society in London in 1980 he
said:
" Ahworthiness c=annot he achieved. by regulation (alone). Regulation can establish
a framework within which all who are concerned, with the design, construction, and
operation of aircraft can work and can set boundaries of responsible behavior."
For the approval of organizations for ;structural work on aging aircraft it may be
appropriate to require. enhanced standards of management, organization, and technical
oversight. For example:
X
S
I
•	 Production engineering staff to translate operating rules, Ads, and manufacturer's
pror;rains and bulletins into practic=al working instructions and c=ontrol documents for
use opt the shop floor.	 ,
Qualified technical or engineering staff who are familiar with the principles of
strucaural airworthiness including the possible interaction of accidental,
environmental, and fatigue damage, and who understand the requirements for
corrosion corttrul and the critical nature of lVFD.
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•	 Inspection and maintenance staff who have received general and model specific
training in structural inspection practices and techniques, defect investigation and
reporting, and have practical axperience of structural inspection with an approved
organization.
•	 Facilities, equipment, and resources necessary for the effective inspection of critical-:
features of the aircraft structure.
•	 Effective reporting channels to the manufacturer and appropriate regulatory authority,
functioning to their satisfaction.
• _	 Maintenance contracts that provide for structural abnormalities to be effectively
investigated, whether or not such work is originally scheduled.
-+	 Quality oversight to ensure that the ainva7lriness intentions of these provisions are
being achieved.
The above list is not exhaustive but does indicate the type of approach which may be
effective in ensuring: the proper detection, investigations, and reporting of 1VFD and other
structural abraormalwes of potential airworthiness concern.
Some may argue that all these good things are required and happen already. If that is
true then we do not have a problem. If there arc. deficiencies, the authorities, manufacturers,
and operators alike may wish to consider the case as outlined in this paper for some legal
reinforcement to the three legged stool and to responsible behavior.
Such action would present no difficulty  to many engineering and maintenance
organizations as cu •rently established. Others may have to upgrade if they wish to meet the
criteria and to undertake structural wort: on aging airplanes.
CONCLUSIONS
Despite extensive fati gue testing, (car down evaluations, and the sophisticated
r	 analytical techniques now used by the manufacturers, service experience still provides
the first and most reliable indication of many structural prohlems and potentially
catastrophic failures.
2) Widespread jatigue damage significantly reduces the opportunity to safely detect damage
by inspection or general alertness and the probability that a malfunction will tv safe.
3) Operation to the threshold of the II-FD regime demands a heightened awareness by
maintenance and engineering managers of the I)rinciples underlying structural
ah-worrhiness and may require specific training for inspection and maintenance staff.
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	4)	 Additional rnvintenance approval reyuiretrrents may be necessary for the safe operation
and maintenance of aircraft susceptible to IVFD.
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APPENDIX A---CASE STUDY
Figure 12 shows an external patch repair of a fuselage skp for corrosion and cracking
(D) along a stringer line.
Cracking which developed in the skin along the outer row of fasteners (Section AM
is hidden externally by the patch and internally by the ,stringer and could extend over a length
(L) of more than two frame bays before it was detected by external inspection -[Ref. 101.
Undetected cracking under the patch would also degrade the ability of the structure to
survive adjacent foreign )bject damage. The repair does not meet damage tolerant criteria
and would be. classified as Category C - Temporary.
T'he scheme could be improved by extending the patch to line X. This moves the
critical skin location to a Iine of new noncountersunk holes where crack initiation is less
likely and cracking could be seen internally. The repair would have a longer life but would
still be temporary.
A more immediate concern arises if the repair is applied to a very high-cycle aircraft.
The cracking may result not from the corrosion but from MSD coalescence and other small
undetected cracks may exist outside the boundaries of the proposed repair [See Figs. I and 61.
i
An appropriate operator action in this case would be:
	 '+i
•"	 Recognize the possibility of MSD.
• Remove extra fasteners and check hole bores for cracks using a high frequency eddy-
current probe.
i
•	 If no cracks are found, cold work hole. bores to inhibit undetected damage and
complete a temporary repair.
•	 If additional cracking is found report the condition.
Possible consequences of finding and reporting cracks are:
•	 On the subject aircraft, a much more extensive repair than originally proposed and
possibly a skin change.
o	 An AD for special detail inspections at all skin attachment hole locations in the
suspect area on <ill aircraft over the inspection theeshold.
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Active Aircraft
Service Exceeding Test Sup.
Life Service Life Life Service
Entered Objective Highest Objective (cycles) Life/Test
Aircraft Service (c cles Number Cycles Nun-d% Ratio R
B707 (1) 1958 20000 58 407000 43174 25000 1.63
B727 1964 60000 1176 72900 1511 85000 0.93
B737 1968 75000 2490 90100 20/1 75000 1.20
8747 1970 20000 888 32800 5016 20000 1.64
DC8 (2) 1959 2_5000 303 47300 84128 70200 0.67
DC 9 1965 40000 877 101100 715182 102400 099
DC10-30 1971 30000 419 37700 3/1 30000 1.26
L1011 (3) 1972 36000 229 1	 33800 0/0 26250 1.29
A300 (4) 1974 36000 137 35800 010 58000 0.62
BAC1-11 1964 55000 96 80700 57000 1.42
F28 1969 90000 119 90000
Wit.=`; -:
Notes	 s
(1) Boeing Data - 30 Scpr. 1955
(2) McDonnell Douglas Data - 31 March 1966
(3) Lockheed Data - 31 Dec. 1955-
(4) Data for AV), BAri -1 i and F28 from Flight International, 21 -27 Aug. 96 and
other sources
(L)	 Except where otherwise specified by the manufacturer, Test Supported Life = Full-
scale fatigue test cycles on pressure fuselage x 1/2
(R)	 A value of R greater than 1.0 indicates that the full scare tests may not offer assurance
that WFD will not exist on the lead aircraft. Other tests and/or analysis may provide
such assurance. Fatigue test specifications and procedures vary between aircraft
models. Refer to manufacturer for further details.
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APPENDIX C--GLOSSARY
The following definitions refer to the meaning of words and phrases as used in this paper.
Other definitions may be. found in other documentation.
Airworthiness - The ability of an airplane to complete a flight safely while operating
anywhere within the fail-safe design envelope.
Airworthiness Assurance Working Group - A high-level industry steering committee
formed to oversee the wort: of Structures Task Groups - Manufacturers' structural
specialists, airline engineers, and regulatory authority representatives.
Damage Tolerance - The ability of structure to sustain anticipated loads in the presence
of damage until such damage is detected by inspection or safe malfunction and
repaired.
Directed h:spection - A scheduled inspection specified in the operator's maintenance
program or in a service bulletin in which the attention of the inspector is directed to a
particular item, component, assembly, or feature.
Engineering - That hart of the organization staffed by professionally qualified engineers
responsible for standards and procedures, the inspection schedule, inspection program
development, specification of aircraft modifications, technical support to maintenance
and design liaison with manufacturers, and the regulatory authority.
Failure - The inability of an item to perform within previously specified limits.
Fail-Safe
Design: - A design which will permit continued operation of an airplane for a limited
period after a failure. in service.
Structure - The ability of damaged structure to withstand an infrequent high load.
Fatigue Damage
Multiple Element -The. simultaneous cracking of multiple load path discrete elements
working; at similar stress icvels.
Multiple Site -• The presence of a number of adjacent small cracks that might coalesce to
form a single long crack.
}	
Widespread - The simultaneous presence of cracks at multiple structural details of such
l	 size and dcnsity that the structure will no longer meet Damage Tolerance
requirements.
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Inspection Levels Maintenance Steering Group
General Visual A visual examination of an interior or exterior area. installation, or
	
- -
assembly to detect obvious damage, failure, or irregularity. This level of inspection is
made'under normally available lighting conditions such as daylight, hangar lighting,
flashlight, or droplight and tnay require removal ar opening of access panels or doors_,__
Stands, ladders, or platforms may be. required to fain proximity to ^tl^ i rea l ira <`
checked.
lDdail - An intensive visual examination of a sl.recific structural Area, system, installation, =
or assembly to detect damage, failure, or irregularity. Available,lighting-is normally
supplemented with a direct source of good lighting-at an in=etnsity deemed appropriate
by the inspector. Aids such as mirrors, magnifying " lenses, etq^. triaykbp.^ t-ud, _Surface.:
	
`_
cleaning and elaborate access probes may be required.',
Special Detail - An intensive examination of specific item(s). instal-lation, or assembly tii s v_
detect damage, failure, or irregularity. The examination is likely to make ext-mi_y' 
use of specialized inspection techniques or equipment Intricate-cic,a 
substantial access or disassembly procedures 4nay,be_rcqu^rrd.:=^`'
Inspection Levels (Boeing and others) 	 y	 -
eil1'ance - A visual examination using adec^uaie Iigi^tin^ acid fit}rn a distance-
Y	 considered necessary to detect obvious unsatisfactory conditions in the subject areir or
-.item. Access procedures may he required to gain proximity. - -Surface cleaning tray be:sv _
required ancl. nspection aids	 nd._suclt a- t^auyd se>s a-rtt!irrors an a%lba-used where
_ =	 necessary.-	 -	
_
ctar The lxi:son respos ►sible for performing an inspection on an aircraft or
earnponeni. Note: In the i'K Oost inspections arc performed by maintenance
=Y t ` 4ngitry rs-Ur technicians who mve-tlte necessary authorization.
-
` _Ala#venance Steering Group-(MVG) logic -A decision process used to further the
ieYt^ltIpment of the initia) maintenance programmer of public transport-aircraft.
Currdnt-editian_^isASO.;3. Rev
=4= ?' tinirtatiott - The,tct of terntirxatin_g the heed for spc •^ ial inspections by modifying or
Sol
'^ j-y'l' ilicsub^y3tet^3	 -
' C-411ICkII:
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PREDICTIONS OF STABLE GROWTH OF A LEAD CRACK AND
MULTIPLE-SITE DAMAGE USING ELASTIC-PLASTIC
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD (EPFEM) AND ELASTIC-PLASTIC
FINITE ELEMENT ALTERNATING METHOD (EPFEANI)
L. Wang, F. W. Brust, and S. N. Atluri
FAA Center of Excellence for
Computational Modeling of Aircraft Structures
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0356
SUMMARY
Damage tolerance analyses of an aging aircraft require numerical simulations of stable
tearing of the skin of the aircraft. This paper presents a methodology for the analyses of
multiple-:site damage (MSD) in the presence of a lead crack, based can the T*-integral fracture
parameter and the finite clement alternating method. In the proposed methodology, the T*-
resistance curves is obtained from the numerical simulations in the generation phase analyses
of experiments of center-cracked panels containing single cracks. The computed T*-
resistance. curve is then used in numerical predictions of stable tearing of the aircraft skin in
the application phase analyses. To validate this methodology, generation phase analyses and
application phase analyses are performed for the MSD tests perforated at the National
Institute of Standards and Technology ()\IST). Numerical results show that a single T*-
resistancc. curve can be obtained from the tearing of center-cracked panels of different sizes,
and the single T*-resistance curve can be used to predict the stable tearing of the ]cad cracks
and their linkup with MSD cracks in front of them. The. predicted curves of load versus crack
extension are in good agreement with the experimental measurements obtained at NISI.
Through these numerical analyses and comparisons, this paper presents, for the first time, a
truly validated energy based fracture criterion for the analysis of stable growth and linkup of
multiple cracks in an MSD situation.
INTRODUCTION
Practical methods for predicting the. residual strength of multiple-site. damage ('MSD)
problems include the plastic zone method [ 1 ], the crack tip opening angle (CTOA) method
121, and the 74-integral method [3, 4, 5, b, 7]. As a simple engineeting approach, the plastic
zone method assumes that the main crack will link with the MSI) crack ahead of it if their
plastic zones overlap. The plastic zones are estimated using an elastic analogy such as an
Irwin estimation. Since it is difficult to evaluate the effect oi' MSD cracks and the effect of
plastic hardening within such a framework, significant errors can occur. Furthermore, when
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the ligaments between the cracks are large enough to permit stable crack growth before
linkups, as observed in the NISI tests, such a plastic-zone approach may not work. The
CTOA method, which requires a rather detailed finite element analysis to apply, has been
shown to be able to predict M'SD failures [2]. However, CTOA is a geometric parameter and
cannot be used under more general fracture conditions such as cyclic loading and rate-
dependent fracture. As a promising and versatile fracture parameter, the 7'*-integral is used
in this study. Being an energy quantity, the T*-integral is applicable under severe operating
conditions of cyclic loading and rate-dependent fracture. Furthermore, it caul tie defined for
cracks in any geometry (including a shell type fuselage structure) and when cracks bulge [8].
This paper presents elastic-plastic-atillyses of stable growth of a lead crack and MSD,
using elastic-plastic finite element alternating method (EPFEAM). (A summary of the recent
advance-In finite element alternating method may be found in 191.) The. analyses is
performed "ba5`ed on the T*•integral fracture parameter. The validation is made by comparing
computational predictions of residual strength using these techniques to experime,ntai data
Produced by The National Institute of Standards and Technology (N1ST). One single set of
material properties was used for all the predictions. Thus, the predictions provided here are
true predictions, i.e., no fudging of either the experimental data or the analysis predictions'
were made to make the predictions look better.
PREDICTION METHODOLOGY
They well-accepted resistance curve methodology is used in conjunction with the
elastic-plastic finite element alternating method (EPFEAM) and 7'"-integral fracture
parameter to carry out the computational predictions for the KIST MSD tests. There are two
different types of analyses, i.e., the generation phase analysis and the application phase
analysis, in the resistance curve method (10, 11). In the generation phase analysis,
information about material properties is generated. An experiment on a fracture specimen is
analyzed. The values of a fracture mechanics parameter is computed for the fracture. process
The computed curve; of the fracture mechanics parameter versus the crack trowth magnitude
is the, resistance curve, which is assumed to be a material property that governs the fracture
process. Once the resistance curve is availahle, predictions can be made by forcing the
fracture process to follow the resistance curve ill 	 application phase analysis. The details
are presented in the following.
The flow chart for a simulative: analysis in the generation phase is shown in Figure 1.
The test. panel is first leaded to the crack initiation load. Then, the crack is extend by a small
amount, while the load is changed simultaneously according to the load versus crack growth
carve obtained ill 	 experiment. After computing a fracture parameter (such as T* or
CTOA) for all the steps during the crack growth simulation, a resistance. curve (fracture
parameter versus crack. growth) is obtained.
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The generation phase analyses of test data to develop a resistance curve are usually
^ ---1?crforrned when obtaining the curve directly from the test, which is time consuming,
e: 'pensive, and impractical. It should be noted that both CTOA [2] and T'* [12] resistance
curves can and have been obtained directly from experiments. But doing so is not necessary.
In a predictive analysis in the application phase, the crack extension is controlled by
the T*• resistance curve. A flow chart for the application phase is shown in Figure 2. It is
assumed that 1) an increase in load (displacement) at the far field will increase the T* value at
the crack tip; 2) any crack extension will decrease the T" value; and 3) the 7'"-resistance
curve sloes not decrease as the crack extends. Under these conditions, the simple predictive
algorithm in Figure 2 can be used.
NIST MULTIPLE SITE DAMAGE EXPERIMENTS
Figures 3 and 4 summarize the series of tests carried out at NIST. More details on
these tests can be found in [ 144]. The specimens were made of 2024-T3 aluminum, 90 inches
wide, 150 inches high, 0.04 inch thick, with the lead crack located at the center of the panel.
The definition parameters of MSD cracks, such as the MSD crack spacing, sctsD, etc., are
defined graphically in Figure 3. The MSD cracks were equally spaced. The specimens were
symmetric about their horizontal and vertical centerlines.
The cracks were 'introduced by a series of saw cuts. The crack tips were made by the
sharpest jeweler's saw available, having a tip radius of 0.003 inch. To simulate cracks
emanating; from rivet holes as occurs in an aircraft fuselage, the MSD cracks were cut from
0.22-inch holes that were drilled into the sheets before the saw cuts were made. Saw cuts can
induce plastic deformations near the crack tips. However, this effect was not considered in
this study. In addition, antibucicling guides were used in all tests, except for the MSD-6, so
that the slxcimens did riot buckle out of plane due to the small thickness. The test procedure
consisted of bulling the specimen to fracture under displacement control. Both tips of the
main crack slid riot grow at the same loads in the test due to imperfections in the symmetric
conc:fition. However, crack growth was only recorded at one crack tip.
Figure 4 providcs a graphical representation of the crack growth behavior and MSD
linkup result^ as obwrved from the tests. It is drawn to scale so that the main crack. size,
NISD crack size, and crack spacing can be directly observed. In Figure 4, the right side of the
specimens is shown from the centerline of the center cracked panels (i.e., centerline. of the
main large crack) to the edge of the specimen. The half width is seen in Figure 4 to be 45
inches. The ligaments that failed simultaneously, as observed from the experimental results,
are indicated with gray shading. The detailed experimental loads and crack growth response
from these tests will Ix suntntarizrd in the next section during the discussion of comparisons
between predictions and test results.
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RESISTANCE, CURVE CALCULATION--GENERATION PHASE
Generation phase analyses were performed on the two single-crack tests MSD-2 and
MSD-3. The T*-resistance curves were obtained from the generation phase analyses. The'
load versus crack growth data from N1ST tests MSD-2 and MSD-3-are plotted in Figure 6.
These data were fitted with curves to remove: the scattering, as shown in Figure 6, Two
generation phase analyses were performed for each of the two MSD tests. In the first
analysis, the EPFEAM code wac used. In the second analysis, a classical finite element
analysis (FEA) vas performed. For the classical finite element analysis, crack growth was
modeled using it node release. technique. For the EPFEAM analysis, new crack surface was
created by erasing the crack closing traction using the analytical solution for are embedded
crack in an infinite domain (9]. The plane stress assumption was used and eight-noded
isoparametric elements were,.modeled. The material properties used for the analyses are
given in Figure 5. The same material properties were also used for the predictive analyses
described in the next-section.
The calculated T*-•resistance curves from these generation phase analyses are
illustrated in Figures 7 and 8 for cases MSD-2 and MSD-3, respectively, It is clearly seen
that the computed T* values are basically identical between the two methods, the EPFMNI
and the classical FEA. This is a complete validation of the EPFEAM code since the
numerical evaluation of T* consists of integrating stress and strain (and their derivatives) type
quantities at many locations along many paths surrounding the growing crack tip. Figures 7
and 8 illustrate the (!valuation along six paths ringing in size from e = 0.087 inch to E= 0.35
inch. Ire addition, T* was calculated along many other paths with identically good
Comparisons. The mood agreement of computed T* along many paths between the EPFEAM
and classical FEA indicates that the full field solution using EPFEAM throughout tine entire
body is calculated accurately.
TO Compare the T*-resistance curves obtained from different tests, Figure 9 places all
of the results of Figures 7 and 8 on a single plot. it is seen that the T*-resistance curves for
the. MSD-2. which had an initial crack size. 2a = S inches. and the T*-resistance curves for the
M,SD-3, which had an initial crack size 2a = 20 inches, are very close throughout the crack
grri%vth hi^.torv. ideally, (lie T*-resistance curves for a given e would be identical regardless
of tie..  crack size. The difference; illustrated in Figure 9 are quite small, well within the
scatter bared of experimental er ror and the lot to lot material variability. Indeed, variations of
the .l-resistance curves from specimen to specimen (especially the initiation valve, J„) are
quits significant. Thus, the obtained T*-resistance curves can be viewed as a material
property that governs the stable crack growth for aluminum 2024-T3.
The 1-esi ytatice curves for E z 0.087 inch in Figure 9 were fitted with an equation as
'Shown:
I'* = 0.706 - 0.0398Aa - 0.06971(0.175 + da)	 (1)
i
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where the unit of IN
 is (K lh/in) and the unit of A a is inches. This curve represents an
average of the resistance. curves obtained from tests MSD-2 and MSD-3, and it was used for
all other application phase analyses discussed throughout the rest of this paper. A discussion
of the meaning for the different a path size definitions and their physical significance can be
found in (16].
PREDICTION OF STABLE CRACK GROWTH—APPLICATION PHASE
The first prediction shown here is for the angle-crack test MSD-1. The analysis was
forced to follow the T*-resistance curve for s = 0.087 inch obtained in the generation phase.
Both the load and the crack growth were predicted from the displacement control analyses.
Figure 10 shows the analysis prediction compared with the experimental data. As seen in
Figure 10, both loads and crack growth predictions compare well with the experimental data.
The steps in Figure 10 are due to the nature of the predictive analysis. Consider a
crack growth step. An increment of displacement is applied. When the driving force value
To* reaches the material resistance value TR * for the current crack size, the displacement is
held constant while an increment of crack growth is permitted. If Tl)* > TR *, after the
increment of growth, the crack must grow more. So again, the displacement is held constant
and an increment of crack growth is modeled. As such, the horizontal steps in Figure 10
represent the amount of crack growth for a given displacement. Note also that during a
growth step with the displacement held constant, the load, which is predicted, drops slightly.
If Tp* < ?R* after an increment of crack growth, the growth of the crack is stopl-cd. Hence,
an additional increment of displacement can be applied. This application phase predictive
methodology is illustrated graphically in Figure 2. It is emphasized that the analyses in
Figure 10, as well as all analyses shown in the next section (which presents the MSD
analysers), provide predictions of both load and crack growth using only one 7'*-resistance
curve.
This fashion of predictive analyses allows the numerical test to follow the given T*-
resistance curve in an average 5cnse. Small increments of displacements or crack growth are
necessary in order to follow closely the 7'*-resistance curve. At the expense of computational
lime, it is possible to design a rrrore sophisticated algorithm to closely follow the T*-
resistance curve and to provide smoother predictions without steps in the predicted load
versus crack-extension diagram.
The Foster-Millcr (1 S] flat panel tests P1, P2, and P3 were also analyzed to provide
additional verification of the predictive capability of the method and the obtained T*-
resistance curve (Eq. 1). These were tension tests of center-cracked panels, with initial crack
size 2a = 4, 7, 11 inches for tests P1, P2 and P1, respectively. They were also flat panels, 20
inches wide, 48 inclies long, and 0.04 inch thick. They were much smaller than those used at
N1ST. Figure 1 1 compares the predictions for three tests with different initial crack sizes.
Good comparison is observed. 'Note that the resistance curve used for t,h" analyses was
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obtained from tile. N1ST material and not from the ,;l'oster-Miller material. The mechanical
properties cif the material were also assumed to be the satne. (figure 5).
The application phase predictions for tests N4SD- .A and MSD-5 are shown in Figures
12 and 13, respectively. In these figures (and all other similar. ; ;;ores shown subsequently)
the abscissa represents crack growth and the ordinate represents , load as predicted using the
algorithm shown in Figure 2. The predicted results are for the right crack tip. In higures 12
or 13, the point of zero crack extension conespcmds tea the initial lxisition of the right tip of
the main crack. The MSD c racks are drawn to scale in these figures so that the extension of
the brain crack, the MSD linkup points, and the curwsponding simultaneous ligament failure
predictiuns call
	 observed.	 t
It is seen that the N4SD -4 predictions.(:-igu a 12) arc. excellent. both the linkup loads,
maximum loads, and crack growth predictions arc almost identical with the experimental
values. Figure 1;; likewise shows good predictions for MSD-5 except that the failure load is
predicted to) be identical to the second and third linkup to Vt Experimentally, a slight
increase in load was observed (afterthe third linkup) at about 4.5 inches of crack growth.
However, these predictions are considered excellent given the many sources of statistical
variability for these experiments. This variability includes: lot variability of material
properties such as stress-strain response and T*-resistance curves anO slight errors in
sixeimen fabrication wNch led to the experimentally observed crack growth rate differences
between the left and right side crack tips, etc.
The application phase prediction for test MST)-7 is sh ,)wn in Figure 14. This test had
five MSD cracks ahead of both tips of the main crack.. Tr .. -fack spacing and crack sizes are
illustrated in Figure 4 and at the top of Figure 14. As see „1 Figure 4, all of the MSD cracks
joined together after the second linkup (gray shaded regions in Figure 4 . Excellent
predictions of hoth linkup loads, linkup instability, and crack growth behavior are seen in
Figure 14. Note that MSD-10 test data is also presented here. Having the same crack sizes,
the MSD-7 and MSD-10 tests were. identical. Some of the statistical variability in the results
call 	 seen here with the test results for MSD-10 higher than those for MSD-7. 'The analyses
for this case. as well as for MSD-8 and MSD-9 (discussed next), used a quarter model, i.e.,
only the right crack was modeled.
The application phase predictions for tests MSD-S.  and MSi7-9 are shown in Figures
15 and 16, respectively. The MSD spacing is illustrated at the he umn of these figures.
Again, the initial position of the right tn s►in crack tip corresponds to the point of zero crack
extension in Figures 15 and 16, with the MSD spacing ahead of the main crack. The
initiation load prediction for MSD-8 (Figure 15) is quite g.xxl. The predicted load at first
linkup is slightly higher than the test data. In addition, the predicted load at second linkup is
higher than the test data. After the second linkup, the MSD cra:: ks g all Inked together as
shown in .Figure 15 after about 2.5 inches of crack growth. This linkup instability was
Euedicted by the LPFl." roodel quite well.
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Figure 16 illustrates the prediction for MSD -9. Note that the initial linkup led to a
rapid crick jump (Figures 4 and 16). The rapid crack jump « :as also predicted lay the model.
The. maximum load is sciniewhat underpredicted compared with the experimental results.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented the computational predictions and corresponding comparisons-
with test data developed at National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) on large
panels with A4SD. All eight unique tests in the NIST-90 test series were analyzed using the
elastic-plastic finite element alternating method (EPFEAM). in addition, three tests
per►orrned by Foster- ±hiller were analyzed. Of the eight NISI tests, three were single crack
tip and five had MSD cracks ahead of a main crack. The three Foster- M iller tests
hsidered here were single-center crack panel tests. These predictions are simple to obtain
,W Ab this newly developed methodology, and all predictions were made using the simple
procedure without fudging of any results. Manny of the predictions compared exactly with the
experimental data, and at worst. a difference of 	 between analysis and experiment was
ebtained. These results rue considered excellent given the material and test statistical
variability.
i
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PREDICTIONS OF WIDESPREAD FATIGUE DAMAGE THRESHOLD
L. Wang, W. T. Chow, H. Kawai, and S. N. Atluri
FAA Center of Excellence for
Computational Modeling of Aircraft Structures
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0356
SUMMARY
Commercial transport aircraft are required to operate under the concept of damage
tolerance. This requires that aircraft fuselages and wings tolerate discrete source damages
induced by foreign objects, such as impact damage due to engine disintegration. Due to the
structural redundancy and the crack arrest capability, the current fleet of commercial aircraft
were initially designed to have sufficient residual strength to sustain discrete source damage.
However, fatigue damage during the life of an aircraft can significantly reduce the residual
strength of an aging itircraft. Thus, it is important to predict the severity of the fatigue
damage, since it can reduce the residual strength of an aging aircraft to below the damage-
tolerant requirement. It is also important to estimate the remaining fatigue life of an aging
aircraft so that inspection, maintenance, and repair can be scheduled before a catastrophic
failure may occur. This paper presents a hierarchical approach for the numerical predictions
of the widespread fatigue damage threshold and the remaining fatigue life of an aging
aircraft. In this approach, the global load distribution is obtained using an finite element
analysis with a coarse mesh, while the crack(s) is (are) modeled only to a level to determine
the load flow redistribution due to its (their) presence. The crack tip parameters are obtained
using the finite element alternating method at the local level. A detailed numerical study is
presented to illustrate the typical characteristics of the widespread-fatigue damage threshold
for an aging aircraft.
INTRODUC" 17ION
The fatigue damage due to the repetitive loading condition of pressurisation is one of
the mrtjor concerns among the civil aviation industry. There exists two different types of
approach in dealing with the multiple-site fatigue damage problem. One of them is the
Multiple-,Site Damage Threshold (MSDT) approach, the other is the Widespread Fatigue
Damage Threshold (W DT) approach [ 11. In the, MSDT approach the severity of MSD is
measured by the potential of linkup, while in the WFDT approach, it is indicated by the
reduction- of residual strength of the aircraft.
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As shown in Figure l(a), the MSDT approach requires the study of fatigue growth and
linkup of a number of small fatigue cracks. If the ISD cracks do not linkup during service
inspections, it is considered safe. However, small MSD cracks may significantly reduce the
residual strength of an aircraft in the presence of a lead crack, as illustrated in Figure 1(b).
For an aircraft designed to operate at a high level of working stress with a small amount of
redundant residual strength, very small undetectable fatigue cracks can reduce the residual
strength to below an acceptable level. On the other hand, aircraft with sufficient redundant
residual strength can have enough residual strength in the presence of detectable fatigue
cracks. Therefore.. using the MSDT approach alone• may lead to a false feeling of safety and
the MSDT approach alone is not sufficient for the evaluation of the severity of multiple-site
fatigue damage on an aircraft.
MSD Threshold
	
WFD Threshold
tcilique crocks	 stVfen r	 1kftw cw c 1
Net holes
	 719modCrook I	 dot holes
When Will These Fatigue	 When WIII The Panel Not Be Able
Cracks Link Up?	 To Stop the Lead Crack?
(a)	 (b)
Figure 1. MSD Threshold Approach and WFD Threshold Approach.
Currently. the fleet of aging commercial aircraft in the U.S. is operating under the concept
of-'damage tolerance: (2), which requires an aircraft to have sufficient residual strength in the
presence of damage in the principal structural elements during the interval of service
inspections. Such damages include fatigue cracks, propagating between detectable and
c6tical size, and discrete source damage induced by foreign objects such as fragments in the
case of engine disintegration. Since fatigue damage can degrade the damage tolerance
capability of an aircraft, evaluating the severity of fatigue cracks lMiugh the evaluation of the
reduction in residual strength is very important in order to truly enforce the damage tolerance
concept.
For practical interest, it is also important to predict the widespread fatigue damage (WFD)
tE'ireshc:d, i.e., the number of loading cycles that will produce fatigue: cracks such that the
residual strength of the aircraft is reduced to below an acceptable level. With the knowledge
of widespread fatigue dan rage threshold, aging aircraft operators can schedule: service
inspections economically without compromising safety requirements. This paper presents a
methodology to predict the %VFD threshold with numerical examples illustrating the typical
characteristics of aii aging; aircraft.
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EFI,I;CTS OF MSD CRACKS ON RESIDUAL STRENGTH
To determine the critical MSD crack size that will reduce the residual strength of an
aircraft fuselage below an acceptable level, we must perform residual strength analysis of the
aircraft fuselage in the presence of a lead crack and MSD. Nonlinear material behavior must
be considered in such a study. At the critical load, the. plastic zone size ahead of the lead
crack tip in a typical aircraft fuselage can be as large as more than a half inch to several
inches. However, the typical rivet spacing is only about 1 inch. Therefore, the: zone of
plastic deformation ahead of the lead crack is not negligible when compared to the size of the
MSD cracks and ligaments ahead of the lead crack. In an elastic fracture mechanics model,
the deformation and stress are highly localized near the crack tip. Due to tite plastic
deformation, these stress must be redistributed along the ligaments to achieve static
equilibrium, as suggested in an Irwin model for the estimation of plastic zone size.. Such
stress redistribution can significantly change the loading condition of the adjacent cracks in
the MSD crack situation. On the other hand, the existence of MSD cracks limits the size of
the ligaments on which the stress can be redistributed. Furthermore, the stress redistribution
is much more complicated in the MSD situation due to the interaction between the MSD
cracks and the lead crack. Therefore, it detailed elastic-plastic fracture analysis of the cracked
panel is necessary.
Figure 2(a) shows a typical MSD situation, in which there is a single lead crack
located at the center of the flat panel. There are two MSD cracks ahead of each of the lead
crack tips. The length of the ligaments between adjacent cracks is 1 inch. The material is
assumed to be aluminum 2024-T3. A piecewise linear flow curve is used for Al 2024-T3, as
shown in Figure 2(b). The effect of MSD cracks on the residual strength of a cracked panel
and the im fwrtance of elastic-plastic fracture mechanics approach can be seen in Figure 3.
(a)
	
	 (b)
Figure 2. A Lead Crack and MSD.",, a Flat Sheet.
11.5"
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IFigure 3 is the normalised residual strength plot for the panel shown in Figure 2(a).
The residual strength is normalized with respect to the residual strength for the case where
there is only a lead crack, obtained using linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM), it is seen
that the LEI M approach overestimates the residual strength, compared to the elastic-plastic
fracture. mechanics (EIS
 U approach. For the lead crack only case in this panel
configuration, the amount of overestimation is very large., However, in the presence of MST)
cracks, the LEM approach can lead to significant error, especially if the panel is at a high
stre4s level.
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Figurc 3. Normalized Residual Strength for the Lead Crack Only Using LEFTN, the Lead
Crack Only Using EPFM, the Lead Crack With MSD lasing LLFM, and the
Lead Crack With !+,-1SD Using EPFM.
RESIDUAL STRENGTH ANALYSLS OF AIRCRAFT RISELAGRS
Global-intermediate-local hierarchical modeling is an efficient approach for the
residual strength analyscc of aircraft fuselages in the presence oi' a lead crack and MSh.
Figure 4 graphically illustrates such a hierarchical approach. In a global analysis, linear
claq ir analyscc of the global load flow in the aircraft fuselage are carried out using; the
ordinary finite elrmew method. Stringers and frames are simplified ac straight beans and
curved beams. Shins art. modeled using shell eleniontc. Lead cracks arc modeled explicitly.
However, no mesh refinement around crack tips is necessary, since the purpose of the
analysis is to obtain the load flow pattern, i.e., to obtain the boundary conditions for the more
detailed intermediate model.
The intermediate! model contains a smaller portion of the cracked fuselage, where
swingers and franks are modeled in detail using shr-ll elements. Each rivet is modeled
individutilly using spring elements. The empirical formula suggested by Swift 13J is used to
rncKlel the flexibility of rivets. Thus, the influence of the detailed structure on the mcmhranc
stress in thc: skin can be determined through this linear elastic intermediate analysis. Again,
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the lead crack is ntcxfI-fled explicitly, but no ntesh refinernent around the crack tip is made in
order to reduce the computational cost.
<>
O O O O
O O O O
Residual Strength Analysis
Using EPFEAM
figure 4. A C;lolbal •-Intermediate -Local Hierarchical Approach for the Residual Strength
Analysis of an Aircraft Fuselage.
A rectangular skin model is obtained from the intermediate analysis. In the local
model the boundary loading conditions at the four edges and the rivet pin-loads of the rivet
holes are obtained frorn the intermediate analysis. The skin-only local model is analyzxd
using Elastic-Plastic.Altemating Method, where none of the cracks are modeled explicitly.
Analytical solutions for an embedded crack in an infinite domain, subiccted to arbitrary crack
surface loadings, are used  to capture the singular fields near the crack tips. More details
about the Finite Element Alternating Method and its extension to the clastic-plastic analyses
can be found in [4, 5, 61.
A typical residual strength plot obtained from such global-intermediate-local unalyscs
is illustrated in figure 5. In the analysis shown in f =igure 5 we assume the aircraft fuselage
has a radios of 118 inches. The longitudinal lead crack is located at a lap joint splice. We
assume a broken center tear strip while the center frame retrains intact. The skin thickness is
0.071 inch. The critical stress-intensity factor for the skin is taken as Kr, =: 90 ksiVin. Rivets
are of radius 0.095 inch. The franc spacing is 20 inches. 4ndthe stringer spacing is 10
inches.
Fif uiv 5 show-, the critical cabin pressure Y,., versus the half crack length a of the lead
crack. The critical pressure is defined as the cabin pressure, at which the stress-intensity
factor (or its equivalent elastic-plastic counter part, P, which is the same us./ for stationary
cracks) at the lead crack tip reaches the critical value. It is seen that the residual strength
reaches a loc.d-rnaximurn shortly after the lead crack penetrates the first crack arresting
frame. In thcr vuntcrical modeling, we assume that the crack an-cstirtg frame remains intact
and the tear strip under the crack arresting frame is broken when the lead crack penetrates the
crack arrestit
'
,r frarne. The residual strength curve is obtained by computing the. critical
pressure fbi, c ..erent sizes of the lead crack. Therefore, no stable tearing is considered. It is
seen that the ;incar clastic analysis significantly overestimates the residual strength of the
cf" ked fuselage.
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The local maximum (sec Figure S) is above the operating pressure, which is assumed
to be 8.4 psi. Therefore, if it large damage, due to link up of fatigue cracks or a foreign
, znvwct, is induced during the operation, the lead crack will be arrested around the hwal
#naximum at the operating pressure, provided that the damage. extends to no more than two
bays. However, MSD cracks ahead of the lead crack can bring down the local maximum to
below the operating pressure. In such a case, the fuselage no longer has the required crack
arre,sting capability. The aircraft with MSD can still. operate with sufficient strength,
provided no large damage is present in the fuselage. However, it becomes vulnerable to
dannage since it no longer has the capability to arrest a two-bay damage.
Figure 6 shows how the residual strength at the local maximum point decreases as the
number and the size of falig;ue cracks ahead of the lead crack tip increase. Isere, we assume
equal length fatigue cracks emanating from both sides of a rivet hole. The crack lengths are
measured from the edges of rivet holes to the tips of fatigue cracks. The di. Jjtnce between the
	
lead crack tip and the center of the first rivet hole is 1 inch. Three differc 	 ASD can-:: kre
presented. The y correspond to fatigue cracks emanating front the firs! rivet hole ahead of
the lead crack tip, 2) the first three rivet holes ahead of the lead crack tip, and 3) the first five
rivet holes ahead of the lead crack tip. From this analysis, we can find the critical size of
fatigue cracks that. will pose a WFD problem.
Figure 7 showy the reduction of residual strength for the MSD case in which there are
onl y two equal length fatigue cracks emanating from the first rivet hole ahead of the lead
crack tip, as indicated in thc. figure. The result obtained using the LEFM approach and the
result obtained using EF'FM approach arc shown in the plot. It is seen that LEFM predicts a
very small reduction in residual strength. LEFM overestimates the residual strength for the
lead crack only case by it large amount, as shown in higure 6. However, LEFM under-
estimates the effect of MSD cracks as shown in Figure 7. Thus, using Llr l'W will lead to the
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false impression that this structure is too strong to have WFD problems. Therefore, we
conclude that EPFM approach is mandatory in the study of WFD problem.
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Figure 6. Residual Strength in the Presence of MSA Cracks.
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The reduction of residual strungth also delx-nds strongly on dus t' ,, the distance
between the lead crack tip and the center of the first rivet hole. The s;naller rltirsp, the
stronger the influence of MSA cracks. Figure S illustrates such effect. In practical
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lic.ations it is difficult to determine accurately and rationally the spacing dvsn. From
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--	 --	 another poini of view, the discrete source damage is random in nature. A probabilistic
description seems to he more natural. and a probabilistic analysis may be more suitable than a
deterministic mbasis.
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Figure 8. The Influence of d vtsU, the Distance Between the Lcad Crack Tip and the Center of
the First Rivet Hole, on the Reduction in Residual Strength.
FATIGUE CRACK GRO%N, TH ANALYSES
After (fie analyses of the effect of NISD on the crack arresting capability of the aircraft
-fuselage panel, we can perform fatigue crack growth analyses to determine the WFD
threshold. The hierarchical modeling strategy described in the previous section is also :Ased
for the fatigue anaivsis. '11;e local fatigue analysis uses FEAM and LE1 =M. Figury 9 shows
the results from a simple, straight forward fatigue analysis. Forman's crack growth quation
(71 is used in the analysis. It is
_ C_(AK)"
dN (1— R)Kc —,6K
where AK is the stress-intensity factor range and R is the stress ratio in cyclic loading. The
values of K,, C, and it were given by Forman et W. (71 as the following:
K,. = 83 ksi vile
C = 3 x 10 •'4 kcvc• ksi' in''it 
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However, the residual stress near rivet holes can change .
 the fatigue life of these MSD
cracks significantly. Residual stress due to misfitting, coldworking, rivet clamping forces,
and fretting, etc., can all change the fatigue behavior. For illustration purpose, we
demonstrate a case with the consideration of residual stress due- to rivet misfitting and
eolduv nrking. More details of the effect clue to eoldworking and rivet misfitting may be found
in [8].
Figure 16 shows the prediction of fatigue growth with the consideration of residual
stress. It is seen that in the presence of residual stress the fatigue growth behavior changes
significantly. When compared to the case where there is no residual stress, as seen in
Figure 11, the small cracks grow faster and large cracks grow slower. Thus, the catch up
phenomenon due to such residual stress, i.e., small fatigue cracks may grow faster to catch up
to the size of large cracks, may he observed.
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Figure 10. Fatigue Crack Growth Considering the Effect of Residual Stress.
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However, this analysis is based on a simplified residual stress model. In practice,
misfitting and coldworking are displacement control processes. A more elaborated procedure
may needed to evaluate the effect of misfitting and coldworking. Again, due to the. random
natural of residual stress, a probabilistic analysis as a follow up of the deterministic analysis-
ma) be necessary.
CONCLUSIONS
It is necessary to use. WFDT approach to study the effect of MSD on the crack
arresting capability of an aircraft fuselage in order to truly enforce the damage tolerance
concept. With the knowledge of widespread fatigue damage threshold.. operators of aging
aircraft can schedule service inspections economically without compromising safety
requirements and the aircraft designer can optimize aircraft designs for better tradeoff
betwer:n production cost, operating cost, maintenance cost, and structural strength
redundancy. Plasticity is very important in the residual strength analysis of not on`y the lead
r crack in the presence of MSD but also of the lead crack itself. Residual stresses, induced by
rivet misfitting, coldworking, rivet clamping forces, fretting, etc., can significantly change the
behavior of fatigue crack growth on an aircraft fuselage and WFD threshold. Since discrete
source damages are random events and the magnitude of residual stresses have a large scatter,
a probabilistic analysis as a follow-up of the present deterministic analysis may be necessary.
r
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SUMMARY
A probability mode-1 for the growth of corrosion pits in aluminum alloys in aqueous
environments, in which the focus is the role of clustered particles, is suggested as a basis for
estimating the distributions in size and location of fatigue cracks, as a function of time, for
use in multi;le-site damage (MSD) analyses. MSD is a condition in which multiple fatigue
cracks occur within the same structural element, which is precipitated by pitting corrosion.
The model replaces the practice of assuming the distributions for the size and location of
MSD-. Statistical distributions, estimated from experimental observations of 2024-T3
aluminum all-v, for the random size, density, and location of constituent panicles are used as
input for a mechanistically based probability model for severe corrosion pit growth. Pitting
initiates at constituent particles, which are either anodic or cathodic relative to the matrix, and
involves complex electrochemical processes. Local interactions between particles and the
matrix enhance the growth rate. Spatial statistics models for cluster processes have been
modified to ch
'
aacterize constituent particles, which are clustered randomly in ire and
shape.
INTRODUCTION
Multiple-site damage is a condition in which fatigue damage or cracks are, at more
that) one! site within the same structural element. MSD is of serious concern in terms of the
integrity and safety of aging systems. In aging airplanes, for example, MSD may occur as a
result of fatigue cracking at rivet. holes along fuselage lap joints. Currently, statistical
distributions for the size and location of ',\4SD ill aging airplanes are assumed. This
procedure is unsatisfactory because of the absence of a rational basis for their selection and
for estimating the time evolution of damage. A mechanistically based model for estimating
the time evolution of these distributions of.ASD, therefore, is needed and is discussed herein.
1 ni; rewarch was supriorted in pail by the Air I-q)j cc Office of'Scientific Research under Grant rN'9620-93- 1 -
0426 and by the Fc&ral Aviatiun Administration under Grant 92-G-0006.
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Pitting corrosion in aluminum alloys is recognized as an important precursor for the
onset of fatigue crack growth, and it. is influenced by the nature and distribution of the
-constituent particles in the alloys. Probability and statistical modeling of constituent particles
and corrosion pits, coupled with fatigue growth analysis :
 therefore,'provide a rational basis
for MSD analyses,. The primary thrust herein is to describe some the key features necessary
' for the development of a mechanistically based probability model for the growth of "corrosion
-pits. The success of this approach is highly dependent on the accuracy of the mechanistic
odel for the corrosion process and on the proper identification of the random variables '(rvs)
it affect the process. The goal of this effort is to estimate the randorn pit size at an arbitrary
time and location. Since fatigue cracks emanate from severe corrosion pits, the probability
rdistribution for,pit size at a specified location is a precursor to MSD analysis. A plausible
mechanistic: mode; 'if; considered-for the evolution of patting corrosion and its probabilistic
character. The mode.] focuses on the growth of corrosion pits in an aluminum alloy in an
' .	 aqueous environment. The. main sources ^f ^^ariability_in thc^nc^ca arc frond the mechanical
and corrosion propet ties of the alloy and the electrochemical beii, - induced by'ihe -- _
-	 environment. The significance of the variables is evaluated by using parameter values find
^i	 assumed probability, distributions which are typical in experimental observations.
ti 
Y	
DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL
The-crmial aspect in mechanistically based probability modeling is the description of
the damage process. The damage of interest is the growth of corrosion pits. The model is
motivated by e;nvironmentai effects on bare surfaces, e.g., the interior surface of rivet holes.
Damage nucleates on bare surfaces as pits formed by localized ,galvanic corrosion near
exposed constituent particles. As pits grow, neight.vring particles are: exposed and further
contribute to growth. The process-continues until a critical pit size. is reached from which a
small corrosion fatigi le. crack nucleates with high probability: Randomness in mater-al
properties and their sensitivity to the environment are represented explicitly. Becau5e'a
detailed mechanistic model for pit growth is not developed fully, well-established empirical
traits art: incorporated. The corrosion pit size, as a function of the exposures time to the
environment, is the key variable in this effort.- The goal is to find the time dependent
cumulative distribution function (cqn for pit sire. It is the edf which accounts for scatter and
which allows for identification, estimation, and prediction of reliability.
Constituent particles behave cathodically or anodically relative to the rnatrix.
Corrosion pits formed by the dissolution of anodic particles terminate their growth, or are at
least severely retarded, when the anodic particle. is nearly dissolved (I ]. Cathodic particles,
howc:v^r, promote dissolution of the adjamni matrix. Thus, cathodic particles are assumed to
be critical for pit growth. The particles for 12 different square fields, 800 Pm x 800 ,um, were
analyzed. principally by size and shape, to distinguish the cathodic particles.
Modeling the spatial ,statistics cif particics is not cast' [2, 3); however, some of the
properties can be obtained readily. Figure I shows a polished :section of the rolling surface of
f
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2024-T3 alloy before exposure to any environment. Cross sections of constituent particles,
which have random size and shape, are manifest. Notice the particle clustering, where the
predominant cluster pattern appears to be somewhat aligned, principally in the rolling
direction. Clearly, a cluster may have a long dimension of several hundred gm. Particle
clustering and alignment are attributed to processing. Geometrical properties of the particles
and clusters, observed on polished sections, are treasured from SEM micrographs. Thus,
modeling the spatial statistics for particle clustering in the alloy is needed for predictions of
the growth of corrosion.
Severe pitting is caused by interaction between the matrix and a cluster orclusters of
subsurface particles, which form local galvanic cells to sustain dissolution. Figure 2 shows
SEM ricrographs of the cross section of pits formed from clusters of constituent particles. The
inset shows the pits from the specimen surface. The larger pit is approximately 500 Am. long,
_70 µm wide at the surface, and 300 µm deep at this section. The overall shape reflects the
.planar diuribution of constituent particles, which happen to be cathodic. An SEM
ttiicrol;ractograph of a fatigue crack origin is shown in Figure 3. The crack originates at a pit
_- displayed by the. dark region at the center of the microfractograph. The features of the origin are
identical to those of the deeper pit in Figure 2. The associated surface features of the fatigue
origin, which are not shown, are also identical to those shown in the inset in Figure 2. These
comparisons clearly link se%rere localized pitting to corrosion fatigue crack nucleation. Since
particle clustering is critical, it must be modeled appropriately. Major damaged regions in the
allgy/c:an range from 50 to 150 grn in width and from 100 to 2,000 gm in length relative to
tl^ , rimary rolling direction (4]. The density of severe pits is approximately one pit/mm'- [4].
Tl:.e cluster sire was estimated by the nearest neighbor cdf; which describes the
minimurri distance between each particle and its nearest neighbor, computed between
centroids. The distances are fit quite well by a Weibull cdf, and the pararneters, found by
maximum likelihoo.l, am as follows: shape parameter, a =1.80 and scale . parameter,
R = 42-34-pin. The scatter is 57%, and the mean';s P = 37.65µm . The assumed clustering
criterion is that two particles are clustered if their distance is less than the . mean A. Figure 4
is a. spatial plot of the centroids of the cathodic particles on a polished section of the rolling
surface of 2024-T:3 alloy. The clusters are shown explicitly. A Complete description of the
cluster analysis is in (,3]. Let Nc be the r y for the number of cathodic larticles in a cluster.
The estimated c:df for Nc is
Pk = Pr{Nc = k} = 0.725k -2'41 ; k > 1
The. dilemrria is that large clusters lead to the most severe darnage, but yet, they are rare. For
example, in the 7.68 mm' observed, only $ clusters containing more than 9 particles were
found of which three had 11, one had 12, one had 15, and one had 22 particles. For an
improved estimate. additional data are required.
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Following [5, 6). it is assumed that pits grow at a constant volumetric rate dV/dt given
by
r
J
dV f dt = (,11I p, f n.Fp)exIJ-(AH1 RT )]
	
(2)
where 11-f is the molecular weight. of the material, n is the valence, F= 96514 c/mol is
Faraday's constant, p is the density, All is the activation energy, R = 8.314 J/mol-K is the
universal gas constant, Tis the absolute temperature, and Ipo is the pitting current
coefficient. A mature corrosion pit is geometrically quite complex (Figure 2). As a first
approximation, the shale is assumed to be half of a prolate , spheroid. The orientation of a pit
depends on the Ickaition on the aircraft. For example, the high-stress region of a rivet hole
located on the fuselage is an S-T surface of the alloy. A severe pit emanating from such a
location is modeled by a prolate spheroid in which the major axis represents the depth of the
pit. The volume is
V _ (2/3)=b-	 (3)
where a and b are half the lengths of the major and minor axes, respectively. Alternatively,
the high-stress region of a rivet hole located on a wing is the S-L surface of the alloy. A
severe pit originating from this location should be approximated by a prolate spheroid in
which the rninor axis represents the depth. The volume of such a shape is similar to (3)
except that the roles of the axes are reversed, i.e., a and b are one-half the lengths of the
minor and imajor axes, respectively. Clearly, the location of a severe pit is essential for
proper modeling. Herein, the analysis will be restricted to an application representative of the
fuselage.	 =
The time dependent behavior of the axes a and b in (3) is required for dVIdt. From
observations, it is assumed that the aspect ratio 0k is constant but dependent on the .:athodic
particle cluster size k. Thus.
h1a =OkI k>:O, Ok S1.	 (4)
Wile" Qk = 1. the pit growth is hemispherical, (61. Since dVIVI is assumed to be constant, but
dependent on the clusters size k, it i, clear from (2) that the hitting current constant IpO
likewise depends on k. Let ao be the initial pit radius, then meshing all of the appropriate
equations yields the following:
(2/3)#2 (a3 - a') _= (MI, (k)ln1fp)ex^-(AHIRT )]t .	 (5)
Further details are available in (7].
i
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SELECTION OF DETERMINISTIC AND RANDOM VARIABLES
The behavior of an aluminum alloy exposed to an aqueous environment. is
emphasized. Table 1 lists the deterministic values used in the computations. The
temperatures are typical of operating temperatures, and Ali of 30 W/mol is reasonable. for
aluminum alloys, (8, 91. Estimation of the aspect ratio elk is problematic. A rough
approxiination was obtained b'y empirically estimating the ratio of the longest and shortest
chords of a simple convex shape which circumscribes each cluster. The estimations are fairly
good for clusters with less than six particles; however, for tht;_ remaining sizes, the data tare
too limited to he accurate, Since large clusters are most important for damage, the sample
average is the only reasonable estimate for Qk.
The cluster size N,., which is directly related. to the material composition, is assumcd
to be a ry with cdf given in (1). The initial pit size ao, which is associated with the size of the
cross section of the surface particle, and the pitting current coefficient 1po, which reflects the
scatter in the electrochemical pit growth, are assumed to be rvs. Extensive experimental
testing is needed to characterize each rv, and because the cdfs are unknown, the standard
three parameter Weibull cdf is assumed for ao and Ip., [7]. These approximations are
intended to be typical, but they are not necessarily quantitatively accurate. Table 2 contains
the assumed parameter values for the. Weibull cdfs. The cluster size k and ao are assumed to
be independent, but 1p, is definitely dependent on k because the electrochemical process
depends on the interaction between the particles and the matrix. The assumed numerical
values are acceptable for illustration purposes; however, forte specific physical application
the identification and estimation of these parameters are very important. This is precisely
where accurate'and statistical modeling is required.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The a-elf for the pit size is a function of the underlying rvs given the cluster size k.
Since it is assumed that the pit sire 6' and depth it are related by (3) and (4), then the
computation. for the cdf for the pit depth F(d; t) is required. Thus, F(d; t) must be computed
as an application of law of total probability, i.e.,
F(d;t) = TPr{a <diN, = k;t)Pr(N, = k) _ 7,Fk (d;t)Pr(N, _: k),	 (b)
kzl	 kat
where F4.(d. t) is the conditional cdf for the pit depth given a cluster size of k and where the
distribution for N,. is given in (1). Given that Nc = k, the marginal c4fs for Ipo(k) and ao are
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used to find Fk(d; t). To avoid excessive numerical difficulty, these conditional cdfs are
estimated by Monte Carlo simulation, (7J.
Figure 5 shows the conditional cdfs Fk(x; t) for a tame t = 3 days of exposure to the
environment, given the cluster size k = 2, 4, 6, 8, and 1.0. The cdfs are spread over a broad
range as (- increases indicating that the variability increases as the cluster si7e increases. The
variability is a reflection of the scatter associated with all of the ns. The median pit depths
range from 5.3 to 17.2 Wn. The reason for the'almost verticM lower tails is that there is a
minimum pit depth associated. with the assumed model. The minimum depth is quite
sensitive to the cluster aspect ratio ^k, temperature T, and the• time t.
Figure 6 shows the conditional cdfs as a function of time when t = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
days, given a cluster size of k = 22. This corresponds to the largest experimentally observed
cluster defined by the. interparticle distance criterion. Since there was only one such
observation, the statistical confidence is limited severely. Because the cdfs are essentially
parallel, the variability is approximately the same for each ccf: Notice that the scatter is
rather large. The median depths range from 11.5 to 19.8 Wit.'
One crucial aspect of mechanistically based probability modeling is the identification
of the variables. This application highlights the need for good observations because the most
needed information is the most difficult to obtain. Large clusters are the most probable sites
for severe damage, but their density is very low, implying limited observations. The need for
improved mechanistic descriptions for the pit growth is equally clear. Greater accuracy in
modeling d.irc aly result; in greater accuracy in reliability estimations,
An important application of this effort is the estimation of the frequency of MSD. A
typical sheet of 1.6 grin thickness may contain many rivet hoes with a diameter of about 5
rnm. Tiie high-stress region in each rivet hole is about 4 mrn-. Therefore, the probability of
each rivet hole. having at least one large cluster in the high-stress area. is high. The
probability density function U.,)dfl for the pit size, derived from (6), gives the frequency of pit
depths. The pdf'is used for estimating the probability of finding a pit of a given size in the
high-stress arcs. Figure 7 shows an estimate of the pdf for the pit depth when t = 3 days. The
bimodal behavior is apparent. The scatter is considerable, and the median of about 9µm
occurs at the peak of the dominant mode. Since the pdf is highly dependent on the preceding
assumptions, Figure 7 is only illustrative. Nevertheless, the qualitative character is striking.
There, is a vast difference in the Ixhavior of pits encompassing small clusters as opposed to
those generated by larger clusters. As the time of exposure to the environment increases, the
frequency of large pits also increases. 1'lius, the role-of pit sire and its pdf'is a precursor for
meaningful MSD assessment.
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SUMMARY
A probability model has been developed for the growth of corrosion pits for „
aluminum alloys in aqueous environments., The focus has been the cdf for the size of the pit
for a fixed time. This model assumes that the growth of corrosion pits can be approximated
geometrically by prolate spheroids. The new feature of the modeling is the inclusion of
particle interuction within clusters to enhance pit growth.
The probabilistic nature; of the pit growth, as a function of the time otexposure to the
environment, u as assessed primarily as a function of particle cluster size. The effect of
temperature was considered. The results are qualitatively consistent, and the trend of the
calculations is in accord with typical observations. Also the nerd for this analysis in MSD
assessment was discussed. This effort illustrates that mechanistic probability modeling is „ .
needed to adequately describe complex pit growth. It is apparent that better mechanistic
understanding of corrosion pit growth and improved characterization of the key rvs is
warranted.
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Table 1. Deterministic Parwuneters Used in the Model for an Aluminum Alloy.
Parameter Aluminum
Density p 2.7x106 (gm/rn3)
Molecular weight M 27
Valence n 3_
Activation energy AH _ 30 (kJ/cool)
Temperature T 273, 293, 313 (K)
Table 2. We.ibull Parameters Used in the Model for an Aluminum Alloy.
ITS Q P Y N
ao (in) 12 S.OF-7 1. SE-6 1.98E-6
IPO (clsec) 1 kx.6.5E-5 C.5E-5 (k+l )x6.5E-5
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SUMMARY
In the process of MD-80 supplemental inspection document (SID) development, an
exploratory study focused on optimizing the inspection frequenc y
 for aircraft structures. An
optimization scheme to determine the inspection frequency has been developed based on the
expected cost of failure concept. The optimum inspection frequency- is determined by
minimizing the expected life-cycle costs while satisfying the constraints on specified airplane
reliability. It has been shown that the optimum inspection frequency increases as the relative
cost. of inspection compared to the cost of failure becomes smaller, thus increasing the
airplane reliability. The proposed approach can be an effective tool for inspection frequency
determination.
INTRODUCTION
In response to the FAA Advisory Circular 91-56, "Supplemental Inspection Program
for Large-Transport Categories Airplanes," and CAA Airworthiness Notice loo. 89,
"Continuing Structural Integrity of Transport Aeroplanes," Douglas Aircraft Company
together with, the effected operators initiated development of such programs on the DC-8,
DC-9, DC-10. and MD-80 commercial transport aircraft. The objective of these programs
was aimed to produce a supplemental inspection document (SID) for-each aircraft. The DC-8
SID was published in January 1986, the DC:-9 SID in June of 1986, the DC-10 SID in
January of 1989, rind the MD-80 STD is expected to be complete in 1997. The SID program
emphasizes reevaluation of the structure known as principle structural elements (PSEs) for
damage tolerance and the development of approp6ate inspection programs to preclude failure
of the PSEs. This evaluation is performed on the basis of current. usage, service experience,
and state-of-the-art durability and damage tolerance analysis and testing technologies. The
results of this SID analysis are used to define a SID inspection Program, which is then
compared to the current maintenance inspection, program. PSE by PSE. Supplemental
inspections are scheduled only for those PSEs whose current maintenance programs are
found to be inadequate by comparison  to the established SID requirements.
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DOUGLAS SID PROGRAM .
The SID program basically consists of durability and damage tolerance analysis,
inspection methods development, formulation of the inspection program, and documentation
(AbYkis et al., 1985, Hagemaier et al., 1985, Ludas, 1993).
r
Durability and Damage Tolerance Analysis
Aircraft Usage Definition
The aircraft usage data for the SID programs are based on evaluation of the in-service
` utilization of the aircraft. A set of flight profiles are defined to identify the magnitude and
variation through the flight of gross weight, payload, fuel, altitude, speed, distance, and any
other information required to define the pertinept flight and ground parameters needed to
. = develop the fatigue loads.
Stress Spectrum
A fatigue: loads spectrum in teTMS of gross area stress is developed for each PSE to be
analyzed, based on the flight usage profiles specified for the particular aircraft model series.
The spectrum represents the following loading environments: flight loads (gust, maneuvers),
landing impact, ground load` (taxi, take-off run, landing roll, etc.), ground-air-ground cycles
(including fuselage pressurization and engine thrust), and other loading as appropriate. The
resulting spectrum is a representative flight-by-flight, cycle-by-cycle random loading
sequence that reflects the appropriate and significant elastic_ airplane dynamic response
characteristics.
Selection of the Principal Structural Elements (PSE)
A PSE is that structure whose failure, if it remained undetected, could lead to the loss
of the aircraft. Therefore, the selection of a PSE is based on the following considerations: (1)
elements in tension or shear; (2) low static margin; (3) high stress concentration; (4) high
load transfer; (5) high spectrum severity; (6) high stress in secondary members after primary
member failure; (7) materials with high crack growth rates; (8) areas prone to accidental
damage or corrosion; (9) component test results; (10) results of full-scale fatigue test. and
(11) service experience.
The MD-84 aircraft was determined to have 42 PSEs from all portions of the aircraft.
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Damage Tolerance Assessment
A damage tolerance evaluation is made of all the PSE's for,the aircraft model. The .
evaluation includes a determination of the probable location and damage susceptibility
(fatigue, accidental damage, corrosion) and is based on analysis supported by test dava  and
service experience. The evaluation includes determining the crack growth time history and
aircraft residual st rength characteristics.
Linear elastic fracture mechanics are used to perform the damage tolerance analysis.
This analysis method has been correlated with test data for both crack growth time. histories
and residual strength.
The crack growth time history is presented in terms of, a characteristic crack
dimension versus time in landings or flight hours. The crack growth curve is taken to be an
average crack growth curve, because it is based on an average stress spectrum, average
material crack growth rate data , and an average fracture toughness allowable.
The residual strength analysis determines the crack length at instability, aim,, i.e., the
crack length of the onset of rapid propagation due to limit load.
Nondestructive Inspection (NDI) Methods
A very important part of the SID program is selecting and evaluating state-of-the-art
NDI methods applicable to each PSE, and determining a minimum detectable crack udet, for
each NDI method. For a given NDI method and PSE, adet corresponds to a crack size with a
90% probability of detection.
Inspection Program
The SID inspection program wa s. based on statistical-probabilistic concepts (Figure 1)
of crack existence and detection as related to the fatigue life estimate and damage tolerance
characteristics of each. PSE and the applicable NDI methods. The current structural
maintenance inspection program for each PSE is compared to the SID-established inspection
program. If the current inspections equal or exceed the SID requirements for a given PSE, no
supplemental inspections are required for that PSE. However, if the opposite is true,
supplemental inspection in the form of more frequent inspections or better NDI methods, or
both, must be scheduled while retaining all other aspects of the current structural
maintenance program.. Since the SID program emphasizes detection of cracking that has yet
to occur in the fleet, its inspection program is a sampling program with emphasis on high.
time aircraft.
I
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Mean Life lsthnate
The initial mean life estimate Na . , defined as the life to reach instability crack
length, ai„st , is taken to be the. design life or a newly demonstrated life, whichever is longer.
This is the total life, which includes crack initiation and crack growth life to ainst . Life is
measure(] in terms of landings or flight hours, usually landings.
The design life for fail-sate structures has historically been defined by Douglas as the
service life multiplied by a factor of two. For safe-life structures, the factor is three.
A newl y
 demonstrated life may be based on re-evaluation of past analyses or tests,
new tests, or service experience.
Fatigue Life Threshold
4.
Fatigue: life threshc 1d defines the life when the SIP program should be implemented.
For a given PSE population, the fatigue life threshold Nth corresponds to a life when the
probability of failure. per flight reaches 10_ 9 . The meaning of 10-9 is that fatigue failure up
to Nth is extremely improbable. This probability of failure, called failure rate (FR), is the
product of the probability of having a crack length a >_ ai,tst during the Nth flight, given no
previous failures, times the probability of equaling or exceeding the limit load per flight,
FR = [P(ANtlt)a inst }[P(_/FLT) 10_
0
	(1)
The. probability of encountering a 2.5g limit flight load per flight, P(LLI LT), is taken
to be 3.33 X 10-4 (Abelkis et al, 1995 }. TTkis value is based on historical mcorded service
loads data.
Inspection Sampling Concept
Thos most direct application of damage tolerance and failure life threshold (Nth)
concepts to define an inspection program is to inspect a given PSE when the aircraft reaches
N,i, and theft to inspect it every '6N,i /2 interval thereafter. AN di is the time for a crack to
grow from adet to ^? i„s, . In the next section, an alternative approach will be introduced to
determine the inspection interval on the basis of a "cost of failure” concept.
Using  a "fleet leader" sampling concept, consider inspecting n highest time aircraft
before they roach Nri, so that there. is a 90°lo probability of having and detecting one or more
cracks among these samples. Mathematically this statistical statement can be expressed as
. 5^6
n
P(r.
	 (l — Api P2 xi ` pi) = 0.9	 (2)
i=1
where n = sample size
c = number cracks
t pi = probability of having a crack a 2 ad^t at life. Ni
P2
 = probability of detecting a Z>- adet for a given NDI method
pi
 = probability of detecting a crack a 5 ain , , during normal maintenance
Ni = the• life when an operator i is expected to inspect the samples allocated to
him. It is the mean life of Start and End dates for all samples of operator i in
the sampling population.
If no cracks are found after inspection of n samples, a statement can be made that for
a specified (90%) probability of having and detecting a crack the true Nth, N(cin.'r , and
are larger than the given estimates of Nth, N+n, , and NQ,^,t . Therefore, life estimates are
advancec(Figure 2).
OPTIMUM INSPECTION FREQUENCY DESIGN
Cost of Failure
To effectively implement a SID program, identification insp.-.-6 on intervals are an
important step to ensure the specified level of reliability. In this study, the concept of the cost
of failure. is used to formulate an optimization schedule for determining of the optimum
inspection frequency for aircraft structures.
The objective function to be minimized is the expected life cycle cost while, at the
same time, a prescribed level of reliability is maintained. The expected life-cycle cost C
consists of the cost of inspection and the cost of failure of airplanes:
C=n
Q
jMi C1, +Cf+ Pf (Mi )]	 (3)
i=1
where
Mi = total number of periodic inspections for the ith PSE in the design life, or
a newly demonstrated life, whichever is longer
n = total number of airplanes in a high-time sample
Q = total number of PSEs in an airplane
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Cli = cost of one inspection for the ith PSE, including the cost of repairs of the
cracked components when fatigue cracks are detected during inspections
P1(Mi) 
= probability of failure of the ith PSE in the estimated mean life under Mi
periodic inspections
Cf. = cost of failure of the ith PSE, including the cost of PSE component
replacement and revenue loss due to service interruptions, etc,
It is noted that the inspection and maintenance cost increase as Mi increases, but the
cost of failure decreases since the probability of failure;;Pf ( Mi ) decreases as the number of
inspection Mi increase. A method for evaluating Pf (Mi ) will be introduced in the next
section. It is noted that both the cost of inspection Cf, and the probability of failure Pf A)
delrend on the quality of the inspections. For simplicity in this paper, it is assurned that a
specific rnethod of inspection is employed.
The probability of first failure of the A PSE pfr in n high-time samples, which is
related to P1 (M;), should be less than a prescribed level of failure: probability TA  .
PA - I - [1- Pf (Mi)]" <_ pfi ' e=l,......Q L
	
(4)
The constraints of &1.4 can then be written as
_ 1
	
Pf(`j)<1—[l`-pfr^ n ' i=1 ....... Q	 (5)
The equivalent form of Eq. 3 is to minimize each PSE independently:
	
Ci = nMiCj, + nC f, Pf ( Mi ) . i=l,....,Q	 (6)
Ci.
Define C,. Gi nC , a nondimensional relative cost, and yi =	 , then Eq. (6) can be
f+	 Lf,
expressed as
Cri 
= Yi
 Mi + Pf (Mi ) , i=1 ...... Q	 (7)
Yi is the relative inspection cost compared to the cost of failure. it is an important parameter
for the dete:rinination of the optimum inspection frequency Mi.
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The optimum inspection frequency M; (i=1,...,Q) is obtained by minimizing the
relative cost Z,y given by Eq. 7, withoo° ,,iolating the constraint of Eq. 5. Since Pf A) is
a nonlinear function of Mj , the optimization is a nonlinear program problem.
Probability of Failure
As stated earlier, the SID programs con-ii-.ier the fatigue life. and subsequent crack
growth to reach a specified crack. length to be a random variable represented by a log-normal
c distribution. The distribution function is the probability that the• crack will reach a size a;,,sr
before (lie service time N (Figure 3). Such a probability is equal to the probability that the
crack size at service time N will exceed urnst (Figure 4) (Manning & Yang, 1986). Hence,
FN(ainst)(N) = P[N(aixst) 5 NI = P[a(N) Z awrl = p(N.ai„sr )	 (8)
Assuming the total failure rate within an interval of inspection is denoted by K, then
die-probability of failure p f in the time interval is (Yang & Trapp, 1974)
Pi = 1— E1 K	 (9)
Dividing the time period between Ntj, and N,,,nf► into M periodic inspection interval
(Figure 5) and denoting as AN and also letting Pf (j) be the probability of failure within j
service intervals [ N lh ,Nth + jdNI , it is obvious that the probability of failure within the first
inspection interval Pf (l) is equal to
jNrh IxN ,ain.rr )Pf ^l •^^)dN
Pf(1) =1—e	 th	 (10a)
The total failure rate in this inspection interval, denoted by K t , follows front 	 8,
Kt = —In[l— Pf (I)]	 (10b)
The probability of failure in the first two inspwion intervals [Ntf,,Nrh +2AN] can
be written as
Pf (y) = F[a(1)]GZ lt1 +F*[a(I)IV2
	
01)
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in which a(1) is the crack size at the first inspection time. F(01A = P(Nth -+ AN , adet) is the
probability that this crack is detected at (N th + AN) and 1" *(a(l)] =1- F[a(1)J is the
probability of not detecting the crack at (N th + M) . V2 is the failure probability in
(Nrtr ,Ndt + 2AN] under the condition that the crack is not detected at the first inspection.
Hence,
-j
U	 1-^ e
^ h +'AN p( N ,a insr)P( LL1 L'!' )dN
	(12)2=
The term C2 (1) denotes the. failure probability in [N th,Nth + 2AN) under the condition that
the crack is detected at (Nth +AN)
C2(1)	 1- e-Kt	 (13)
Kl is the (renewal) total failure rate in [ N th + AN, Nth + 2AN 1, which is the same as the
failure rate for Pi. ( 1) , because the crack is detected an d the renewal process for the structure
occurs after the first inspection.
The probability of failure in tf-trst three inspection intervals [N th , Nth + 3AN 1 can
be written as:
Pj (3) = F[a(1)1C3(1) 4- F`[a(1)1F[a(2)]C3(2) + F ;[a( 1 )]Ft [a i 2 )1V3	 (14)
where r,;2) is the crack size at the second inspection time. The equation is self-explanatory,
in which,
Cj(1) =1- e- K2	 (15a)
IT	
C3(2) =1- e -KI	 (15b)
_ J Nth '^I N p(N , a insr )1' LLl1'4T)Al
V3 = 1- c Ndi	 ( l 5c)
where K2 is the total renewal failure rate in [Nth + AN, N t1, + 3AN 1, w	 is the same as
e fatal failure rate for P f (2) :th	 	
4a
K-5 = — ln[1— Pf (2 ))	 (16)
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In a similar fashion, the general solution for the probability of failure within j service
interval [Nth ,Ntj, + jAN] can be obtained recursively as follows.
Pf (j) = F[a(1)]Cj( 1 ) +lift' Ft[a(k)]
 Vj +S j_a x.
 IItF^[a(n1)] FCa^k)lCj
	
(17a)
k=1	 k::2 m=1
j (j, +jAN p( N ,a iKsr )P(Il/FLT•k1NVj =1- c}	 r1^	 (17b)
}
Cj(k) = 1 - e 
Ki`k (17c)
Kk
 --ln[1-Pf(k)], k=l,....,j-1
	 (17d)
whey: b f-3 = 1 if j-3>-0 and 6j-3 = 0 otherwise.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
A, typical PSE is used here to demonstrate the approach proposed in this paper. The
crack growth time! history based on stress spectrum is first evaluated. The residual strength
analysis is furnished to obtain instability crack length, ainst= 0.65 inch. The detectable mean
crack length, adet , is determined to be 0.125 inch under the assumption that eddy current
inspection method is used. The design life of the PSE is assumed to be 100,000 landings,
and its correspondin€, fatigue rife distribution follows a log-normal distribution with
Nau„, = 100,000 landings and a standard deviation of 0.24 (for steel) (Abelkis et al., 1985).
The fatigue life threshold of this PSE is obtained as N th =33, 000 landings. For simplicity,
assume n.=1 and Q=1 in this analysis. Figure 6 shows the variation of relative cost C,  with
the number of inspections under a given relative cost factor y . The optimum number of
inspections during the design life are 8, 12, and 17 for y = 10 -2 , 10-; ; and
10-4 respectively. with the corresponding probability of the PSE's failure 1.53X10-2,
2.3X10-3 , and 7.58X10' .
A general characteristic observed from this example is that the smaller the value of y,
the higher the optimum nurnhc,r of in^ txctions, M. This characteristic is consistent with our
intuition, because the smaller tltl- in,,pec:tion cost is compared to the' cost of failure, the more
frequently inspection can be afforded hence effecting a hi.Shcr fleet reliability.
In the optimization process, it is not necessary to estimate the absolute value of both
the cost of inspection C, and the cost of failure f . All one has to estimate is V , i.e., the
j^
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relative importance: of Cj to Ct . For ins^anc., , if the replacement cost of a PSI? is very high,
or if its failure has scHous consequence,;, such as loss of airplanes and lives, y will be very
sinall and henco the optimum inspection frequency M is higher, Thus higher reliability of the
airplanes fleet is,achitlwed.
C'ONCI.,USIONS
An optimization scheme for the inspection frequency has been formulated on the
basis of the expected cost of failure concept. The optimum inspection frequency is
determined by minimizing t::e , expected life-cycle cost while satisfying the constraints on
specified airplane reliabilit;..,-'It has l.ccn shown that the optimum inspection frequency
increases as the relative co:.;_of inspection compared to the cost of failure becomes smaller,
thus increasing the airplane reliability nwx significantly. The proposed approach can be an
effective tool for designing inspection program where cost effectiveness is the major concern.
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RESIDUAL STRENGTH PREDICTIONS (;SI.NG A
CRACK TIP OPENI`G ANGLE CRITERIONt
D. S. Dawicke
Analytical Serv ices and Materials, Inc.
Hampton, VA 23666
t^
SUMMARY
The fracture behavior of 0.09-inch-thick 2024-T3 aluminum alloy was investigated.
Fract ure tests were conducted on 1.2-, 3.0-, 12.0-, and 24.0-inch-wide M(T) specimens and
6.0-inch C(T) specimens. The critica l
 CTOA criterion was used in two- and three-
dimensinnal elastic-plastic finite. element simulations and predictions. The three-dimensional
-finite element analysis required a single parameter to predict the fracture behavior (crack tip
opening angle. (CTOA) = 5.25°). The two-dimensional finite element analysis required a
plane strain core height of 0.06 inch in addition to a CTOA of 5.25 0. The three-dimensional
and two-dimensional finite element predictions were within 4% and 517o of the experimental
measurements, respectively.
INTRODUCTION
I'he NASA Aifcraft Structural Integrity Program (11 is developing analysis tools and
investigating fracture criteria for applications on the aging commercial aircraft fleet. The
fuselage structure of these aircraft contain wide, thin alununum components and require a
fracture methm1ology to predict residua; strength. Several fracture mechanics paramet..rs
have bten proposed to chttrac:terize stable crack growth: crack tip strain (2), energy release
rate (31, the J-integral (4], average crack ripening 9ngle (COA) [5], crack tip opening
displacement (CTOD)16-8J, and crack tip opening angle (CTOA)19,10].
I'hc- prediction of residual strength for large aircraft components requires a fracture
criterion that ascertains the material behavior from small laboratory coupons and predicts the
behavior of the hirger structures. The critical CTOA criteria has been shown to successfully
predict the fracture behavior in a wide range of crack configurations for thin-sheet (0.09 inch)
aluminum alloys 1 1 1. 12J. This criteria assun.es  that stable crack growth will occur when an
angle.. made by a point (at a fixed distance. behind the crack tip) on the upper surface of a
crack, the crack tip and a point (again at a fixed distance behind the crack tip) on the lower
Surface reaches a. critical angle. This (~TOA is a mild function of the distance behind the
crack tip where the angle is measured and a distance of 0.04 inch has been used-far
consiste.nc-v between experimental mcasureinents and analyses [I I].
Support for the research through NASI.19708	
,
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The objective of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of the CTOA criterion on
0.09-inch-thick 2024-T3. Fracture wets were conducted on middle crack tension, M(T),
specimens ranging in width from 1.2 to 24.0 inches and 6.0-inch-wide compact tension
specimens, C(T). CTOA measurements were made using an optical microscope f 131. Two-
dimensional and three-dimensional, elastic-plastic finite element simulations: were performed
for all experiments and predictions were made for M(T) specimens as wide as 60 inches.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Fracture tests were conducted on M(T) and C(T) specimens machined from 0.09-
inch-thick 2024-T3 aluminum alloy sheet. -M(T) specimens were tested at a crack length to
width ratio of 2a/W = 113 for widths of 1.2, 3.0, 1.2.0, and 24.0 inches. The 6.0-inch-wide
C(T) tests had a crack length to width ratio of a/AV = 0.4. Critical CTOA measurements were
_nade,using an optical method.
Each specimen was fatigue precracked at a stress level that resulted in a stress
intensity factor range of AK = 7 ksi in—T. The tests were conducted under displacement
control and measurements of load, crack extension, and critical CTOA were made. The
critical CTOA was measured using an optical surface technique f 13] that used a long focal
length microscope to capture i mages of the crack tip while the crack was growing. For each
image, the surface CTOA was measured 5-10 times at distances of between 0.02 to 0.06 inch
behind the crack tip. The measurements for each image were averaged to give a,
measurement of the CTOA at a distance of 0.04 inches behind the crack tip.
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSES
The elastic-plastic finite clement codes Z1P2D 114] and Z1P3D (151 used the critical
CTOA criterion to simulate fracture. The critical CTOA was always evaluated at`a distance,
of 0.&4 inch behind the crack tip. Convergence studies were conducted to ensure that the
crack tip element was small enough, and for the three-dimensional analysis, that a sufficient
nurnher cif clements were used to model the through-thickness behavior. The elastic-plastic
:stress-strain curve used in the finite element analyses is given in Table 1.
Three-Dimensional Analyses
The three-dimensional analyses u ,5(-. d 8-noderd brick elements to model the crack
geometries. Symmetry conditions required that only a quarter of the C(T) specimens and an
eighth of the M(T) specimens were needed to . be modeled. The mesh sizes used in this study
are summarized in Table 2. The critical CTOA :va-s evaluated at the middle of the specimen,
0.04 inch behind the crack front.
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Two convergence studies were conducted to determine the minimum clement size
along the crack plane and the number of elements required to model the thickness. First, two
MM meshes were created with crack-plane element sizes of 0.04 and 0.02 inch (the former
required that the CTOA be analyzed at the first node behind the crack tip and the latter
required it to be analyzed at the second node behind the crack tip). Both meshes modeled the
half thickness with a single layer of elements. The two analyses produced nearly the same
applied load at failure, indicating that convergence was achieved. Thus, the 0.04 inch
element size (with CTOA evaluated at the first node behind the crack tip) was chosen for the
three-dimensional analyses.
For the. second convergence study, the half thickness was modeled with one, two, and
three elements. The failure load of the two-layer model was slightly larger than the one-layer
model and was nearly the same as the three-layer model, as shown in Figure 'A.  This
indicates that convergence was achieved with two or more layers, thus, the half thickness was
modeled with two-layers for all of the three-dimensional analyses.
Two-Dimensional Analyses
The two-dimensional analysis used 3-noded constant strain triangular elements.
Symmetry conditions required that only a quarter of the M(T)specimens and half of the C(T)
specimens were needed to be modeled. The mesh sizes used in this study are summarized in
Table 3. The critical CTOA was evaluated 0.04 inch behind the crack tip.
Four meshes were developed with crack tip element sizes of 0.04, 0.02., 0.01 and
0.005 inch (evaluating the critical CTQA an the lst, 2nd, 4th, and 8th node behind the crack
tip, respectively) for-M(T) specimen widths of 1.2, 3.0, 6.0, 12.0, and 24.0 inches. For each
mesh, an clastic-plastic finite el ement analysis was conducted under plane stress conditions
and a critical CTOA of 5.25° wa,, used to simulate the fracture behavior. The critical stresses
from tha analyses are shown in Figure 2. The smaller specimens required smaller element
sizes to achieve convergence, while the 12.0- and 24.0-inch-wide specimen exhibited very
little 'influence of^mesh size. To balance the convergence requirements of the smaller
specimens and the computer resources required to analyze the lancer specimens, the two-
dimensional meshes used in this study all had the 0.02 inch crack tip elements.
The finite element analyses were conducted for plane strain and plane stress
conditions and using a plane strain core. The plane strain core analyses forced a core of
elements along the crack plane to be under plane strain conditions while the rest of the
specimen was under plane stress conditions, as illustrated in Figure 3. The plane strain core
was intended to approximate the three-dimensional constraint that develops, at the crack tip
f 161. The hei;;ht of the plane strain core (PSC) generally increases with specimen thickness
and was obtained through comparison with three-dimensional analyses.
1	 f
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tRESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fracture tests were conducted on the 0.09-inch-thick 2024-T3 aluminum alloy in both
M(T) ttnd C(T) configurations. An optical technique was used to measure the critical CTOA
at the surface. Two- and three-dimensional, elastic-plastic finite element analyses were
conducted to simulate the fracture experiments.
Critical CTOA Measurements
The surface CTOA measurements were made duriag fracture testing of the 3.0-,
12.0-, and 24.0-inch-wide ART) and 6.0-inch-wide C(T) specimens, as shown in Figures 4a
and 4b [15,17].  The trends of the surface CTOA values indicate that: (1) initially the CTOA
was high and decreased during a transient period, (2) after a small amount of stable crack
growth, the CTOA oscillated about a constant value, (3) the scatter in the measurements was
as about :t V, (4) the CTOA behavior of the different sized M(T) specimens and the C(T)
specimen were identical, and (5) the average CTOA for all of the measurements after the
transient region was about 5.5°.
Finite Element Analvses
Three-dimensional, elastic-plastic finite element analyses were conducted for each
fracture test. Fracture simulations were performed for C(T) specimens ranging in width from
2.0 to 8.0 inches. The critical CTOA required for the analysis to match the critical load of
the 6.0 inch C(T) fracture test was 5.25°, as shown in Figure 5. This CTOA value was then
used to predict the fractur! behavior of the 1.2- to 24.0.-inch-wide ..14j) tests, as shown in
Figure 6. The M(T) finite element predictions were all within 4% of the experimental
measurerncnts. The critical CTOA of 5.25° was within the scatter band and slightly below
the mean of the experimental surface measurements.
The critical CTOA (5.25°) determined by the three-dimensional finite element
analyses was used to predict fracture in two-dimensional analyses. Plane stress and plane
strain analyses were conducted for both the C(T) and M(T) fracture tests, as shown in Figures
7 and 8 respectively. Neither plane stress nor plane strain analyses were able to predict the
experimental measurements. The plane strain predictions overpredicted the critical stress of
the smaller specimens and underpredicted the larger specimens. The plane stress predictions
were reversed frorn the plane strain, underpredicting the critical stress of the smaller
specimens and overpredicting the larger specimens. The difference between the plane stress
and plan: strain predictions were greatest for the large specimens, diverging as specimen size
increased. Two- and three-dimensional finite element predictions were performed for M(T)
specimens up to 60.0 inches wide. For the 60.0-inch-wide M(T), the plane stress analysis
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overpredicted and the plane strain analysis underpredicted the three-dimensional critical
stress by 13% and 38%. respectively.
The plane strain core concept was used to approximate the through-thickness
constraint in a two-dimensional finite element analysis. A plane strain core height of PSC =
0.06 inch was determined to hest fit the experimental measurements, as shown by the dashed
line in Figures 7 and 8. The two-dimensional predictions using the plane strain core were
within 3% of the experimental measurements from the M(T) fracture tests and about 5%
below the measured critical stress of the 6.0-inch-wide C(T) test. The C(T) predictions were
consistently about 5% below the three-dimensional fracture predictions for specimen widths
ranging from 2.0 to 8.0 inches.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The fracture behavior of 0.04-inch-thick, 2024-T3 aluminum alloy was investigated.
Fracture tests were conducted on 1.2-, 3.0-, 12.0-, and 24.0-inch-wide M(T) specimens and
6.0-inch C(T) specimens. The critical CTOA criteria was used in two- and three-dimensional
clastic-plastic finite element simulations and predictions. The three-dimensional finite
element analysis required a single parameter to predict the fracture behavior (CTOA = 5.25°).
The two-dimensional finite element analysis required a plane strain core height of 0.06 inch.
The results from this study indicate:
1. The three-dimensional finite element analyses required a critical CTOA of 5.25° to
simulate the fracture behavior of the 6.0-inch-wide C(T) specimens. This angle was
within the scatter band and slightly below the mean of the experimental surface
measurements.
2. The critical CTOA required to match the 6.0-inch-wide C(T) was used to predict the
fracture behavior of the M(T) specimens. These predictions were within 4% of the
experimental measurements for specimens ranging in width f rom 1.2 to 24.0 inches.
3. The two-dimensional plane strain and plane stress analyses were as much as 10%
different from the experimental measurements and did not follow the trends of the
measurements. Furthermore, the three-dimensional analysis indicates that plane
stress md plane strain predictions would become worse as the specimen sire
increases.
4. A plane strain core height of PSC = 0.06 inch w "-s required for the two-dimensional
analyses to match the measured fracture behavior and the three-dimensional fracture
predictions for large specimen sizes. These predictions were within 5% of the
experimental measurements.
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Table 1. Elastic-Plastic Stress-Strain Curve.
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Tablc 2. Three-Dimensional Finite Element Mesh Sizes.
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Figure 1. Three.-Dimensional Finite Elcmcnt Analysis Through-Thickne:,a Conveigence
Study.
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Figure 3. Tllu,tration of the Plane Strain Core Concept.
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Rotorcraft are versatile machines that perform a variety of civil and military missions,
thereby making fleet usage often difficult to track. Because the rotor system(s) and other
dynamic components are. sited and designed principally on oscillatory loads, fatigue analysis
and component tests forth a substantial pan and cost of a development program, While the
fixed-wing community has moved from a safe-life (1950s) to fail-safe (1960s) to damage
tolerant (1970s) structural design philosophy for the entire aircraft, many rotorcraft dynamic
component lives are still calculated using a safed ife. design approach. This conservative
approach is principally due to the unecilainty in rotor loads prediction in both the low- and
high-speed flight regime. The fact that rotorcraft have virtually six degrees of freedom
maneblverahility capability in low speed provides incomparable agility (to fixed-wing
aircraft), but complicates flight envelope definition and provides an extremely complex
multidisciplinary environment and unique interactions with the en v ironment (terrain, earth
boundary layer turbulence, wake induced from obstacles, etc.). In the relatively high-speed
flight regime (-120 to 180 knots for helicopters) the aerodynamic load gradient across• the
main rotor disk transcends the entire subsonic, and a substantial portion of the transonic,
regime (mach number 0 to 0.95). Stalling on the retreating blade side of the main rotor disk
and compressibility on the e0vancing blade:. side produces extreme complications for rotor
loads prediction. Military helicopters in the past have included ballistic damage tolerant and
fail-safe design approaches, and new military rotorcraft developments, the V-22 Tilt Rotor
Aircraft (Osprey) and the RAI1-66 Conventional Hclicoptcr (Comanche), are taking more of
an overall dtuntage tolerant and fail-safe approach. However, a piecemeal structural design
philosophy is still being used for most rotorcraft and active research, although at a low level,
has been ongoing to move to a more integrated structural design philosophy. Army, Air
Force, Navy, the National Aeronautics and Spaces Administration (NASA), and the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) have all had small efforts without tiny coordinated, sustained
cffeoa, The Army has had several false starts at initiating a Hclicoptcr Structural Integrity
Program (I I511'). The Air Force has supported efforts to apply the fixcxl wing damage
tolerance approach (ASIP) to its special operations helicopters. The Navy has developed a
structural monitoring system based on the regimo recognition concept for fatigue tracking of
individual dynamic components. NASA has continued a low level effort to dc%1clop fracture
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mechanics databases for metals and composites. The FAA has developed a. law-level
Research Project Description entitled: Rotorcraft Siatctural Integrity and Safety Issues. With
the recent establishment of the National RotorcraftTechnology Center (NItTC), involvin
	 'b
industry, government, and universities, perhaps a more collaborated sustained effort can
occur, An NRTC initiative in lie4iith Usage Monitoring Sysients (HUMS), involving all hur
major rotorcraft manufacturers, is underway. This presentation will review soW of the
roturcraft structural integrity/airworthiness all)roach,es and issues.
	 k
INTRODUCTION
While :otorcraft are extremely versatile machines and have a variety of c::vil and
Military applications, they are extremely c:omplax rnac:hines,to design, analyze, build and
certificate. The multidisciplinary complexity of rotorcraft is illustrated in Figure 1. In low-
speed flight the vortices shed from each blade interact with the ne:,#.blade and the rotor wake,
brio« • the,rotor interacts with the: aitfranu and , the surrounding environment. In high-speed
	
r 1`
flight, the differential velocities seen across the rotor disk by the advancing and retreating
blades cut across the: subsonic flow regime and deep into transonic flow. `The faster the
helicopter goes the more the retreating blade is stalled, as the velocity differentiai between
forward flight and rotor rotational speed approaches zero and causes it to operate at higher
and higher local blade angles of attack. This flow environment is further illustrated in Figure ^'
2 and shows that the tip of the retreating hlade installed and that,further inboard reversq;flow	 r f
(trailing edge"to leading edge) is encountered. On the. contrary, the adva» sire; blade is
ol-x-rating at very small local angles of attack (even ne gative) and the tip 1s ex rimcin
extreme compressibility effects with a resultant drag rise. 1'o keel)the rotor from rolling to
the left (due to the asynitnetric lift distribution) most of the lift on the advancing side cannot
be used and the working section of s rotor in forward flight is mostly the f"! d and aft
sections.
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FigucQ 1. Rotorcraft Multidiuihlinary Complexity. 	 J`_-
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Figure ?. The Flow.Environment.
Rotorcraft have properly been called "aeroela• ;ic machines" and this is illustrcited by
the interdisciplinary interactions for the main lifting rotor to Figure 3. In addition to the
complex acrod^.namiC'n discusSed in the preceding paragraph substantial dynamics (both
structural and kinematic) are also involved. Structural dynamics. associated 4k ith high-aspect
ratio bladr., cc oupl yd \kith a complex drive Ysten, and tr relative soft fuselage rdue to i.utouts
for doers. etc. t, are strongly coupled with the (:.omplex aerodynamics. Transformations
hetwevii rutatins: and d y namic cornp^^nents and the fact that the !light controls arc direct)\
coupled in both thy, stationary Mid rotating, environment provide substantial kinematics
complexity. All of this compit-xity is illustrated b y a number of feedback loops in Figure 3.
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For all the comhh , xit} that rotorcraft enta i l, the}- are truly elegant machines iii 	 it
they provide Six degrees of frc('dnnl control it) luw-peed flight (all direction:). and
forward flight wit}a only two devices (lifting. rotor and engine) and are the nuost agile
tnachinr.s. in terms of turning ride, as illu s trated in Figure -}. The ability to turn RO degrees
pk^r ,;ccmcl without altitude Ic ► ss is remarkable, but readily rcali2c.d in, 	 rotorcraft in
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STRUCrUIRAL DESIGN PHILOSOPHIES
While a safe life structural design philosophy has served the helicopter industty well
during its early years of development, there has been a continuing interest since the. mid
1970s in trying to replace it with a less conservative, more affordable approach based on
damage-tolerant and/or fail-safe approaches. Following the major Army helicopter
development programs of the i 970s t UTTAS- UH-60 Black Hawk; AAH- AH-64 Apache),
the American Helicopter Society (AHS) hosted a Specialists' Meeting on Helicopter Fatigue
Methodology (1 ]. A highlight of this Meeting was the presentation of the manufacturers'
(U.S. and Europe) fatigue methodology based on a calculated fatigue life of a hypothetical
helicopter component. Using various treatments of the same basic data, the seven companies
calculated fatigue lives for the same component (a pitch link) with variations from a low of
	 . = —
745 hours to a life in excess of 1,000,000 hours. While all predicted lives could be
considered conservative, the sensitivity of calculated fatigue life to minute variations in
critical values of the parameters indicated that any arbitrarily selected schedule or technique
may produce a highly erroneous estimate of fatigue life, Subsequent to this Specialists
Meeting the Structures and Materials Panel of the Advisory Group for Aerospace, Research
and Development (AGARD) published a Helicopter Fatigue Design Guide [2] and a follow-
up AHS Helicopter Fatigue Specialists' Meeting was held in 1984 [31.
Following these meetings, the Army pushed for a statistical approach and developed
Aeronautical Design StandarJ (ADS)-29: Structural Design Criteria For Rotary Wing
Aircraft [41, which specified combined minimum fatigue strength, severe loads, and severe
usage with Miner's cumulative damage theory to compute fatigue lives with a remote
probability of failure. The objective of the Army was to quantify this remote probability of
failure with the goal of achieving a one in a million failure which means a reliability of 	 j
0.999999 (six nines). Later in the 1980s the Army tried to initiate an Army Helicopter
Structural Integrity Program (HSIP) [5]. Rationale for this initiative was that then current
rotorcraft design and development specifications were outdated and required extensive
revision to keep pace with emerging technologies. It recommended that the Army establish
overall statistical reliability as a design goal, since: it was felt that a statistically based design
requirement is compatible with any chosen design methodology, and it would provide the
Army with a means to establish, evaluate, and substantiate structural integrity. An alternative
to either safe-life or damage-tolerant design was proposed as the total life approach, which
was intended to marry the two concepts. The proposed total life methodology is illustrated in
Figure 5 and was developed for metallic structures. It was intended to encompass both the
time to crack initiation size and the time to propagate the crack to failure. The requirements
for crack initiation would guarantee durability while the requirement for crack growth would
imply a damage-tolerant design. The time to crack initiation could be determined by a local
strain-life approach which bounds the fatigue life for each selected maximum load value.
The local strain-life approach would mimic a safe-life design by utilizing a strain-life curve
and a cumulative damage algorithm such as the Palmgren-Miner rule. For the crack
propagation portion of tha total life approach, the crack growth for metallic structure can be
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predicted b} various models relannt,
 crack growth races and the stress intensity factors (5].
While the total life approach was proposed it has not beet; developed or implemented.
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\Vhile the Air Force hits contracted %0h Sikorskv Aircraft and the Georgia Tech
Research Institute(
.
GTRI ) to evaluate the practicality of wing the Air force's Aircraft
Slrttt'ttlral Intel-rity Progratn (ASIP1 damage-tolerant approach for its special operations
helicopters I H-5 3 and H-610). no firm conclusions have been drawn that can be applied in
general or on new development prograins. The Navy has dcvelopcd a structural usage
.•)onikmng system haled oil 	 regime recognition concept for fatigue tracking of individual
d
.
- mnilc conponent. with the objectives of maximizing this safety, reliabilit y , and readiness
of t,ie fleet. in an en^lronnient of limited defense resources 161. The first Structural Data
Recording Set I.SDIZS) was installed ir. the All-TVA' Cobra fleet in February 1993. Fifty
aircraft Avrrr cquiphcd ^^ it i MRS and a total 3.4( t . flight hours of usage were required.
Con:lusions drams n from !iris Navy effort [6] were:
Hc)icopter component fatigue strength, usage, and component fli ght load, in each
rcpime can he modeled with a three-parameter NN'eibull distribution.
2. The incr^:ni^,ntal joint probahility density function of a component failure duc to three
independent variables (usage. load, and strength) can he numerically c.oniputed using
weibull disinhution parameters and the expression of cumulative probabilit y density
function.
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3.	 The reliability associated with each life can be accurately determined. The
contribution of usage, load, and strength to six nines reliability can be identified.
4 - - The reliability associated with a life is a function of the approach with which it is
4 determined. The differences in methodology could result in as much as-two nines
difference in reliability prediction.
5.	 Additional wort: in evaluating each of the variables, is necessary if an acceptable
reliability methodology is to be developed
The FAA's position is that damage-tolerant design is the only practical way to
decrease the number of accidents involving fatigue failures in civilian aircraft [7]. The FAA
has also noted that if damage tolerance is only 50 percent effective, then the fatal fatigue
accident rate would be reduced by one-half. In 1995 the FAA started a Research Project
Initiative (RPI) - Rotorcraft Structural Integrity and Safety Issues [8]. This RPI was
composed of six tasks with the following industr y
 sponsors:
1.	 Rotorcraft Health Usage Monitoring Systems (HUMS) Operational Development -
Bell Helicopter Textron, Inc. and Petroleum Helicopters, Inc.
2.	 Teetering Rotor System Aircraft - Robinson Helicopter
3.-	 Damage Tolerance Database and Application Methodology - To be determined (TBD)
4. Guidan(T Material for Replacing Existing Parts with Advcurced Material Parts - TBD
5. Fly-By-Wire Certification Requirements - TBD
6. Cr ash Protection Airbag Application: to Light Helicopters - Simula/Sikorsky Aircraft
Results from the first task were reported by Bell Helicopter Textron at the 52nd AHS
Annual Forum in Washington, DC [9]. Usage data, collected on a Bell Model 412 helicopter
that was equipped with a commercially available HUMS and operated by Petroleum
Helicopters Inc. (PHI) under an independent flight trial program, was used to evaluate two
usage monitoring techniques, flight condition recognition (FCR) and flight load synthesis
(FLS). For the selected components that were analyzed, the results of the evaluation
indicated a potential for extending retirement lives. This was due to the damage
accumulation rate for the FCR and FLS techniques being slower ("slow clock") than the
cumnt method of using actual flight hours as the basis for retirement times. Based on the
mission flown for this aircraft, which is transporting workcrews to offshore oil platforms, the
!light hours charged against retirement times could be reduced by 50 percent or greater. Thus
the operator would gain a considerable payback in reduced maintenance costs due to
extension of retirement intervals [9].
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The use of HUMS on rotorcraft is seen as an excellent opportunity to improve safety
while at the same time save on operations and support costs. HUMS activities for rotorcraft
are taking place around the world. In Britain the Civil Aeronautics. Authority (CAA) has
sponsored trials to prove the technology. north Sea helicopter operators are equipping fleets
with HUMS and working groups have been active since 1986. Military applications for
HUMS are also proceeding in the U.S. Davy and Army, and in the UK Ministry
 of Defense
(NIOD). The National Rotomraft Technology Center (NRTC) in the U.S. is also supporting a
cost-shared HUMS Project with the Rotom.-Wt Industry Technology Association (RITA),
which is made up of the four major U.S. rotorcraft companies. Also, an array of suppliers are
offering HUMS and HUMS-related capabilities.
CONCLUSIONS
Ensuring rotorcraft structural integrity/airworthiness is extremely complex and not
always appreciated, due to the relatively low static load flight envelope (-3g's) for
helicopters, i.e., 'V-N diagram. However, the capability of rotorcraft to provide six degrees of
maneuvering freedom in low-speed flight make them the most agile (in terms of turning rate)
of aircraft. This capability also makes defining flight envelopes, both steady and transient,
extremely difficult due to the aero-servoelastic complications of the problem. Structural
design philosophies for rotorcraft have evolved at a much slower rate than for fixed-wing
aircraft, largely: clue to the inability to accuratel y+ predict the oscillatory loads and to track
crack growth in a high cycle environment. The utility of rotorcraft and their usage in a
variety of environments also make tracking fleet usage and crack detection and growth
extremely difficult. Therefore, no single structural design philosophy, such as damage
tolerance, has been accepted. There are low-level efforts in industry and government to move
toward an integrated structural design philosophy/methodology, but no unified approach.
One particular promising technology for rotorcraft structural integrit y and airworthiness is
Health Usage- Monitoring Systems (HUMS) which will allow the individual tracking of
usage, provided it proves to be cost effective.
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RIVET REARING IAAD CONSIDERATIONS IN THE DESIGN OF
MECHANICAL REPAIRS FOR AGING AIRCRAFT'
Hemant Chickermane and Hae Chang Gea
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Rutgers. The State University of New Jersey
Piscataway, NJ 08855
INTRODUCTION
Mechanical repairs of aging repairs need to be designed to restore the structure to its
original or better structural integrity. Poor repairs giNv rise to a nonuniform distribution of
forces across the doubler patch. The original details for service loadings may be changed and
thereby adversely effect the fatigue lift of the aircraft structure. Due to the load transfer
between aircraft skin and the repair doubler, fastener holes are subjected to bearing stresses.
Nigh stress concentrations at the rivet holes in the skin could lead to crack initiation and
multishe damage, which could be catastrophic. While the rivets themselves are subject to
shear failure, it has been found that bearing failure at fastener joints predominates.
In the past a methodology was developed to generate designs for mechanical repairs
based on an energy criterion. This procedure determines optimal locations for rivets on the
doubler patch in a manner that minimizes the deformations in the structural system
comprising the aircraft skin, doubler patch, and rivets. Repair designs were generated for a
variety of repair configurations for different shapes of doublers and regions of rivet 	 i
placement. One concern that needs to be addressed is the possibility of localized high-stress
regions in the vicinity of the rivets. In this work, the computation of bearing loads and their
incorporation into the repair design problem has been investigated. Emphasis is placed on
generating repairs with greater stiffness without subjecting rivets to excessively large loads. 	 -
BACKGROUND
At present, the main criterion for the design of mechanical repairs is static strength.
Swift [ 1) proposed one of the earliest models for aircraft repairs. It is a one-dimensional
model in which the skin and doubler are represented by axial gods and rivets by shear rods.
An implicit assumption of this model is that load transfers in fasteners are uniform.
However, a two-dimensional model is necessary to account for biaxial stresses and for greater
accuracy in calculation of load transfers. The researchers at Battelle (see Rice, et. al [2])
extended the ,Swift model to two dimensions using spring-like discrete members connecting
^ 'Phis wtxk was supported by a grant from this Federal Aviation Adtuinistration (FAA) through the Center for
Computational Modeling of Aircraft Structures (CM AS) at Rutgers University
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the fasteners in both principal axes with axial and shear stiffness to =nets. This was .
implemented in the forth of an analysis code called SKINFIX.
Since tno^t of the research in the field of aircraft repairs deals with analysis of repairs,
the design of repairs depend on the skill and experience of the engineer. Therefore,
Chickermane and Gea (3] proposed a systematic design methodology which integrates the
analysis of the repair with the redesigrt capability obtained by formulating it as an
optimization problem. A three-dimensional model has been used to analyze the repair.
Aircraft skin atnd doubler are modeled by quadrilateral thin-shell elements and rivets by rigid
linear springs in three directions. The effect of a central crack in the skin is simulated by
subjecting the skin to in plane loads. perpendicular to the direction of the crack.
MAIN COMPONENTS OF THE METHODOLOGY
Formulation of an Optimization Problem
The objective of the repair design procedure is to locate the rivets on the doubler
patch in a way that minimizes the structural deformation. Since deformation is a local
phenomenon, the: location of the maximum displacement may var y from one design to
another leading to a discontinuous objective function. To avoid this problem, a global
measure of deformation of the structure in terms of the strain energy has been used.
Therefore, the objective function is the mean compliance of the structure which is twice the
strain energy. The strategy employed here is to constrain the bearing stresses in aircraft skin
and doublex by ensuring that the maximum bearing loads stay within limits. This would also
ensure a more. uniform distribution of rivet loads. An upper limit is also placed on the
number of rivets permitted.
Every rivet is modeled by rigid springs in three directions. The spring acting in the
direction of 'the external loading is responsible for the shear resistance of the rivet. The shear
force acting on the rivet is equal to the force exerted by the rivet on the doubler and skin is
the lxaring load. Therefore, rivet bearing loads are calculated in the direction of the applied
shin loads. For a particular rivet i, bearing load transferred in direction j is
F,i = k;, (u;;, — off )	 (1)
where iti„ and u, ;f are the doubler and skin displacements at the point of attachment
re.s.Ix,ctively and kY is the rivet stiffness. Rivets having the maximum bearing loads are
targeted and appropriate linuts are placed on them based on results obtained from previous
designs. The bearing load constraints are then introduced into the optimization problem as
constraints.
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The problem is defined as
Minimize	 Mean compliance of the system
Subject to 	 Constraint on the number of rivets used
Constraints on maximum bearing loads
Modeling of the Rivets
A microstructure-based model proposed by Gea (4) has been utilized to model the
rivets. The rivets are made of a composite'material which consists of Spherical micro-
inclusions embedded in solid material (referred to as the matrix). The choice of spherical
inclusions in an isotropic matrix ensures that the shape and orientation of the inclusion do not
enter the problem formulation. The derivation of die density function is based on the work
by Weng [5). This method provides a means for redistributing the rivets during the
optimization process, as the density of the rivet can 
be 
varied on a continuous scale from 0 to
1. The density (strength) of the rivets p; are the design variables 
in 
the repair problem. The
rivets in the initial design can be imagined to be made of porous material and are therefore
weak.
Design Sensitivity Analysis
The	 sensitivity analysis is to evaluate . the effect ,of any rivet I on,-the load Fq
transferred bv. V^-'t iin the diru-tionj,
dki. 
(t^	
l^
d1,	 dx,
11 – u2j, ko 
d ' duzj	
(2
dk
where	 I =Oif i* 1,	 (3)
The staticlibriurri of the system is expressed by
7t- 
(K]U2	[F]	 (4)
[UI
Differentiating with respect to Xj and rearranging
d[KI 10	 (5)ax,
	 --jKj_' —0,1,2	
^U21
dXj
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To extract the sensitivities of u, and %corresponding to a particular bearing load F^ ,
the above expression is premultiplied by a matrix with unit vectors in both rows. This, is
equivalent to applying unit loads at the nodes under consideration. The global stiffness
matrix [K)ccmtains the contributions of skin, doubler and rivets, so [K) is a function of rivet
densities only. Therefore
d[KJ cc, — Gr,) ko 1 —1 u;,
dx, u	 dx,	 —1 t	 (b)
r
cti is the nodal displacement vector for rivet 1 and
	 is the rivet stiffness coefficient.
Substituting this into Equation (5)
-dcti	 ,
O
where ),, and	 arc doubler and skin displacements due to a unit dummy load on the
doubler, and 'j and ^2 are doubler and skin displacements due to a unit dummy load on the
skin. For any general loading condition, the mean compliance of the system is
.f lr1-(F1r ti
The expression c s i for the sensitivity of the mean compliance can be shown to be
dl — J i )
 r r u')	 e	 rdx,,
Use of Local Function Approximations
Function evaluations WE analyses) required for the optimization process are
expensive. 'Therefore, function approximations are used to formulate an approximate
problem. The Generalized Convex Approximation (GCA) method proposed by Chickcrmane
and Gea [6] is used to formulate and solve the optimization problem. Function values and
first order sensitivity information from the current ccnd previous design arc utilized to
gc ,.lcrate the approximation. These convex, separable subproblems are solved iteratively
using mathenuitical programming to otuain the next design.
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COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS: 3T) REPAIR CONFIGURATION
In this example, the aircraft skin and doubler patch are modeled as curved shell
structures as shown in rig. 2. The aircraft skin is stiffened by frames running parallel to the
edges. The repair is performed in a region enclosed by the frames. The upper limit on rivets
was 14 in this case. The final design without the incorporation of rivet bearing load
constraints is seen in Fig. 4. An upper limit for rivet beating loads is chosen 20% less than
that observed in this design. When this is incorporated into the problem, the optimal rivet
placement is as shown in Fig. 5. From the iteration history in Fig. 6, it is noticed that at the
start of the optimization of the bearing loads is below the upper limits. As the objective
function (mean compliance) is reduced, the bearing loads increase and reach the upper limit.
A more uniform rivet bearing load is obtained as the difference between the. maximum and
minimum bearing loads is decreased.
	 I
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a method for the incorporation of rivet bearing load constraints
into a methodology for the design of optimal aircraft repairs. The overall stiffness. of the
structure is not compromised due to the decrease in the bearing loads. It is observed that the
difference between the maximum and minimum bearing loads is reduced and more rivets are
closer to the upper bearing load limit. This leads to a more uniform load distribution in the
skin amri doubler and minimizes the possibility of localized high stress.regions.
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Figure 1. Mechanical Repair: Doubler Patch Riveted to Aircraft Skin.
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Figure 3. lnilial Design.
Figure 4. Final Design Without Bearing Load Constraints.
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THE ROLE OF FRETTING CRACK NUCLEATION IN THE
ONSET OF WIDF'.I1-:- 1 AD FATIGUE DAMAGE:
ANALYSIS Al^'J EXPERIMENTS'
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Pamela A. McVeigh, and Thomas N. Farris
School of Aeronautics & Astronautics
Purdue University
West Lafayette, Indiana
SUMMARY
The locali?ed contact stresses, strains, and surface microslip induced by fretting at
fastener, hole, or joint interfaces serve to accelerate the nucleation of widespread fatigue
damage (W`M) when compared to the sole action of the global structural loads. Analytical,
numerical, and experimental approaches are integrated to predict the nucleation of cracks
under the fretting contact stresses. Multiaxial fatigue theory, uniaxial strain-life material
data, and finite element analysis are combined to predict the nucleation of cracks by fretting
contact in a redWAO.cxperimental model of an aircraft joint. The finite element method
(FEM) is co= 	:at multiaxial fatigue theory to predict lives of actual aircraft joints.
INTRODUCCION
Fretting. the damage process that manifests itself when nominally clamped surfaces
are subjected to oscillatory loads or external vibrations, is not a recently discovered malady.
1u fact, damage from fretting contract was reported as early as 1911 by researchers carrying
out fatigue tests of steel who discovered "real rust ... due to the varying stress between the te3t-
specimen and its holder" (fretting corrosion) (ref. 1). Those interested in the design and
maintenance of Loth fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft after World War II gave ecneurrent acute
attention to the role fretting plays in the degradation of the airframe structure and mechanical
components (ref. 2). In spite of its importance, very little work analyzing the nucleation of
cracks under the influence of fretting contact has been available. Instead, researchers have
focused primarily on either reporting: the effeci of fretting on the reduction in total fatigue life
or wialyzing the effect of the fretting contact on surface cracks.
This research is wpFxwrcd in part by AFOSR through contract #r-49620 .93 . 1-0377 atui a National Defense
Science and Uiginwung graduate (NDSEG) fellowship for M. P. Szolwinski.-
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'The current ob'ective is to
understand the abilit}' of fretting Io initiate
.^	 and accelerate widespread fatigue damage
he
t	
(^'^'FT)) in airframe joints. Both peTiodic
teardown i nspectiom and laboratory
simulations of common riveted aircraft
lap splice joints have revealed cvidcnce of
fretting crack nucleation near the ri\ct-
' r	 '`^r,.	 .,kill interface and at the faving sut'tiaces of
riveted joints, as shown in Figure 1. (rel's.
ascertain aCCLIMICIN it more
complete understanding of the effect of
fretting.
 and, possible fretting corrosion,
,, 	 on the Onset of widesp cad fatigue
damage in aging airframe.. the highly;.
localized imcroslip distribution and
contact stresses related ro the h-ettittg
action present in these structural mombers
Yig•ure 1. Fatigue Failure of a i,ap Splice
	 must be considered in detail.
Attributed to Fretting (Rc1'. 3).
This paper cfe:.crihe.,^ research efforts in two ti elated areas: (1) understandin g the
Mechanics of fretting f;ttigue crack nucleation, with particular emphasis on the de g elopment
of predictive capability rooted in a blend of analytical and experimental methodologies and
i?t accurate finite element modeling of a typical lap splice joint that incorporates the intimate
localized contact betca • een hoth the fastener --Ltd hole and faying surfaces of the sheets.
Rlcndinr the result flow these endeavors has lest to the current phase of research: aseessine
the effect; of rivet imitailation nn fretting fatigue crack nucleation in aircraft joints. The
f011owing highlights achievements and .ongoing work in each of these areas to cluc:ida(e the
de%eh.)pment of this current research ohjeclive.
PRMICTION OF FPFTTTNG FATIGUE CRACK NUCLEATION
The syncr(;nsm competition among the wear, fatigue. and corrosive Phenomena
associated tc ith fretting contact is driven b y the highly localized microslip distribution and
contact strc^.ars that vary nonproporiionally with any bulk or global loading. D('. VCIopmcnt of
an understanding of the mechanics of fretting fati g ue crack nucleation rrcluires the careful
chaia.10671111on of the c% • c• lic sne; ,em strains. and ciN lacentents associalcd with fretling.
This efioit is made complicated Iry ntanv cftccts, including the fact that the local c'ctrfficienl
of fl-1,11on change , (iurjng the iilt • of the fretting surfaces.
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An.-dytical and Numerical Models for Cyclic Fretting Contact Stress Field
An analytical model of the surface tractions and stresses associated with the two-
dimensional fretting problem was proposed independently by both Cattaneo (ref. 5) and
Mindlin (ref. 6) in 1938 and 1949, respectively. Assuming Hertzian contact of isotropic,
elastic cylinders subjected to a monotonic tangential loading and a Coulomb law of sliding
friction on a localized basis, a condition of "stick" or no relative motion between the contact
surfaces in a central stick zone cats be imposed, as illustrated in Figure 2. In the stick zone,
the local shear traction, q(x) , is less than the local frictional force, pp(x), while in the
regions of slip, jy(xj = pp(x) .
I +t
normal pressure
P(X)
PP-Its
-a	 +a
shear tractions,
	
not normal and
q'(x) and q'(x)	 shear tractions
q,(G^ulb	 A
i
_C	 +	 -8 urn +
Figure 2. A Schematic of the Surface•. Tractions Associated With Fretting.
Closed-forni solutions for the stresses, strains, and surface displacements associated
with given normal and tangential loads (P and Q) and coefficient of friction in the slip zones
(fit) are available (ref. 7). The bulk tension shown in Figure 2 leads to a nonsymmetric stick
zone (ref. 8). Results from a wide range of loading parameters point toward the source of
crack nucleation due to fretting: a sharp tensile peak in the tangential stress, ct,.,, at the edge
of the c,)ntact zone, _r = +a (see Figure 3). The analytical expression for the component of
Q,,,• due to the fretting alone reduces conveniently to (ref. 9)
(C.)ftening = 2pn I1Q/P
	
(1)
where p„ is the maxinurtn Hertzian pressure andµ is the coefficient of friction in the slip
zones. The effect of the applied bulk stress component in the x-direction (Q,,) can be
approximated by superposing it with (Q,,)fening, as shown in Figure 3. Thus for contact
pressures in the ranges of 25 to 30 isi, bulk stresses on the order of 12 to 14 ksi, and nominal
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values of QJP = 0.3 and µ = 0.6. the fretting contact provides a stress concentration
[(q,jtOw/(Qo)] between approximately 2.5 and 2.8.
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Figure 3. Tangential Stress, QxX , Along the Contact Surface FEM Loading 1 and the
Mindlin Cases Involve no Bulk Stress While FEM Loading 2 and the Mindlin
Variation Cases Incorporate the Bulk Stress a,. For the Given Set of
Conditions (Q juP) and (a up.), no Reversal of Vlieroslip at the Contact
Surface Occurs.
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Figure 4_ Tangential Suess, a,,, Along the Contact Surface for a Case of Reversed Slip.
Again, FBM Loading 1 and the Mindlin Cases Involve no Bulk Stress While
FEM l-oading 2 and the Mindlin Variation Cases incorporate the. Bulk Stress
Q,,. Note That Even While the Mindlin Solutions Do Not Account for the Slip
Reversal, the; Predicted Values of Qxi, at the Trailing Edge (x/a = +l) Agree
Well With the MM Values.
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Fretting and Multiaxial Fatigue Theory: Analysis and Experiments
As the ratio of the tangential load to normal load, W, changes with an oscillatory
tangential load, the cyclic stresses and strains are nonproportional in nature, leading to a state
of multiaxial fatigue at all points. Any attempt to predict nucleation of fatigue cracks due to
the influence of fretting must account for this fact. Based on the hypothesis that the peak in
tensile stress at the trailing edge (xla = +1) of contact drives the observed nucleation of
fretting cracks perpendicular to the contact surface (ref. 10), Szolwinski and Farris (ref. 7)
attempted to correlate published experimental observations of fretting fatigue crack failures
with predictions made with multiaxial fatigue theory based on principal planes (ref. 11),
uniaxial strain-life constants, and the aforementioned fretting contact elastic: stress analysis.
The relationship between reversals to nucleation (defined as a crack of length 1 mm) and the
product of strain amplitude and maximum stress during a complete loading cycle normal to
the principal plane (the plane of the nucleated crack) is
r= a, ,,(Av2) = [(af -ft3(2N f)-b + ci ^21 (P`	 (4)
This is the familiar uniaxial strain-life Smith-Watson-Tapper equation with uniaxial fatigue
constants that has been shown to hold for cases of multiaxial fatigue (ref. 11). The
expression, coupled with the two-dimensional stress analysis, identifies the location and
orientation of the critical place of crack nucleation as the trailing edge of contact
perpendicular to the contact surface, respectively, agreeing with published observations
(ref. x0).
The experimental setup presented in Figure 5 has been constructed at Purdue
University to generate and monitor precisely the requisite loads necessary for fretting fatigue
for verification of the postulated multiaxial fatigue predictive model. The fretting test
fixture, designed around a 22-kip servo-hydraulic load frame, induces fretting between a
cylindrical pad and flat specimen, a geometrical configuration identical to the one assumed in
the analytical and FEM models. The fixture and associated data acquisition hardware and
software (the details of which are presented elsewhere (ref. 12)) allow for complete control
over the variables necessary to characterize the contact stress field: (1) QIP, (2) a,, (3)
and (4) 2a, the width of the contact zone.
Aluminum 2024-T351 specimens and cylindrical pads have been used in the tests.
Each specimen is run to fracture for a given maximum Hciuian contact pressure and
amplitudes of bulk stress and QJP. By measuring these quantities and having determined the
steady-state coefficient of friction in the slip zones to be. p = 0.6 (ref. 12), a prediction can be
made for the number of cycles required to nucleate a crack of 1 min in the specimens. A
propagation life for each test is estimated by assuming a thumbnail crack of 1 mm depth is
grown through the specimen by the bulk stress using a Paris-law approach. It has been
calculated that this propagation phase occurs in the latter 25%-40% of total cycles to failure.
Figure 6 displays fretting data. both generated at Purdue and published data (ref. 10) for which
the requisite loads and experimental parameters were known. To this end, the nucleation life.
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for each experiment has been plotted as the number of cycles to failure minus the estimated
propagation fife.
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For the sake of comparison, two theoretical curves are plotted along with the
experimental data. The first, for 2024-T351, uses strain-life constants generated by Blatt (ref.
13). The material in the published study was only identified as a 4% copper (by weight)
aluminum alloy. As a result, a second curve using strain-life constants for 2024-T4 alloy is
also plotted on the graph (ref. 14). While it appears from even a cursory review of the data
that the multiaxial fatigue-based theory is able to accurately predict fretting fatigue crack
nucleation, a statistically designed set of teas is currently underway to provide further
support to this claim.
MODELING OF JOINT CONFIGURATIONS WITH APPLICATIONS TO
FRETTING FATIGUE
With the confidence in the capability to predict fretting crack nucleation from contact
stresses and strains, the next logical step is to quantify the stresses and strains present in
common joint configurations. Such an effort has been undertaken using finite element
modeling with the expressed goal of verifying the presence of interfacial tractions and contact
stresses indicative of fretting in lap splice joints.
Two separate finite element models of a skin panel with an infinite row of rivets are
formulated using plane-strain quadrilateral elements and three-dimensional shell elements,
respectively. Material properties of 2024-T3 aluminum were assumed for each component.
The calculations are performed using ANSYS T"", a finite element software package provided
to Purdue University on an academic license by Swanson Analysis, Inc. Each model consists
of a typical cell composed of one half rivet and the portion of the skin around it. A complete
lap joint may be thought of m being built up with these cells. Symmetry conditions are
imposed on both the top and bottom of the model to simulate the presence of the infinite row
-of rivets. The presence of multiple rivet rows is accounted for by the elastic supports (on one
side for the 2D model and on either side--one for each shell—for the shell model).. By
varying the stiffness of these elastic supports, the amount of load being transferred through
the rivet can be controlled. To simulate global loading, a uniform tensile traction is applied
on the remaining free edge or edges, with the rivet fixed at its center to prevent rigid body
motion. Note that the applied global loading causes partial loss of contact between the rivet
and plate as no shrink effect due to rivet bucking is included in the present analysis.
The three-dimensional model is represented schematically in Figure 7. This model
incorporates contact elements along the rivet-skin interface as well as on the interface
between the two plates, which are modeled as shells. For reasons of consistency, the. rivets
arc also modeled as shells. Constraint conditions are imposed to force the two rivet shells to
act as one lvdy. The stiffnesses of the interface elements between the plates are calculated
by assurning that the plates deform like rods under the action of an axial load provided by
transverse pressure applied to the plates. With this approach, the effect of clamping the rivet
head can be studied through application of axisynimetric pressure on an annular area around
the ri vet: shell:; (ref. 15). The pressure is assumed to fall to zero on both sides of this annulus
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in order to ensure a continuous profile. Note, though. there is no transverse shear stress
capability in the current model.
Contact Elements
	 Top	 et Shell	 Top Plate
.^1
	
Elastic Support
r
Buttons Rivet Shell
	 Link Elements
Bottom Plate.
Contact Elements Around Rivet Cicumference of
Both Plates
Figure 7, Schematic of She'll Model.
With integration of this chtnipinr pressure into the three-dimensional shell model. it is
found that interfacial friction at the f, ►ying surfaces accounts for sonic of the load transfer
through the joint, hence, load transfer through the rivet is less than the overall load transfer
through the rivet assembly. This division of load transfer is also observed upon unloading
and subsequent reloadinl;, as the ~tress distribution is nearly identical to the one present,sfter
the initial loading. This re.ult ma y be explained by examining ;he manner in which the load
is heinQ transferred. 'With the initial loading, the plate-Plate contact is initially stunk and the
intrrfacial friction force transmits the load. Thus, the rivet dues not ex.penenee an y loading
until the plates attrinht to inove into contact with it. However, this contact will only
eomnrrnce When the plate-plate interface begins to ,lip nearly globally at the Paving; surfaces.
Only after this lx)int will th_ rivet begin to take up the hulk of the additional load. Similarly,
whrn the load is released, ',he rivet will begin to unload only when the plates begin to move
in the oplxasite dircction. This requires reversed slip (slip in the direction opposite to slip due
to the initial loading) to occur in the plate-plate interface. Finally, when reloading occurs, the
cljp again has to reverse before the rivet takes up any more load. Thus, tic fraction of the
contact area in slip at any given time looks sinsilar to the schc 'Inatic gl yen In Fll',ure R. Such a
stick-slip action indicative of fretting leads to high localized contact stresses both at the
faying surfaces anJ tllr rivet-skin interface,
Also. art increase in rivet head clamping results in a higher interfacial frictional force
hetwcen the two plates causing a state of st.rem highly favorable to crack im leation.
especially as the interface is a hidden surface. This stress, conshined with high slip
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Figure Ps. Schematic of Load Transfer Mechanisms.
amplitudes, can cause the influence of interfacial friction is to increase load transfer ratio, but
at ,I-er maximurn extensive wear and fatigue damage to the surfaces. For it given value of
elastic e.uppoil stiffness, tangential stress. The penalty lies )it extt,nding the zone of fretting
damage.
The contact between the fastener and P l ate spans roughly half the interface, centered
around 0 =: 0". This is in good agreement with thr results published by Narayana and
Dayananda (ref. 16), The stress results are expressed in the form of stress distribution around
the fastener hole for a given longitudinal transverse ratio and coefficient of friction. The
normal pressure. /), thr shear traction on the plate at the interface. y, and the tangential stress
around the fastener hole, (r,,, arc plotted as functions of the angular coordinate 0 in Figure 9.
From these results. it can be concluded that the contact between the fastener and plate
can he approximated by the analytical tractions derived for the N- indlin case. This conclusion
i ,  suppnrwd by the distinct "frettin g-like" stick-slip hchavior in the contact, the nominally-
Hertiian pressure distribution and the shear traction that follows the pressure distribution, in
the slip region where q(0) = p(0) . In the stick region, g decreases slowly as 0 approaches
zero. The re gion of slip is dependent on the coefficient of friction. varying from 15' to 60' of
arc its the coefficient of friction increases from U.2 to 0.7. The tangential stress (or hoop
stress. aj shcrw;. a ten qi le peak at the edge of contact (d = 0'), similar to the results presented
earlier in Figure 3. This stress then decays away front the edge of contract. In genrral,
increases in the coefficient of friction result III decrease in the maximt.tm value of nomial
pressure and an incrrcase in the nmxin'utm tangential stress. The tangential stress, peak
coupled with the stick- slip behavior must be included in any analysis of nucleation of cracks
at and ltround fastener hales.
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The Applied Clamping Force is 75 lb., and 4011 of Applied Load is Transferred
Through the Rivet Assembly. The Assumed Coefficient of friction at the
Fastener-Skin Interface is p = 0.5,
Results from this, mode] also provide insight into load transfer ratio and rivet spacing.
As the stiffness of the clastic suplurtl is varied, the load taken up b y
 the rivet changes
accordingly, In the model, the resistive stiffness is the series sum of two springs with
stiffnc;ses equal to that of the support and the region of the panel aft of the rivet. Thus, in
order to reduce the river lead. rivet spacinf! must be decreased in conjunction with an increase
in the number of rivets.
The origin of the tracll m,, at thL• plate-fastener interface can be identified as the
combination of stress concerntralions due tea the fastener hole and the plate -fastener contact.
Thy, stress concentration solution is determined b y solving the "nie model without the
fastener hum with ;ill othi`r houndary conditions intac:t and super7iosing contact stresses as
determined by Mindlin thcory. assurninc a contact arc .4 and slip zone size as given by the full
model. The tangennaJ stress is cal::ulated as the surn of the Mindlin solution stress and the
(0r%:Y (IIIC to the effect of the stress concentration provided b y the hole.
Close to the trailing edge of contact, which is the primary point of interest, the values
pr,2 dicted by the anal y tical approach theory are quite reasonable when compared to the ISM
results. The 31) model results also compares well to the 2D results (ref'. 17) which is
expected as the 1110-hlal:c results are basically devoid of hending stretise.4. It is also
important to note that the stick-slip condition is revaluated (-)it 	 of nodal forces and not
st1 •esse.s. Hence onl y mid-plane values call 	 expected to conform strictly to Coulomb
Irli. • tloll Ihcory.
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As shown, the use of finite element modeling of a typical joint configuration to
predict and analyze probable zones of fretting is a useful approach. It may be the only way to
understand the behavior of the rivet-skin contact subjected to
-complex loadings in the
presence of cracks which may have been nucleated by fretting. This type of analysis is of
particular significance for design of rivet size and spacing and the implications of rivet
installation procedures in the context of widespread fatigue damage.
CONCLUSION
The combination of appropriate stresses and multiaxial fatigue theory allows the
prediction of fretting crack nucleation in a two-dimensional experimental approximation of
the rivet-skin interface. As the three-dimensional fastener-skin interfacial stress state
calculated by finite element analysis is similar to that of the experiment, it is believed that the
onset of widespread fatigue damage at the fastener-skin interface can be predicted. Further
experimental and analytical work, particularly in the area of the stresses induced during the
rivet installation process, is required to predict fretting at the faying surfaces of lap joints.
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THE ROLE OF NEW-TECHNOLOGY
NONIDESTRLCTIVE INSPECTION TECHNIQUES
A. Quincy Howard
Boeing Commercial Airplane Group
Seattle, WA 95124
"	 SUMMARY
.4
i here has been a large nondestructive inspection (NDI) research and development
effort directed toward the use of new technology. Mane of the techniques developed are
wide-area techniques designed to help decrease the time and human factor difficulties
involved with existing techniques. Although many of the existing service bulletin (SB)
inspections may not Ixnefit by these new-technology techniques, the increa`ed use of
advanced composite materials provides an excellent opportunity for these techniques to be
utilized. This paper describes where these new-technology techniques might be used, both in
existing and future applications.
INTRODUCTION
Commercial airplanes are designed to be damage tolerant, that is, able to sustain
regulatory leads in the presence of damage until the damage is detected through inspewtion or
malfunction and repaired. Corrosion and fatigue are such types of damage that can occur to
an airplane. It is the goal of an Original Equipment Nlant;,acturer (OEM) to design airplanes
to be resistant to corrosion and fatigue and to develop maintenance programs that provide
opportunities to identify damage before the airplane's residual strength is impaired.
This residual strength requirement is tine of the primary concerns in selecting an
inspection method.. The goal of inspection is not necessarily to ensure that there is absolutely
no damage, but. to ensure that the residual strength of the structural member is not
compromised.
LAP JOINT INSPECTION:
The inspection requirements for they 13727,13737, and B747 model lap joints have
beer, the focus of much attention. Service Bulletin 737 .53AI039 addresses the longitudinal
lap joints of the B737. The requirements of this service bulletin are similar to those for the
B727 and 13747 airplanes. In this service bulletin, visual inspection is the method used to
identify the presence of corrosion. The service bulletin requires that if there are visual signs
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r	 of con-osion, these areas must be inspected with loin-frequency eddy current to determine the
,"amount of material loss. (The B727 equivalent service bulletin requires the entire skin panel
n be inspected for material toss.) Edd y
-current inspection is the current NDi method of choice
because the equipment is relatively inexpensive anti portable, and the metha d is able to
-estimatc material loss.
Many new-technology NDI techniques have been investigated for the lap joint
-;- i ,,bond/corrosioiiproblem. Since there is such a large amount of lap splice area, these
^. 	.service bulletins appear to be gocxd c^andidates for these techniques. Man y of these
^clinigaes arc able to detect the presence of disbanding ar corrosion, but at this time, they
	
1
e. unable to quantify the amount of material loss. I: these methods were to be used
tv rentl y , they would only
 be replacing a visual inspection, as the eddy-current inspection
wbd still be required to estimate the "arts uint of remaining material.
It is also important to note that the lap joint corrosion probler <; is applicable to a
limited  number of airplanes. The service bulletin requirements for corrosion inspections are
-	 _ only.
 pplicable to line numbers I to 849 for ttte B727, 1 to 2^ I for the B737, and 1 to 200 for
the B747. After these line numbers, the lap joint s, as well as all airplanes Mtilt thereafter,
were assembled with scalant between the skin panels. This lap point configuration has not
exNrienced a corrosion problem. The number of applicable- airplanes is becoming smaller a
sonic airplanes are nxxi fied and others retired due to age.
NDI FOR CORROSION
Corrosion problems occur in more areas than just lap joints. Because of the
increasing problem with corrosion as airplanes age. the Corrosion Prevantion and Control
` =
	 Program tCPCPI was developed by industry. The CPCP is mandated by the FAA for all
model airplanes. and it requires operators to perform repea l visual inspections on all airplane
su-ucture at	 intervals. The fact that all airplane models are affected and that large
areas of earl•. airplane are inslxcie6 viould lead come to believe that new-technology
ut:Ixction techniques could be a bit, help to CPCP 	 One must look at the
^^rograni as a whole, howe%er, it) sec why visual inspection was chosen.
4L.	 There are several difli'rent parts to CPCP implementation. Along vv ;!h the visual
iny)ectitm task are tasks of reapplying any damaged protective finishes, clearing drain paths,
applying; corrosion inhibiting compounds. and drying insulation blankets. All of these steps
must be performed even if there is no corrosion found, and therefore, internal access must be
gained. Since ao es, nwst lx gained, it makes sense to perform a visual inspection rather
(Ilan use a new-technology irtspectirnt technique.
Mans' service bulletin- allow (he option of external inspection using an NDI
technique or internal visual ins'Nction. The existence of the • CPCP may influence which
inspection Option an operator shoo es. For instance, if a set-vice bulletin inspection is to be
call*rud t)ut, a visual inspoaion can be, perforrtied during, the CK? inspection with no
^9R
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additional time for gaining access, and many times, with no additional time for inspection
(i.e., the same area is being looked at with the same level of inspection). If an operator has a
choice of a visual inspection % ith an interval equal to or greater than the CPCP interval_ or an
external NDi technique, it might make sense to perform the visual inspcc ion, since accros
will already have been rained for the CPCP inspection..
Visual inspection, however, is not always the best inspection method for corrosion
detection. Recent advances in the use of ultrasonics to detect and measure corrosion in
second-layer structure has made this new-technology technique very useful. Although not a
widc-arca technique, it has been shown to save many hours over existing visual inspections
[ Q. The use of this technique does require that the structure being inspected be scaled at the
faying surfaces.
Other advanced technology techniques, such as D-sight 121, infrared thennography
[31, and Magneto-Optic Imaging 141, are able to find areas of corrosion. At this time, .
however, they are unable to estimate the amount of material loss. These techniques may still
be useful to supplement visual inspections for detecting hidden corrosion.- .
SERVICE BL's-L1 TIN LNSPLUIrIONS
Much of the NDl research and development effort has been directed toward set-vice
bulletin applications, such as lap joint inspections. Much of the research has been directed
toward so-called wide-area techniques to help decrease the time and human factors
difficulties involved in these inspection%. A study was done recently to identify how many
Boeing service bulletins could be applicable to wide-area techniques for corrosion and
disbond detection. The selection of these service bulletins did not mean that a wide-arca
technique should be used or was ncceswily beneficial, only that it was possible that one
could be used.
Six B727, six 13737, and four B747 service bulletins were selected as candidates for
possible widc-area inspection applications. These numbers are reduced if the wide-area
techniquc cannot measure the amount of material loss caused by corrosion. As discussed
previously, if the tcehr ; juc. is not capable of doing this, it simply replaces an external visual
inspection and may not be of any benefit.
Table 1 shows the 13727 service bulletins selected, the current inspection method, and
the amount of time estimated to accomplish the inspection. No time estimates are given for
the eddy-current inspections for corrosion, because the amount of time depends on the area
requiring inshecdon and hOW much corrosion is present. Again. the listing of these bulletins
does trot mean that it wide-area technique would be beneficial, but rather that a wide-area
technique could be of possible. benefit,
i	 _=y
i'
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Table 1. 11727 Service Bulletins Selected.
Smice Current Method Approximate
Bulletin Area SB time estimates) Material Thickness
721-53-0072 Longitudinal Lap Longitudinal flap eddy cur ent 0.04A'-'0.14"
Joints LFEC for (material loss (WA)
727-53-0082 Upper Body Tear Ultrasonic testing (UT) for - 0.04" - 0.065" skin/
Straps disbonds (16 hours - Group 1, 0.063" doubler .
8 hou rs - Group 2
727-53-0084 Circumferential 	 _ LFEC for material loss (100 hours) 0.04" skin/
Doublers 0.02" doubler
`127-53-0109 Circumferential LFEC for material loss (NIA) 0.04" skin/
Doublers 0.02" doubler
727-53-0144 Forward L..-over Visual for corrosion (8 hours) 0.04" skinivar.
Body Skin Panel doublers
727-53-0159 Aft Lower Body Visual/LFEC for corrosion (128 0.05" -0.07" skin/
Skin Panel hours access + 8 hours ins ection) 0045d	 bl
Figure 1 illustrates the number of airplanes affected by the service bulletins selected.
Two of these bulletins are affected by the mandatory modification program, which requires
that the service bulletin modifications be perforated at or before 20 years of service,
eliminating the inspections. As of June 1996, only line numbers 1205 to 1216 are left with
_less than 20 years of service. The remaining four service bulletin modifications have to be
carried out vn or before the airplanes reach 60,000 flight cycles.
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Figure 1. B727 Service Bulletin& Line Numbers.
Table 2 lists the six B737 service bulletins selected. Service Bulletin 53-1170
currently culls out a ones-time internal visual inspection for disbanding of the tear straps. It is
estimated that this inspection takes 136 hours, plus time for gaining and restoring access.
The service bulletin allows an external ultrasonic bond ir>.spection as an option that is
estimated to take 12 hours to perform.
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Table 2. B737 Service Bulleiins Selected
Approximate
Service Current Method Material
Bulletin Area SB time estimates Thickness
737-53A1039 Longitudinal Lap Joints LFIC for corrosion (N/A) 0.036" skin/
doublers
737-53-1065 Aft Fuselage Skin UT for disbands (4 to 6 hours) 0.036" .skin/
Panel doublers
737-53-1076 Circumferential Joints Visual for corrosion (24 hours), UT 0.036" skin/
for disbonds---UN 1-219 (80 hours) doublers
737-53-1078 Window Belt LFEC for corrosion—L . 1-519 0.036" skin/
(N/A), UT for disbonds 4 hours doublers
737-53-1179 Fuselage Tear Straps Visual for disbands (136 hours plus 0.036" skin/
access) UT for disbands (12 hours) doublers
737-55-1022 Elevator Rear Spar UT for disbonds (3 hours) 0.012" skin/'
doublers
i
Figure 2 illustrates the number of airplanes affected by the B737 service bulletins
selected. It can be seen that the one-time inspection called out in Service Bulletin 53-1179
affects over 2000 airplanes. An operator with a large B737 fleet . dzavp a large amount of
	
time if a wide-area technique could be used. 	 -	 –	 -:,
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Figure 2. B737 Service Bulletin Line Numbers
Table 3 lists the four B747 service bulletins selected. A very large time savings could
be achieved by a wide-area technique for Service Bulletin 53A2279. Tile service bulletin
estimate ,, 72 hours for inspecting non-Special Perfunnance (SP) airplanes (:;6 hours for SPs)
using ultrasonic inspection.
6U1
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Table 3. 13747 Service Bulletins Selected.
Service Current Method Approximate Material
Bulletin Area SB time estimates) Thickness
747-53A2279 Upper Skin Tear Strap UT for disbonds (72 hours - 0.062" - 0.094" skin/
Group
	 36 flours - Grou 2) 0.063" - 0.071 doubler
747-53-2307 Longitudinal Lap LFEC for material loss (NIA) 0.062" - 0.250"
Joints
747 .55-2017 Outboard (013) RT for water in honeycomb (12 0.03" fiberglass
Elevator Trailing Edge hours)
(TE) Wedge
747-57-2261 Inboard Fixed TE RT (16 hours) or infrared (IR) 0.047" 0.066"
Panel (I hour) for water UT for fiherglass
dishond 32 hours)
Figure 3 shows the number of airplanes affected by the B747 service bulletins
selected. After line number 349 there is only one applicable service bulletin. This bulletin,
for the wing inboard fixed trailing edge panel, requires inspections for delamination and
water ingression. The inspection for seater ingression only has to be carried out once if there
is no water present. The ultrasonic inspection for disbonding, however, has to be repeated
ex-ery 1200 flight cycles until the. panel is replaced.
Lap )pints --1
_ 
53- 2307
Number	 _ — OB elevator TE wedge
of SBs -	 _ 55-201 7_
— — Upper skin tear straps
-	 53A2279
Inboard fixed TE panel
57-2261
	
I	 I	 I	 I
200	 316 349	 1,039
Figure 3. B747 Service Bulletin Line Numbers.
COMPOSITE INSPECTION
Service Bulletin 747-57••2261 for the inboard fixed trailing edge panel is an example
of where wide-area, new-technology inspection techniques are being used. The early
rvvi lions or the service bulletin required the use of radiography to detect water. The service
bullcain also called out the use of ult rasonic bond testing to detect delarnination between the
panel slain and core. The latest release of the service bulletin includes an option to use
infrared thermog;raphy in place of radiography to detect water. This newer technology
inspection tec:hniqucs have many advantages over conventional radiography. Approval has
60?
also been given for the use of laser shearography in place of the bond test preticedure called
out in the service bulletin. This service bulletin is a eood example of the great potential for
new-technology inspection techniques.
i
The increased use of advanced composite materials provides a great opportunity for
ne,
 v-technology NDI techniques to be used. The introductio n of the B737=340, B7
	 d
B767 airplanes in the 1990s created a deanand for new NDI techniques to inspect the
- - -e  : ?-
advanced composite materials. Although there are a few composite parts, such
- as the Ti757
-and B767 rudder and elevators, that require ultrasonic inspection for delamination, the
a
.-_
primary inspection method is visual for evidence of damage, such as damage from- irnpac t or
lightening strike. NDI techniques are then used to assess the damage and-inspect the tnsuin
repair. Damage assessment is usually performed with a. tap test or ultrasonic_ inspection,
-and-
it is relatively straightforward. The use of ultrasonics for composite repair inspection,
however, has proven to be difficult, and some of the new -technology techniques,.'na. 	 ec^_-
advantages, such as simplified interpretation of results.
^.Although existing techniques are currently meeting -the needs of composite::
inspection, there. is a potential for improvements with new -technology techni me-s -_ _ Already = _	 =	 =.-
infrared thermography has been shown to be an excellent replacement -far^radicigraptnic:
detection of water and ice in honeycomb. Thermugraphy =
 has been shown to .save time, Kith =='	 r	 =
equivalent results, without the radiation hazard (51. The Pi dd for adv2ttced . inspeetion
_
techniques will also increase as airplanes like the 137,=vtliztpit_mlirv;,tt:Itue,t	 ,grow older.
-	 CONCLUSIONS'
New-technology inspection techniques offer a frig potential in the airplane industry.
It is important, however, that the techniques fit into . the overall picture of damage tolerance.
In some- ;eses. the rccl3niue that	 firi3 tlacxmalle,-; def ;trnay not be the technique of
choice.'.:
The=detection of [ridden corrosion is a cornccrn on Gilder model airplanes. Visual
inspection has been used as the_primary means of detecting hidden corrosion in such areas as
lap joints..= Visual irrpsection is-also-the method used in the FAA-mandated Corrosion
Prea-ration-and Control Program feu all model airplanes. For almost: all Boeing commercial
x'3 airplane applications, ,visuAlpspeciiun for con-osion is more than adequate to meet the
^nspcctionxc+Iuiret3^ents.:
_	 A detailed stud; of ex.; . iing service bulletins for the B727, B737, and B747 showed
tfiat there are sank a}^lali - trc?ns for wide-area, new-technology technique~. Many of these.
tom:=. ater^tial applicatiom require that the new techniques be able to estimate the amount of
y ;t orrosion material-Ioss, before it can effectively replace the existing eddy -current technique.
_ :- > _ l'he re is a possible largte time savings for one 11737 and one-13747 service bulletin currently
-	 -	 z aliir^g outQrdsoaic bond ins. ecuon.
-	 -	 ^-
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The expanded use of advanced composite materials provides the greatest opportunity
"to maximize the benefit from new-technology
-techniques. Although existing methods are
capable of performing these inspections. research and development into newer and more -
advanced techn*cs is an important part of improving the. overall inspection process.
The Boeing. Company -will continue to research ne-&-technology techniques and try to
:identify new applications: We will also continue to monitor the research into these
techniques being done. thratlghoutthe inOystry, and we will encourage the advancement of
I -DI technology..:
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FSIMULATION OF STABLE TEARING AND RESIDUAL STRENGTH
PREDICTION WITH APPLICATIONS TO AIRCRAFT FUSELAGES
Chuin-Shan Chen, Paul A. Wawrzynek, and Anthony R. Ingraffea
Cornell University Fracture Group
31 Rhodes Hall
Ithaca, NY 14853
SUMMARY
The FRANC3D/STAGS software system is developed to model curvilinear crack
growth in aircraft fuselages. Simulations of fatigue crack growth have been reported
previously [ 1, 2]. This paper presents an enhancement to model stable tearing for residual
strength prediction. A tearing simulation along a crack path that captures the material
nonlinearities inherent at the crack tip is performed. The CTOA (Crack Tip Opening Angle)
is used as a crack growth criterion to characterize the fracture process under conditions of
large-scale yielding. Numerical simulations of a middle crack tension specimen were
performed. Results of predicted residual strength from FRANC3D/STAGS agree closely
with experimental measu.-ements, but the relative difference between them increases as the
width of the panel increases. A better agreement is achieved by including plane strain effects
around the crack tip.
Stable tearing simulations of a pressurized fuselage• panel, representative of a typical
narrow-body aircraft, were performed using the predicted crack path obtained from the
fatigue crack growth simulation. A simple extrapolation of the maximum tangential stress
theory to materials with orthotropic toughness is used as the directional criterion for the
fatigue: crack growth simulation. Cracks are allowed to grow arbitrarily as a part of the
simulation. Predicted trajectories agree well with measurements from a full-scale pressurized
panel test. Residual strength with the initial crack located in various positions in the fuselage
panel is predicted. Results show that. a difference in the initial crack location could have
significant effect on the residual strength prediction.
M'RODUCTION'
The FRANC3D (FRacture ANalysis Code for 3D Solids and Shells) program has
been developed for simulating curvilinear crack growth in aircraft structures (l, 2]. It
supports simulation of both curvilinear discrete crack propagation in stiffened thin-shell
structures and nonplanar discrete crack propagation ire solid structures. It can be used to
represent the crack geometry in a fuselage and to simulate crack interaction with various
structural elements. The stresses and displacements needed to calculate the relevant fracture
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parameters tae provided by the STAGS (STructural Analysis of General Shells) program (3].
This innovative numerical strategy, combining the geometric modeling and curvilinear crack
growth simulation in FRANC31), with the shell finite element analysis of STAGS, allows
one to simulate fatigue and fracture in aircraft fuselages.
In ductile material states, slow stable tearing can precede rapid fracture when yielding
is extensive. A number of different fracture criteria including crack tip stress or strain, crack
tip opening displacement or angle, crack tip farce, energy release rate, Mittegral, and the
tearing modulus have been proposed to characterize this fracture process under conditions of
large-scale yielding. Of these, the crack tip opening angle ((7TUA) or the crack tip opening
displacement (CTOD) at a specified distance from the crack tip was shown to be. suitable for
modeling ductile fracture in thin aluminum sheet [4-61. In the present work, the CTOA
criteri.on developed by Newman et al. [7-91 is used as the fracture criterion to characterize
stable crack. growth in aluminum fuselage structures. Elastic-plastic finite element analysis
based on incremental flow theory with a small strain assumption is used to capture material
nonlinearity [101.; A nodal force relaxation technique is used to simulate the stable crack
growth [31.
In the first part cif the paper, a middle crack tension specimen M(T) is modeled.
Results of predicted residual strength by MANC3D/STAGS are compared with experimental
measurements 1111. An erigineering approach utilizing the concept of a "plane strain" core
[9) to capture the three-dimensional behavior near the tip of the crack in a thin shell is
proposed. ,
In the second part of the paper, a stable tearing simulation of a cracked fuselage is
performed on a predefined but arbitrary curvilinear crack. path. The tearing path is
determined from a fatigue crack simulation with the crack grown in an anisotropic medium.
An appropriate length of the crack is then "closed" to predict residual strength assuming
stable tearing. Effects of the various locations of the initial crack in the fuselage panel on
residual strength prediction are investigated.
RESIDUAL ST)E ENG'm PREDICTION: MIDDLE CRACK TENSION SPECI.MEN, M(T)
The objective of this study is tcl verify the applicability of FRANC3D/STAGS to
predict residual strength of cracked shell structures. The M(T) test specimen configuration
and the simulation model are shown in Figure 1. In the simulation, displacements are applied
uniformly in a vertical direction, and the applied stresses are obtained by averaging total
forces from all nodes on the displaced edge, divided by the product of width and thickness.
A piecewise linear representation is used for the uniaxial stress-strain curve for 2024-T3
alurriinum (Figure 2). The critical CTOA is 6 degrees, measured 0.04" behind the crack tip.
STAGS five-nocied elements are used to transition from locally refined zones around the
crack tip to a coarse mesh, away from the crack. The finite element tncsh model for the 12"
wider panel is shown in Figure 3.
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Plasticity information was obtained during the course of the simulation. Figure 4
depicts the plastic. zone of the 12" panel for the cases with 0.2", 0.32", and 0.36" half crack
extension. The shape and location of the plastic none related to the crack tip varies as the
crack grows, : Duritip the nodal release step, the plastic zone behind the crack tip unloads to
an elastic state (but with residual stresses), while the portion of the zone ahead of the tip
expands. In effect, the plastic: zone moves with the crack tip as expected, leaving the
appropriate plastic wake. The. plastic zone size continue: to expand until it reaches the
Boundary of the Nf(T) test specimen.
Aa = 0.2"
	
Aa = 0.32"
	
Aa = 0.36"
Figure 4. The Predicted Plastic Zone of the 12" Panel for the Cases With 0.2". 0.32", and
0.36" Half Crack Extension.
Figure 5 plots the applied stress vs, half crack extension for the 12" panel and
predicted results obtained from FRANODISTACS are compared with experimental
measurements f 11]. The peak stress obtained from the applied stress-crack extension curve
is theresidual strength. of the cracked panel. For the 12" panel, residual strength is
approximatel y equal to the applied load when net section plasticity is reached (Figure 4, Aa =
0.36"). For the 24" panel, the predicted residual strength is slightly higher than the loading
corresponding to net section plasticity. This may be due to the strain hardening effects of the
material.
Table 1 compares predicted residual strength for various panel width; with
-xperimental measurements. As the width of die panel increases, the relative dif'f'erence
between experimental measurements and numerical prediction increases. Similar behavior
was relwrted by Ncwrnan et al. [9]. They observed better correlation Oy, including a "plane
strain vore" at the crack tip. For the present work, similar effects are incoq)orated into the
simulation and are discussed in detail below.
' The scatter of the experimental data is alxiut t 1. 17o.
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Table 1 . Residual Strength Prediction of M(T) test by FRA,NOINSTAGS.
Width vv)
1.5"
Initial Crack (2a)
— U 5"--
F.x eriinental
	 Prc(licted
37.3 ksi	 3_7.6 ksi
Difference –,
+0.8(/"
-- 3 " —	 1"	 — -- 34.5 ksi	 —34.9 ksi +1.2 °Ir,	 —
—12" —_4" —_ 31.3 ksi	 32.6 ksi _	 +4.1 %
--8" 1	 28.4 ksi
	
32.3 ksi +13.7
An Engineering Approach to Account for Plane Strain Core Effects
Thin-shell finitc elemenss behave cscentially in plane stress. However, due to the
finite thickne,,s of the Hanel, the behavior near the tip of the crack is three - dimensional in
miture, and higher sues triaxiality can build up le iding to a plane strain constraint at the
crack tip [ 121. No anal y tical solution was found to incoiporate this effect into the shell finite
clement anal y sis. Instead. an engineering approach that "adjusts" the initial yield stress, Q., ,
in shell elements based on the HRR fields [ 13. 141 is proposed.
13ased on thc • rrlatiorv,hip between .l-integral and the crack opcning diNplacenlent
derived from the HRR fields, Line has [151
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in which the crack tip opening displacement, S,, is defined us the opening distance between
the intercept of two 45° lines, (9rawn from the tip to the deformed profile. Dependence of the
coefficient do
 upon the strain hardening exponent and the initial yield strain for plane stress
and plane.. strain conditions was determined by Shih 1151. For the material used in this
exurnple, d,, is about 0.74 for plane stress and 0.55 for plane strain. By assuming that J and
b, remain constant during the crack growth simulation, one can obtain an equivalent initial
yield stress, o', , for the plane strain condition. The modified uniaxial stress-strain curve that
accounts for plane strain effects i s plotted in Figure 6.
Stress (ksi)
gQ	 Original
60
ay —
40	
Plane Strain Modification
20
0.0	 0.1	 0.2 Strain
Figure 6. The t: niaxia) Stress-Strain Relationship for the Original Material and the Material
With Plane Strain Modification.
Due to the introduction of d, , a mixed plastic zone is developed and a snutll,
artificial clastic zone between the original and plane strain material is observed (Figure 7). A
series of numerical simulations was performed with a core of plane strain shell elements
around the crack. Table 2 compares predicted residual strength for various panel widths,
with various plane strain core: heights embedded. to experimental measurements. With the
introduction of a lower initial yielding stress for the plane strain material, the predicted
results decrease as the height of the plane strain care increases, and a better agreement with
experin-ketral measurements is achieved for the 12" and 24" panels. However, the validity of
this ad-hoc approach to general applications other than the M(T) specimen is not clear. To
inve,,;tigate effects of the behavior near the crack tip on residual strength prediction, a fully
three.-dimensional analysis with a large strain forinulation is needed in the future. Thus, only
	
the regular shell finite element analysis will be u" ill 	 prediction of the residual strength
of' cracked fu.-,c:lagc,. discussed next.
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Figure 7. A Predic•tctl Niixc d Plastic Zone of the 12" Panel (Da 0.44" and F'lane Strain
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Table 2. Residual Strength Prediction AN( ' T)  test by FRANC3D/STAGS
Considering "flume Strain Core" F.ffec.ts.
Panel Width (w)
^Planr Strain Cote
Hr '1_ht (cL= 0.04" ► hx erimental Pred ,- ed
7
Difference
9c.t^2 x d 31. 1, ,-
12"
-- 24'7
_
31.3 ksi
32.4 ks i 5 Si
2x 
2d—
32.0 ksi +2.2
-- 2 x 4d 31.5 ksi +0 .(i '7
--- x 4d
-- 2 x 9d
28.4 kci 3i.(S ksi
_
+ 1 1.2 "c —
30 .9 ksi +8.8 %
RESMIJAL STRLNCTH PRF.T)I('TION OF AN AIRCR,U zi' F SEI.Ari'E
In this section, I-RANC:3D(S • 1'AGS is used to predlo the residu p I -^trcngth c+f it
pressurircd I'usrlage panel that i^ represt.-ntativc of a typical narrow-body aircraft. Tht: panel,
comprised of skin, tramcs, wringers, tear straps, and shear clips, is illustrated in Hgurc 9.
Detailed dimcmions, stnlcture component idealizations, and the } ierarchical mode)ing
strategy arc reported by I'utyondy et nl. [1. 2^. The ITANC'3F) grumeiric mode l (Figure 9a)
represents a 2x:: kty panel with an initial stab , cut along an edge of a strin9cr in the skin of the
panel. and the corresponding initial mesh model is shown in Figure 91).
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Fieure `). Vial The 1 =RA\C? D (1conietric Model, and (h i  ;hc Mesh Model With an Initial
Crack A!onc an Edge of a Strin g er in the Skin of the Panel.
A ccomet,icaIIN not:!mcm  can alysis of fatigue crack crow 0-, is iv y formed first.
An ap; rctf±tiale length of ciao`L- is then "closed" to perform it tearing simulation that Includes
both geometric and material nonlinear effects Thr possible trajector\ chanp- due tr stable
!carin^: i% neglected. and tilt- [r,insition from faugur u-, tvartng is assumed io kkcur abruptly
and the plas"	 }prior to tearing ► s ignored for thi s. ana!ysis.
Cr,.ck Trajectory Prediction
CsaO  are pre , bcteJ based mi fatigue crack growth simulation. A scs of
h►► ir,tre.s tnten,tty factor, tk i . k., h ! . K il l, proposed by Hui and Minder [ 161 accounts fc.-
horh the to-mane memhrar,e hi m-,g \ K I .
 K11i and the out - , )f plane Sending 1,,.tding (k 1 , kZ)
eel. rienQed by a crack to :. I-selage structur: 1 or each crack gro:rth simulation cycle. the
eyuiltbri; :n state -xith fully applied loading is obtc-inccl front a gcomrt ► ica;;} i,onimear.hell
analvsis. Siress 1111L tsih Iactot> air c0111puted using the modified _rack closure miegral
mclhod 1 171
i,l?
4
tip
t.
Depending on the tmaterizd's rolling direction, the apparent toughness along
circumferential and longitudinal directions may be different. For 2024-T3 aluminum, the
direction perpendicular to the rolling direction could have a 5% to 20% higher toughness than
that of the rolling direction. For the panel tested, dtc rolling direction was longitudinal; thus,
Me craks growing from the initial saw cut are experiencing T-L crack growth. In general,
crack propagation in an anisotropic medium is considerably more complicated than the
isotropic case x181. In the prewin work, a simple extrapolation of the maximum tangential
stress theory to materials with orthotropic toughness proposed by Auctek and Iierakovich
1191 is used. The tangential stress is normalized -,n respect to the directional strength of the
material and crack propagation is assuirwd to be in the direction of maxiinum twnndized
stress, such that
MaJL CT(^,+.hj,Kr,) _	 at 6
where R(ql is a strength parameter characterizing the material fracture resistance, cr, is the
tangential stress, and 0,_ is the angle of impending crack propagation. The fracture resistance
is characterized ciniply its an ellipse based ou fracture toughness for propagation along T and
L directions. The thrvey is for fracture propagation so its applicabilit y to fatigue crack
	
3	 growth is not clear. The initial propagation angle away from the stringerltear wap f(x the
	
s► ,	 athotm is case, with 20% higher toughness in the T than in liar L dilution of propagAion,
-
"differs b3-- RXY c4^W to (lie 11SWOW rase (Figtue ill).
.tom' a D, ^ tee...
i,.W...tX^r,
	 1 r
Kr•
^Sl txxsup^c Ciw	 ib-OdsotropL Cali	 =1.2
k
Figure 10. The I'rc.lk t(+ Initial Propa gation :angles Away F-rout the StringurCu:rr Strap for
th--	 Iuu-opic: and (b) Orthatropic Lbcs.
The crack iti grown in 1-inch increments at each crack tip. The predicted results are
compared with a full-scatc pressurind panel test [20] with an initial saw cut just above thy;
stringer/tear strap (Firurc 11). Good agreement Letwe m the predicted results and the
experimental measurement- is obtained.
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Figure Ill. Comparison Between Computed and Measured Crack Trajectories. The Triangle
and Box Denote the Crack Tip Locatiou From Prediction and Expe rimental
Mea.%tutitncnts.
Numerical simulations of fatigue crack growth were lktfornted for duee different
kwations of the initial crack: along the stringer/tear strap, slightly away from the stringer
(0.45" above the stringer;, and at a quarter of the distance between stringers. Predicted crack
trajectories are plotted in Figure 12. The last inch of crack growth increment at each end will
bettscd :ts the tearing path in the fullowing simulation.
tame Unc	 Frune L insl
Strtngei near Strap
aK
^n
:J
Stnngcr/Tear Strap
Figure 12. Comparison Anx)ng Computed Crack Traiecio rics. A. he Triantic, Circle, anc
Diamond Denote the Crack Tip Location From Nedicoon With Initial Crack
Located Along the Stringer. 0.45" Ate%-e die Stringer, and at a Quarter of the
Distance Between Stringers.
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Residual Strength Predicttcln and Effects cif Location of Initial Crack
Stable tcatrn€ simulation «as performed for case, with three different initEd crack
po`iti(-,n,;. Predefined crack paths shoe n in Fi g ure 12 obtained from the fatigue crack gromh
simulation ,ire used to predict residual ,trenglh assuming stable tearing. The last inch of
fatigue crack gro%sth is "clowd" to perform the tearing sinlulaimn. A critical C70A of 5.1
degrees. measured 0.03" behind, the crack tip and assumed to be the same alonf; the T and L
dircctlon^. is u•.ed. The linite element mesh is created b y the all-quadrilateral element meNh
generator 1211 with a template inserted along the tearing path (Figure 131.
1:11	 1 11 1
Figure 13. tat A Template in:crted Alon g th° Tearing Path and (bt the Final Mesh Generated
13^ the all-Quadrilateral Element Meshing Algorithm.
Figure 1 .3 blots tine applretl pressure % • s. half crack extension cur ve of the left crack tip
for each case. Rci.ults of pufth Aed residual strength based on an as ymptotic value of curve
fitting are y, 9. and I 1 p ,,i for cases %%ith initial crack located along the stringer, 0.45" above
the stringer. and at a quarter of the distil nce between strangers, respectively. R} comparing,
the first and second case, \kith the third. a _2'.. dilference in the residual strength prediction
due to the initial crack locatum a a• f"und.
K
k
k
— o— In,t^ll. txi Sion{ t;tmltt7
— e — Irma; -YWk J "" ab-VC slnttQct
O — Initial :rail: at 3 quarwr of
1	 Jist,n , t Nn-Awn 4nn4•em
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Figure la. The Applied Put- ,,sure Versus Half Crack Extension Cun-es for the Cases With the
Initial Crack Located Along the Stringer/Tcar St1all. 0.15" Above the Stringer,
and at it Quarter of Distance 13:-t\k eert .7.6ngers.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
	 -
An enhancement of the FRANC3DiSTAGS software system with,re-4=4 to stable
tearing simulation for residual strength prediction is presented. For tearing simulations of a
middle crack tension specimen, the predicted residual strength from FRANOD/STAGS
agrees closely with t,`iat from !lie test. However, the relative difference between experimental
measurements and the prediction increases as the width of the panels increases. An
engineering approach for shell finite element analysis by utilizing the c micept of "plane
strain" core to capture the three-dimensional behavior near the tip of the crack is proposed. A
better agreement with experimental measurements is obtained. However, the validity of this
heuristic approach to general applications mher than the M(T) specimen is not clear. To
further investigate effects of the crack tip field oil residual strength prediction, a fully duct-
dimensional analysis with a large strain foimiulation is needed in the future.
Stable tearing simulation of a pressurized fuselage panel, representative of a typical
narrow-bode aircraft, is performed using the predicted crack path obtained from the fatigue=
crack growth simulation. The skin is assumed to have 20%. higher toughness in the direction
perpendicular to the rolling direction than in the roiling direction. The ;augue crack growth
direction criterion based on a simple extrapolation of the maximum tangential stress theory to_
materials wit.`i orthotropse toughness is used. Predicted crack growth trajectories agree well
with tlu: measurements from a full-scale pressurized pastel test. Residual strength with the
initial crack located in various positions in the fuselage paw l. is ittctstigated. Results showed,
locationthat a difference in the initial crack 	 could have significant effects on the residual
strength 1wedicdon. In the present study, we (a) negle(N-the.p sibie traj;ctory - change due to
cable .caring. assume (b) that the transition from fatigue to t"itna occurs abruptly, and (c)
that the plasticity history before the tearing simulation can be ignored. Each of these might
have significant effects on re,%k l strength IxC'c_dcction *d =s4ts<Ubc investigated in the
future.
An innovative numerical strategy in si uiWing fatigue and fracture of an aircraft
fuselage has hoen developed. The close-courAng a FRANODISTAGS, by combining the
geometric tuMeling and curvilinear crack. grawith simulation in FRANOD with the shell
finite element anal ysis of STAGS, seeks not-o€_uv -urepresent and analyze the problems
faithfully but also efficiently.
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THE PRESENCE OF 17ULTIPLE-SITE DAMAGE IN
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SUMMARY
Much research has been devoted to the studies of the cracks in the fuselage skin lap
joints. I'lowever, circumferential cracks, which can be critical, have received little attention.
Although the axial skin stress due to internal pressure is smaller than the hoop stress in the
skin, the axial stress in the skin can be higher than that in the hoop direction due to bending
in the fuselage. This paper prevents a detailed study of circumferential cracks in the fuselage
using a hierarchical approach. The effect of multiple-site damage MSD or, the residual
strength is presented together with the residual strength diagrams.
INTRODUCTION
Recent studies (l, 2, 31 suggest that widespread fatigue damage can significantly
reduce the residual strength capability of an aircraft fuselage, Much research has be-n
devoted to the studies oi'cracks in the fuselage lap joints. However, circumferential cracks
may result in rnore serious consequences if their growth cannot be arrested by the stiffened
structure of an aircraft fuselage. Circumferential cracks received less attention due to the fact
RUvet Holes and
Fitign Cracks	
:0:/
:0:/
u	 •o^
Circumferential
Crack
Figure 1. A Critical Location on the Aircraft Fuselage for Circumferential Damage.
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that the axial stress due to pressurization is smaller than the hoop stress caused by
pressurization. However, the axial skin stress at certain locations on the aircraft fuselage, as
illustrated in Figure 1, can be higher than the hoop stress, due to the fuselage down bending
and the cabin pressure. The axial stress can be as high as 34 ksi (see 12]), which is abcaut
700 of the initial yield stress. (The initial yield stress of Al 2024-T3 is 47 ks±.) Since the
panel works at such a high level of gross stress, even a small stress concentration factor can
lead to yielding. Therefore, extensive plastic deformation can be expected in the presence of
a lead crack, and nonlinear material behavior becomes very important in the study of residual
strength in such a case.
RESIDUAL STRENGTH ANALYSIS
A global-intermediate-local modeling strategy was used to perform the detailed
analyses of circumferential cracks. The effort to automate the procedure of global-
intermediate-local analysis of an aircraft fuselage reported in [5) makes the analyses much
easier. The crack configuration in Figure 2 is chosen because there. was a component test [4]
carYied out in such a configuration. At the time of the test, it was considered to be the most
critical situation for a circumferential crack.
(^` 8 !` n	 _I
^":''1
::°:Circ.^mfetuxial '	 o	
•	 °:
tA
0	 o	 c^' :O;	 0	 0 ". o	 0	 o . 0	 O co 0 0 0	 0: p: c• 0 0 o r
0 0 U:;O, O G U O O
	 U ;i0	 O	 i^ 0	 0 	 10 .	 0 ;;(; C• U C u u
.:0: O:°_ ..........
•O•
Crack ArrarAing	 Broken Cc= 	Crack Arresting
Stringer	 Stringer	 Stringer
Figure 2. The Location of the Circumferential Crack in the Component Test.
The following is a brief description of the panel under cow-ideration. More details
may be found in [4]. The skin is Al2024-T3 and 0.071 in. thick. Stringer spacing is 8 ill.
The cross-sectional area of each stringer is 0.5471 in. In the test, the panel failed at the gross
stress of 39.7 ksi, with the half-crack length equal to 9.88 inches. The fracture toughness of
the: shin material is 198 ksi, as suggested by Swift in [2].
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Figure 3 shows the residual strength curves obtained using a linear clwie fracture
mechanics (LEFM) approach and using an elastic-plastic fracture mechanics (F,PFM)
approach. When the computed residual strength is compared to the load at the test failure, it
is seen that the LEFM prediction overestimates the residual strength of the panel by a large
amount. However, the EPFM approach only slightly underestimated the residual strength of
the panel. Here, the residual strength curve is obtained by computing the failure load at
different crack sizes. Therefore, the effect of stable tearing of the skin is not considered. In
the test a static loading was applied on the panel to force the crack to grow from a half-crack
length of 7.38 in. to the final failure. Due to the plastic hardening, the panel can take a
slightly higher load than (lie load at the crack initiation. Therefore., the load at crack initiation
will be slightly smaller than the failure load obsened in the test. Thus, we consider the
prediction obtained by the EPFb1 approach to be very good.
Half-Crack. UACth (in)
Figure 3. Residual Strength Curve for the Circumferential Crack.
Figure 4 shows the equivalent plastic strain contour plots for cracks of different sizes
at the critical loads. It is seen that the plastic zones are very large, with a radius of more than
5 in. The plastic deformations around the rivet holes can also be recognized b y the small
dark zones near the location of the rivet holes. As the crack sire increases, the. center broken
stringer takes less load. This is indicated by the disappearing of plastic deformations near the
rivet holes located at the center stringer. More and more load is transferred onto the crack
arresting stringers as the crack size increases, as indicated by the plastic deformations near
the rivet holes at the crack arresting stringers. As the crack tips approach the crack arresting
stringer, the plastic deformations arour., the crack tips are restricted by the stringers.
However, right after the . crack tips penetrate the crack arresting stringers, as seen in the
contour plot of Figure 4(g) ('a = 8 in), the size of plastic deformation reaches the niaxinurm.
At this Ix,int, the residual strength curve reaches a local maximum point (see Figure 3) and
the crack arresting stringers are behind the crack tips.
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Figure 6. The Residual Strength Curves fur the Circ:utnferentially Cracked Panel With and
Without Cabin Pressure.
The plastic deformations are nearly symmetric about the crack plane for idl crack
sizes, though they are disturbed near the location of the frame (kx-alwd below the crack in the
contour plats). This indicates that the effect of the frtune is not significant. Figure 5 shows
the residua) strength curves for the circuniferen6ally cracked panel :4-itfl frtunes of different
sizes. In this analysis, we doubled the size of the fiance to study the safest of the frame. It is
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seen that that the size of the frame makes almost no difference. In a real structure, the skin of
tree fuselage will buckle in the presence of a large crack. A frame near the crack cart act as an
antibuckling guide, In this hierarchical analysis, no buckling was allowed. Therefore, the -
antibuckl ing effect of the frame is not studied in this pape..
Figure 6 shows the effect of pressurization in which we compute the residual strength
far the case whcrc there. is only axial loading and the case where there arc both axial loading
and hoop direction loading (due to pressurization). Since the pressurization changes mainly
the hoop stress, which does not affect mode I loading of the circumferential crack, little
difference in residual strength curves is observed in both the linear elastic fracture analysis
acid the elastic-plastic fracture analysis.
In the test, it was observed that the panel failure was precipitated by rivet failure in
the crack arresting stringers. Since the rivets on the crack arresting stringers transfer the load
from the skin to the stringers, the nonlinear behavior of the rivets can have a considerable
	 -
cffect on the crack arresting capability of the panel. To study this effect, we use the empirical
flexibility curve [2) to model the nonlinear effect of the rivets on the residual strength of the
panel. The empirical flexibility curve is shown in Figure 7. This flexibilit y curve in Figure 7	 ;'s
was obtained from an experiment in which a riveted joint was loaded until the rivei failed.
Therefore, this texibility curve includes the actual plastic deforniation of the skin. The effect
of nonlinear behavior of rivets can be seen in Figure 8. Due to the yielding of rivets, less 	 =
load i4 transferred into the stringer from the skin. This decreases the residual strength of the
cracked Iktncl. The reduction is observed in both the L.EFM analysis and EPFM analysis.
However. the int7,icnce of the nonlinear behavior of rivets is smaller in the EPIM analysis,
since the-Yielding of skin around rivet holes was modeled in the EPFM analysis.
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Multiple-site fatigue damages can reduce the residual strength of art aircraft fuselage
in the presence of a large circumferential crack. Figure 9 shows the percentage reduction in
residual strength for the case where. the lead crack tips just penetrated the crack arresting
stringers, and the distance between the first MSD and the tip of the lead crack is 1 inch.
Three different cases were. analyzers corresponding to 1) there is one MSD crack ahead of the
lead crack tip, 2) there are three MSD cracks ahead of the lead crack tip. and 3) there are five
MSD cracks ahead of the lead crack tip. Figure 10 shows how the residual strength decreases
as the size and the number of MSD cracks increase. The more MSD cracks, the larger the
reduction in residual strength. Although the fatigue damages can significantly reduce the
residual strength of the panel, this panel will not degrade sufficiently to lose the capability to
arrest a two-bay circun;fcrendal crack at the operating stress level (assumed to be 34 ksi)
until the MSD cracks are of significant length. This can b-. seen in Figure 10.
CONCLUSIONS
A circumferential crack at a critical location with high axial stress was analyzed.
Vcry large plastic zones were: observed with a radius of more than 5 inches at the critical
loads. Plastic deformation near rivet holes was alco very significant. The yielding and failure
of the rivets on the crack arresting stringers decreased the crack arresting capability of a
circumferentially cracked fuselage; a similar result was observed for multiple-site damages in
the skin of the fuselage. Since the linear elastic fracture mechanics approach significantly
overestimated the residual strength of a cracked panel and underestimated the influence of
MSD, the elastic -plastic fracture mechanics approach is mandatory for the study of residual
strength of a circumferential crack at critical locations.
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A STUDY OF FATIGUE CRACK GENERATION AND
GROWTH IN RIVETED ALCLAD 2024-T3 SPECIMENS
Z. M. Connor, X E. Dine, and B. Moran
Northwestem'University
Department of Materials Science.r
Evanston, Illinois 6020
SUMMARY
Initiation. and propagation of fatigue cracks at rivets in Alclad 2024-T3 specimens
were investigated microscopically. Fatigue tests were performed on five identical specimens.
Each specimen was assembled frorn two pieces of Alclad 2024-T3 sheet material using three
2017T4 aluminum alloy rivets. One piece of the sheet material had three countersunk rivet
holes and the mating sheet had three straight holes. The'specimens were loaded in uniaxial
tension with a r-: iximum load of 4,0 kN and an R ratio of 0. 1. The number of cycles until a
crack approximately 2 mm in length was seen in the plate near the rivet head was defined as
N. The average N, was 310,000 cycles with a standard deviation of 80,000 cycles. A surface
rumpling consisting of plastic deformation and microcracks is observed adjacent to the rivet
head prior to ernt.gence. of a propagating crack. Both circumferential and radial microcracks
are seen. Using a 40 times magnification microscope, the propagating cracks were 0.5 to 1.7
mm long when first observed. In many specimens, such cracks did not grow significantly for
many cycles after first observed. The time period between when surface rumpling is first
observed and the end of the slow crack growth may provide a window of opportunity for
early crack detection. This is a useful method for preparing specimens for nondeshuctive
evaluation (NDE) calibration.
INTRODUCTION
Prior to investigating fatigue crack initiation and propagation in riveted Joints,
uniaxially loaded specimens of Alclad 2024 T3 aluminum alloy with countersunk rivet holes
were investigated microscopically. A significant: variation was observed in the cycles to
initiation of a detectable crack under closely controlled conditions that were intended to be
identical. The hales were made with a computer controlled machine tool and the maximum
and minimum loads in the fatigue cycle were constant. The fatigue cracks initiated as
microcracks in the blunt knife edges of the countersunk rivet holes and then extended as
Mode I cracks [ 1-31. This present paper repo, i, the results on lap joint specimens consisting
of two panels fastened with three rivets aligned in the stress direction and loaded in uniaxial
tension.
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rThe load transfer conditions for riveted lap joint specimens are very different from
unriveted specimens with a rivet hole. The load is concentrated at the rivets with load by-
-pass occurring in the panels so that the outer rows of rivets carry the largest: load. In addition,
even if the load axis is along the center line of the riveted panels, there is a bending moment
exerted can the outer rivets and these: are the rivets where failure is expected. Other factors,
such as the amount of clearance or interference in the fit of the rivet in the hole and friction
between the two,sheets, also affect the load transfer conditions for a riveted lap joint
specimen [4, 5]. In addition, residual stresses are present in riveted joints. In specimens, of
-'the same design as those used in this study, the residual stresses were found to be
compressive in the rivet and tensile in the sheet at low riveting forces, but at higher riveting
f
orfms, such as used in the present stud y , the stresses in the sheet became_ compressive [6].
uch conlprescive-s0esses are-expected to increase the initiation time and reduce the crack
propagation rate. Schijve has shown that S-N curves arc approximately the same for lap
-	 joints and asymmetric butt joints of 2024-T3 Alrlad material [11j.
^S
The initiation and propagation of fatigue cracks in the riveted specimens wore-
investigated microscopically as a function of fatigue cycles. This work concentrates on crack
initiation and short crack formation and growth. The first indication of cracking is surface
rumpling due to plastic deformation and tnicrocracking in the metal adjacent to the rivet. 	 -
Then a short radial crack emerges after many cycles. It's initial growth rate is very slow. A
statistical study of the crack initiation and growth is given. The rumpling and short crack
precursor, period afford a window of opportunity for early crack detection by NDE.
One of the objectives of this research was to prepare. specimens with characteristic
cracks for NDE studies and calibration. Often pseudo-cracks are prepared for this purpose by
electro-discharge machining (EDM). Actual cracks are preferable. As discussed in this
piper, riveting a precrarked specimen into a panel may change the crack characteristics such
as the crack opening. "specimens with in-situ cracks arc available and have been supplied to
others.'
SPECIMEN PREPARATION
Lap joint specimens were prepared consisting of two pieces of Alclad 2024-T3
aluminum allay shects, one piece with countersunk rivet holes and the mating piece with
straight holes, as shown in Figure 1. The sheet material was 1.02 mrn thick including a layer
of 1050 aluminum alloy cladding 0.05 mm thick on each side. The c+ountersur.k rivet holes
had a 100° included angle and a maximum diameter of 6.35 mm as specified by Boeing
Company 737 Structural Repair- Standard (1970) [7]. The rivet holes were drilled anti
countersunk using a comhutcr controlled machining center (S]. The rivets were 3.97 nun
diarrtet:tr and were made of 2017-T4 aluminum alloy (Boeing Pat1 No. AACRIKE5L74).
Typical flushness requirements for rivets are +0.10 to -0.000 mm [9]. This gives a blunt
knife. edge of 0.20 mm, which is 20 pe rcent of the thickness of the sheet. In the specimens
' loan Moulder and David Hsu at Iowa SN to Universit y ; Pavel Fomltchov at Northwestern University
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used for this study, the countersink was machined to a depth that would give a blunt knife
edge of 0.20 *
.0.0 1  tam (Figure 2).
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Figure 1. Riveted Lap Joint Specimen. A Top Panel has Countersank Rivet Holes, and a
Bottom Panel has Straight Drilled Holes and are Riveted With Flush Head
Rivets.
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Figure 2. Section View of Sheet With Countersunk Hole.
Tht. panels were riveted together on a manually operated hydraulic press where the
rivets were compressed between two flat plates at a constant load of five tons for the three
rivet specimens. This load gave bucktail diameters of 6.12:t 0.0 mm as called for in the
Boeing specification [7].
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDLIRE
An NITS servohydraulic uniaxial fatigue testing -machine with a rating of 100 kN was
used to perform the experiments. The three- . rivet lap joint specimens were loaded in uniaxial
tension with an R ratio of 0.1 and u maximum load of 4.0 kN resulting in a nominal stress of
52 YIN. Shims were used in the grips so that the load axis was along the initial center line of
the specimen. A saw-tooth wave with a frequency of i Hz was applied with a function
generator and fine tuned with the use of a digital recording oscilloscope. A poeitive. R-,ratio
was selected to prevent damage to the crack surface , from crack closure.
Cracks were viewed at a magnification of 40x with an optical microscope mounted on
an X-Y micrometer stage which was used to measure the crack length from the edge of the
rivet head. in general, two propagating cracks formed, one on each side of the rivet.
Definitions of individual crack length, a, and end-to-end crack length. c, are given in
Figure 3.
Figure 3. Drawing of Top Panel Surface With Rivet Head Mfining a and c.
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Since one way to make cracked riveted specimens for NDE that are more realistic
than those made using EDM notches is to rivet specimens that are already cracked, an
experiment was performed to determine if riveting will change the crack opening of a pre-
cxisting crack. An unriveted pastel containing a countersunk hole was fatigued until a crack
appeared that extended beyond the-countersunk area of the specimen. Fidueial lines were
then drawn on both sides of the crack. This specimen was then riveted with increasing
pressure and micrographs were taken after each increase in press( re. After compressing the
rivets under four tons of pressure, there was no apparent change in the fiducial line
separation. This gave an average bucktail diameter of 5.89 mm; however, the Boeing
specification requires a bucklail diameter of 6.12:± 0.05 mm 171. After compressing the
rivets under five tons of pressure, an average bucktail diameter of 6.12 mm was obtained and
the separation of the fiducial fines was 0.01 t 0.005 mm greater than initially. Thus, an actual
crack produced Uy fatiguing an already riveted panel may be different than one produced by
riveting a panel with a pre-existing crack. Furthermore, as shown in the present work, the
crack initiation process and the location of the macroscopic crack are much different for a
countersunk rivet hole and a specimen containing a rivet 11, 2, 31.
Rivet 3 Rivet 2 Rivet 1
Figure 4. Side View Drawing of Lap Joint Specimen Illustrating Asymmettic Loading and
Specimen Bending.
As shown in Figure 4, the lap joint specimen gives rise to bending due to the
asymmetric loading; the loads being transferred through the upper and lower plates are offset.
A, detailed stress analysis of the riveted specimen would be. required to determine the
contribution of bending to the stress concentrations at the rivets. Alternatively, it may be
possiblc to use a simple mechanics of materials approach such as that suggested by Schijve
141. Because of this bending moment, rivets 1 and 3 (Figure 1) experience a larger load than
Rivet 2. True to load bypass, the plates are most heavily loaded at Rivet 3 in the top plate and
Rivet 1 in the bottom plate. Because the top plate rivet holes are countersunk, crack
initiation can be expected at rivet 3 in the top plate.
Initially, circumferential and radial rnicrocraeks occurrcd in the panel at this rivet and
later a dominant radial crack was formed as depicted in Figure 5. A rumpled region was seen
that consisted of slip stops and microc.racks. The miermxacks were approximately 100 to 200
trticrons in length when the rumpled region was first observed.. The dominant radial cracks in
the relates were at an angle. which was not normal to the loading direction. The radial cracks
became normal to the load direction on growth. This indicates combined tensile and shear
mode fracture occurred until the crack. propagation became normal to the loading direction.
Typical mi.crocracks are shown in the photomicrograph in Figure 6. Rumpling was first
noticed at 175,000 cycles. This photomicrograph was taken at 215,000 cycles, A portion of
the rivet head is .seen it) the upper left corner. The machining marks (large radius) are very
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superficial. A typical radial crack is shown in the photomicrograph M Figure r, The radial
crack farms at the lower edge of tho nnnpled region. 1. 7 11rzso nic C-scan imaging of one
specirnrti containing microcrack^. and two specimens containing -adial cracks revealed
projected Images of the cracks!
Initial
	 Rivet	 Plate
ru and9	
head
microcracks J
Further
rumpling
and
	
j fmicrocracks loadingdirectionJ/^J
Radials crack
emerges	 Jt^(
Fig,urc 5. Sketch )Depicting Microcracks and Propagating Radial Crack Adjacent to Rivet
Head.
Several sliccimcns \kere disassembled by grinding off the bucktail and carefully
removing the rivet and all showed evidence of fretting as seen by black particles which were
present. One specimen \vas disassembled before a radial crack w=ts seen in the region of the
plate ad. jaccrit to the rivet head. After disassembly, microcracks were obser v ed on the back
tide of the panel which had countersunk rivet holes. These microerack^, are shown in the
photon-liclogniph.s in Figure 8rc and Rh, both circumferential and radial microcracks were
observed. Those micromic• ks did not originate at the knife edge.
c:uunrsy of Uavi d Hu at Iowa State tniversity
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Figure 6, Photomicrograph of Microcracks Adjacent to Rivet Head Prior to the Emergence
of a Propagating Radial Crack.
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Figure 7. Photomicrograph o f
 Propagating Radial Crack Fnerging From Nficrocracks•
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The results of crack growth measurements for five specimens are plotted as a vs. N in
Figure 9. Thcr2 is a .vide variation in the number of (cycles until the first propagating radial
crack is seen, it occurs on one side of the specimen and then latcr occurs on the other side of
the specimen. it.s length when first sr_n was in the range of 0.5 to 1.^i mm The number of
c ycles hetv.-cen the first ohservation of rumbling and the first propagatinte radial crack is
somewhere: in thy: neighborhood of 20,000 to 80.000 oycles; however, further data is
ncecssary to delrrntlnC thiC more ac:curaWly. Ob-;vrvations were made. cr yery 10,fJ00 cycles.
T y pical crack growth data for the first ratfial ( • lack seen is cxhibi!ed to Heure 10 on an
cxpand(-d scale for t.hrce specimens. There is an interval of approximately 20,000 to 60,000
cycles (luring which crack growth is slow and an Opportunity exists for early crack detection.
This occurs when the length of a, as defined in Figure 4, is less than ahout ? nim. When a is
equal to 3, tune. the crack is 12 min from the edge of the specimen and an y edge effect should
K: n-umma). k-figure I I which is a plot of it \ s. N, , , , . - N.,, ,r shows that the number of cycles
hetw•een ,I 	of approximately 2 min and 7 rimi in length is 20,000 to 105.000 c y cles, a
difference of 85,(X)O cycles. Defining N, as tht: number of cycles until a 2 nun radial crack
had grown past the rivet Dead, it is ohserved that most of the lifetime is in this slags. N, in
the five specimens varied from 200,0((0 cycles to 450,M) cycles. a variation of "'50,M)
c ycles. The average wslui^ of N was 310,000 c ycles. 1 hus the variation in the number of
cycles for crack initiation is much greater than the variation III 	 number of cycles for crack
growth 141.
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It is customary to plot the crack growth rate, do/dN, vs, AK. Since AK cannot be
calculated at this time, do/dN was plotted vs. Qtfrcira. The effective stress, 6^tir, is defined as
the maximum applied load divided by-the total cross-sectional area. including; the rivets.
Such a plot for the five specimens is shown in Figure 12. dc/dN was determined from the
crack growth such as plotted in Figure 9. In several specimens, a. near threshold region of
slow crack growth was observed. Later a power law (Paris t yl behavior) is suggested.
Region III (unstable crack growth) occurs much later in the life of the specimen than plotted
in die. figure.
CONCLUSIONS
A method was developed for producing in situ cracked riveted specimens for NDE
cxa» nination. A threshold value for a nc."' is suggested. Surface rumpling and microcracks
are a precursor to a propagating crack. A first estimate of the number of cycles between the
observance of the microcracks and the observance of a propagating crack is in the
neighborhood of 40,000 cycles. A window of opportunity exists for early detection of fatigue
cracks as crack growth is slow for a major portion of the fatigue life.
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SUMMARY
T*£ integral values associated with a stable, curved crack growth in biaxially loaded,
fatigued precracked, 2024-T3 singles edge notched (SEN) specimens, which were loaded in a
combined modes I and 11 loading, were determined. These SEN specimens mimicked the
flapping of a failed lap slice of a, pressurized airplane fuselage. Most specimens were
outfitted with a tear strap, which was either bonded, bonded and riveted, or integrally
machined in the: specimen. The crack curved upon propagation due to the imposed mode IT
crack tip deformation and either penetrated or curved again upon hitting the tear strap. T*lp_
integral Nvas identical to that of mode I crack extension while T*2e vanished. In general, the
crack curved-in the dirwion of maximum principal strain.
INTRODUCTION
When a pre-existing axial crack in a lap slice of a pressurized fuselage extend; under
critical load, the flap generated by the one-sided bulging will tend to tzar away from the lap
joint. The mechanism of this flap generation was attributed to the imposed mode II stress
intensity factor :. Ku,, induced by the characteristic one-sided bulging peculiar to a lap splice
joint failure and results in an abrupt crack kinking away from the axial direction. This crack
kinking was analyzed in detail by Kasai, et al. [1-3) using linear elastic fracture mechanics
despite the presence of considerable large-scale plastic yielding. This plastic yielding is often
This study is support:d by rAA rescarch graras to the Georgia Institute of Tcxhnology and to the
Uniwrsity of Washington.MA Grant No. 92-6-0005.
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compounded by the presence of multisite. damage (MSD) which links up with the main axial
crack through plastic collapse [4]. After kinking, the crack normally propagates diagonally
until it approaches a (car strap or a frame after which it most likely will kirk again and
-- propagate circumferentially until the driving force, i.e., fuselage pressure, has been
exhausted. Again, the numerical anal yses of Kosai, et al. [1 - 3] exhibited considerable
plastic yielding during the propagation phase of the kinked crack. The above brief review
shows that while linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) techniques can be used
effectivAy, particularly in an industrial setting, to predict crack kinking in a lap joint and at a
crack arrestor, the fracture mechanic-based prediction technique can be improved by
incorporating the plasticity. effect in the analysis.
This paper presents our initial effort toward the development of an elastic-plastic
crack curving criterion. T* t.,
 integral, which hac been used successfully
 by e autltor. and
their colleagues in analyzing node 1, stable and dynamic ductile crack growth [5 - 71, will be
used in assessing crack curving in the presence of large-scale wielding.
THEORETICAL, BACKGROUND
Prt is a path dependent integral based on incremental theory of plasticity where the
integration contour expands together with the extending crack [8,9). By confining the
integration contour, I't., to the very vicinity of a traction-free crack and by using the stress and
strain fields generated by the incremental theory of plasticity, Okada and Atluri [10] have
shown that T*c can be computed by the current T* E without the need to suns AT* E for each
incremental crack extension. hioreo%,er, the trailing portion of the contour integral can be
ignored since the resultant surface tractions acting on such near-crack contours vanish. 'This
nearness. e, is set to the thickness of the specimen in order to guarantee a state of plane stress
along the integration contour, rE [ I 1 J.
Without the contour integration invol ving the unloaded region, the contour integral
ahead of the crack. tip can be evaluated by using the deformation theory of plasticity since this
frontal region is dominated by the loading process. Thus the experimentall y impractical
procedure of evaluating AT* E is avoided and T* E was determined directly from the measured
displacement field surrounding a partial contour near and in front of the crack tip. This is
fortunate since the state of stress based oil 	 incremental theory of plasticity cannot be
readily computed from the measured displacement and strain fields in the trailing crack wake
region. The T*t for this near field T'r represents the energy flux into a strip parallel to the
crack as shown also by Memhard, et al. [12].
For a straight crack, which is subjected to a mixed modes I and lI crack tip
deformation, as is, the case of the initial phase of a lap joint failure, the two modes of the T*kj:
for self-similar straight crack propagation are	 -
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where k = 1 and 2 represent the crack tip deformation of triodes I and II, respectively, and i, j
= 1, 2. For mode 1, T*kE vanishes in the trailing crack wake since nt = 0 and 6t2 - 022 = 0
very close to the traction-free crack. For mode II, only the W term contributes to T* kc along
the crack wake.
For a curved crack, the energy flux into an elongated curved contour will require the
evaluation of T* kE along the entire contour, including the crack wake region, as well as an
additional tern which accounts for the rotation of the curved crack. Thus for a curved crack,
a locally self-similar crack field, as shown in Pig. 1, where T*ka, as represented by Eq. 1, is
evaluated along a near-crack contour, re., which surrounds only the frontal region of the
growing crack tip and does not extend back to the original crack tip location.
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
Biaxial SEN Specimen
The mode 11 crack tip deformation generated by the unsymmetric flap opening along
the lap joint in a rupturing pressurized fuselage was simulated by m in-plane shear loading
along a single edge crack. Figure, 2 show the basic configuration of the biaxial fracture
specimen which is similar in design with that used by Kosai, et al. [13]. The x- and y-
direction loads. Pr and Py, were applied through pin-loaded heavy steel grips. Py simulates
the hoop stress of the fuselage and the load parallel to the crack, i.e., the x-direction lead, Px,
simulates the unsymmetric axial stress generated by the opening flap. This axial stress was
identified as the dominant force which caused crack curving in a pressurized fuselage [I - 31.
The topper load, Px 1, which is twice the lower load, Px2, simulated the unequal axial load
imposed by the one-sided flapping of the fuselage skin as the crack propagated axially along
a fuselage lap joint. The specimen was fatigue precracked under uniaxial cyclic loading. A
tear strap was either epoxy bonded, bonded and riveted at spacing 12.5 mm apart, or
integrally machined onto the specimen  at the far edge.	 -
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Test Procedure
The test section of the specimen was covered with a crossed Moire diffraction grating
of 40 lines/mm over a region of 50 x 50 mm. This coarse Moird grating was necessary due to
the large-scale plastic yielding, which resulted in Moird fringe patterns too dense to resolve
by the traditional high-density grating. The grating was transferred onto the highly polished
specimen surface by contact printing a master grating on to a relatively thick photo-resist
coating which was deposited onto the specimen surface [ 141. The deep cross-grooved,
photoresist coating and the exposed, highly reflective specimen surface constituted a
diffraction grating which withstood the large straining in the crack tip region. The specimen
was illuminated by a four-beam Moird interferometer for sequential recording of the two
Moird interferometry fringe patterns, which correspond to the two orthogonal displacement
fields and which, unlike the traditional Moire interferometry, could be viewed from any
angular orientation (IS].
The specimen was loaded in a biaxial testing machine with fixed grip loading
conditions, Ax and Ay. The test protocol consisted of gradually increasing Ox and ev while
recording the Moird fringe patterns associated with curved crack growth. The unsymmetric x-
direction load at the left tab of the biaxial fracture specimen was generated by a simple
mechanical lever system at the side of the cruciform specimen which provided a fixed upper-
to-lower load ratio of Px l/'x2 = 2. The two time-varying loads, i.e., Px and Py, were
measured with two load cells and the imposed fixed grip loading, Ax and Ay, were measured
by linear variable transducers.
RESULTS
Twenty-tour biaxial test specimens were fabricated without or with tear straps and
these results are being evaluated. We report in this paper the results obtained in one
specimen with a bonded tear strap. Figure 3 shows the Moird fringe patterns corresponding
to the u- and v-displacements, respectively, in the biaxial test specimen with a curving crack
path. Here the u- and v-fields refer to the displacements parallel and perpendicular to the
crack, respectively.
Figure 4 shows the curved crack which for analysis 1virpose is represented by
segments of straight cracks. Also shown is the frontal portion of the hE contour of C = 0.8
mm (specimen thickness) in front of the extended curved crack.
Figure 5 shows the T*ke, which were determined by evaluating the contour integral of
Eq. 1, along the frontal portion of T'E at the seven crack tip locations of the curved crack. The
numerical procedure dcscribed in Reference 10 were used to deduce T*t;c from the u- and v-
displacement fields obtained from the corresponding seven sets of Moird fringe patterns. The
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 here is the same steady-state value of about 140 MPa-mm for the T*e associated with
self-similar crack extension in the SEN and CN specimens (5,6]. T*`E, on the other hand, is
nearly zero throughout the entire curved crack extension. These results suggest that T*IE is
the necessary driving force for locally self-similar crack growth and that the crack curves in
the direction of vanishing T*-E which is the clastic-plastic counterpart of the vanishing elastic
K11 criterion [ 1.6,171. Also shown are the corresponding J t and J2 integrals evaluated along a
closed square contour with E = 0.8 mm. Unlike the vanishing,T*2e, J2 is a fluctuating
quantity and J  decreased with curved crack extension.
	 I$
Figure 6 shows the experimentally determined crack tip opening displacement
(CTOD) and the crack tip sliding displacement (CTSD) which are defined as the
displacements 1 mm from the crack tip. Both the CTOD and CTSD reach constant values
through crack extension despite the varying instantaneous crack curvature or the crack
kinking angle with crack extension. These results suggest that crack curving is insensitive to
the magnitude of CTSD. The crack tip opening angle (CTOA) computed from the CTOD is
shown in Fig. 7. Unlike; the pure mode I crack extension data [S, 6], the CTOA reaches a
lower maximum value of 7 1D after a& = 4 mm as shown in Fig. 7 and a slightly lower steady
state value of 4.80.
Figure 8 shows contour maps of maximum strains, which were obtained directly from
the measured u- and v-displacements, for two crack extensions. Also shown are increments
of th- curved crack path.. The remarkable coincidence between the maximum strain contours
and the curved crack paths suggests that the maximum strain criterion could . a plausible
crack curving criterion for ductile fracture.
CONCLUSIONS
1. An experimental procedure for determining T* kE for a curving crack is presented.
2. Variations in T*ke with stable curved crack growth in biaxially loaded 2024-T3
aluminum SEN specimen suggest that while T* lE could be the driving force for
locally self-similar curved crack extension , the crack curves in a direction of
vanishing T*2e.
3. The direction of crack propagation appears to coincide with the direction of maximum
principal strain.
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SUMMARY }
The Event Rate repre-.ents the frequency of aviation events (i.e., ffst
	
; atatts,	 a t
incidents, and occurrences) as reported in the National Program Tracking and Reporting
,,system (`F'I'RS 1. This research f(cuses on forecasting the number of incidents, along
	
-K,
. , ith the aggregate Event Rate, with the motivation being that advanced warnin g and
air wledge of the number and trending of potential incidents could lead to erhanced risk
ssment and proactive aircraft operator safety measures to prevent scrim-_-,, accidents.
Neural network models are developed to forecast the number of Waential incidents
and total Event ,Rate for aircraft operators with Beth Dirge and small fleet sizes. The
contribution of Servicc Difficulty Reports (SDRs) to the forecasting capability of . th(- neural
network is also cxamincd. The SDR database contains data ttelated to the identification of
abnormal, hotcntialiy unsafe conditions in aircraft or aircraft corript+nsnts/equipt-tun,.
j	 Research results support the tree of a Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) to classify such
inputs as the fleet sire, nunibrr of SDRslflcct size, and proportion of unfa' orable operations
surveillance insPectiott} into four output classes far (tie number of potential aircraft iLwkknts
and fowl c%,vmts.
INTRODI:CTION
The Safety Perforn-wrice Analysis System (SPAS) i^, a federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) initiative to dc%'clop an info rated decision 5uppa t ryyQern to assist
safety irtsp ours with surveillance activities, (refs. ), 2). Currently under phase 2
'Tile article is lased on rescarc;h pethatnad at Rutge!s University, The contents of this p;,po refle ct die view
of the author ,. who arc solc15 rr , rxo sihle t'r,r the nccutac%, of the facts, analyses. conclustom,. and
recon-tmendanow-- prvu tttcJ bacin, ants' do not turesau4-icticct rho offx;ial vow ur polo y of dw rvdud
Amitun Aduiuuauation.
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development, SPAS is novel to the FAA in that it attempts to integrate safety information -
relat:ed not only to the aircraft, but to aircraft ofcrators, agencies, and personnel. There are a
number of performance measures defined in SPAS for comparing the performance• of any .
operator (i.e., airline) to another operator or to national norms with respect to airworthiness,
operations, maintenance, equipment, training, reporting, procedures, management, finances,
at)iong others (ref. 3).
I
One of the SPAS performance measures, the Event Rate (ref. 3), represents the
frequency of events (i.e., all accidents, incidents, and occurrences) as recorded it; the tiational
Program  Tracking and Reporting Subsystem (NPTRS). The calculated. value is the total
number of these events for a 1-month period divided by the aircraft operator's fleet size for-
that same period. The value is normalized by fleet size to consider that an operator's .
exposure to events depends on the number of aircraft in its fleet.
An aircraft accident is defined as an event associated with the operation of an aircraft
that results in death or serious injury and causes substantial damage to the aircraft (ref. 4).
An incident is defined as an event, other than an accident, associated with the operation of an
aircraft that affects or could affect the safety of operations (ref. 4). For example, near mid-air
collisions, minor damage to an aircraft, and emergency evacuations are classified as
incidents. The term occurrence does not have a strict definition, but is used to represent an
event category that is neither an accident nor an incident. As an example, an occurrence
could be an anomalous reading on a gauge that led to the plane taxiing back from the runway.
If the anomalous reading could not be. reprcxiuced by the maintenance crew, then this event
would most likely be classified as an occurrence. Although there ate guidelines offered to
-FAA safety inspectors in conducting their investigations, in some cus ps, the clasification of
an event as either an accident, incident, or occurrence is subject to inspector judgment and
experience. .
If risk is considemd to he exposure to possible loss or injury, then advanced warning
and knowledge of the number and trending of potential aircraft incidents could lead to -
enhanced task assessment and to proactive operator safety measures to prevent more serious
accidents. Neural network models are developed to forecast the number of potential
incidents for aircraft operators with both large and small fleet sizes for the. next 3-month
period. The contribution of the Service Difficulty Reporting (SDR) database.. that contains
data related ¢o the identification of abnormal, potentially unsafe condition in aircraft or
aircraft components and equipment is particularly assessed.
NEURAL NETWORK MUDI3LING
Emanating from research in artificial intelligence (AI) (McCulloch and Pitts (ref. 5));
Hopfield (refs. 6, 7), neural network (NN) attempt to simulate the functioning of human
biological neurons. Neural networks have been particularly useful in lxttt.ern recognition
problerns that involve capturing and learning complex underlying (but consistent) trends in
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data. Neural networks are highly nonlinear, and in some cases, are capable of producing better
approximations than multiple regression which produces a linear approximation (Simpson, ref.
S; Wasserman, ref. 9). Neural network learning supports incremental updating and is easier to
embed in an intelligent decision system since batch processing is not required, While neural
networks offer an alternative to regression that will learn functional relationships among
variables to predict an outcome measure, neural network outcomes lack a simple interpretation
of results. For insuutce, the modeling technique does not provide objective criteria to decide
what set of predictors is more important for the prediction. Neural networks ma y also suffer
from overfitting of the data and lark of prediction generality. The limitations of neural
networks with respect to outliers, multicollinearity, and other problems inherent in real world
data have received scant attention.
Generally, backpropagation neural networks are the most commonly used neural network
architectures. These mural networks are especially good for pattern recognition. In neural
network modeling, the R2
 value compares the accuracy of the mcdel to the accuracy of a trivial
benchmark model where the prediction is simply the mean of all the sample patterns. A perfect
fit would result in an R2 value of 1, a very good fit near 1, and a poor fit near 0. If the neural
network model predictions are worse than one could predict by just using the mean of the
sample case outputs`, the R2
 will be 0. Although not precisely interpreted in the same manner as
the R2
 value in regression modeling, nevertheless, the R 2 value from neural network modeling
may - be used as an approximation when comparing model adequacy to a multiple regression
model.
The neural network models in this research were developed on an IBM-PC compatible
computer using the veuroShell 2 (ref. 10) computer program. This program requires Microsoft
Windows, a minimum of 4 Mb of RAM, and at least a 386 microprocessor. The NeuroShell 2
program enables the implementation of a variety of NN architectures.
This research attempts to classify inputs corresponding to airline and adreraft
inspection data into some predefined output categories for the nurnher of incidents or
accidents. As such, a Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) is used since it is a supervis_d
neural network that trains quickly on v.parse data sets and separates data into a specified
number of output categories (Specht, refs. 11, 12). PNN networks are three-layer networks
where the training pattenns are presented to the input layer and the. output layer has one
neuron for each I..ossible category. Training a PNN is very fast because it requires that each
pattern be presented to the network only ranee during training. In the process of training, the
PNN clusters patterns by producing activations in the output layer. The value of the
activations correspond to the probability density function estimate for that category. The
highest output represents i.he most probable category. It was thought that the use of a PNN is
this study could le helpful in wrinkling the SDR data and facilitate the classification of
potcntia.l incidents or accidents lased upon an input profile of airline data.
With NeiLgo5he11 2 a feature termed NE'T- PERFECT is used to prevent overfitting of
the data. With the PNNs, NET-PERFECT determines the smoothing factor for the optimuni
network that rninimizesoutputs of incorrect classifir.lions or maximi:ws the number of
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correct classifications. The Success of PNNs depends upon the smoothing factor which
requires a trial-and-error search. In the next section, PNNs to forecast the number of
potential incidents and total events for airlines are developed.
NEURAL NETWORK MODELS FOR AVIATION SAFETY RISK ASSE'sSSME:NT
The CMAS research team was provided a sample of SPAS data by the FAA William
J. Hughes Technical Center (FAATC) in Atlantic City, NJ, for four different performance
measures for ten different aircraft operators. For confidentiality, the names of the air carriers
(i.e., operators) were masked as Carrier 1, Carrier 2, etc. The original data set consisted of
inspection records of a 66 month period from October 1989 to March 1995. In addition to
the Event Rate as defined previously, the other three performance measures were the
following:
Performance Measure Description
Operations Records	 General assessment of the results from all
operations records surveillances t-crforined on an
air operator. Represents the percentage of
unfavorable operations records related findings for
a given 1-month-period smoothed.
Operations .Surveillance Results 	 Assessment of the results from all operations
surveillances performed on an air operator.
Represents the percentage of unfavorable
operations surveillance records for a given 1-
month period smoothed.
SDR Conrpli wee	 Assessment of an air cnerator's compliance with
the regulations for reporting mechanical failures.
Represents the r,amber of Service Difficulty
Reports (SDRs) submitted by an operator over a
6-month period.
Detailed definitions with sample calculations for the above performance measures are
provided in (ref. 6). 'fable l displays representative data. The specific performance measure
of Operations Records is not used in this research, s=ince the Operations Surveilleuice Resales
measure is broader and provides a more general assessment of airlines and aircraft by
considering personnel, rnanuals, records/reports, facilities, equipment, maintenance, and
managemem, among others.
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Table 1. Sample of SPAS Data (for one carrier).
Dutc
No. of
MRS
Fleet
Size
Total a of
Olerations
sulwillance
lns	 coons
Actual N of
Cnfworahle
operations
Sarveillances
Toted 4 or
Operations
Records
Actuil * of
LkifavoraNe
Operations
Records.
Number of
trr;idents
Numlx r of
Occurrences
Niunber of
Accidents10/31189 46 485 263 " 9 44 5 0 0 011669 112 493 221 4 60 6 1	 1 2 012131/89 62 5100 251 8 65 6 2 0 1
01/31190
07128190
74
57
502
506
322
275
16
12
91
67
4
2
4
0
0
0
3
163/31/90 46 514 M 10 85 !- 3 0 004130/90 62 516 313 7 65 I 0 0 046/31190 59 520 351 14 73 4 u 1 00613 0190 71 524 319 10 80 7 2 2 007131190 81 527 346 14 44 1 2 006/31/90 60 532 322 6 126 7 I Q 009130/90 88 S41 375 8 69 2 0 0 0
10131/90 98 547 256 17 70 3 1 1 0
11130/90 7.5 5.51, 245 1	 6 67 4 1 S 0
12131190 ?6 552 238 1	 1^ 106 8 3 6 0
To provide a means for checking the NN predictions against existing data, the data
were subdivided into two different sets. The first set was used to build the prediction model
and the second set. was used to evaluate the prediction model's performance on new, unfit
data. Such an approach is useful for testing prediction model generality (Pindyck and
Rubinfeld, ref. 13). This approach is used in neural network modeling to create a training set
of data to build the model and a production set of data to evaluate model performance: on new
data. These terms are used in the paper to distinguish between the two iata sets.
We were subsequently advised by the FAA William J. Hughes Technical r'.enter staff
to not use data prior to June 1992 due to the discovery of data reporting errors. Thus, the NN_
models are constructed and evaluated with data from June 1992 - March 1995. After some
sensitivity analyses on using fleet size to group the data, it was decided to partition the data
into two groups. The first group contains operators where the fleet size is greater than or
equal to 200 airplanes (i.e., 192 data records), and the second group had operators with a fleet
size less than 200 airplanes (i.e.. 128 data records). For the first data group (i.e., large
carriers), the mean number of incidents is 1.212 and the standard deviation is 1.088. The
mean number of events for the first group is 2.788 and the.
 standard deviation is 1.398. For
the second data group (i.e., small carriers), the median waF used rather than the mean due to
the smaller number of observations in the sample "
 size. The median number of incidents is
0.(1667 and the upper fourth number is 1.664 and the upper eighth number is 2.270. The
median number of events in this group is 2.505 and the upper fourth number is 3.420 and the
upper eighth number is 4.234.
Due to the time :;hitting of the data to create output variahlrs and the data reporting
errors prior to June 1992, note that only 320 of the original 660 records are used in the
modeling procedure. It is important to note that the distinction between large and small
airlines based upon using the number of 200 aircraft is determined graphically and does not
represent an official FAA classification.
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A Probabi list W Neural Network (PNN) architecture is used to classify the input
pattern; into one of four different output classes for the potential number of incidents.
Ne notation u<ed is defined as follows:
FI.FF.T SIZE
	 fleet size at the beginning of period t
SDR/fs(t)
	 # of SDRs / fleet size (per month) at the beginning of period t
Pt,t)	 the percentage of unfavorable inshrctions at the beginning of period t
i based on Operations Sto- eillance Results)
For borh the large and small carriers. four classes of outputs are created. However.
the classification scheme varies for each carriergrouping as displayed in Figure 1. Non: that
for small carriers. the median rather than the mcan is used to treat ", the first class due to the
small nut..ber of obser^ ations for incident.; or events that are found in this data grouping.
Incidents or
Total 13 \ ents
Clime = t. W,, t+2 )
Input Layer	 hidden Layer	 Output Layer
Figure t. A Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) Model.
Figure 2 displays the PNN with its inputs of fleet WC, SDRs/fleet size, and P and the
tour output classes. The model forecast, the number of potential incidents or events for each
of the four cla.;sc> for time periods t, t+1, and (+2. Consistent with the SPAS paradigm. these
numbers reprvwnt the proportion of potential incidents per lt)o aircraft fur a -month rxriod.
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0	 mean	 tucan+SD mean+2SD
	 0	 median	 fourth	 eighth
Incidents or
	 Incidents or
Total (:vents	 Total Events
Large Fleet Size
	 Small Fleet Size
Figure 2. PNN Output Classification Scheme.
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
A number of variations of the basic PNN model presented in Figure 2 are evaluated
by changing the comhination and number of input variables used. Table'—! summarizes four
different PNN models for operators with a fleet size greater than 200 aircraft. The
percentages of correct classifications for the number of potential incidents or events for both
the training and production patterns are also reported.
Table 2. PNN Models for Carriers With Large Fleet Size (> 200 aircraft).
Trainin	 Pattern Production Pattern
Corr. Incorr. Corr. Incorr.Model-# Models
f.s
I SDRlf.s. =* Classified Incidents 161 10 2
P 89.44% 19 83.33%
S.F. = 0.015	 (3:180 :4)
2
f.s
	
Classified Incidcnts
P 131 49 8 4
S.F. = 0.015	 2:180:4) 72.7h% 66.457%
fs
3 SDRJf.s. =* Classified Events 165 15 10 2
P 91.67% 83.33%
S.F. = 0.012	 (3:180:4
f's	 Classified Events
4 P 147 33 8 4
S.F. _ 0.012	 (2:180:D 81.67% 66.67%
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With Model 1, all the inputs are used. The PNN has 3 inputs. 180 hidden nodes, and
4 outputs (hence the notation 3:180:4 given in parentheses). One hundred and eighty training
and 12. production patterns are used. The smoothing factor (S.F'.) is 0.015. This PN1N
correctly classifies 161 input patterns (i.e., 89.1490) into the correct output calegory for the
number of potential incidents. Nineteen patterns are incorrectly classified. When the model
is evaluated on new, unfit data (i.e., the production data), the PNN correctly classifies 10 of
the 12 patterns (i.e.., 83.33 ,17 , ). The favorable performance of the PNN on the production set
suggests that a model with the ability to generalize has been identified. ,
In Model 2, the input -ariable of SDRJf.s, is removed. The classification accuracy
centag,e decreases to 72.78% on the training data. The performance of the PNN on the
roduction data is severely degraded, as the classification accuracy rate decreases to 66.67%.
This observation suggests that SDR/f.s, is an important input to the model.
In Models 3-4, the output is the aggregate number of Events. Note that the
classification accuracy rate is 91.67% in Model 3 for the training data. In Model 4, the input
SDR/f.s, is removed and the classification-accuracy rate decreases to 81.67% on the training
data and to 66.67% on the production data. This again suggests that the input of SDR/f.s. is
an impotiant variable for the PNN.
Table 3 exhibits neural wwork models for aircraft operators with a fleet sire less
than 200 airplanes'. F=our PNNs are presented with their corresponding input and output
variable;., smoothing factors, and classification accuracy rates for both training and
production patterns. In general, classification performance is enhanced by including the input
of SDR/f.s. to the PNN.
Tablc 3. PNN Models for Carriers With Small Fleet Size (e 200 ,kircraft).
Training Pattcm Production Pattern
Corr. Ineorr. Corr. Incorr.Model # Models
f.s
1 SDR/f'.s.=t, Classified Incidents 103 15 9 1
P 97.29% 90.00%
S.F. = 0.01	 (3:11+0.4)
—
—
i'.s _ _
	
Classified Incidents
2 P 97 21 8 2
S.1-. _: 0.01	 (2:180:4) 82.20% 80.00%,
T
_
t'. s
3 SDR/f.s. =^ Classified Events 106 12 10 0
P 89.83% 100%
S.F. = Of K)5
__
Ts
	
Classified Events
4 P 102 16 9
1
I
S.F. = OA)7	 (2:I80:4) 86,44% 90.00%
d
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It is acknowledged that there are small sample sizes for the production data in the
cases of large and small carriers that make it difficult to assess n?odel generaiity. These
models will be updated as nett •
 data become available. Nevertheless, the research results
from using a PVN to assess aviation safety risk appear promising.
CONCLUSIONS
The forecasting of the slumber of potential aircraft incidents is a complex problem and
is receiving increased attention by the FAA dtie to the dramatic growth in domestic air traffic.
This research investigated the use of artificial neural networks to detect complex, underlying
patterns in safety inspection reporting and to use this information to forecast the number of
potential incidents for aircraft operators. In addition, the contribution of the Service
Difficulty- Repotting (SDR) database to improving the forecasting capability of the neural
network was examined.
A Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) was found to be highly suitable for classifying
inputs such as the fleet sire, number of SDRslfleet size, and proportion of unfavorable
operations surveillance inspections into four output classes for the number of potential
incidents. In particular, the inclusion of the number of SDRslfleet size. for both large and
small airlines improved the general forecasting capability of the PNNs on new, unfit data. A
different number of output,classes for large versus small airlines should be examined in
future research.
It must be noted that any data reporting errors will affect the neural network -
classification performance. It is recommended that the FAA continue to verify the quality
and integrity of Moth primary 'and secondary data sources for SPAS.
	
The ability to anticipate the number of potential incidents, will enable the FAA to	 j
promptly recognize adverse trends and to heighten inspection activities. Additional focused
surveillance by the inspectors may lead to preemptive maintenance actions by the airlines and
to enhanced air traffic safety.
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ABSTRACT
WIDESPREAD FATIGUE DAMI AGE THRESHOLD ESTIMATES
This paper describes a simple, analytical tool for the use by structures engineers to
predict the operational age. at which a fleet of airplanes would start to experience more than
the isolated incident of fatigue cracking. This operational age is often referred to as a fatigue
threshold and is usually measured in flights. The analysis approach follows the traditional
practice used for fatigue design by appl ying a "reduction-factor' to individual structural
component average life estimate (centra) tendency fatigue performance) to determine the
fatigue threshold. The two-parameter Weibull distribution with assumed shape parameters ie
used to develop the procedure for use by structures engineers. The procedure is facilitated by
a nomograph which is entered with the number of structural components in the population
and on exiting the reduction-factor is obtained. The structures engineer must identify certain
targets such as the limits on the number of fatigued components and the number derails
within any single component. Several examples of application of this test/service statistics
based method to estimation of widespread fatigue damage threshold are provided.
INTRODUCTION
The likelihood of the occurrence of fatigue damage in an airplane structure increases
with the number of flights the airplane experiences. Commercial airplanes are generally
dosigncd with an intended minimum design service objective during which the probability of
fatigue: cracking is expected to be low and if cracks do occur they will be in isolation and
grow independently. Airplanes are frequently utilized beyond their original design service
objective in the current commercial airline industry. This makes damage tolerant structures
together with competent fatigue damage inspection programs essential alenients to ensure
continuous airworthiness for aging airplanes throughout their operational lives until
e*onornics dictate their retirement fro n service.
Mul r iple cracks may occur and become interactively dependent as they grow in an
aging uirT)lane. Existing damage tolerance programs for aging fleets such as the supplemental
structural ingpection program only address damage at rnuhiple sites or elements, whose
damage extent is restricted to a local structural area or detail mid no ,, 'gnificant damage exists
beyond this .,rea. .Since the Aloha 737 accident in 1988, much of d: - focus has been on
widespread fatigue damage (WFD) (Figure 1). WFD has been characterized by the
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simultaneous prc,,cnce 01' cracks at imiltiple structural areas and detain (multiple .>ite damage.
I , N1SD) and multiple element danmte (Ml-'T))) that are of sufficient sire find density wherehy
Ole structun: inay no longer meet its damage tolerance requirement. The presence of WFD
can iwceleiatc the lti;<s of residua) strength as shown in Figm-e 2. and results in a shorter
damage detection period. An airplane `IrtlCWYC that is WFL) susceptible usually consists of it
nunllx:r taf' Similar sn-ucnu'al details subjected to similar 	 levels. A typical example of
idrspread fatigue damage is at a fuselage skin lap joint where simultaneous M11,1irlg at
filstener holes along wvcrd adjacen t bays may reduce its d :tnta g e tolerance Mow the
i-qulatory levol before the cracks are readily detectahle. Other WFD-susL:eptihlc stlllctures
nmy include fuselage franies, tear straps, circumft ,ential splices, wing chordwise splices, etc.
• IVIOPIc w Silo Darnago (MSD)
J
eailtlrhY mom d91•iliili to
e Mu,tlple Element Dtimnga (IOE-D)
Max murr dbwabv dwrage
•	 Widcsprc,jd similar cletails
•	 Similar stresses
•	 Si uctural InWiaclion with wduced allowahlc.s
Crack init at on	 Crack oxtens on
-j J
L.
Maximum allowable damage shown
•	 Damage CUnnC010111 ur to this site is tulctatcd
\(, significant dam;igc be y ond lhis region
•	 All NISD or MED % ithtn 'fl)js area is local and alrc ,dy
a,:cra,nted for in damage basesi n ce an;ilysis
Figur, 1. L;.x;nnplc of Local and %Vidcspread Fatigue Damage.
Structural
strength
WFD
WFD threshold detech.on	 Loral darnage1 p 4iod _! dst,:rction period
UltlrnatP	 T	 1
t	 I
Required residual strength 	 _
I	 I	 I	 I
I	 I	 I
I	 I
special
Normal inspection	 I Inspentlons
programs
	
or actions	 I
Service period, flight cycles
Figure :. Comparison. of D) tivagc Detection Opportuniurs, Local vs.
Widcispread Iatig,ue Damage.
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Industry guidelines for the evaluation of widespread fatigue damage have been
proposed by the Airworthiness Assurance Working Group (A.AWG) (Reference 1). Boeing
Commercial Airplane Group (BCAG) has initiated WFD evaluations on Boeing's aging
airplane models using these guidelines. As shown in Figure 3, a multistage evaluation
process is recommended in these guidelines. In this paper only the "estimate of Wr-D
occurn-mce" will be addressed. As suggested in the guidelines, this may involve evaluations
of WFD size, extent, rind its occurrence time, with incorporation of test and in-service fleet
experiences.
	
Review structural areas
	 Auesa poselbVlky o}
_H
	
potenti 1fl y-suusceptible	 Estky*e WFD occurrence 	 di Assa source damage
Auess risk level for	 I
discrete source damage
EMablish progrun to
reesam the estimated WFD	 Conrddar d a supoementar , ftvlew existing Inspection
	
occurrenco betted on 	 inspection program needs	 program find level of safetyin-service date
	
to ba developed
Select susceptible areas
regt,iringg additional date and
WerTrine speoifk; sebons
Reccr,,rr*nd spproptiate Develop an action plan
	
soions and monitor 	 for which actual WFDla reached
Figure 3. WFD Evaluation Process.
A WFD threzhold can he viewed as an airplane operational life in flights at which the
damages in multiple structural details could start to interact and result in an accelerated loss
of residual strength (Figure 2). At this threshold, special fatigue inspection/modification
,pxograrns may be needed !it 	 to other existing programs in order to provide sufficient
j.,6inage detection opportunities before. an  occurrence of link-up of discrete detail damage. In
` 'vmi4 cities when the WFD-susceptible structure is also susceptible to discrete: source
drstviage, this threshold may become a WFD onset. which is at a certain safety margin before
the cxcurrence of widespread fatigue damage. The WFD onset indicates the time when some
structural modifications become necessary to prevent ,thc. occurrence of widespread fatigue
damage in a fleet.
Significant research effort has been made in developing methods for predicting Will
thresholds. A number of computational tools havo betn developed for this purpose and are
fracture mechanics based (References 2 and 3). A typical fracture-mechanics based method
often starts with assumed initial flaws including th.cir sizes and locations. Crack growth
analysis for small cracks is then carried out until the morne.nt when some of the cracks start to
interact, thus constituting a WFI) threshold. To predict the WFD onset, continued crack
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groNvth analysis with a consideration of crack interactions and residual strength analysis for
det.erniining the occurrence of wide ,,pre..ad fatigue damage: is often needed. It should be
noted, however, the uncertainties as:;ociated with initial flaws, loads, and the stochastic
nature.. of crack growth and residual strength can make these methods become unnecessarily
complicated to achieve meaningful results.
Thk paper describes a simple analytical tool for use by structures, engineers to predict
WFD thresholds, It incorporates test and service experiences and simple statistical models in
such ;:i way that all (lie uncertainties are systematically taken into , zcount and the resulting
WFD threshold can he estimated at any reliability level. The analysis approach follows the
traditional practice used for fatigue design by applying a reduction factor to the structure's
central tendency fatigue performance (averag.- rife) to determine the fatigue threshold. In this
approach the factor is dependent on population (i.e., ai-risk fleet) size and the interdependent
relationship hctween structural components and structural details within.the component(s).
This relationship was deve:loTwed from Boeing's extensive test and airplane service databases.
In the following, BCAG's experience in widespread fatigue damage from service and
teat expt^ricnccs is described. Emphasis is on the extent of cracking, i.e., number of assumed
initiated small cracks, that determines the criteria for WFD threshold. It is followed by an
explanation of the proposed approach to predicting WFD threshold and the use of
nornographs in carrti, ing out the prediction. Finally, a few examples are discuwd to illustrate
the application and effectiveness of the approach.
Fleet Service and Test Experience in WFD
For over four decades. the airplane industry has lven using full-scale fatigue tests,
panel tests, and data frorn inspections of in-.service jet transports to validate the design
concepts and identify appropriate preventive: maintenance actions for the fleets. In early
all the full-scale tests and uses of service data were aimed at validating the. fail-safe
concept	 inviilves only !oral damage at multiple sites, e.g., a fuselage fail-safe capability
for cracks .gyp to one or two hays. Sin ge the late 1980s. BCAG has conducted a series of full-
scalt . fatigue tests and panel teCtS to address widespread fatigue damage issues. The primary
goal was to invcstigate the d;.ntage extent that Wright lead to widespread fatigue damage. A
detailed dewription of these tests and their findings can he found in Reference 4. More
rcecntly, uneleI an FAA contract BCAG conducted full-scale panel tests to investigate the
effect of SSD in a lap joint on the residual strength of a sirnulated wide-body fuselage
(Reference 5). Also, a full-scale fatigue test of a retired B727 fuselage has just been
completed. Very detailed cracking information has been recorded and data reduction is
currently being undertaken for WM analysis.
Over the years. as more hi gh-time airplanes remain in service moredata from in-
wrVice airplanctc have become available for developing WFD criteria for aging airplanes,
h4ost of the service data have been frorn the Boeing Significant Item Reporting System
(SIRS) to which most discrepancies found by operators were reported. Other service data
f
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came from service bulletins (SB), fleet survey programs in which engineers went out to the
operators to inspect high-time airplanes, and teardown inspections,
 of retired service airplane
structures. The data from these various sources showed mixed cracking scenarios. For
example, the cracking along a lap joint was in some cases dominated by local damage at
multiple rivet holes in one or two frame bays, whereas in other cases by uniformly distriiwted
cracks across several frame bays, i.e., a prelude of widespread fatigue damage. Since Ideal
damage at multiple. sites has already been accounted for in the existing damage tolerance
,methods, only those cases with uniform damage were, ,selected for data reduction in
determining the: criteria for WFD threshold.
Reviews of available test and service data by BCAG have led to a preliminary concept
of choosing criteria for VNTD threshold. The damage extent in terms of a percentage of
cracking among the structural details per airplane or component seems to provide a simple
and logical criterion for WFD threshold. For example, a 10 percent cracking of small cracks
in rivet holes along a lap joint might be a suitable threshold for a. special WFD inspection
program for lap joints, whereas a smaller percentage of cracking might be appropriate for
wing chordwise splices. The WFD threshold can also be estimated at a selected reliability
.evel. For example, it can he cstirnated as to when the first lap joint develops 10 percent
cracking in a fleet of at-risk lap joints, or when two lap joints in thl" fleet develop 10 percwt
cracking. Such simple criteria also enable a continuing use of a reduction factor, which is
similarly applied in fatigue design.
As more. test and service data are evolving and most of the development remains
ongoing, change or refinement of WT-I) threshold selections is likely to happen. The
methodology described ty low is therefore expcm%d to go through a process of contintu S
improv-ment. i
Prediction of Fatigue Threshold
BCAG has a well developed structural fatigue prediction capability that has been
tested and refined by extensive full-scale, testing and decades of operational fleet data.
Structural design philosophy is focused un the early, i.e., extreme, event and consequently
fatigue design criteria are in place which reflect this philosophy. For example, the statistical
model used is Mleihull, one of the family of extreme value distributions, instead of the log-
normal distribution which is in more common use. in the. aviation industry.
There was c onsidcrable activity within Boeing during the late 1960s and early 19705
to ascertain the Weibull parameters that could model airplane structural fatigue (Ref zcwts 6
and 7). The studies ► resulted in selection of the two-param= Weibull
J
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F(x) = cunuiliukv probabilit y
 function
X = flight cycles
	
1'(x; = I -- cxp1— X-
	
a= shape parameter
	
9 ,	 r ^ = scale parameter or characteristic fatigue life.
pe 1-aramoters and this model is ht.iilt into the•
 " D sign for .Durabilit y " tiystcm
used by all R•.
	 iduritl designers and analysts This. s; stem has been discussed
i : y iou.a^ tkef, iences 8 and 9). It should be n q)te(J that fle; t data are monitored for lessons
leamcI, to
	 earls• fatigue incidents when nccess irN, and to develop and document the
demonsir+tcd fatigue ratings of the structures. This activity Kati been ongoing for verb many
^,!ars resulting in design standards ( Fl,urc 4) trtlecting lesson: learned from it large
maintained database, and nig!i confidence in tliv correlation between fittigue ariaiysis
prediction anJ service demionstr.ited performance.
I • igure 4. Boein g Duriibility and Danmaut: Tolerance Technology Standards.
Giver) this background it is believed that a s i r til: r deli ener/analyst-oriented procedure
Could be used fer predicting thresholds for WFT). Currentl y BCACYi StRiCtural Licsi o n criteria
specify that any stri.ictural component must equal or exceed it specific level of reliabilit y for
the t.turation defined by the iniminum Design Service Ohiective. 'These levels of' reliability
range from high to very h.igl •i dt: •pending upon the criticality of the comhcincni. The concept
of widespread fittigue damage mad- acid another dimension, nanwly a consideration of order
stittistics. When designing for reliability today, RC AG designers/analysts must select from a
menu of fatigue reliability factors that are appiopriate for their structur.il applications. These
factors art , Wciliull based in or,Jer to nrovide sufficici IN hIL h Ic^,els of reliabilit y in the fleet
without the need to address fleet site, i.r., reliability in terms of percent, r.t., 99 percent.
Hmkever, in the case of 1 TI) c:onsiderauon ma y hair to be yen to the I st, or 2nd, or ith
event in a fleet of ^I si rut • ttiIcs. This «• e t.tld corer uitfa 
ill iIictr scenario. (ni designers/analyst.
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such as the number of fatigue events within any single component, or within it components
per airplane, or at airplanes in the fleet.
The Weibull parameters characterizing structural fatigue were already known,
verified, and used over the past 30 years. It was therefore logical to expand can the current
fatigue reliability factor design procedure to include a WFD threshold factor which considers
i events in samples of size n. A nomograph was selected as the medium to present the WFD
threshold factor. This was done to provide the designerlanalyst with a visual aid (Figure 5) to
the interactive relationships between i fatigue events and it sample size whether it be details
per component or components per airplane or airplane per fleet. The initial nomograph was
developed for application to fuselage structures, i.e.. predominantly pressure-loaded
structural details such as fuselage lap joints, circumferential splices, and frames (Figures 6
through 8). The underlying assumption for the nomograph is based on the observation that
airplane-to-airplane variation in fatigue is greater than component-to-component variation
within the same airplane. Therefore, the graph was developed using the inverse Weibull
function and a series of Weibull shape parameters as fohows.
t'
Reduction Factor: '?0r	 ^— In(1-- sTR (xi »I,^^'*
i STR
in which the subscript STR represents structural detail, structural, component, or airplane. For
each structural category,
RPop = population characteristic life to specified damage for STR
P; = characteristic life to A occurrence of damaged STR in a sample of n STRs
xr = expected life to ith occurrence of damaged STR in a sample of n STRs
FSTXx;) = probability of daniage for an STR at x; flights
- On + 0.5)
U-Sm =	 shape parameter for STR
8.0 for rivet holes in a lap joint
-	 6.0 for lap joints in an airplane
5.0 for airplanes in a fleet
These parameters are riot expected to be universally good for all structural details, and will
likely need refinement. The resulting WFD threshold factor Sxa F for this particular case is
calculated as
S %VSF ^--	 )
P ' RIVET A	 + A )AIRPIANE
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„nalysts supporting the •+tandard- and wide-body airplane programs have been
c aluating this threshold factor ii, ascertain the level of correlation between predictions based
un the nonlograph and oh^,crved fleet history. Some difficulties were encountered due to a
lack of i.onsen.:us on what damage extent constituted WTT), As seen from Figure 5 the
analyst must snake certain decisions regarding sample size at ri-,k of fatigue cracking and the
AT6 limit in terms of nunlher of cracks, in order to enter and exit the graph. Nevertheless, a
few examples were completed and predictions were found to be encouraging although
sonlcwhat more conservative than intended; we example below.
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A more extensive evaluation is presently underway and results, when available, will
be used to refine the VVFD threshold factor as necessary. Tt is also anticipated that more than
a single nomograph will be inquired to cover all primary structural details.
EXAMPLES
Some examples are presented below for illustrative purposes. All specific details
have been omitted in this paper as the procedure is still in development.
The initial examples are on fuselage lap joints.
Example I is based on a fleet of 323 airplanes with 6 identical lap joints per airplane and
380 equally critical rivet connections per lap joint. It was assumed that the VVFD
threshold was consistent with small cracks initiated at 10%, i.e., 38, of the rivet
holes in a lap. Figure 9 is a plot comparing the cracking history predicted via the
factors from the nomograph against the service history as reported by the airplane
operators. It is noted that the correlation at the first event is very close, but from
there on the prediction becomes increasingly conservative.
Example 2 is based on a fleet of 154 airplanes with S identical lap joints per airplane and
220 equally critical rivet connections per lap joint. As in the previous example,
the WFD threshold was assumed taoccur when 10% of the rivet holes in a lap
contain small cracks. Figure 10 is a plot similar to that shown in the first
example, and as before, It is clear that the predictions are more conservative than
desired.
L.iample 3 is based on a fleet of 83 airplanes with 8 identical lap joints per airplane and 300
equally. critical rivet connections per lap joint. All VVFD assumptions remained
unchanged from the two previous examples. In this example good correlation
was obtained between prediction and service history; see Figure 11.
Tn all these examples, the analysts were required to determine the characteristic, i.e.,
central tendency. life to fatigue crack initiation in a specific lap joint. This characteristic life
is then divided by the appropriate WFD threshold factor S%tsF to obtain the predicted life to
the ith fatigue event. As stated earlier, BCAG has collected over several decades, a large
databa:.& which is incorporated into design standards, Figure 4, and provided to every
structural der;igner/analyst. It is to Book 1 of these design standards that the analyst refers in
order to obtain information on 1ap ,joints and their expected performance. It is an easy step
from there for the analyst to estimate the characteristic life to initiation of a small fatigue
crack(s) in any particular lap joint such as those addressed in the previous examples.
Specifically, thc: analyst finds a lap joint in the design standard that is similar to the lap joint
being investigated. A fatigue rating is obtained from Durability Design 'Technology
Standards, see, Figure 12, and this rating is modified as necessary to match the specific detail
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of the lap joint being investigated. The modification factors are supplied in the Durability
Analysis Technology Standards of the BCAG design standards (Figure 13). Once the
-modified rating is obtained, the analyst determines the characteristic fatigue life of the
investigated lap joint by using the appropriate combination of S-N curve and reliability factor
provided in the sawe analysis standard (Figure 14).
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SCVCTal other examples have been undertaken by program personnel and are at
ditfcrc-nt stjlges of completion. To date all feedback indicates the proposed Sw.s f factor
provides conservative estimates relative to service history; however, data are insufficient to
proceed with rc• flnettlrnt of the procedure. A norno raph for gus.t critical structure, e.g.,
wine,", has a lso been devclopcd and hrovidrd to airplane program personnel for evaluation,
but there ha y, been no lrrdb:ack at this time.
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SUMMARY
In summary, a fatigue-teased procedure'for estimating thresholds for WFD allows
BCAG to utilize its extensive historic fatigue database and proven fatigue analysis methods.
The WM procedure in question continues with the industry-wide approach, namely the use
of the "scatter factor" concept, except in this application it requires the designer/analyst to
consider variables associated with population size to determine the factor. The relationship
of these"variables with the threshold factor has been presented in the form of a nomograph to
help the designer/analyst visualize the impact of the population variables. A few test cases
have been completed to date and the predictions relative to fleet data have been encouraging.
It was intended and anticipated that predictions would be somewhat conservative relative to
fleet history. However, in some examples the level of conservatism was higher than
expected, indicating some-"tweaking" of the WFD factor is desirable. Additional examples
are still being evaluated and when completed the threshold factor may need refining, and
then could be a possible requirement fora family of factors representing different -types of
structural details.
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